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ABSTRACT
Queer Things:
Victorian Objects and the Fashioning of Homosexuality
Abigail Joseph

“Queer Things” takes the connections between homosexuality and materiality, and those
between literary texts and cultural objects, as major repositories of queer history. It
scrutinizes the objects that circulate within the works of Oscar Wilde as well as in the
output of high fashion designers and the critics and consumers who engaged with them, in
order to ask how gay identities and aﬃliations are formed and expressed through things.
Bringing recent critical interest in the subtleties of nineteenth-century “thing culture” into
contact with queer theory, I argue that the crowded Victorian object-world was a crucial
location not only for the formation of social attitudes about homosexuality, but also for the
cultivation of homosexuality’s distinctive aesthetics and aﬀective styles. In attending to the
queer pleasures activated by material attachments that have otherwise been deployed or
disavowed as stereotypes, my project reconsiders some of the most celebrated works of the
gay canon, and inserts into it some compelling new ones. Furthermore, in illuminating the
Victorian origins of modern gay style and the incipiently modern gayness of Victorian style,
it adds nuance and new substance to our understanding of the elaborate material landscapes
inhabited by Victorian bodies and represented in Victorian texts.
$

The first part of the dissertation uses extensive archival research to excavate a

history of queer men’s involvement in women’s fashion in the mid-nineteenth century. In the
first chapter, juxtaposing accounts of the famous Boulton and Park drag scandal with a

simultaneously emerging genre of overwrought fashion criticism, I argue that an (over)
investment in fashionable objects and a detailed knowledge of fashionability became
important sites for the develop of gay-eﬀeminate social styles. The second chapter positions
Charles Worth, founder of the modern system of haute couture, as the progenitor of a queer
species of cross-gendered, non-heterosexual relations between male high-fashion designers
and female clients. Though they are not based on same-sex eroticism, I argue that these
relations deserve consideration as queer.$
$

The second part of the dissertation considers the representational functions of

objects in several works across the career of Oscar Wilde. The third chapter presents a
reading of De Profundis,Wilde’s infamously hard-to-read prison letter, which focuses on how
the text interweaves anxieties about the transmission of material objects into its complex
aﬀective structure. The fourth chapter considers the eﬀects of the risky but irresistible
attractions of that letter’s addressee, the widely-loathed Bosie Douglas, on Wilde’s aesthetic
practice. Juxtaposing Bosie’s charms with those of Algernon Moncrieﬀ in The Importance of
Being Earnest, and then moving to the little-read letters which document the final postprison years of Wilde’s life, I suggest that the frustrating states of intemperance and
indolence become sites, for Wilde, of erotic excitement, artistic innovation, and political
resistance.
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INTRODUCTION: EXQUISITE MATERIALS

...and as I read through the various descriptions given of him, I saw that the love that
Shakespeare bore him was as the love of a musician for some delicate instrument on
which he delights to play, as a sculptor’s love for some rare and exquisite material that
suggests a new form of plastic beauty, a new mode of plastic expression. For all Art
has its medium, its material, be it that of rhythmical words, or of pleasurable colour,
or of sweet and subtly-divided sound; and...it is to the qualities inherent in each
material, and special to it, that we owe the sensuous element in Art, and with it all
that in Art is essentially artistic.
!
!
!
!
- Oscar Wilde, The Portrait of Mr. W.H. (1889)

!

March of 1895 was, for at least two reasons, an epochal month in gay cultural history.

One of these — Oscar Wilde’s instigation of his ill-fated libel suit against the Marquess of
Queensberry, swiftly turned into a criminal charge against Wilde that would land him in
Reading Gaol and, eventually, at the peak of modern homosexuality’s pantheon of inaugural
martyr/icons — could hardly be more famous, or of a clearer import for queer theory and
the history of sexuality. The other event — the death of Charles Frederick Worth:
dressmaker to the late-Victorian stars, tagged by his baﬄed contemporaries “the great
English man-milliner of Paris,” and now generally regarded as the founder of the patently
modern, and potently gay-dominated, art/business of haute couture — stands in a more
obscure relation to those fields and their lines of inquiry. Although Worth is in many ways

2

strongly resonant as a queer figure, and though Wilde was in many relevant ways interested
in fashion, there has been little critical writing about the connections that this juxtaposition
suggests: between the histories of male homosexuality and women’s fashion; between the
Victorian origins of gay style and the queerness of Victorian style; and between queer
subjects and material objects as they interacted in the discursive and social landscapes of the
late nineteenth century.
!

In the days following Worth’s death, at the age of 69, on March 10, 1895, obituary

notices were, his biographer Diana de Marly tells us, “published in thousands of newspapers
across the world.”1 Items on the passing of “that renowned High Priest of La Mode and
Prime Minister of the feminine toilette, before whom womankind has been wont to
prostrate itself with such touching awe and reverence” 2 and on Wilde’s charge that
Queensberry had “unlawfully and maliciously published a certain defamatory libel” 3 against
him — the infamous “posing as a sodomite” card — thus make their way contiguously into
the same newspapers (sometimes literally so, in the very same columns) and therefore into
the awareness of hundreds of thousands of readers, across Britain and indeed the world.
Whether or not this queer (in all senses) fact of historical co-incidence can be ascribed any
significance beyond that of the sheerly uncanny is unclear. But I would argue that in the
terms and tonalities that spring out from the notices of the death of a man who “possess[ed]
genuinely artistic gifts of a special kind,” whose “inimitable art in...Clothing the palpable
and familiar With the golden exhalations of the dawn...aﬀorded [his] spectators a glimpse of
Diana de Marly, Worth: Father of Haute Couture (New York: Holmes & Meier, 1980), 206. “Every
little country journal in the United States seemed to carry a paragraph with the news that the great
man-milliner was dead.”
1

2

“News of the Day,” Birmingham Daily Post, 12 March 1895.

3

“Police,” London Times, 11 March 1895.

3

a better world, if occasionally it filled their bosoms with some of the worst passions of this”4
— in what they say, what they exaggerate, what they insinuate, and what they leave unsaid:
about women and men, about fashion and art, curiosity and extravagance, luxury and vice —
rest some potent indications that meaning can, and should, be drawn out within the space of
this connection.
!

This dissertation is, in part, an eﬀort to occupy that space, and to explore within it

the ways in which the historical and theoretical energies which have given us such a rich —
if still developing — queer understanding of a figure like Oscar Wilde can be brought to bear
upon some of the more marginal areas of Victorian material culture. One of these is fashion
media, which Christopher Reed has called “doubly marginalized, doubly queer,”5 for its
obscurity within archival institutions, and for the reluctance which most scholarship has
evinced (with some notable recent exceptions) to read queerness into it, placing it instead
on the side of heteronormativity, anti-feminism, the maintenance of oppressive sex/gender
ideologies: this despite the fact that fashion magazines, which Reed calls “obsessed with
unproductive gossip and transient role-playing, openly courting the homoerotic gaze,” 6 have
a fertile aﬃnity with the lexicons of homosexuality. The first part of this project, building on
the work of previous scholars who have begun to counter this trend,7 draws on materials

4

[“For ages fashion…], Times, 12 March 1895.

Christopher Reed, “Sexual Identity, Performance, and Decor in British Vogue, 1922-1946” (GLQ
12.3, 2005), 377.
5

6

Ibid.

Important contributions here include: Christopher Breward, The Hidden Consumer: Masculinities,
Fashion, and City Life 1860-1914 (Manchester: University of Manchester Press, 1999); Shaun Cole, Don
We Now Our Gay Apparel: Gay Men’s Dress in the Twentieth Century (Oxford: Berg, 2000); Sharon
Marcus’s chapter on the homoerotics of Victorian fashion plates in Between Women: Friendship, Desire,
and Marriage in Victorian England (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2007); John Potvin’s edited
collection The Places and Spaces of Fashion, 1800-1927 (New York: Routledge, 2009).
7

4

from the archives of sexuality and the archives of fashion in order to excavate a historical
relationship between the styles of women’s dress and the styles of male homosexuality. The
first chapter juxtaposes coverage of the sodomy trial of the cross-dressers Ernest Boulton
and Frederick Park with contemporaneous fashion magazines’ reporting on trends at a
particularly vibrant, contentious moment in Victorian dress; the second chapter draws
together the gossipy anecdotes of deviation and distinction surrounding Charles Worth and
his designs, placing him as the progenitor of a queer species of cross-gendered, nonheterosexual relations between male high-fashion designers and female clients.Together,
these chapters suggest that, throughout the latter part of the nineteenth century, women’s
fashion, in its opulent design, its ever-expanding distribution, its linguistically and aﬀectively
overwrought discursive presentation, was a potent site of the construction and transmission
of gay modes of expression, bodily habitation, social aﬀect, aesthetic investment, and
relationality.
!

The second part of the project returns to Oscar Wilde, and turns to some of the

more diﬃcult, less-studied sections of his archive: his perpetually vexing prison letter, De
Profundis; his much-lamented relationship with Alfred (“Bosie”) Douglas; the sad, strange,
but fitfully sparkling letters from the last three years of his life In the third chapter, I
consider the editorial and critical tensions that have led to the reception of De Profundis as
an intractable text “split” against itself, arguing that a more nuanced sense of its painfully
charged aﬀects emerges through a reading that focuses on its obsessive representation of the
trials of the transmission of letters and other objects which mediate between subjects and
social spheres.The fourth chapter continues to explore the complex textual legacies of
Bosie, the prison letter’s object of unremitting rage and desire, through juxtaposing his flaws

5

and allures with those of Algernon Moncrieﬀ in The Importance of Being Earnest; and then
follows Wilde’s reckoning with resistance, desire, and loss through the letters that document
the final three years of his life. Throughout these materials, I reveal a Wilde profoundly
concerned with the risks and the often-risky pleasures of the movement of material objects
through social and psychic landscapes, through space and through time; and who — through
reconfigurations of the values, capacities, and limits of mobility, spatiality, temporality —
articulates a queer object-relational world which allows for the aﬀective pulls of ambivalence
and melancholic longing, injudicious appetite, unwise attachment, and for the aesthetic
possibilities of extravagance, irresponsibility, fixation, and uselessness.

Tremblings: Queer Childhood and Aesthetic Response
!

Biographical accounts of major twentieth-century male fashion designers — “many”

of whom, as dress historian Shaun Cole writes and as most people (often with some degree
of discomfort with the assumptions being perpetuated) know or intuit, “were gay, even
though social pressure called for them to keep their sexuality quiet if not secret” 8 —
almost invariably include a scene of childhood recognition of a queer or “diﬀerent” self,
disclosed around a precociously informed engagement with the materials and languages of
women’s dress. Consider that of Yves Saint Laurent, as narrated by Alicia Drake in her
account of the Paris fashion world in the 1970s (which she calls couture’s “period of
homosexual outage” after many decades of more-or-less open secrecy 9):

Shaun Cole, “Fashion and Homosexuality” in The Encyclopedia of Clothing and Fashion, ed. Valerie
Steele (Detroit: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 2005).
8

9 Alicia

Drake, The Beautiful Fa$: Fashion, Genius, and Glorious Excess in 1970s Paris (New York: Back Bay
Books, 2006), 116.

6

The dressmaker came to the house once a week and as a small boy Yves sat
and watched the fittings, discussing the new styles he had seen in the fashion
magazines and periodicals from Paris. From the age of four he was telling the
women in the house how they should dress...Late at night he pushed
handwritten invitations under the doors of his sisters’ bedrooms...to his
spring/summer couture show.10
“He would make dresses from bits of old fabric, a theatre with paper cut-out dolls; he
transported us into this fairy-tale world,” recalls one of those sisters.11 But, as the genre of
queer-childhood narrative would lead us to expect, such “precocious talent,” such
engagement with materials and aesthetics not normatively sanctioned for boys, has its dark
price: “at home he was the hero of a female and fantastical world” but “at school he was the
outcast.”12 Drake goes on to quote Saint Laurent’s own later recollections, which suggest a
link between the fabulations and the attacks; between the proto-designer’s investment in
fashion and the proto-gay child’s early awareness of inhabiting a socially disgraced identity:
“I wasn’t like the other boys, you see. I didn’t conform. No doubt it was my
homosexuality...my classmates could see that I wasn’t the same as them...and so they made
me into their whipping boy. As they bullied me, I would say to myself over and over, ‘One
day, you’ll be famous.’ That was revenge.” 13 Reflected here is Michael Moon’s argument that
“the processes...formative of modern queer childhood — of uncanny perception and
imitation, of initiation and self-initiation, of the gradual recognition of one’s desires, and the

10

Ibid., 7-8.

11

Ibid., 8.

12

Ibid., 9.

13

Ibid., 11. Drake quotes an interview with Saint Laurent published in Le Figaro.

7

production and transmission of images and narratives of these desires” are integral to the
“enabling” and shaping of some “highly influential artistic careers.”14
!

Charles Worth’s biography, like those of many queer figures of previous centuries, can

only be pieced together out of fragments and traces.15 In what exists, though, there are
intimations — imaginations? — of a childhood fixation, like Yves Saint Laurent’s, on
materials and surfaces. From one of the 1895 obituaries:
We are told that, “as a child he felt himself attracted by brilliant stuﬀs;” the
future creator of styles experienced “a physical delight, and almost voluptuous
tremor,” in handling them, such as Tartuﬀe expresses in a celebrated passage,
but with a diﬀerent signification. Worth's joy in touching the polished surface,
on which it was his pleasure to let the light play, did not go beneath the silks
and satins: one never heard of his models having inspired any deeper aﬀection
than that of professional pride.16
Articulating the evolution of the child exquisitely sensitive to the attractions of materials
into the influential designer (“the future creator of styles”) and into the man whose
devotional attention to feminine objects and surfaces adjoins a markedly un-erotic relation
to the female bodies with which he works, this passages comes surprisingly close to the
explicit ascertainment of homosexuality — calling it “a diﬀerent signification.” The archival
material surrounding Worth is full of such resonances with later figurations of the aesthetic
origins and orientations of gay artists, and in particular gay fashion designers; yet all of that
does not seem to have sparked any curiosity about whether there is something queer to say
Michael Moon, A Sma$ Boy and Others: Imitation and Initiation in American Culture %om Henry James to
Andy Warhol (Durham: Duke University Press, 1998), 3.
14

15 And

more so: as I will discuss in my second chapter, the biographical materials available in Worth’s
case are unusually sparse. There are, for example, no extant letters or journals, and even the archives
of his fashion house are preserved only in fragments.
“Worth and His Creations,” Leeds Mercury 16 March 1895. The reference is to a scene in Molière’s
play (Act 3, Scene III) in which Tartuﬀe deploys an interest in feeling the fabric of Elmire’s gown —
expressing wonder at its “softness” of its “stuﬀ ” and the “wonderful workmanship” of the lace — as
an excuse to get closer to her body.
16

8

about the man whom fashion historians near-universally name as the first modern highfashion designer, the man with whom the “history of haute couture really begins.” 17
!

These resonances do not only reach forward, nor are they restricted to the history of

fashion. A “diﬀerent” relation to material objects — a deeply-felt investment, starting early
and lasting late, in the subtleties of surface and form; an excessive, almost debilitating,
sensitivity to gorgeous textures and shapes — is a theme that proliferates in the queer
corners of Victorian aestheticism. Towards the end of De Profundis, anticipating his
imminent release from prison after a two-year sentence for sexual relations with men, Oscar
Wilde professes, “Of course, to one so modern as I am...merely to look at the world will be
always lovely. I tremble with pleasure when I think that on the very day of my leaving prison
both the laburnum and the lilac will be blooming in the gardens.” 18 Partly this serves as a
counterweight to the spiritual concerns that have dominated the latter half of the text;
partly it works to reassert an identity which has, throughout Wilde’s body of work (even, as
I argue in my third chapter, in the more recalcitrant sections of this prison letter), been
constructed around a penetrating responsiveness to material forms, to the things of the
world. This responsiveness is erotically charged (“I tremble with pleasure”), and quickly it is
linked to the composition and origins of a form of “desire” which aﬀectively welds beauty to
pain, which expands outward according to their joint connective capacities, and which
begins in childhood:
I know that for me, to whom flowers are part of desire, there are tears waiting
in the petals of some rose. It has always been so with me from my boyhood.
There is not a single colour hidden away in the chalice of a flower, or the

17 Amy
18

Fine Collins, “Marketing Opulence,” Art in America 78.9 (1990), 97.

Oscar Wilde, De Profundis (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 151.

9

curve of a shell, to which, by some subtle sympathy with the very soul of
things, my nature does not answer.19
This is not far from the idea, central to much psychoanalytically-based queer theory, of “the
overwhelming of sel+ood by an excess of stimuli” which “makes it surprisingly tough to
diﬀerentiate pleasure from pain in the realm of sexuality,” as Tim Dean writes in a discussion
of Leo Bersani’s work.20
!

The passage is also, self-awarely, situated in a historical moment and a discursive

community. By “modern,” Wilde means a subject of the nineteenth century, an “enfant de
mon siècle” 21: an epoch both impoverished and energized by a resistance to metaphysics —
born of scientific knowledge, industrial innovation, and the vast sediments of historical
example atop which it is positioned — which, as Wilde claims in “The Critic as Artist” (and
as I elaborate upon in my final chapter), manifests in an “aesthetic temperament” to which
“the vague is always repellent…[W]e desire the concrete, and nothing but the concrete can
satisfy us.” 22 But while it seems that a gesture towards vast identification is being made —
does this apply to a# denizens of the nineteenth century, of the present moment? — the
nomination of an “aesthetic temperament” closes it back down. To fully inhabit and
comprehend the world and its beauties requires a specially endowed and cultivated “nature,”
a “subtle sympathy,” which is the domain of a particular aesthetic community, rooted in a
transhistorical genealogy reaching back to the Greeks, through the Renaissance, up to a
cadre of recent predecessors and compatriots. In this passage of De Profundis, the citation

19

Ibid.

20

Tim Dean, “Sex and the Aesthetics of Existence,” PMLA 125.2 (2010), 388.

21 Wilde,

De Profundis, 151.

Oscar Wilde, “The Critic as Artist” in The Complete Works of Oscar Wilde (New York: HarperCollins,
1966), 1040.
22

10

goes to Theophile Gautier: “Like Gautier, I have always been one of those pour qui le monde
visible existe.” 23 In “The Critic as Artist,” and elsewhere, such sympathetic consonance is
attributed to Walter Pater (whose book The Renaissance, Wilde says earlier in De Profundis,
“has had such strange influence over my life” 24): “Who, as Mr. Pater suggests somewhere,
would exchange the curve of a single rose-leaf for that formless intangible Being which Plato
rates so high?” 25

Of Wainscoting and Queens: “The Child in the House”
!

Pater does not say precisely that, but something very similar, in “The Child in the

House,” his 1878 story/essay about a man named Florian Deleal, who is led by a chance
encounter and a dream to recall the “old house” in which he was raised, in which his “brainbuilding” happened, in which his “soul” was formed: a soul “of which indeed, through the
law which makes the material objects about them so large an element in children’s lives, [the
house] had actually become a part; inward and outward being woven through and through
each other into one inextricable texture.”26 To the house’s particular features — its age,
architectural style, color-scheme, decoration, location, garden, layout — Pater traces the
general contours, and the specific contents, of his character’s mind. Florian, reflecting later,
“found that he owed to the place many tones of sentiment afterwards customary with
him,” 27 and he theorizes an intractably material set of forces by which the shapes of an
23 Wilde,
24
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environment imprint upon the shapes of a life: “the influences of...sensible things,” even or
especially those which seemed so “insignificant, at the moment” are revealed to be soaked
with meaning: “How indelibly, as we afterward discover, they aﬀect us; with what capricious
attractions and associations they figure themselves on the white paper, the smooth wax of
our ingenuous souls.”28
!

The proto-psychoanalytic overtones of this are vivid, and Kevin Ohi unpacks them

beautifully in a reading of the “consciousness-as-architecture metaphorics [which] run
through the story.”29 Pater calls the house a “singularly tranquil” one, “and the sense of
security could hardly have been deeper, the quiet of the child’s soul being one with the quiet
of its home, a place ‘inclosed’ and ‘sealed,”30 yet the enclosure itself, as Ohi writes,
“generates an excess.”31 Pater continues:
But upon this assured place...there came floating in from the larger world
without, as at windows left ajar unknowingly, or over the high garden walls,
two streams of impressions, the sentiments of beauty and pain —
recognitions of the visible, tangible, audible loveliness of things, as a very real
and somewhat tyrannous element in them — and of the sorrow of the
world...as a thing not to be put by in them.32
In Ohi’s reading, this is a metaphoric narrative of “a rupture of subjectivity,” as “the
‘inclosed’ and ‘sealed’ home — which stands in for the child, or in a psychoanalytic narrative,
for a self-suﬃcient relation to a maternal form prior to the emergence of desire or
subjectivity — becomes one whose windows have been ‘left ajar unknowingly’…[The]
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rendering of the child’s consciousness through the metaphor of the house ends up making
manifest that secure subjectivity (as a sealed house) is incompatible with the narrative of
that subjectivity (founded through the rupture of windows left ajar).” 33 As compelling as this
is, however, his reading of the house exclusively as a “metaphor” subsumes the other thing
that it is: in Pater’s words, a “material habitation.”34
!

The house does operate symbolically, but it is also, in fact, a house: a materially

present, physically substantial, distinctly realized place. To read it purely as metaphor or
vehicle is to miss its materiality, which Pater assiduously details: the “comely whiteness” of
“the curtains, the couches, the paint on the walls”; its “old-fashioned, low wainscoting”
which “went round the rooms and up the staircase with caved balusters and shadowy angles,
landing half-way up at a broad window, with a swallow’s nest below the sill”; “the closet
which held on its deep shelves the best china”; the “little angel faces, and reedy flutings”
which “stood out round the fireplace of the children’s room”; the “large attic” where “white
mice ran in the twilight” and which held “an infinite, unexplored wonderland of childish
treasures, glass beads, empty scent-bottles still sweet, thrum of coloured silks”; the “flat
space of roof, railed round” which “gave a view of the neighbouring steeples”; the “high
garden walls, bright all summertime with Goldenrod, and brown and golden Wall-flower.” 35
And “that little white room with the window across which the heavy blossoms could beat so
peevishly in the wind, with just that particular catch or throb, such a sense of teasing in it,
on gusty mornings”36 — an exactingly “well-remembered place” which, alongside all the
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others, takes its “just that particular” part in the “system of visible symbolism” which
“interweaves itself through all our thoughts and passions.” 37
!

What would it look like to do a reading of this house — of this text — in which each

of these architectural and decorative elements was taken seriously, as a site of specific and
also multiple meanings, rather than as a “mere” detail, basically insignificant within a larger
symbolic project? What would we gain from performing on the text the kind of probing
consideration of the object-world which, it seems to me, Pater himself theorizes; or, put
another way, the kind of “literal reading” which Elaine Freedgood demonstrates in her
analyses of the “things” of the Victorian novel? As Freedgood describes it, in her book The
Ideas in Things: Fugitive Meaning in the Victorian Novel:
The method...involves taking a novelistic thing materially or literally and then
following it beyond the covers of the text through a mode of research that
proceeds according to the many dictates of a strong form of metonymic
reading…[T]he object is investigated in terms of its own properties and
history and then refigured alongside and athwart the novel’s manifest or
dominant narrative — the one that concerns its subjects.38
In one such reading, Freedgood “follows” the “blue and white checked curtains” which
feature prominently in Elizabeth Gaskell’s descriptions of the mill workers’ homes in Mary
Barton.39 Her investigation traces the associations with “coziness” attached to cotton and
calico (as well as curtains themselves) in the Victorian imagination, and then it reveals facts
— or, to use Freedgood’s term, “restores” knowledge, which would have been present for
many (if not all) Victorian readers — about the conditions of the import and production of
those fabrics: conditions which, encompassing colonial violence and the slave trade and
37
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exploitative labor both at home and abroad, necessarily “unravels” the “traditional…
ideological work”40 of curtains and cottons. Thus, the “history of calico” permits or requires
us to “refigure the checked curtains of Mary Barton. The curtains might be imagined as veils
that hide and attempt to replace a traumatic loss or lack. Perhaps the loss in question is of
home as a totalizing or definitive social, political, and geographical concept….[L]ost before
it has been truly found or founded, the domesticity of the nineteenth century is in crisis
from the beginning.” 41
!

We end up, then, with another dissolution of the “inclosed” home, not far from the

“rupture” which Ohi’s psychoanalytic reading discloses at the center of Pater’s narrative of
aesthetic subject-formation. How might that argument be expanded, or complicated,
through an unfolding of the material histories, and metonymic pathways, ensconced within
the “old-fashioned wainscoting,” or the “reedy flutings,” or the “thrum of coloured silk” in
the attic, or any of the other elements which are charged with meaning — doubly so, in that
they are Victorian textual things of the sort that a practice like Freedgood’s reveals to be so;
and that they are things in a Victorian text which is itself about the ways in which things
encase and emit meanings. Or perhaps triply so: because this is a queer text, and, as a recent
critic writes, “the meaning of interior design and domestic space shifts when considered in
relation to the ideologies and institutions of sexuality.” 42 It also shifts when considered in
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relation to a queer experience of domestic space: to what Michael Moon writes of as the
“queer or protoqueer” child’s “mode of trying to territorialize some space for [him]self.”43
!

The house in which — through the material particularities of which — Florian

undergoes his aesthetic education is, on the one hand, the most Victorian of houses. “The
special character of his home was in itself so essentially home-like,”44 Pater says, and goes on
to specify the national — the essentially British — nature of what that “home-like” means:
After many wanderings, I have come to fancy that some parts of Surrey and
Kent are, for Englishmen, the true landscape, true home-counties, by right,
partly, of a certain earthy warmth in the yellow of the sand below their gorsebushes, and of a certain gray-blue mist after rain, in the hollows of the hills
there, welcome to fatigued eyes, and never seen farther south; so, I think that
the sort of house I have described, with precisely those proportions of redbrick and green, and with a just perceptible monotony in the subdued order
of it, for its distinguishing note is, for Englishmen at least, typically homelike.45
Yet the house also has its diﬀerences: those details of its design and situation, and thereby of
the impressions it imprints and receives, which set askew the purity of its “order,” its
“monotony,” its “home-like” typicality, its embodiment of a national ideal. Its Englishness is
oﬀset by “an element of French descent in its inmates — descent from Watteau the old
court-painter, one of whose gallant pieces still hung in one of the rooms,” which “might
explain” the “trimness and comely whiteness” of its furnishings and of “the paint on the
walls with which the light and shadow played so delicately,” and “might also explain the
tolerance of the great poplar in the garden, a tree most often despised by English people,
but which French people love, having observed a certain fresh way its leaves have of dealing
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with the wind.”46 The language of light and play, of freshness and movement, is everywhere
in Pater’s writing on surfaces and interiors, as Michael Hatt points out, arguing that this
vocabulary signifies “an active imbrication of self and world...It suggests the changing of
light, the environment of the clean bright air of Ancient Greece...and the animation of the
world by brilliant sunlight; it suggests a physical position for an embodied viewer, the visual
form of the world changing and flickering as he moves through space; it suggests an
overcoming of the tasteful dullness of convention in an intensified visual experience.”47
!

Another diﬀerence: the rural idyll of the house’s setting — containing, as the

reference to the “just perceptible monotony” of the ideally English homes might backhandedly suggest, the possibility of “dullness” — is oﬀset by a fascinating proximity to “the
gloom and rumours of the town,” just beyond the protective garden walls. This acted on
[Florian’s] childhood fancy” as well, instilling in him “a pervading preference for,” or an
orientation — quite nearly phrased as an erotic one — towards, “a kind of comeliness and
dignity, an urbanity literally, in modes of life, which he connected with the pale people of
towns, and which made him susceptible to a kind of exquisite satisfaction in the trimness
and well-considered grace of certain things and persons he afterwards me with, here and
there in his way around the world.” 48
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!

And the “singularly tranquil” atmosphere of the house, its safety and its light, are

oﬀset not only by those symbolically laden “windows left ajar” but by its proximity to a
graveyard, which is the origin-point of the “fascination with death” which, Ohi points out,
“Florian shares with nearly all of Pater’s fictional characters.”49 Imprinted on Florian’s hypersensitive imagination, the fascination of the graveyard delivers its desolate, spooky eﬀects
into the house, turning, in Freud’s clearly relevant terms, the heimliche (home-like) into the
unheimliche (uncanny): there “evolved with much clearness the notion that not all those
dead people had really departed...nor were quite so motionless as they looked, but led a
secret, half-fugitive life in their old homes, quite free by night...dodging from room to
room…” 50 This, too, is a materialized phenomenon, involving the habitation of and
movement between rooms: “All night the figure sat beside him in the reveries of his broken
sleep, and was not quite gone in the morning--an odd, irreconcilable new member of the
household, making the sweet familiar chambers unfriendly and suspect by its uncertain
presence.”51
!

There is a question to be posed, then, about the points where the Victorian home

intersects with its others: its foreign others, its cosmopolitan others, its haunted others. This
is the question of the Gothic novel; here, it is the question of the narrative of queer
education. (In The Picture of Dorian Gray, where those genres converge, it is both.) Florian’s
aesthetic education — his queer education — happens, it seems to me, at those points of
intersection. The bountifully comforting qualities of the house, its fullness with the things
intrinsic to widely shared nineteenth-century senses of home-like-ness, are as vital to the
49
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shaping of Florian’s “attractions and associations” as the valences of strangeness, of
diﬀerence, that “rupture” them.52 The child’s singular sensibilities (specified, at several
moments, to be unlike, or in excess of, those of “most children”53) are fashioned through his
tremblingly vivid perceptions of a# sides of his environment, and he in turn draws out from it
— and projects back onto it — exceptional aesthetic intensities, and unlikely aﬀective
combinations.54
!

His capacious receptivity lets him attend to a multitude of objects, be tuned in to an

array of styles, and it is in the consonances and the clashes amongst them that his queer
subjectivity is forged. That subjectivity resonates queerly (and resonates with the other
queer-aesthetic subjects I have touched upon: Saint Laurent, Worth, Wilde) in the content
of those “two streams of impressions” which float in, as Pater figures it, from outside, and
penetrate the boy inside:
From this point he could trace two predominant processes of mental change
in him — the growth of an almost diseased sensibility to the spectacle of
suﬀering, and parallel with this, the rapid growth of a certain capacity of
fascination by bright colour and choice form — the sweet curvings, for
instance, of the lips of those who seemed to him comely persons...marking
early the activity in him of a more than customary sensuousness: the “lust of
See Sharon Marcus’s article “At Home with the Other Victorians” (South Atlantic Quarterly 108.1,
2009) which argues that, contrary to existing entirely in opposition (as has often been assumed),
Victorian homosexuality and domesticity was “variable and complex” and often involved embrace of
the home as a site of “interiority, aestheticism, privacy, and sentiment” (121).
52
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the eye,” as the Preacher says, which might lead him, one day, how far! Could
he have foreseen the weariness of the way!55
The excited, suggestive, abandoned fragments at the end of this paragraph (“...how far!”)
point to a diﬃculty, an angst — externally contrived, internally experienced — which
accompanies the overwrought sensitivity to beauty, as well as that to pain. That sense of the
diﬃculty, excess, and danger intrinsic to his form of desire — “some puzzled, unutterable
longing”56 — is echoed elsewhere: the red blossom of a red hawthorn flower, which “seemed
to him absolutely the reddest of all things,” ignites “a passionateness in his relation to fair
outward objects, an inexplicable excitement in their presence, which disturbed him, and
from which he half longed to be free. A touch of regret or desire mingled all night with the
remembered presence of the red flowers.” 57
!

Later, flowers become bodies. Growing up (and here we connect back to Wilde’s

definition in De Profundis, via Gautier, of the modern aesthete as one “pour qui le monde
visible existe”), Florian finds himself unmoved by “abstract thought” and “metaphysical
speculation” except as attached to a “sensible vehicle or occasion,” as bolstering the
“sympathetic link between himself and actual, feeling, living objects”58; he “came, more and
more, to be unable to care for, or think of soul but as in an actual body, or of any world but
that wherein...men and women look...and press actual hands.”59 But the only “actual bodies”
named are male ones — suﬀering, beautiful male ones — which provides another level of
potency to the queerness of the piece, as Florian’s overpowering orientation towards
55
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physically realized beauty becomes a device for establishing, or enhancing, ethical
sympathies (intertwining fully with his “almost diseased sensibility to the spectacle of
suﬀering”): he “fasten[ed] those who suﬀered in anywise to his aﬀections by a kind of
sensible attachment. He would think of Julian, fallen into incurable sickness, as spoiled in
the sweet blossom of his skin like pale amber, and his honey-like hair…”60 In another
moment laden with the diﬀuse counter-normative energies of queer desire and the more
specific ones of homo-eroticism, the erotics of suﬀering are transferred from deathly objects
to the masochistic subject; all of it routed through the electric encounters of the body with
objects in space:
...a wasp on one bitten apple stung him, and he felt the passion of sudden,
severe pain. For this too brought its curious reflexions; and, in relief from it,
he would wonder over it...once, especially, when an older boy taught him to
make flowers of sealing-wax, and he had burnt his hand badly at the lighted
taper, and been unable to sleep. He remembered that also afterwards, as a sort
of typical thing — a white vision of heat about him, clinging closely, through
the languid scent of the ointments put upon the place to make it well.61
!

Amongst all of the nodes of queer significance in Pater’s text, however, one of the

most resonant, at least for the interests of my project, is also one of the more cryptic. It’s
one example “of the occasions of [Florian’s] recognition of the element of pain in things,” 62
which, as we’ve seen, vibrates in complex co-existence with his responsiveness to their
beauty. Here, through Florian’s queer reading of the most mundane of objects — a print of a
well-known drawing, in “a book [which] lay in an old bookcase”63 — we see illuminated the
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unexpected, remarkable eﬀects which can unfold from the encounters between queer
subjects and material things:
A book lay in an old bookcase, of which he cared to remember one picture —
a woman sitting, with hands bound behind her, the dress, the cap, the hair,
folded with a simplicity which touched him strangely, as if not by her own
hands, but with some ambiguous care at the hands of others — Queen Marie
Antoinette, on her way to execution — we all remember David’s drawing,
meant merely to make her ridiculous. The face that had been so high had
learned to be mute and resistless; but out of its very resistlessness seemed now
to call on men to have pity, and forbear; and he took note of that, as he closed
the book, as a thing to look at again, if he should at any time find himself
tempted to be cruel.64
In a drawing which “we all remember,” and which, Pater implies, “we all,” or most of us, read
as sharply unsympathetic to its subject (“meant merely to make her ridiculous”), Florian
finds nothing but sympathy: a superabundance of sympathy — sympathies, really, for there is
more than one kind at play. A diﬀerent way of viewing produces not only a diﬀerent
interpretation of the picture, but a set of diﬀerent relations: a transhistorical pull; an
unlikely aﬃliation between an English boy and a long-dead French Queen; an acute
receptiveness to the aﬀective implications of the smallest of textural details (the fold of her
cap); an ethical imperative, born out of an image, cast backwards into the past and outwards
into the future.
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Queer Things about Victorian Subjects
— Glaze and shimmer,
luster and gleam,
can’t he think of anything?
But a$ that sheen?
— No such thing,
the queen said,
as too many sequins.
- Mark Doty, “Concerning Some Recent Criticism of His Work” (1998)

!

Victorian texts swarm with material objects; so, too, do many accounts of gay

subcultures and subjectivities. The first of these statements is a critical commonplace. “One
universally acknowledged truth about the Victorians is that they loved their things,”65 opens
John Plotz’s book Portable Property (2008): one of a number of recent scholarly eﬀorts to
reframe our historical and conceptual understandings of those famously multitudinous
objects which, to quote Elaine Freedgood’s The Ideas in Things (2008), “the Victorian novel
describes, catalogs, quantifies, and in general showers us with,” but which “we have learned
to understand...as largely meaningless.”66 The second half of the sentence above is, in a way,
also a commonplace. Popular culture and collective imaginations, both gay and phobic, are
richly stocked with associations between homosexuals and certain kinds of materialities:
“artifice...plumage...lampshades, sonnets, musical comedy, couture, syntax, religious
ceremony, opera, lacquer, irony,” is Richard Rodriguez’s evocative list.67 But such “darling
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aﬃnities” 68 are (as that phrase itself might suggest) much trickier to reframe: they are
diﬃcult to approach with any vocabulary — any sense of meaning — other than that of
“stereotypes,” long deployed as instruments of stigmatization and, in response, disavowed as
false or, at best, as outdated symptoms of a homophobic social order.
!

This dissertation proposes to take these “aﬃnities” as, instead, richly endowed sites

of queer history and cultural impact. It traces their contours back to the mid- to latenineteenth century, where scholars have located the origins of our modern systems of the
production and classification of both material objects and sexual subjects, arguing that the
crowded Victorian object-world was a crucial location not only for the formation of social
attitudes about homosexuality, but also for the cultivation of homosexuality’s distinctive
aesthetics and aﬀective styles. I draw upon the refreshed paradigms for the reading of the
material world oﬀered by “thing theory,” which looks beyond the long-dominant Marxist
lexicon of production and consumption, alienation and commodity fetishism, in order to
formulate, in Bill Brown’s words, “new thoughts about how inanimate objects constitute
human subjects, how they move them, how they threaten them, how they facilitate or
threaten their relation to other subjects,” about “how they organize our private and public
aﬀection.” 69
!

One of my interventions, however, is to put this methodology into a new and much-

needed conversation with queer theory, which has long been concerned with the intricate
valences of desire and danger that constitute relations between subjects and objects, and
which asks us to look at textual objects, as well as cultural ones, from an angle that assumes
68
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that some of the most intense and important functions performed by things may also be
some of the most unruly, oblique, and unexpected. I contend that the formation of gay
psychic and social lives, throughout the Victorian period (and beyond), is intertwined with
an aesthetically and erotically charged responsiveness to the things of the material world;
correlatively, that these things, when formed or filtered through queer sensibilities, become
animated with contours and capacities absent, invisible, or eﬀaced in more normative
structures of reception and perception. The queer energies circulated through and around
things are often, in dominant schemas of morality and value, denounced as misdirected,
excessive, useless, perverse (and sometimes criminal); but, I argue, they are also experienced
and mobilized — often under those same rubrics of misdirection, excess, perversity,
uselessness — as sources of intensely, complexly productive pleasures.
***
!

One of Elaine Freedgood’s important contributions in The Ideas in Things is her

conception of “Victorian thing culture.” She suggests that, contrary to what most of our
historical and critical practices have tended to assume, “the mid-Victorians, and the objects
in their novels, were not fully in the grip of the kind of fetishism Marx and Marxists have
ascribed to industrial culture.”70
A host of ideas resided in Victorian things: abstraction, alienation, and
spectacularization had to compete for space with other kinds of object
relations — ones that we have perhaps yet to appreciate. Commodity culture
happened slowly: it was preceded, I will argue, and was for a long time
survived by what I will call Victorian 'thing culture': a more extravagant form
of object relations than ours, one in which systems of value were not
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quarantined from each other and ideas of interest and meaning were perhaps
far less restricted than they are for us.71
I am drawn to Freedgood's articulation of the aﬀective complexities of “thing culture” in the
Victorian period: her articulation of “other ways of imagining the things of that crowded
world” 72 which were available to the Victorians themselves, but which evade or confound
readers or viewers more thoroughly bound up in the social, political, and ideological eﬀects
of commodity culture/fetishism. She posits that what “embarrasses us about the prolific,
even promiscuous object relations” which we ascribe to the nineteenth century is “thing
culture, in its profusion, intensity and heedless variety…[its] appalling lack of irony, of
distance, of coolness.” 73 What complicates this, however, is that (as Freedgood herself
elaborates elsewhere 74) a great many Victorians were themselves “embarrassed” by their own
culture’s tendency towards such profusion, and they voiced numerous, energetic, and
sometimes quite vicious objections — on aesthetic and moral and intellectual grounds, as
well as political ones — to “the outré ornaments that produce that characteristic clutter”75
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of the Victorian drawing room, or the Victorian dress. So if, as Freedgood argues, “thing
culture remained vibrantly extant well into the Victorian period, perhaps only becoming
truly vitiated toward the end of the century,”76 it might be necessary to add that it was only
really alive for some Victorian subjects. Or, perhaps, to think of it another way, that the
“extravagant form of object relations” 77 and the “unembarrassed sense of the elasticity and
capaciousness of value as a concept” 78 which she attributes to it went in both directions:
extravagantly open, enthused, fluid; extravagantly mocking, bitter, vituperative.
!

There’s a sort of corollary to this housed in Freedgood’s suggestion that “thing

culture” did not entirely die out, even at the end of the nineteenth century: “Even then, it
left powerful traces of itself in those marginal or debased cultural forms and practices in
which a found object can be invested with a consoling or even redemptive degree of
meaning. In such forms and practices we can revisit, if only as temporal tourists, thing
culture.” 79 Surely, though, thing culture is sti# with us: there are cultural sites where things
are embraced outside of their use-values; where things otherwise considered worthless are
preserved; where things spill out from the categories in which the strictures of commodity
culture has placed them. Often, as in the nineteenth century, these practices are regarded
with suspicion or scorn, if they are noticed at all; many of them are associated with women,
gendered as feminine, and often demeaned (think of various “crafting” practices); and many
of them, “marginal and debased,” are associated with gays, and especially with gay men —
thus de-valued, and thus also profusely valuable. As Wayne Koestenbaum writes in The
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Queen’s Throat (one of many insights in that remarkable book relevant to a discussion of the
queer maintenance of something much like a thing culture): “A love for opera, particularly
on record, is a nostalgic emotion, and gay people are imagined to be a uniquely and
tragically nostalgic population — regressive, committed to dust and souvenirs. A record, a
memento, a trace of an absence, suits the quintessentially gay soul...My attachment to
records becomes just another gay fetish: I’m a gay man identifying with transience, a gay
man standing in the way of generation.” But: “The movement of the needle in the groove
degenerates the record, and yet it gives the sounds — a dead set of waves — a new life.”80
!

Certain gay sensibilities — operant in most of Koestenbaum work; in many of Mark

Doty’s poems, including the one I’ve quoted at the start of this section; in much queer art,
both “high” and “low”; in camp practices of aesthetics and everyday life 81 — not only
“remember” and preserve outdated forms of object-relations, but continue to invent new
ones; thriving on the sorts of capacious, promiscuous relation to things which characterized
— or which divided — the inhabitants of Victorian thing culture. Of Doty’s poem, quoted at
the start of this section, Tim Dean writes:
For this sensibility, excess is not superfluous but vital….Appreciating the
surface of what he encounters, Doty elevates this appreciation into a poetics
of praise—a mode, that is, of honoring the broken, the marginal, the
dispossessed, the abandoned, the artificial. In the end, Doty is a love poet,
though his love is rarely directed solely at other persons. His is a truly
80 Wayne

Koestenbaum, The Queen’s Throat: Opera, Homosexuality, and the Mystery of Desire (New York:
Da Capo Press, 2001), 47-48.
Of the many definitions of camp, those that I find most generative here are Eve Sedgwick’s,
especially that which appears in her posthumously published essay “Cavafy, Proust, and the Little
Queer Gods” in The Weather in Proust (Durham: Duke University Press, 2011): she proposes “to think
of camp...not in terms of parody or even wit, but with more of an eye for its visceral, operatic power:
the startling outcrops of overinvested erudition; the prodigal production of alternative histories; the
“over”-attachment to fragmentary, marginal, waste, lost, or leftover cultural products; the richness of
aﬀective variety; and the irrepressible, cathartic fascination with ventriloquist forms of
relation” (66).
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promiscuous aesthetic, one that finds beauty and therefore something to
praise virtually everywhere it turns. 82
Thing culture’s “more” extravagant forms of object relations,” Freedgood argues, persisted
after their alleged end: reached forward from the mid-nineteenth century moment usually
regarded as the onset of modern commodity culture. Conversely, while “extravagant forms
of object relations” are quite widely (if anxiously) recognized as characterizing twentiethcentury gay culture (or at least some facets thereof), they are often talked about as beginning
only at the very end of the nineteenth century, the moment so influentially defined as the
inaugural one of modern homosexuality. I want to suggest that a specifically gay thing
culture can be traced backwards into the mid-Victorian period. The “crowded world” of
nineteenth-century England is a sumptuously rich site for thing-centered reading and
interpretation. But an even richer site for such analysis is the confluence of Victorian thing
culture and queer thing culture: this is where “more extravagant form[s] of object relations”
are at their most extravagant; where the “less restricted” interactive linkages between
“systems of value” were at, if not their least restricted, certainly their most complexly
situated between systems of restriction and gestures of unrestrictive play.
!

This project begins, then, from the assertion that some of the aesthetic and aﬀective

styles — in particular those concerning interaction with the material world, with things —
which have come to be distinctly associated with gay culture throughout the twentieth
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century83 are traceable, as they originate or develop, in literary and cultural texts of the
nineteenth century. Here I include, along with those texts that have achieved widespread
scholarly recognition as origin points of “modern” gay identity and cultural tropes, those
which have received less attention; which precede or circumvent the inarguably crucial
definitional moments of that era, including the Labouchere Amendment of 1883, which
made prosecutable a wide array of sexual contacts between men, and the Wilde trials of
1895, which put that amendment into calamitous action and brought homosexuality — as it
intersected with notions of art, literature, language, and style; as well as with recent and
developing ideas about criminality, psychology, degeneration, sexology — with newly
realized force into the public imagination. I engage with these crucial events and the
discourses they engendered, as well as with cultural and sub-cultural areas — Aestheticism,
Hellenism — which flourished outside, or in excess of, disciplinary systems, and have been

On the definition of “gay culture,” I find useful a recent conceit of David Halperin’s, which uses
the idea of a national culture as an analogy: “For example, French culture is characterized by a
particular relation to the production and consumption of wine….certain social practices pertaining
to wine are distinctive to French culture, and although not all or even most French people
necessarily take part in those practices, to be French is to be alert to the cultural meanings of winedrinking, to have at least some kind of attitude to the practice of wine consumption and
appreciation...The same sorts of things could be said about gay men Broadway musicals, or about gay
men and any of the other cultural practices stereotyped as gay.” (“Why Are the Drag Queens
Laughing?” [Unpublished Manuscript, presented at the Queer Theory Workshop, Columbia Law
School, New York, 29 March 2011], 135.)
!
Another note: Like Halperin’s, my project here focuses on gay male culture. I would suggest
that my central claim — that same-sex erotic orientation is complexly bound up with a set of diﬀuse
but identifiable kinds of aﬀective and aesthetic orientations towards material objects, and their
representation — is applicable to lesbian cultures as well, including nineteenth-century ones.
However, I would here repeat Eve Sedgwick’s oft-cited but still indispensable “axiom,” in the
introduction to Epistemology of the Closet (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990): “There can’t
be an a priori decision about how far it will make sense to conceptualize lesbian and gay male
identities together. Or separately” (36); as well as her disclaimer: “However interested I am in
understanding those boundaries and their important consequences, therefore, the project of this
particular book...is not the one that can trace them” (39).
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recognized (in many cases, recognized themselves) as spaces of homosexual identification and
articulation.
!

However, I am also interested in looking at the gay significance of much less

canonical spheres: namely, the crowded commodity culture of the Victorian period, which
has been plentifully analyzed as a site of the production and performance of masculinity and
femininity, and to some extent of the circulation and regulation of erotics, but has largely
gone unrecognized as a queerly energized site, as a site of gay recognition, participation, and
pleasure.84 Thus, in my work on the 1870 Boulton and Park scandal (Chapter One), I am
interested in how the intersections of contemporary discourses of fashion’s follies and sexgender transgressions might have influenced developing social attitudes about male
eﬀeminacy and homosexuality; but also — and here the expanded relations of “thing
culture” come into play — in how the manifold strains of extravagance and amplification
which distinguish women’s fashion in the 1860s might have made it uniquely pliable and
enticing to queer and eﬀeminate men, providing a terrain of language, knowledge, objects,
and ways of moving in the world amenable to the cultivation, transmission, performance,
and texturing of queer Victorian selves. Similarly, in my study of Charles Worth (Chapter
Two), I consider the Victorian anxieties about masculinity, heterosexuality, labor, and
propriety that the figure of the “man-milliner” escalated in his male journalistic observers;
but, equally, I am concerned with the glamorous, fluid, prickly, and mutually transformative

One major exception to this is Sharon Marcus’s work on female homoeroticism in Victorian
fashion and other areas of material/consumer culture, with which I engage in my first and second
chapters (Between Women: Friendship, Desire, and Marriage in Victorian England. Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 2007). Another very recent book which is interested in the queerness inherent in
“mainstream” Victorian institutions is Kate Thomas’s Postal Pleasures: Sex, Scandal, and Victorian Letters
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), which I discuss in Chapter 3.
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relationships developed between Worth and his female clients, and in the queer energies
generated on all sides around the pretensions of his persona and the opulence of his designs.

Objects in Time
!

All of this points to one of the reasons why I think it is so important, and so fruitful,

to bring some of the methodologies and insights of queer theory to bear upon thing theory,
and other forms of materially-focused historicist reading. “We have lost connections to
many of the things in nineteenth-century fiction,” 85 Freedgood says, thanks to the nearinevitable fading eﬀects which accrue over time from the dis-use of objects and words, and
also to our long immersion in “practices of reading that ignore the literal or material
qualities of objects, the very qualities that might take us back in time to the meanings and
resonances these objects may have had for earlier readers.”86 Her work, in response,
“perform[s] a kind of broad-based recovery eﬀort: scouring archives of all kinds; following
the things of the novel as if they might be significantly...meaningful, as if they might have
ideas about history in them that the novel does not and perhaps could not narrate
explicitly.” 87
!

It is crucial, however, to note that even if we could perform a “recovery eﬀort” so

expert that it would fu#y restore to us those lost literal meanings of the Victorian objects —
even if, in fact, we could actua#y travel back in time — even then, we would not necessarily
receive the full range of those “meanings and resonances.” Because objects do not contain
or provoke the same associations, do not store and emit the same histories, do not contain
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or produce the same ideas, do not mean the same things for everyone who encounters them:
even everyone who encounters them at exactly the same place and time. As Bill Brown
phrases a similar point, although he does not quite pursue it: the “identity” of a thing often
“depends less on authorized value and function, more on recognition and use...Diﬀerent
subjects materialize the physical object world diﬀerently.”88 !
!

Thus, if we are aiming towards a capaciously renovated understanding of Victorian

things and of the ideas in them, we should consider the complicating eﬀects of subjectpositions within and upon this field of object-relations; we should ask in what ways these
things might contain diﬀerent kinds of ideas — might evoke diﬀerent connotations, provoke
diﬀerent desires, reverberate along diﬀerent aﬀective strains and enable diﬀerent relational
suggestions — for diﬀerent (kinds of) people. The project of the recuperation of lost
historical meaning is valuable for its own sake — for its sheer historical interest; its
preservational energies; its texturizing eﬀects upon our comprehensions of the nineteenthcentury text and scene; its refinement of new reading practices — but it becomes especially
vital when the things in question were, as is the case with many of fashion’s objects, cast
largely outside of the purview of literary representation, and more generally outside of value
and readability, from the start; and when — still more pressingly – the subjects for whom they
held meaning, for whom they emitted and transmitted resonance, have themselves been
endemically written not only out of the novel but out of History itself.
!

Of the recent spurt of attention to materiality within Victorian studies, Kate Flint

says: “Much of this recent work has been preoccupied...with the meanings that inhere
within things that derive from their social histories and contexts, and that can be exhumed
Bill Brown, A Sense of Things: The Object Matter of American Literature (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 2003), 38.
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in order to understand the development, embedding, and transmission of shared — but
barely consciously recognized — cultural values.” 89 She values this, but also calls for the
“return [of] our attention to the conjunction of inanimate things and the individual
consciousnesses that invest their emotions and feelings in them,” the consideration of
“things” as “objects...that engage the heart at the same time as they engage the mind; that
demand that we consider personal history at the same time as we consider the history of the
social; and that stimulate, and deploy, both individual and shared memories.”90 Flint’s appeal
points us, again, to the terrain of queer theory. The study of sexuality in general, and
homosexuality in particular, is one that always, or almost always, has at stake the
conjunction of “personal history” and “history of the social,” because on a basic level it is
about how social forms and institutions, on scales both large and small, assert their
influence upon (and in turn are renovated by) the most personal, individual of locations: the
body, desire, sex. Sexuality, as Foucault revealed, cannot really be said to exist outside of
social “histories and contexts,” institutions, arrangements and circulations of power; yet, as
Freud reminds us, sex and desire also contain something in excess of the social, operating
along pathways convoluted and singular enough to evade or disrupt programmed values and
assigned meanings. Much work in queer theory has resided at this contradictory, fertile
juncture: recognizing, to employ Flint’s language, that “individual consciousnesses” do not
operate outside of “cultural values,” while at the same time cultural values are, often,
insuﬃcient to explain those individual “investments” (cathexes) of “emotions and feelings”
— in object or in other subjects.
Kate Flint, “Introduction: Materiality and Memory,” Romanticism and Victorianism on the Net 53),
2009.
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!

As an identity historically relegated to the outskirts of the social, moreover,

homosexuality itself has the capacity, as Foucault suggested and as Leo Bersani (among
others) has pursued, to create “new relational modes,” new forms of sociality91; which, in
turn, are rarely recognized, often lost to history — giving, again, added weight to the
possibility of their being “exhumed” through the study of material objects. In the context of
queer histories, that is, attention to the “embedding and transmission” of culture in objects
already, almost inevitably, encompasses or at least very closely borders the study of
“emotions and feelings” — individual and collective. Gay history, stored in objects, is the
history of gay selves: their desires, losses, cultural and erotic investments, languages,
silences. Koestenbaum critically enacts this insight, describing himself “hand[ling] with
reverence the old sturdy scratched high-fidelity records: they have passed through gay
hands, and they precede AIDS.”
No mere objects, they’re invested with a glow—certain gay men...before it was
easy to say ‘gay men,’ loved these records, and didn’t explain why: the love did
the explaining, it was enough just to listen, the point was not to draw the
connection between homosexuality and opera, but to pass into opera as into a
safe silence...As AIDS changed my sense of gay life-span, gay pleasure, and gay
politics, it made me revere the objects that have given gay people pleasure,
the relics that have created gay ambience, gay atmosphere – that have created,
in the boy listening to Lohengrin in 1965, a resonance, even if the spark
couldn’t yet be explained or excused.92
As Koestenbaum implies, gay investment in an object, whether individual or collective — or,
as is the case for the young opera listener, and as I will suggest in my first chapter may have
been the case for certain queer male consumers of women’s fashion media, thought to be

Relevant works of Bersani’s include “Sociality and Sexuality” and “Sociability and Cruising,” both
collected in Is the Rectum a Grave?: and Other Essays (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009); and
Homos (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2005).
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individual and later revealed to be collective — can transform that object’s potential, its
values: can, for instance, be one of the forces by which a banal commodity becomes a
precious thing.
!

José Esteban Muñoz, in his recent book Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer

Futurity, presents another eloquent articulation of this point. Reading Frank O’Hara’s poem
“Having a Coke with You” and Andy Warhol’s prints of Coke bottles, he suggests that, in the
context of “queer aesthete-consumption” and production, a “quotidian act” or object comes
to “signif[y] a vast lifeworld of queer relationality, an encrypted sociality, and a utopian
potentiality.”93 An object which “in its everyday manifestations…would represent alienated
production and consumption”94 is, through the force of the gay artist’s attention,
transfigured by something like the “glow” of Koestenbaum’s records: “The anticipatory
illumination of certain objects is a kind of potentiality that is open, indeterminate, like the
aﬀective contours of hope itself….Both queer cultural workers are able to detect an opening
and indeterminacy in what for many people is a locked-down dead commodity.” 95
It’s along some of these lines that my readings of Oscar Wilde in Chapters Three and
Four proceed. There are aspects of Wilde’s career, or approaches to it, that might seem more
consonant with a materialist project like this one: the lavish decorative fantasies of Salomé
and the super-charged collecting orgies of The Portrait of Dorian Gray (including what Eve
Sedgwick names, incomparably, as “the prodigally extravagant guide to lifestyle, interior

José Esteban Muñoz, Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity (New York: NYU Press,
2009), 6.
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decoration, and textiles oﬀered” 96 in the novel’s eleventh chapter), for one. Or, as I
referenced in my opening paragraphs, Wilde’s prolific, multilateral involvement in Victorian
material culture: his work in the late 1880s as the editor of Woman’s World, his lectures on
dress and the decoration of houses, or his promotion of dress reform; his involvement in the
stage and costume design of his plays, the graphic design of his books, and the marketing of
all his works; his own practices of collection and interior decoration.97 Many of these facets
of Wilde’s object-investments do enter into my discussion. Predominantly, however — aware
that, as I have been outlining here, the lines are blurry at best — I’ve swayed further in the
direction of Flint’s “conjunction of inanimate things and the individual consciousnesses”;
undertaking a more psychoanalytically-tuned appraisal of the objects that “engage the heart
at the same time as they engage” — or, as is sometimes the case in the texts at hand, oppose
— “the mind.”98
Following the discursive object-relations of De Profundis — those it describes, those it
performs, those it resists and yields to — helps to repair the sense of textual selfcontradiction that has haunted its reception for over a century; while attention to its
melancholic aesthetics (and aim) gives shape and sympathy to what within it remains

Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Epistemology of the Closet (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990),
174. On Salomé and ornament, see Chad Bennet, “Oscar Wilde’s Salome: Décor, Des Corps,
Desire” (ELH 77, 2010).
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irreparable. The juxtaposition of the problems of object-transmission in De Profundis with
those of The Importance of Being Earnest puts the prison letter back into conversation with
the rest of Wilde’s oeuvre: we gain a stronger comprehension of both the dissident, angsty
queer leanings that underpin the frothy dialogue and plotting of a play regularly hailed as
“flawless”; and of the queer pleasures entrenched deeply within, and readable throughout, the
prodigiously sad, infamously flawed letter’s rehearsals of pain and morality. In Wilde’s texts
and in my analysis, material objects now intersect with libidinal ones, objects of desire. How,
I ask, considering his figuration across multiple letters and anecdotes, do Bosie’s
interactions with things propel and perpetuate his own desirability as object? How do unwise
attachments, obsessive and excessive and already failed, become sites of resistance,
consolation, or humor; how is loss, materialized, also aestheticized? Where do things fall in
the psychic — and social — processes of the ignition of love, the catastrophe of betrayal, the
drama of reunion, the trauma of loss; the perpetuation of love, and life, after loss?
!

My inquiries into the diﬃcult libidinal dynamics traceable, via material thematics, in

Wilde’s texts, both literary and extra-literary (letter, biography, anecdote), are galvanized by
the body of queer-theoretical work from the past decade or so which has turned to the
study of aﬀect and negativity. Critics like Lee Edelman, Heather Love, Christopher Nealon,
José Muñoz, Judith Halberstam, and Ann Cvetkovich have theorized versions of queer
history and sociality which encompass the “bad feelings” — melancholy, shame,
retrogression, isolation, failure — excluded in earlier, more staunchly progressivist versions
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of queer studies.99 The attention to negativity reveals forgotten or shunned corners of
experience and history, and brings out from the shadow painful and recalcitrant texts: it
enables me to take on the unceasing ambivalence at the heart of De Profundis; to approach
the complex erotic dynamics that infuse Wilde’s relationship with Bosie, seeking insight in
what has been a site merely of perpetual infuriation; and to pursue Wilde into the largely
unstudied territory — too sad, too unproductive, for critical engagement — of the final
years of his life. Ultimately, in discourse with the theoretics of queer negativity, De Profundis,
considered alongside the play that uncannily prefigures its anxieties and the letters that
follow and transmute its aﬀects, illuminates the substantial bearings of homo-erotics —
even, or especially, the least “healthy” versions thereof — upon Wilde’s, and perhaps other
writers’, queer aesthetics.
!

More broadly: my project as a whole follows upon the opening up for inquiry of

queer cultural objects and tendencies which have in the post-Stonewall decades frequently
been relegated to a pain-drenched past better left behind.100 Whether or not fashion design,
for example (or for that matter ill-starred relationships with beautiful, petulant boyfriends),
continues in the future to be a site of particular investment and attraction for gay men, it
does have a history: one which deserves unfolding in its aesthetic and social complexities, as
it both tracks and exceeds “stereotype.” Crucial to this line of thought, for me, is Eve
See especially: Lee Edelman, No Future: Queer Theory and the Death Drive (Durham: Duke
University Press, 2004); Heather Love, Feeling Backward: Loss and the Politics of Queer History
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2007); Christopher Nealon, Foundlings: Lesbian and Gay
Historical Emotion Before Stonewa$ (Durham: Duke University Press, 2001); José Esteban Muñoz,
Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity (New York: New York University Press, 2009);
Judith Halberstam, The Queer Art of Failure (Durham: Duke University Press, 2011); Ann Cvetkovich,
An Archive of Feelings: Trauma, Sexuality and Lesbian Public Cultures (Durham: Duke University Press,
2003).
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Kosofsky Sedgwick’s influential concept of “reparative reading,” which provides a
framework for re-viewing cultural objects and practices with, in place of a “paranoid” eye
towards the revelation of ideological subtext and coercion, a vocabulary that thinks about
aﬀect, sustenance, play, and other temperatures of attachment and kinds of experiential
warmth.101 My approach to reading fashion in this project is a profusely reparative one, in its
insistent focus on the minute details of texture, material and linguistic, and its drive to
reassess dismissed or degraded objects. The fashions of the 1860s and 70s, in which the drag
queens Boulton/“Stella” and Frederick/“Fanny” dressed themselves, have from a whole array
of perspectives been viewed as particularly oppressive, absurd, and incomprehensible; in
their tendencies towards prosthetic and ornamental exuberance, they fare very badly under
what Sedgwick describes as a “paranoid aesthetic...of minimalist elegance and conceptual
economy.”102 But, like these fashions — and the perpetually overwrought language of their
description — Sedgwick’s “reparative impulse, on the other hand, is additive and
accretive,”103 and it permits their material intricacies to re-emerge, surrounded by aﬀective
ones, and open, as I show, to queer investments. My reparative fashion criticism takes
Sedgwick’s conceptual rhetoric very literally: the addition of ornament; the accretion of
layers. It thus crosses paths, again, with the “thing theory” model of literal materialist
reading — but with the crucially added veneer of aﬀective texture.
!

Paying attention to the nuances and shifts of aﬀect in a text or a cultural object is a

version of reparative reading that’s obviously less literal, and less obviously historical. But

See Sedgwick’s chapter “Paranoid Reading, Reparative Reading” in Touching Feeling: Aﬀect, Pedagogy,
Performativity (Durham: Duke University Press, 2003).
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one of the things I try to do in parts of this project is to practice a kind of critical reading
that is both historically/materially alert and aﬀectively involved. My work on Wilde’s late
letters, from his reunification with Bosie in Naples through the last months of his life, is
something of an extreme exercise in reparative reading — searching out the glimmering
moments, and crepuscular patterns of pleasure, in what is otherwise undeniably a morass of
sadness and pathos — but the excavation of such counterintuitive aﬀective content does, I
suggest, yield literary-historical) insight. Illuminating here is Elizabeth Freeman’s notion of
“erotohistoriography,” which posits a productive alternative to the theoretics of negativity:
“a politics of unpredictable, deeply embodied pleasures that counters the logic of
development,” and asks “how might queer practices of pleasure, specifically, the bodily
enjoyments that travel under the sign of queer sex, be thought of as temporal practices, even
as portals to historical thinking?...Against pain and loss, erotohistoriography posits the value
of surprise, of pleasurable interruptions and momentary fulfillments from elsewhere, other
times.” 104
!

Freeman is a prominent voice in queer theory’s recent interest in “the link between

queer and temporality, the erotic and time.”105 One line of this inquiry revolves around gay
“historical feeling,” asking how gay and lesbian individuals and communities have reached
back into the past, looking for echoes and documenting traces of the experiences of sexually
marginalized subjects 106; another, related but not the same, asks how normativity and
reproductive trajectories are built into our very conceptions of linear temporality, and how
104
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Recent work here includes Nealon, Foundlings; Christopher Castiglia and Christopher Reed, If
Memory Serves: Gay Men, AIDS, and the Promise of the Queer Past (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 2012.
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time itself can be queered. 107 Oscar Wilde, in the 1890s, was actively prefiguring both of
these lines of thought. Heavily invested in drawing up and dramatizing transhistorical
genealogies of homoerotic splendor and pain, he also revels, as I argue in Chapter Four, in
skewering the norms of temporal progression: the order, span, and speed of days, romances,
lifetimes, and eras. The final chapter concludes with a coda that considers Pater’s and
Wilde’s figurations of transhistorical movement, suggesting that intensities of relation to
historical objects and technologies of transport serve as vectors in the nineteenth century
cultivation and expression of homoerotic bonds. Historicism, thing theory, and queer theory
have their vastly diﬀerent methodologies and aims, but they have all enhanced our critical
capacities to reach back in time. I hope, in combining these approaches and presenting
some of my own, to reveal some uninterrogated facets of queer Victorian history; to
demonstrate the critical potential of sustained attention to the nuances, and conjunctions,
of material and aﬀective detail; and to illuminate continuities, as well as ruptures, between
Victorian styles of object-relations and our own.

See “Theorizing Queer Temporalities: A Roundtable Discussion” with Carolyn Dinshaw, Lee
Edelman, Roderick A. Ferguson, Carla Freccero, Elizabeth Freeman, Judith Halberstam, Annamarie
Jagose, Christopher Nealon, Nguyen Tan Hoang (GLQ 13.2-3, 2007).
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CHAPTER ONE
“EXCESS OF EVERY KIND”: DRESS AND DRAG AROUND 1870
“New fashions lead to new crimes...There is no knowing in these days of
restless luxury what fashion may not revive.”
!

!

- “Odd Fashions,” The Graphic, April 1870

i. "Anything Strange and Out of the Way": The Scandal of Fashion
!

In March 1870, the Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine opened its monthly forecast for

“The Fashions” by proclaiming that “instead of laying down general rules on the subject of
dress, our task is now to describe toilets which all more or less bear the stamp of fancy
costumes”1: costumes, that is, for a “fancy-dress ball,” a masquerade; outfits intended to
transfigure their wearer into someone she (or he) is not, to serve as the visual and material
apparatus enabling a role to be played, the boundaries of identities to be blurred. “The dress
of remarkable historical people is imitated with the greatest accuracy,” it continues. “If you
ask a Parisian couturière to compose a fashionable dress for you, she will begin by asking
what style of costume you prefer, and from what historical period she is to seek ‘inspiration’;
for it is not from one special period only that Fashion borrows ideas—it is from a number of
1

“The March Fashions,” Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine, March 1870.
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successive but distinct periods, each of which has its own peculiar style.” The season’s
eccentricity, which “has given full scope to the most extravagant fancies in the matter of la
toilette,” doesn’t stop at this sort of schizoid historicism. Capricious “inspiration” also roams
geographically — “Every contrast has been tried, every style adopted, and models borrowed
from every part of the world, from fur-loving Russia to the poetical and splendid regions of
the East” — and it encompasses even choices of fabric, color, and pairing, rendering the
most basic building blocks of dress sites of disruptive, enticing surprise: “Anything strange
and out of the way is now preferred to what would seem sensible and natural; thus, dark fur
on ball dresses, black velvet on gauze or tarlatan are the novelties in vogue, while morning
jackets...are embroidered and spangled all over with gold and silver. In colours, also, the
most extravagant contrasts seem no longer to shock the nicety of Parisian taste…” 2
Less than two months after this issue of the Magazine proclaimed fashion’s manifold
breaks with solid standards of “sense” and “nature,” Frederick Park and Ernest Boulton,
a.k.a. “Fanny” and “Stella” — drag queens, actors, best friends, possibly sometimes
prostitutes, who had "for some years past…been known to go ‘in drag’...powdered and
painted, wearing chignons and false hair, and successfully personating the opposite sex in
every external particular…” 3 — were apprehended by the police, outside of London’s Strand
Theater, in evening-wear that was fancy in a few senses of the word. Stella (Ernest) was in “a
fashionable crimson silk, trimmed with white lace. He wore a flaxen wig, with plaited
chignon...He had bracelets, and a white lace shawl round his shoulders.” 4 Fanny (Frederick)
was wearing “a green satin dress, with panier...white kid gloves, bracelets, and black lace
2

Ibid.

3

“The Hermaphrodite Clique,” Reynolds’s Newspaper, 5 June 1870.

4

“Apprehension of ‘Gentlemen’ in Female Attire,” Reynolds’s Newspaper, 1 May 1870.
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shawl.”5 Fanny’s hair “was the same colour as that of her friend, and dressed in the like
fashion, excepting that the back part was done in curls instead of plaits.”6 Like a pair of
ladies in a fashion plate, they appeared as a carefully orchestrated duet: their outfits
suﬃciently similar in form yet diﬀerent in detail so as to complement, but not copy, one
another. And as a juxtaposition of near-concurrent media images of their fashions and The
Fashions suggests with astonishing visual impact, Fanny and Stella’s ensembles were of the
very latest in cut and color. [Figures 1 and 2.]

Figure 1. The Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine, March 1870

5

Ibid.

6

Ibid.
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Figure 2. “Capture of Men Dressed Up As Women,” The Illustrated Police News, May 7, 1870

Booked initially for the misdemeanor of cross-dressing, a charge that was quickly
raised to the much more severe one of sodomy, Fanny and Stella were brought into the Bow
Street Police Court the next morning, still in their evening wear. Everyone in the courtroom
was “astonished” by “the complete case with which they maintained their parts...and even
[the] most experienced detective oﬃcers had to admit that the ‘get up’ was artistic enough
to deceive themselves.” 7 Fanny and Stella, then, were prosecuted for the travesty of their
high-style, high-stakes, remarkably successful impersonation of a contemporary — and very
controversial — fashionable femininity which was itself all about the audacious flexing of the
boundaries around and between modesty and provocation, inspiration and imitation,
outrageous novelty and promiscuous citationality.

7

“Capture of Men Dressed Up As Women,” I$ustrated Police News, 7 May 1870.
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!

In this chapter, my goal is to untangle the strands of overlapping rhetoric,

perception, and investment that connect Boulton and Park’s radically queer self-fashioning
to the contemporary fashion scene which provided much of its material: the physical as well
as the figurative “stuﬀ ” intrinsic to both its performance and its policing. Looking at the
anxieties about gender, dress, and identity that animate both coverage of the drag scandal
and fashion/anti-fashion writing contemporaneous to it, I argue that Boulton and Park act
as a discomfiting vivification of mid-Victorian fashion’s inherent clash with agendas of
heteronormative order: the gay sex scandal reveals fashion’s surprisingly endemic leanings
into queerness. Correlatively, proposing new interpretations of styles that were compulsively
disavowed by their serious-minded contemporaries and have been largely disdained in
historical accounts as well, I argue for their constitutive place in the development of gay
modes of expression and eroticism. The multivalent extremities operant in the fashions of
this mid-Victorian moment — with its increasingly hyperactive routes of circulation,
specialized languages of description, outré objects of desire — were, in fact, indispensable to
the formation of the gender-bending, extravagantly stylized gay socio-sexual personae which
arose, fully clothed, from out of it.

ii. More Complex Configurations: Sex Changes / Silhouette Changes
On the night of Boulton and Park’s arrest, two search operations were conducted,
nearly simultaneously. Detectives raided their apartments and seized their “immense
wardrobe of female attire...exhibiting the most perfect completeness, even to the minutest
details of women’s underclothing...between thirty and forty silk and other dresses, all of
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fashionable patterns, and some elaborately trimmed with lace, furs, &c,” 8 along with
personal photographs and letters. Meanwhile, James Paul, a police doctor, subjected them
to genital and anal examinations, searching for physical signs of sexual deviance: he found
that Boulton’s penis was unusually large, and that “his anus [was] much dilated, and the
muscles readily opened. These appearances and others were undoubtedly caused by the
insertion of a foreign body. They were only attributable to the fact of his having had
frequent unnatural connexions—one insertion would not cause them...The foreign bodies
he believed to be those belonging to other men.” 9 It was on Dr. Paul’s suggestion that the
charges against the two were ramped up from a cross-dressing misdemeanor to the felony
oﬀense of “wickedly and against the order of nature...commit[ting] and perpetrat[ing] that
detestable and abominable crime of buggery not to be named among Christians.’” 10 A
headline-grabbing six-day hearing in May 1870 was followed by a trial — held a full year later
— which ultimately resulted in an acquittal.11 “Boulton fainted upon the verdict being
returned,” the papers reported, “and upon his recovery the prisoners left the court with
their friends.” 12
Critical accounts of these events have, with compelling reason, emphasized their
indexical positioning at a crucial moment in the history of (homo)sexuality. “The trial,”
notes William Cohen, “arose in the midst of the shift...from prosecuting specific sexual acts
8

“Capture of Men Dressed up as Women,” I$ustrated Police News, 14 May 1870.

9
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Queen vs. Boulton and Others,” Gender & History 12.1 (2000).
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to disciplining the type of person who was likely to commit such acts.”13 Yet the very stakes
of that moment — and the exigencies of this case, the not-guilty verdict of which, Neil
Bartlett says, still “seems unbelievable” 14 — have placed Boulton and Park, like other queer
figures of the pre-Wildean nineteenth century, in a contentious position within accounts of
the emergence "modern" homosexual identity. Bartlett has argued that the drag queens’
acquittal represented a quite pointed move on the part of the discomfited jury to suppress
the too-threatening fact of homosexual existence in mid-century London: "The evidence of
Fanny and Stella's visibility was converted into proof that they didn't exist…Only by
silencing, not punishing, the sodomites, could the court breathe a sigh of relief. When
Boulton and Park were dismissed, declared improbable if not impossible, the existence of a
homosexual culture in London was eﬀectively denied."15
Alan Sinfield has tellingly juxtaposed Bartlett's reading of the events with Jeﬀrey
Weeks's earlier claim that the verdict should be taken, rather, as proof of invisibility,
unreadability: that "as late as 1871 concepts of both homosexuality and of male prostitution
were extremely undeveloped in the Metropolitan Police and in high medical and legal
circles."16 Sinfield's own, mediatory position is that "probably some people heard same-sex
passion loud and clear, whereas others could not conceive of it. It is through that
indeterminacy that indirections and evasions!those of the court, and of Fanny and

13

Ibid., 75.
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Neil Bartlett, Who Was That Man? A Present for Mr. Oscar Wilde (London: Serpent's Tail, 1988), 142
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Stella!could flourish."17 For Sinfield, "the interpretive challenge is to recover the moment
of indeterminacy” in which the concept of homosexuality was “emerging around and through
instances like Fanny and Stella…To presume the eventual outcome in the blind or hesitant
approximations out of which it was partly fashioned is to miss, precisely, the points of most
interest."18
But sex was not the only socio-cultural arena which, in 1870, found itself in the
unsettled — and, to many, unsettling — midst of a “moment of indeterminacy.” Fashion, too,
was headily in flux. For one thing, as much scholarship has shown, it was still reverberating
under the phenomenal mid-century expansion of its technologies of production and
circulation. Thanks to inventions like the home-sewing machine and the paper pattern, as
well as technological improvements in the production of fabrics and dyes and in the
circulation of media, what had in previous eras been largely the purview of a tightly
exclusive upper-class set of consumers spread outwards into a vast network of middle-class
women; and then, through hand-me-downs and other recycling practices, to servants, to
patrons of second-hand shops, and to others whose standing in the fringe spaces of fashion
culture was, if not unprecedented, then newly vitalized. Margaret Beetham has argued that
what she calls the extension “of access to fashion down the social scale” was a catalyst for
the period’s construction of new kinds of femininities, particularly middle-class ones, as well
as for the exacerbation of anxieties surrounding those social categories.19
The hyperactive Victorian fashion business and press, in all of their many outlets,
17 Alan

Sinfield, The Wilde Century: Eﬀeminacy, Oscar Wilde and the Queer Moment (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1994), 8.
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were aimed at an audience construed always and exclusively as female, gendered far more
firmly than it was classed. Beetham writes: “The masculine reader might engage with this
femininity only as an object of his gaze.”20 And, for the most part, he engaged with feminine
fashion only as an object of derision; as Sharon Marcus notes, “the gaze solicited by women’s
fashionable dress belonged most often to women, for Victorian manliness directed men to
admire women’s bodies while deriding the fashions that clothed them.”21 But the codes of
Victorian manliness had margins and defectors, as scholarship on the dandy and the
aesthete, among other types of dissident masculinities, makes clear. 22 We can posit,
therefore, that some men would have had diﬀerent or oppositional reactions towards
women’s bodies and women’s dress. As Christopher Breward writes, “the fact that
manufacturers, advertisers, retailers and commentators on clothing directed much of their
energy towards engaging the attention of women does not imply in itself that men were
excluded from the experience of fashion.” 23 Breward’s work is an important challenge to the
long-held view of Victorian men as existing essentially outside the sphere of fashion; he
20
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reveals the material and cultural complexities behind the alleged uniformity of men’s dress
in the nineteenth century. But there has been very little critical rethinking or excavation of
the relationship of masculine subjects to women’s dress in the period. I want to propose that
mid-Victorian women’s fashion, so vigorous in its leaps across class lines, might have found
its more surreptitious, but no less seminal, ways across lines of gender and (hetero)sexuality
as well. It might, that is, have been conducive to the queer vibrations of not only a female
homoerotic gaze, as Sharon Marcus has theorized, but a gay male one, too.24
Furthermore, at precisely the end of the 1860s, fashionable dress was in transition in
a more specifically structural sense as well. The hoop-skirt, or “crinoline,” silhouette, iconic
for its “breathtaking cantilevered volume” and its signification of a sort of drooping and
restricted Victorian femininity,25 was giving way to the eccentrically structured, riotously
ornamented, anally oriented — and, thus, I will suggest, much queerer — new look of the
“bustle” line. To return to Sinfield’s language, then: I contend that fashion’s “indeterminacy,”
its imminent upheavals of social and aesthetic certainties, worked alongside the
indeterminacy surrounding the concept of “the homosexual,” nurturing the atmosphere of
simmering anxiety and not-yet-foreclosed possibility in which the “indirections and
24
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evasions” surrounding the drag queens’ case “could flourish.”
***
“If women’s toilettes have partaken of the extravagant at certain epochs in all ages of
the world,” begins the Pa# Ma# Gazette’s December 1868 dispatch, from Paris, on the state
of LA MODE—ROBES, “certainly at no former period have the garments in which the sex
array themselves exhibited a more complex configuration or a greater redundancy of
ornamentation than at the present moment.” 26 In one sense, this is the sort of myopic
hyperbole so ubiquitous in fashion writing that it is practically a convention of the genre.
Fashion’s cyclical iterations of “newness” — by which it continually re-presents itself as news;
and perpetually announces, at every “present moment,” that whatever is new right now is
more so than ever before — are a long-recognized (and oft-lamented) phenomenon that is in
fact constitutive, by many accounts, of modern Fashion itself. Yet, on the other hand, the
Gazette’s report contains a certain fitful accuracy. Some fashions are newer ! are, and
remain, bigger news ! than others. There are moments when a “New Look” emerges,
distinctly and lastingly new enough that it ends up signifying not the mere trends of a
season but the defining shape of an era; moments when the silhouette changes.27 And this
was, in fact, one such moment. In or around 1868, as Iris Brooke puts it with expressive
bluntness in her 1937 History of English Costume, “the crinoline had been consigned to the
rubbish heap and the bustle had usurped its ‘throne.’” 28
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“Crinoline” — or, more accurately, “cage-crinoline” — refers, in this context, to the
frame of whalebone or metal hoops connected by fabric tape which arrived on the market in
the mid-1860s, providing a welcome replacement for the burdensome layers of starched
petticoats that had supported women’s dresses since the full-skirted silhouette had come
back in fashion in the 1830s. 29 It is unclear just when or by whom the cage-crinoline was
invented, but in 1856 a patent was registered by a C. Amet for “a crinoline...made up of a
number of covered steel springs...fastening to strong pieces of tape...so as to form a ‘skeleton
petticoat.’”30 Over the next decade, in the hands of high-end Parisian designers and their
avid ranks of customers, followers, and imitators, the crinoline swelled to its iconic heights:
the “breathtaking proportions” which, writes historian and curator Harold Koda, “caught
the imagination not only of the fashionable mondaine but also of the caricaturist.” 31
Meanwhile, it was functional and cheaply producible enough that it became, as Penelope
Byrde writes, “accessible to virtually every social class, and it was, in eﬀect, the first high-

Though it came to signify all three, the term “crinoline” does not originally refer to an
undergarment or a silhouette or an era, but — as its derivation, from Latin crinis (hair) plus linum
(linen), indicates — a fabric: a “smooth, stiﬀ, strong fabric made with cotton warp and horsehair,”
originally “used for interlining or hat shapes” (Louis Harmouth, Dictionary of Textiles [New York:
Fairchild, 1913], 46). In the late 1840s or early 50s, the material came into widespread use (and the
term followed) in the construction of women’s petticoats, as lighter-weight replacement for flannel
and starched cotton. Then, “when this fashion was followed by that of wearing greatly projecting
skirts of wire springs, the word ‘crinoline’ continued to be used to designate the latter
article” (George S. Cole, A Complete Dictionary of Dry Goods and History of Silk, Cotton, Linen, Wool and
Other Fibrous Substances [Chicago: W.B. Conkey, 1892], 108).
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fashion garment to be universally adopted.” 32 Thus, despite the near-daily campaign of
mockery waged against it in Punch and elsewhere, accusing the garment of being not just
unwieldy and unattractive but a public health hazard on multiple fronts, the crinoline’s
fashionability held firm.33 Serving as the literal base for the distinctive Victorian line — all
tiny-waisted, swayingly circular, volatile, gauzy femininity — that it so strikingly articulated,
the crinoline had by the middle of the 1860s become an indelible feature of the
contemporary visual landscape, and had determined the social and discursive ideation of the
female body for nearly a generation. [Figure 3.]

Figure 3: The Crinoline Silhouette. Godey’s Lady’s Book, Spring 1860
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Figures 4 and 5: Le Follet, November 1866 and August 1868

Towards the late-middle years of that decade a shift became detectable, as the
crinoline’s circumference, as well as its universality, gradually deflated. In 1866, the fashion
magazines informed their readers of a trend for gored skirts, somewhat flattened in the
front, with “backward sweeping” fullness that resolved into a train. [Figure 4.] Fashionable
young ladies delighted in the novelty, but these trailing skirts “presented problems out of
doors,” liable as they were to pick up and spread dirt, to catch underfoot, to trip both
wearers and passersby34: “Robes à queue they call these draggling dresses,” complained
Punch, “but it is not at Kew merely that people are tormented by them. Everywhere you
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walk, your footsteps are impeded by the ladies who, in Pope’s phrase, ‘drag their slow length
along’ the pathway just in front of you.”35 Then, in 1868, the criticisms lobbed at both the
length of the trains and the breadth of the crinolines before them found their answer. That
year, thanks to some zeitgeist-readied combination of the practicalities of dress reform and
the fancies of dress design, the skirt’s voluminous fabrics were looped up and puﬀed
outwards and backwards: this was dramatic inception of what would later be called “the
bustle era.” [Figure 5.]

Figure 6: “The New Look in the 1870’s,” Godey’s Lady’s Book, May 1870

In June of that year, the London-based ladies' magazine Queen announced that “the
fickle goddess” (Fashion) “appears to have decreed as follows: 1. That there shall be
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abundance of crinoline, or bustle, or panier, or tournure (for the bunch at the back goes by a
variety of names) just below the waist, but that there should be little or none at the lower
half of the skirt.” 36 The cage-crinoline itself was traded in for half-crinolines, cushion-like
contraptions, and other undergarments invented to support a fashionable line which fell, in
the front, increasingly flat and closer to the body than it had in several decades; while
concurrently, on the sides and in the back, it swelled and piled outwards in elaborate,
profusely decorated constructions variously called, in addition to the names listed by Queen,
“bouﬀantes,” “pouﬀs,” “paniers,” and so on. Excited by the novelty of these shapes, and drawing
upon the wide-ranging repertoire of historical and foreign references noted in the
Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine column with which I began, designers and dressmakers
seemed to come up with increasingly fanciful arrangements of fabric and trim. The new
dresses displayed “a medley of materials quite indescribable,” continued Queen’s
announcement of the “decrees” of Fashion. “The more flounces, ruches, bows, and
pompoms, the more the skirts are looped up in bunches, the better is the wearer’s right to
consider herself elegant and fashionable.” 37 [Figure 6.]
The Pa# Ma# Gazette’s hand-wringing hyping of the current styles’ unprecedented
“complexity” of “configuration” and “redundancy of ornamentation” makes more sense,
then, in the context of its fashion-historical moment. Extending the argument of that
opening declaration, it continues:
The skirt of the robe, which used to be such a simple aﬀair, a long sweep of
flowing drapery with nothing beyond its graceful folds to set it oﬀ, has now
become one of the most complicated productions that can well be devised;
and if it is only so diﬃcult to invent as it is to describe, the task of the
36
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modiste must be bewildering enough....[There is] an infinity of trimming in
the form of buttons, bows, barettes, rosettes, rouleaux, tassels, fringes,
flounces, and festoons, almost as complex in their arrangement as a Chinese
park.38
This is a particularly rich exemplification of several tropes that feature prominently in the
discourse around fashions of the late 1860s and early 1870s: the nostalgia for a past moment
of simpler “grace,” referencing specifically the continuous, visually smooth flow of the justextinct hoop skirt; the exhaustive listing of variations of that “infinity of trimming,” in
worked-up tones of simultaneous excitement and disapproval; the recourse, in order to give
the drama of these sartorial novelties their full due, to Orientalizing and otherwise
exoticizing analogies (here, a “Chinese park”) and to a vexed assertion of the impossibility
facing those charged with constructing, as well as describing, these “complicated
productions.”

iii. Incongruous Sparkles: Complexity, Camp, and the Uses of Fashion Criticism
Why were we so deluded as to predict a lasting austerity of decoration from a
momentary spasm of simplicity? Sigh with us, wretched reader...There are not
only flounces, but flounces on flounces....Would we could say that beads were
going also! But no, they are simply transferred from gimp to lace, and remain as
sparklingly incongruous as ever…
!

!

- Scribners, “Trimming,” 15 May 1874.

Declarations, like the Gazette’s, of a structural and aesthetic non-cohesion so over-

the-top that it produces not only visual confusion but verbal incapacitation proliferate all
over the fashion media of this period, and they initiate a line of thought which has been
carried into the fashion history of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Under the
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various regimes of tastefulness and functionality that have dominated modern aesthetics,
these fashions of the late 1860s and early 1870s have, more so even than other iterations of
Victorian dress, fared badly. Characterized as they are by “byzantine design” and a
particularly intense overload of, in Elaine Freedgood’s terms, the “embarrassing ornament
from which various writers—Victorian, modern, and post-modern—take pains to distance
themselves,” 39 they have been dismissed as absurdities, malignancies even, in histories of
both design and gender. Quoting Phillis Cunnington’s assertion that “by the 1870s ‘the
construction of women’s dresses was...so complicated that it baﬄed description even by
contemporary experts,’” Freedgood correctly notes that this “harsh judgment is a common
one.” 40 In a 2002 article, for another example, Gina Marlene Dorré writes that “the intricate
lexicon of fashionable dress for Western women in the 1870s and 1880s modeled what we
now consider to be an outrageous and exorbitant female form. The fashions of the lateVictorians not only scandalized their contemporary audience, but have since haunted
costume historians who endeavor to fix them with meaning.” 41
!

There’s a sense, however, in which this idea, supported though it is by theory and

history, doesn’t hold up. Proﬀering a misguided notion of “unreadability” that is in fact a
failure to read correctly or closely enough, it also fails to account for the perspective of those
Victorian subjects for whom fashion’s intricate language and opulent objects did contain
both appeal and meaning. I want to suggest that these fashions, in their very
“outrageousness” and “exorbitance,” actually mean a great deal, and that it is worthwhile to
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enter into — to read, closely, from within — their “intricate lexicon.” In recovering that
perspective, I also want to expand it to accommodate queer men: those who might, had the
category existed, fully identified as transgender; those who, like Ernest/Stella and Frederick/
Fanny, went by women’s names and female pronouns, yet wore men’s clothing with some
regularly, and seem to hew more closely to the (also anachronistic) category of gay drag
queens; and those gay or queer men (like Charles Worth, the subject of my next chapter)
who did not themselves cross-dress but to whom women’s fashion was a site of lively
investment and aesthetic excitement.
The fashionable objects of this precise moment, derided in their own time and
largely scorned afterwards, can be re-viewed as remarkably aﬃliated with certain modalities
of queer cultural production and reception. They resonate queerly in their frequent marking
as wildly extravagant and too fancy, dazzlingly or deviously complex, decoratively overloaded
and citationally overactive, sensationally oversexed yet hetero-erotically refractive,
prosthetically extrusive and erotogenically abstruse, brashly newfangled yet at the same
time antiquated, multi-partite and multi-linear and disarmingly hard-to-describe, resistant
to most rubrics of cultural/historical emplacement and visual/verbal evaluation. Thus, they
deserve to be re-read with a materially-sharpened and empathically-broadened critical
vocabulary. This vocabulary, as I am developing and employing it here, owes much to Elaine
Freedgood’s thing-theory model of restorative or recuperative attention to the “literal or
material meanings of objects, the very qualities that might take us back in time to the
meanings and resonances these objects may have had for earlier readers.”42 It also, however,
draws upon Eve Sedgwick’s queer-theory model of reparative attention — “attun[ed]
Elaine Freedgood, The Ideas in Things: Fugitive Meaning in the Victorian Novel (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 2006), 36.
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exquisitely to a heartbeat of contingency” on the levels of both aﬀect and of texture — to
“the many ways selves and communities succeed in extracting sustenance from the objects
of a culture—even of a culture whose avowed desire has often been to not to sustain
them.” 43 The conjunction of Freedgood’s archival immersions with Sedgwick’s generous
elucidations of subjective diﬀerence may allow us, I posit, to go even more fully “back in
time”: and to reconstruct not only the “literal meanings” hidden within the objects of the
past, but also the meanings that may have, in that past itself, been hidden or refused.
***
!

It is not, I would contend, actually true that Victorian fashion experts were “baﬄed”

by the objects of their attention. Certainly, they liked to say — in characteristically mercurial
flits between enthrallment and self-deprecation — that they were: “Formerly trimmings
were added to enhance the beauty of the robe," dictates Le Fo#et in August 1869. "Now, on
the contrary, the robe is inferior, the additions of trimmings being the subject to be
discussed….This state of things cannot last…too great a profusion of bouillonnés, ruchings,
or plaitings should be avoided.”44 But such disavowals — of interest, of attractiveness, of
representational possibility — are almost always belied by what are in fact comprehensive,
exacting, and avid designations and descriptions. Complexity doesn’t make description
impossible: what it does is make description a lot more diﬃcult. For writers and readers,
designers and home dressmakers, the stakes of craft and comprehension are raised: to design
an outfit, as well as to describe it, to imitate it, or to wear it successfully, requires a
heightened flexing of technical, terminological, and stylistic finesse. When fashion media’s
Eve Koso-y Sedgwick, Touching Feeling: Aﬀect, Pedagogy, Performativity (Durham: Duke University
Press, 2003), 150.
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self-censuring exclamations are re-attached to the cataloguing of what has just been warned
against or deemed impossible, what emerges is a distinctive tonality: a tonality that partakes
of minute distinctions between categories of decorative objects that to an untrained eye
look indistinguishable (and, usually, equally abject or useless) yet to the expert contain
intricate fields of signification; and of a strategically overstated complaint or denial that
instantaneously reverses its own performative negation and magnifies, instead, its
performatively obscured excitement. It is of a genre reflected in expressions like "I just
couldn't!" or "It's too much!" — and, I want to suggest, its appearance in Victorian fashion
media bespeaks the emergence, in that media, of a camp sensibility.
!

To reflexively disdain an aesthetic characterized by “excesses of every kind,”45 to take

at face value the dismissal of fashionable dress — whether it comes in the form of the legal
machinations, Punch’s satirizing, the disdain of intellectuals, the screeds of moralists, or the
fashion magazine’s own self-contradictory hyperbole — is to risk missing a few crucial,
fascinating things. We miss, first, the material complexities native to the field of fashion; the
ornate valences of expertise, detail, desire, and use ensconced within a wearable aesthetic of
extravagance. We also miss the developmental cadences of a queer pattern of visual and
verbal response to that aesthetic, and to the objects that partake of it: one that revels,
precisely, in the vertiginous gap between unironic love and the detached — yet no less loving
— energies of self-deprecation, re-appropriation, and critical wit. I am positing that a newly
appreciative, minutely detailed attention to the textures and languages of Victorian fashion
can give us newly acute insight into the language of Victorian queerness, most vividly at sites
of their overt conjunction — like the drag scandal.
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!

Remarkably, the words drag and camp both see their earliest recorded uses in the

materials of the Boulton and Park case. In that spring of 1870, while commenters all over the
fashion and anti-fashion press are fretting about decoration and display, cosmetics and
colors, inspiration and imitation, an editorial in the London Times frets that “the most
curious part of the story is the influence which these personations had on other young
gentlemen of similar tastes…‘Drag’ might have become quite an institution, and open
carriages might have displayed their disguised occupants without suspicion, except to the
initiated.” 46 And, moving from the discourse of paranoia and discipline into that of the
“initiated” whose “influence” it fears, Fanny Park, in a November 1868 letter to her “sister”
Stella’s lover Lord Arthur Clinton (a letter later seized and read aloud in court), is also
fretting:
I cannot echo your wish that I should live to be a hundred, though I should
like to live to a green old age. Green, did I say? Oh! Ciel, the amount of paint
that will be required to hide that very unbecoming tint. My campish
undertakings are not at present meeting with the success they deserve.
Whatever I do seems to get me in hot water somewhere; but n’importe, what’s
the odds as long as you’re rappy?47
Discussing this letter, William Cohen notes that “Boulton, Park, and their correspondents
draw upon an argot” which is — like the argot of fashion, with which it intersects — “largely
unintelligible to those outside their subculture.” 48 He adds in a footnote that “at points the
interpretive task is a perplexing one for the prosecutor, particularly when faced with
translating gay subcultural slang into the Queen’s English.” 49 The most salient incidence of
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this perplexity occurs in the transcription of Fanny’s letter: “When this letter was entered
into the court record, the word campish was misread as ‘crawfish’...While the court was
clearly confused about what ‘sodomitical practices’ might entail, that it could imagine them
somehow to involve crustaceans is startling.”50
!

The first dictionary to include the word “camp” is James Ware’s 1909 Passing English of

the Victorian Era, where it is defined as “actions and gestures of exaggerated emphasis.
Probably from the French. Used chiefly by persons of exceptional want of character.” 51 This
is usually taken to be an assertion of the French etymology of the word (though its origins
have not been satisfactorily decoded). Drawing on Thomas King’s argument that camp
gesture is “judged as excessive according to the standards of acceptable and conventional
bourgeois male deportment” and, simultaneously, the “gestural excess signifies a lack of Self
(and thus lack of membership in the social body),” Moe Meyer suggests an alternate reading
of Ware’s definition: he takes it “not as suggesting that the word ‘Camp’ is from the French,
but that the actual and specific gestures he describes have been imported from France.” 52 He
continues:
[If] specific gestures identified simultaneously by exterior excess (Ware’s
‘exaggerated emphasis’) and interior lack (Ware’s ‘exceptional want of
character’) are constitutive markers of homosexual identity, then the first text
reference to Camp in 1909 already encodes a homosexual subject. This coding
is noticeable both by its definition based on excess/lack and through its
attribution of these gestures to the French: the discourse of English
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Francophobia included the assumption that homosexuality was a French
import.53
This is convincing; but the historical record of “camp,” as Fanny’s letter shows us, actually
stretches back at least some forty years before Ware’s dictionary. Can Meyer’s reinterpretation be worked backwards? If by 1909 these “constitutive markers of homosexual
identity” were firmly implanted in the cultural lexicon, in 1870 their status therein was much
more oblique: that obliqueness — or its degree — is, of course, the locus of the historical
and critical debates surrounding the outcome and the meaning of the Boulton and Park
trial.
!

Returning to Alan Sinfield’s theoretical mediation, we could assert that for some

Victorians — both queer and phobic — this gestural repertoire was beginning by 1870 to be
loaded with increasingly specific sexual suspicion, while for others such a correlation was
still some distance outside any field of comprehension. For a great many Victorians, however,
such a genre of “specific gestures identified simultaneously by exterior excess [and] interior
lack” — a genre of acts, objects, and words also imported from France, carrying with them
aesthetic promises, erotic enticements, moral threats — was palpably consonant with
another category of knowledge and desire fused into something like an identity:
fashionability. The “exaggerated emphasis” that Ware’s definition attributes to “camp” is, as
I’ve been arguing, an intrinsic feature of mid-Victorian women’s fashion, in both its material
forms and its discursive manifestations. The association of fashionability with an
“exceptional want of character,” meanwhile, is hardly an obscure one — with fashion
(surface) frequently situated as the opposite of character (depth) — but, as my next sections
will explore, it gathers ever-increasing steam in the more anxious and moralistic spheres of
53
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Victorian imaginations and media: increasing in both intensity and in a sexual specificity
which, though most overtly concerned with female promiscuity, crosses queer paths with
male homosexuality and cross-gender identifications.
!

“Camp,” then, perhaps originated — was perhaps, at its origins, understood — as a

word that had as much to do with fashion as with queerness. “My campish undertakings are
not at present meeting with the success they deserve,” wrote Stella in her letter — joking
about cosmetics; employing an eﬀeminate vernacular — and the courtroom appears to have
been befuddled, if not repelled, by the word (hence the bizarre “crawfish” transcription).
What we don’t know is how many of those listeners took this befuddlement or repulsion as
of a piece with that which they associated with “the female fashions” and their “fal-lals” —
the allegedly ludicrous parlance of Le Fo#et and its ilk which, week after week, Punch
gleefully poached, twisted, and mocked. Fashion’s vocabulary, like that of subcultural
sexualities, are apt to be mutable and transient, to be little understood in their own
moments and largely forgotten afterwards: reading the drag scandal requires attention to
each, and, thus, may reveal undeciphered aﬃliations — or spaces for the possibility of
aﬃliations — between them.

iv. “Ghosts of Rich Silks”: Interrogating Style
On Wednesday, May 10, 1871, the second day of Boulton and Park’s trial, “early in the
course of the day's proceedings, two large packages were brought in, containing various
articles of wearing apparel taken from the rooms of the defendants in Wakefield-street.”54
First came Inspector Shenton’s verbal re-enumeration of his “list of the things which we
54
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seized” in the raid: the “sixteen dresses,—satin, rep, and glacé, green cord silk, violet glacé
silk trimmed with white lace, black satin trimmed with mauve satin, blue and white satin
piped with white satin, mauve rep silk, a blue satin, a gray moiré antique, and a white glacé
trimmed with blue satin and lace, and white corded silk,” plus a large supply of
undergarments and accessories, and “as many as twenty chignons.”55 Next, the full
collection of “articles [was] produced and exhibited amidst much laughter, until the jury said
they had had enough.”56 For both sides, the “exhibition” was loaded: the prosecution, which
orchestrated it, sought to assert that the size, quality, completeness, style, and cost of the
wardrobe proved that Fanny and Stella’s cross-dressing was not (as the defense argued) a
“lark,” or theatrical play, but rather “the business of their lives” — and thus indicative of
sexual deviance. Meanwhile, to counter that argument — and to render misleading,
gratuitous, and even unseemly the display of the dresses — Boulton and Park’s lawyers seek,
to decimate their value: “But what had they seen?,” asks Serjeant Parry, Park’s lawyer, with
performative disdain. “A theatrical wardrobe, and nothing more...£170. worth of dresses,
silks and satins, chignons, boots, shoes, paints, and powder – all these were theatrical...” 57
The theory here was that the verification of the dresses as theatrical costumes, authorized
by professional necessity and rendered comfortingly artificial, would obviate the
prosecution’s implication that their quantity and value indicated an incriminating level of
personal investment and permanency.
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Reporting the next morning upon what it calls the “chief incident of the day...the
exhibition of the defendants’ costumes ‘in drag,’” the Daily Telegraph leads with some
vigorous editorializing: “Yesterday...for the first time in its annals, the Court of Queen's
Bench was turned into an old clothes shop,” like those found in “the streets around and
about Leicester-Square”:
In their windows you see displayed the ghosts of rich silks...In the glare of
gaslight you might fancy that at such places as these you could attire yourself-supposing you to be the purchasers of female attire--in the height of fashion
and elegance...But if you are a philosopher of the streets, and peer into the
windows of which we speak in the broad glare of daylight, there are few more
melancholy spectacles than these repositories of finery which has lived its day.
It seemed yesterday as if the whole of one of these Monmouth-street
establishments had been scattered over the Court of Queen's Bench...Silk
petticoats, braided bodices, embroidered skirts, muslin wrappers, bonnets,
parasols, boots, and all the paraphernalia of the "girl of the period" dress were
turned out ruthlessly upon the floor. Whether the articles thus displayed were
"quite a lady's" costume may be doubted.58
This remarkable moment forces into striking juxtaposition the exhibitionary venues of the
dress-shop and the courtroom. Each of these is a space where items of "ladies' wearing
apparel" are put on display, put up for evaluative consideration, for judgment, in ways that
are obviously diﬀerent yet perhaps disarmingly close ! hence the shock intoned in the
Daily Telegraph's pique and by the jury's laughter.
!

The second-hand clothing store — or “Monmouth-street establishment,” named for

the London area in which they had long been clustered — had been popular among selfstyled “philosophers of the street” as a jumping-oﬀ point for rumination on states of culture
and the soul since, at least, Thomas Carlyle’s Sartor Resartus. In that 1833 work, the “OldClothes Market” unleashes for Teufelsdröckh, the authorial stand-in, a surge of impassioned
reflection on “the whole Pageant of Existence”:
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Often, while I sojourned in that monstrous tuberosity of Civilized Life, the
Capital of England; and meditated, and questioned Destiny...often have I
turned into their Old-Clothes Market to worship. With awe-struck heart I
walk through that Monmouth Street, with its empty Suits, as through a
Sanhedrim of stainless Ghosts. Silent are they, but expressive in their silence,
the past witnesses and instruments of Woe and Joy, of Passions, Virtues,
Crimes, and all the fathomless tumult of Good and Evil in 'the Prison men call
Life,’ Friends! trust not the heart of that man for whom Old Clothes are not
venerable...59
Dickens, in his 1837 Sketches by Boz, took up the theme, proclaiming that “We love to walk
among these extensive groves of the illustrious dead, and to indulge in the speculations to
which they give rise; now fitting a deceased coat, then a dead pair of trousers, and anon the
mortal remains of a gaudy waistcoat, upon some being of our own conjuring up, and
endeavoring, from the shape and fashion of the garment itself, to bring its former owner
before our mind's eye.” 60 For these authors, Monmouth Street inspires contemplation on
mortality, history, transience, and feeling; for Carlyle, it is a visionary space “where, in
motley vision, the whole Pageant of Existence passes awfully before us; with its wail and
jubilee, mad loves and mad hatreds.”61 The contemplation reads as genuinely searching,
albeit tinged, through the incongruous grandiosity of the language, with a level of knowing
disparagement of fashion’s artifice and its sordid destiny. In the hands of the Daily Telegraph
reporter, however, it’s the philosophical agenda which recedes into backdrop; the
“melancholy spectacle” of the old-clothes shop substantiates anti-fashion sentiment and its
pervasive currents of anxieties about urban decline, class diﬀerence, styles of femininity, and
— in this case — the stability of gender itself. The repeated exposition, verbal and then
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visual and then (in reports like this one) verbal again, of the sheer size, as well as the
particularly pungent detail, of Boulton and Park’s wardrobe suggests a culturally-situated
erotics of lurid fascination with the materials of fashionability. The case of the transvestite
gives amplification and license to an already-present urge to deconstruct, with disciplinary
and/or voyeuristic intent, the objects that simultaneously conceal and construct the
fashionable body.
***
Just prior to the live exhibition of the wardrobe seized by the police from the
defendant’s “headquarters” on Wakefield Street, a witness was called to the stand who had
some intimate familiarity with those rooms and the subterfugal uses to which they and their
contents had, allegedly, been put. Martha Stacey was the daughter of the landlady at 13
Wakefield Street, and, she said, “I look after the house.” 62 Questioned by the Attorney
General, she stated that she had first met Boulton and Park “as nearly as I can recollect,
about twelve months before they were arrested,” and that over the ensuing year they had
made use of the rooms in an irregular pattern of brief spurts:
From time to time they used to come for two or three days. They never lived
at the house for more than two or three days at a time...They did not say
where they came from. Sometimes they occupied the rooms on the groundfloor, sometimes on the first-floor. Each floor has two rooms, a bedroom and a
sitting-room. I had not a second bedroom vacant when they came first. 63
That last detail raised, of course, the shady possibility that they had slept in the same
bedroom and thus the same bed — when they slept (or slept there), that is, at all: “We
generally went to bed before twelve o’clock,” said Martha. “Sometimes they were in that
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time; sometimes they were not...They never stopped four nights, very seldom three,
generally two, and sometimes one.” 64
It was clear that their use of the rented rooms was at striking odds with Victorian
conventions of domestic space. As Martha put it, stressing a distinction between the terms,
“They did not make our house their home.” But she assumed that they had other homes,
elsewhere, and her “understanding upon letting” the rooms was, explicitly, that “they used
[the] lodgings for the purpose of dressing...That they acted in private theatricals, and
wanted a room for the purpose of dressing." (And a room for the dresses, which “usually”
stayed “behind when they left”: the Wakefield Street apartment, morphing from a small and
probably rather shabby set of rooms into a huge and quite fantastical set of closets, housed
the clothing more consistently than its owners and wearers.) This was, as far as it went,
true: the defendants were actors, and had made quite illustrious names for themselves in
provincial and metropolitan theatrical circles ! especially Boulton: a.k.a. "Stella, the Star of
the Strand," who in a performance in 1869, according to the testimony of a theatrical
manager named Mr. Pavitt, “had as many as a dozen bouquets thrown at him on the
stage...On several occasions he was invited home after the performances in his female
dress." 65
Interrogation then turned to the contents of the collections. Boulton's attorney
asked Martha whether the pieces lodged in the apartments-cum-closets under her care
“[were] dresses that would suit for theatricals”; Martha replied that they were indeed: "Just
the same."66 When, next, however, the Lord Chief Justice interposed a follow-up to that
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question ! "Would they have suited them to walk about in if they were ladies?" ! Martha
said yes, that too: "they were ordinary ladies dresses." If this was already an oddly selfcontradictory set of responses to what seems a straightforward-enough line of questioning,
things proceed to get only further ambiguated, even as the prosecutor presses upon reexamination for a more clarifying statement. "Did you observe the kind of women's dress they
wore when they went out," he says, to which she repeats: "They were similar to ordinary
ladies' walking dresses.”67 Then:
The Lord Chief Justice: Was there anything unduly gay or flaunting about
them? I daresay you know what I mean.!Well, my lord, they were very
extreme. (A laugh.)
A Juror: Did you observe whether the dresses were high or low?—
Sometimes they were higher than others. They were mostly high dresses.
Never low?—I do not say never; but mostly they were high.
The Attorney-General: Did they wear bonnets or hats?—Sometimes hats,
sometimes bonnets.68
This is, as Neil Bartlett has forcefully argued, a crucial moment for the proceedings, as well
as for our understanding of them. The "medical evidence” on which the sodomy charge was
grounded had failed to provide certainty, with the results of Dr. Paul’s examinations
contradicted by those of doctors called by the defense to assert that there was nothing
abnormal about the anuses of the accused (a matter to which I shall return at the end of this
chapter). So when the interrogation turned to the wardrobes — culminating in this moment
when, in Bartlett’s terms, Fanny and Stella’s “precious hoards of...frocks and jewels were
displayed in court, as if they could give up the secret which the actual bodies had refused to
betray” 69 — the case was far from settled. The task that faced each side, the Crown and the
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defense, was to produce and to secure an incontestable content for the inherently insecure,
contested space of the secret. “There was no question that they were frocks,” Bartlett
paraphrases, and that the defendants had worn them; “the question was, what did the frocks
signify?...If it could be proved that the dresses had been worn to seduce men, if that was
their meaning, then the defendants were definitely guilty…The defense retaliated with the
argument that their style of dress was indeed the sign of an occupation; it was the
professional dress of actresses.”70
!

Hence the import of the interrogation of Martha Stacey, among other witnesses,

about the specific genres, forms, and implications of Boulton and Park’s outfits. If Martha’s
answer to the question of "kind" had come down firmly on one side or the other, if the
dresses could have been more firmly situated with a resolved bracket of cost or class — as
“theatrical” or “ordinary”; “gay and flaunting” or staid, unremarkable; high-necked (chaste) or
low-cut (immodest) rather than usually high but “not never” low (and sometimes very low)
— then the case itself, as Bartlett rightly suggests, would have been easier to make for one
side or the other. A conviction might have been achieved, or, on the other hand, the charges
might have been dropped: as the Attorney General himself suggested in his opening
statement, “It appeared that Boulton and Park had frequently acted in private theatricals,
and assumed female characters, and, of course, naturally assumed female attire. And if that
had been all there would have been nothing to render them amenable to such a charge as
this.” 71
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But the legalistic framework, on both sides, had overestimated the straightforward
readability of female attire. It failed to take account of the fact that, as we’ve seen, fashion
itself — as system, as scene, and as silhouette; in the broadest terms of the production and
distribution of clothing down to the very tiniest ones of its cut and construction — was,
right then, in a state that might aptly be termed “very extreme,” and the question of “what
kind of women’s dresses they wore when they went out” was not an easy one to answer. It
could be, quite literally, rea#y hard to te#. "Fashions never were in such a vague state as they
are now,” declares the Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine in January 1869, typifying a
chronically-voiced sentiment in the fashion journalism of these years. The column is here
ventriloquizing a "couturière en vogue” whose take on "the probable toilets of next month"
has been solicited by the Magazine:
Each lady comes to ask me, not what is worn, but what has not yet ever been
seen or worn. The toilet each desires is the inconnue. Their dream is to
possess something more beautiful and more strange than was ever seen
before...In fact, any lady, whether in Paris or the most remote province or
foreign land, may dress herself in the latest fashion by studying and exactly
copying a full ball dress of one of the grandes dames of the court of Louis XIV
or XV...Formerly such historical costumes were thought suitable only for
masquerades, now they are worn as modern toilets by the élite of our
fashionable world. 72
And not, again, only by the elite. As the quotation indicates, with its gesture towards the
“most remote” readerly locations, the demographic reaches of fashion were just now more
capacious and fluid than they had ever been before — producing great occasions for the
cultivation of both desires and paranoias. “Instead of providing a sophisticated code for
distinguishing between ladies, fashion had collapsed that most fundamental divide,” writes
Margaret Beetham of the elaborately designed styles exported from the louche domains of
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Second Empire Parisian society. “Extravagant dress and the presentation of the self as
spectacle had become the signifiers of both the lady and the prostitute.” 73
Bartlett claims: “Martha concluded that the dresses indicated that Fanny and Stella
were regularly and frequently employed as theatricals. She could not let herself imagine that
they meant anything else.”74 But in light of fashion’s tumultuous states of social and
aesthetic rearrangement, we can see that there are a few other ways in which Martha might
have understood the questions, and meant her oddly self-contradictory testimony. When
she finally allowed that the dresses were, after all, “very extreme,” she may have meant that
they were outside of fashion’s social norms: that they looked to her, as Bartlett hypothesizes,
like the stagey get-ups of “amateur actors,” burlesque performers; or, on the other hand, that
they bordered on the garishly over-sexed uniforms of prostitutes or, more sumptuously and
subtly so, of demi-mondaines. All of these are categories of “extreme dress” that display a
tenacious, and in this period especially literal, overlap; and all of them already bring to bear
their own conflictive implications upon the trial’s proceedings. Yet on still another hand,
Martha might have meant that the dresses were extremely fashionable: that these “gay and
flaunting” gowns looked, indeed, precisely like the very latest in “ordinary walking dresses”
— which, as the Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine stressed again in March 1869, looked at
the time a lot like less quotidian kinds: “It seems to us the carnival now lasts all year round,”
declares the magazine in March 1869. “In the ball-room, as well as the promenade, we see
costumes, not plain dresses, worn by all ladies of fashion. A lady studies her costume as much
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as if she had to appear in some historical play upon the stage.” 75 In this regard, Martha
might have meant that the men who wore the dresses looked like the “ordinary,” typical —
which is to say typically extra-ordinary — “fashionable woman” of the moment: like “the girl
of the period” cited by The Daily Telegraph, when it describes the degrading spectacle of “all
the paraphernalia” of her costumes “strewn across the floor” of the courtroom.

v. Fast Girls and False Women
“Then do you not think that every girl of the period is a guy?”
!
!
- “Guys in Disguise,” Le Fo$et, November 1869

This “Girl of the Period,” as scathingly limned in Eliza Lynn Linton’s 1868 polemic of
that title, which thrust the phrase with “astonishing impact” into public discourse,76 was “a
creature who dyes her hair and paints her face...whose sole idea of life is fun; whose sole aim
is unbounded luxury; and whose dress is the chief object of such thought and intellect as she
possesses....Her main endeavour is to outvie her neighbours in the extravagance of fashion...

“The March Fashions,” Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine, March 1869. “Costume” here (italics in
the original) is not used directly in the sense of something worn onstage or otherwise theatrically;
there is, rather, a punning interplay (one that I take to be deliberate) between that meaning and the
other two contemporary senses of the word, which are, in the context of fashion writing, the more
prevalent ones: “Fashion or style of dress appropriate to any occasion or season; hence, dress
considered with regard to its fashion or style; garb” and “A complete set of outer garments; in shop
parlance, a woman's gown or ‘dress’, as the chief piece of her costume” (OED).
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Nothing is too extraordinary and nothing too exaggerated for her vitiated taste.” 77 Linton
verbalizes and intensifies anxieties, barely hinted at in the breezy rhetoric of the fashion
magazine, about fashion’s visually disorienting, socially disruptive, and sexually suspect
imitative fluidity. “It can hardly be denied that at the present moment [women’s dress]
oﬀends grievously in three particulars,” writes Linton in another 1868 column:
It is inadequate for decency; it lacks that truthfulness which...should be the
base of all that is attractive and beautiful; and its symbolism is in the highest
degree objectionable, for it not only aims at what is unreal and false, but it
simulates that which is positively hateful and meretricious, so that it is
diﬃcult now for even a practiced eye to distinguish the high-born maiden or
matron of Belgravia from the Anonymas who haunt the drive and fill our
streets.78
In terms of unstinting rancor, Linton accuses the girls and women of the period of behavior
not so distant from that of which Fanny and Stella stand accused: recklessly dressing up, in
“extreme” fashions, as something “unreal” and “false,” with the goal of making social waves
and attracting male attention — and with the result of betraying dearly-held ideals of
gender, of national character, of heterosexual domesticity, of procreation itself.79 She has
“nothing in common” with “the fair young English girl of the past,” Linton writes, “save
ancestry and their mother-tongue; and even of this last the modern version makes almost a
new language, through the copious additions it has received from the current slang of the
day.” 80 She looks not to stalwart national heritage but to racy foreign trends for an ideal of
Eliza Lynn Linton, “The Girl of the Period” in Modern Women and What is Said of Them: A reprint of a
series of articles in the Saturday Review (New York: J.S. Redfield, 1868), 26-27. First published in the
Saturday Review, 14 March 1868.
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No longer “tender, loving, retiring, or domestic,” this new breed of English girl looks to marry, if at
all, only for money, and “if children come, they find by a step-mother’s cold welcome from
her.” (Linton, “Girl,” 29-30).
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desirable femininity: “what the demi-monde does in its frantic eﬀorts to excite attention, she
also does in imitation.” 81 Linton is careful to stop short of accusing her prototypical girl of
actual sexual immorality — at issue are “aims and feelings,” not “actual deeds” — but
“unfortunately, she has already paid too much — all that once gave her distinctive national
character.”82 The alleged sodomites are also accused, in the rhetoric of both prosecutors and
the media, of “inflicting a stain on the national character.”83 I want to suggest that the
overlap between the vocabularies of female fashionability and its eﬀeminate appropriation
hints at the queer leanings that infuse Victorian fashion, and reveals that the paranoias
surrounding it traverse territory more complex than that of the policing of gender
boundaries.
!

Thanks to the cosmetic novelties embraced by trend-addled girls — and found in

Boulton and Park’s apartment — the lines of classification which the questioning of Martha
Stacey attempts draw around the drag queens’ “kind” of dress are, Linton aﬃrms, impossible
these days to draw at a#: “Thus, with diaphanous tinted face, large painted eyes, and
stereotyped smile, the lady goes forth looking much more as if she had stepped out of the
green-room of a theatre, or from a Haymarket saloon, than from an English home.”84 And it
doesn’t stop with the face paints, gold-dust, and dyed or false hair whose use became
increasingly widespread in this period.85 Linton goes on to attack — and, therein, to
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describe — such increasingly bizarre accoutrements as false breasts, artificial ears, and even
prosthetic stomachs. Undeterred by such denouncements, these “adventitious aids,” as she
calls them archly, kept crowding the marketplace and imperiling the ideologically imperative
boundaries between virtue and falsehood, nature and artifice, bodies and things; sending
askew not only the most sacrosanct stipulations of gender, but the most basic truths of the
sexed body:
It comes to be a grave matter of doubt, when a man marries, how much is real
of the woman who has become his wife, or how much of her is her own only
in the sense that she has bought, and possibly may have paid for it. Of the
wife elect, her bones, her debts, and her caprices may be the only realities
which she can bestow on her husband. All the rest—hair, teeth, complexion,
ears, bosom, figure...—are alike an imposition and a falsehood.86
Here, Linton eventually arrives at the point to which her argument is inevitably heading: a
questioning not only of which kind of woman one is, but of whether one is rea#y a woman at
all.
!

Given what we know about the convulsive energies and anxieties that surrounded

Victorian formulations of commodities and femininities, it is apparent why all of this should
have been so electric in its provocations; why there should be such working-ups of private
and public feeling surrounding newly popular modes and means of revealing, modifying,
disguising, amplifying the body. Approaching the same material from an opposing stance,
though, I would also contend that the glamours of these widely available yet reliably
scandalizing techniques of fashionability — glamours almost inevitably encoded in the
vocabulary this genre of anti-fashion-writing — could have, for many readers, bubbled up
over the top of their intended lines of attack. Linton’s essay did, in fact, become an
unintentional instigator of new trends: “G.O.P.” became a catchphrase, and “the
86
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predecessors of modern T-shirt manufacturers launched ‘Girl of the Period’ parasols and
articles of clothing,” writes Nina Rinehart. “It appears that the satirical thrust of the
original article was ignored by the commercial exploiters since the products using Linton's
title as a label were presumably aimed at the same fashionable young women whom Linton
had attacked.” 87 And, in a variety of (mis)use less directly connected to capitalistic
enterprise, the attacks might well have ended up readable for some — both those within and
outside of the target young female population — as giddily and covertly instructive
illuminators of the hypertrophied style they overtly condemn: as style guides, as slang
dictionaries, as flirtation manuals, as drag manuals.
For mid-Victorian cross-dressers like Fanny and Stella, both fashion’s promotional
media and its antagonist counterparts would have functioned as useful, not to mention
entertaining, sources of information not only on styles of dress but on styles of gender
presentation — and on the objects, Linton’s “adventitious aids,” currently available to build
up female bodily features where they are lacking or, in this case, absent. At Wakefield Street,
along with the dresses, hats, boots, and petticoats, the detectives had discovered “curlingirons, sun-shades, six pairs of stays...chemisettes, garters, drawers, five boxes of violet
powder, one of bloom of roses (rouge), silk stockings, eight pairs of gloves, one bottle of
chloroform, artificial flowers, and a great quantity of wadding, used apparently for
padding.” 88 All of these might be described not only as objects of fashion but as technologies
for the structuring and decoration of the fashionable body. The last is especially notable,
and it comes up repeatedly in the testimony: Peter Roberts, sub-warder at the House of
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Detention, mentions “a quantity of wadding which I took from the breast” in his inventory
of items stripped from the defendants. (He also says, thanks probably to a confusion of parts
and their names, that Stella had on “two bustles,” which provoked laughter.)89
Linton’s own inventory takes stock, aghast, of a more advanced contrivance for the
same purpose:
Women to whom nature has been niggardly in the matter of roundness of
form...need not despair; if they cannot show their own busts, they can show
something nearly as good, since we read the following, which we forbear to
translate:—‘Autre excentricité. C’est l’invention des poitrines adherents à l’usage des
dames trop éthérées. Il s’agit d’un système en caoutchouc rose, qui s’adapte à la place
vide...et qui suit les mouvements de la respiration avec une precision mathématique et
parfaite.’90
Fanny and Stella may or may not have owned, or known about, these “adhesive breasts” of
pink rubber, which “fit into the empty place” on the chest and “follow the movements of
breathing with perfect mathematical precision.” But their availability — their advertisement,
in the French notice which Linton quotes as well as in, despite itself, Linton’s invective —
illuminates the tremendous fertility of contemporary fashion, from the “excess of
ornamentation”91 apparent on its surface all the way down to the artificial supports required
at its base, for the project of fabricating femininity; in particular the kind of exaggerated,
stylized femininity which has been, from these originary moments, the purview of drag.
!

When the Daily Telegraph posits, regarding the “silk petticoats, braided bodices,
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It is worth noting here that the endurance and specificity with which Linton attacks the female
body hints at its own queer erotic investments. Deborah Meem makes a compelling argument that
Linton’s writings display an “up-to-date familiarity with the growing lesbian presence in England
during the last third of the nineteenth century” and “can be seen as parallel to stages in the
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embroidered skirts, muslin wrappers, bonnets, parasols, boots, and all the paraphernalia of
the ‘girl of the period’ dress” spread out in the courtroom, that “whether the articles thus
displayed were ‘quite a lady's’ costume may be doubted,”92 the line holds a few shades of
meaning. On the surface, there is the assertion that, when seen up close and in the light of
day, the defendants’ dresses, which “when new must have looked handsome in saloons and
theatres,”93 reveal themselves as shoddy imitations of real fashionable dress. Beneath that,
the suggestion that anyone dressed in so flagrant a style — whether a “girl of the period” or
a female impersonator — hardly qualifies as a “lady,” in the sense of a category of manners
and class. And, beneath that, the destabilizing insinuation that, just possibly, the
prototypical “girl of the period,” the persona formulated by means of all this
“paraphernalia,” might not be a lady — in the sense of a category of gender, or sex — at all.
***
!

Pointing to a number of sanctimonious editorials which proclaimed the details of the

Boulton and Park trial unfit for public consumption, William Cohen argues that “the
spectacular drama” of the case “is directed at a public audience most powerfully incarnated
in female form…[W]hen the public is threatened by reports of gender transgression, it
comes to be imagined as female.”94 The delicate sensibilities of a feminine public need
shielding from the scandalous material at hand, insuﬃciently signaled by the headlines:
“Most cases of this sort bear their character marked on their foreheads,” complained the Pa#
Ma# Gazette. “No woman can be in any danger of reading about them unless she does so
intentionally. But the heading ‘Men in Women’s Clothes’ need not in the first instance have
92
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served as an adequate warning of what was to follow and a lady may have been left to make
out the underlying filth for herself, or have had to be warned of its existence by some male
relative.”95 This reflects, of course, the crux of the whole matter: what looks like a woman is
actually a man; what looks like “innocent” cross-dressing fun is actually sodomy; what looks,
perhaps, like a quaint story of mistaken identity — a fashion story, even, aimed at women —
is actually quasi-pornographic testimony.
!

As Cohen points out, a number of media outlets expressed the greatest distress and

indignation over the incident, on the night of the arrest, of the “entrance of Park into the
retiring room, which is set apart for ladies at the Strand Theatre.” The interloper then
had the unblushing impudence to apply to the female attendant to fasten up
the gathers of his skirt, which he alleged had come unfastened...This act,
simple as it appears on paper, is suﬃcient in itself to arouse the just
indignation of every true Englishman.We can now ask, and with a just cause
too, what protection have those who are dearest to our hearts and hearths...Is
it right, moral, or just that their most sacred privacy should thus be ruthlessly
violated?96
There is a hint of sexual violation here: the fear/fantasy (not uncommon in Victorian
pornography97) that a man dressed in women’s clothes might seduce an unsuspecting woman
into sisterly bonding that could quickly heat up into something else. The more resonant
dangers, as Cohen argues, are “that gullible men will find themselves entrapped by perverts;
and...that the rights and privileges of genuine femininity will be grotesquely intruded upon”
— thus upsetting “the whole basis for diﬀerence” on which the gendered social and erotic
95
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Most relevantly, this happens in Sins of the Cities of the Plain, the 1881 pornographic novel, in which
a character based on the real-life Boulton seduces a young female milliner with the story that he is a
“hermaphrodite” and that his penis, though functional, cannot impregnate her. Sins is one of the few
examples of nineteenth century pornography to focus almost — though, as this anecdote
exemplifies, not quite — exclusively on sexual activity between men.
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worlds are founded. “If gender is contingent and mutable,” as Cohen phrases the question,
“how can its traditional categories of response function?”98
!

An anxiety of a diﬀerent order, though, seems also to be aroused by the scene of a

cross-dressed man going into the ladies’ room and asking the attendant to pin up a fallen
fold of his skirt (and, we should note, as many magazine columns did, the multiply draped
and folded skirts of 1870 were especially liable to fall and need pinning): the anxiety that a#
of them — the “real” ladies and the drag queens — are doing strange, unnecessary,
incomprehensible, and maybe untoward things with dresses in that room. That not only
cross-dressers, but dress itself, might disrupt or slip outside of the balance of gender relations
that undergird heterosexuality. Cohen posits that the great fear that Boulton and Park
arouse in the public imagination is that those in its most susceptible sector — young women
— will, through too-easy access to the seamy details of gender and sex crimes, “have their
minds polluted by half-understood hints of vices of which they had previously no
conception.” 99 I want to suggest that another concern — quite converse to (which is not to
say incompatible with) this one — lurks around and behind it: that those volatile young
women are in fact already too close to those vices. That the fashions and aﬀectations shared
by the drag queens and the “girl of the period” cement a space of deviant aﬃliation between
girls and queers, bounded by a category of knowledge — the knowledge of fashion’s
language, of its forms — that is inaccessible and exasperating to men; threatening the
emergence of a generation of girls so enwrapped in artifice, so in thrall to faddish
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materialism, and so inimical to the claims of heterosexual courtship that they had might as
well be — may, in the further corners of paranoid fantasy, actua#y be — men in petticoats.
***
The constructional metrics of the suspiciously fashionable (female) subject and the
suspiciously eﬀeminate-homosexual (male) subject converge here, upon not only a
connotative terrain but also a denotative vocabulary and a material collection. The design
and discursive encoding of each of these figures shares, explicitly, in one another’s rhetorical
strategies and descriptive/disciplinary codewords: the vocabulary of theatricality and
masquerade, fancy and extravagance, prosthesis and imitation, deception and artifice; of
unnatural appearances and unknown desires; of things “more beautiful and more strange than
was ever seen before,” as a memorable iteration in the Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine puts
it, sounding for a moment like Oscar Wilde avant la lettre. Compositionally integral to each
figure — drawing them powerfully and perhaps non-coincidentally together — is a diﬀuse
but thematically congruous array of fashionable objects: things like rouge and powder,
curled hair and false chignons, tiny and bizarre hats, lace flounces and fringed borders,
imitation gold and diamonds, voluminous bustles, bare shoulders, low necks. Around these
things is an exacerbated magnetic field of reaction — of attraction, of attack; supercharged
anxieties and, on the other side, delights — to such accoutrements; and to the deviously
prosthetic, allegedly deviant, promiscuously decorative uses to which they can be put; to the
uncontained cosmopolitan infectiousness of their circulation; to their minutely explosive
interactions with embodied subjects throughout the social sphere.
These are objects on the one hand conspicuously indigenous to the “mainstream”
fashion scene in whose contemporaneous arenas the Boulton and Park scandal unfolds. Yet,
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on the other, these are objects that in their valences of social and material “extravagance” —
their excess, theatricality, flashiness, fanciness, immodesty; their blurry aﬃliations, shady
origins and allusions, bold provocations — are stridently objectionable to the larger fold of
Victorian feeling, with its acute anti-fashion leanings. These are fashionable objects and
eﬀects — “distortion[s] of folly and aﬀectation...ungraceful, unnatural, and unhealthy”100 —
already marked as shocking and strange; already indicted as counter-normative in the realm
of gender-eﬀects and erotics. Objects, that is to say, already scandalous — and, in an
important sense, already queer — before their entrance onto the stage of the actual queer sex
scandal, before their phenomenal eruption into the foreground of a much more intensely
pointed field of queer meaning; objects that carry with them, as they surreptitiously or
flagrantly travel far outside their sphere of origin and expected use, queer resonances that
are traceable to that sphere, and that in turn reflect back upon it. Objects that in their
luminous plasticity — physical as well as figurative — signal the queerness that, by means
thereof, is inserted from its very origins into the systematics, the cultural and material
lexicons, of modern fashion.

vi. Voluminous Behinds: The Bustle and Anal Eroticism
There seems such a peculiar fascination to gentlemen in the idea of having a
beautiful creature, such as an ordinary observer would take for a beautiful lady,
to dance and flirt with, knowing all the while that his inamorata is a youthful
man in disguise.
!

- Sins of the Cities of the Plain (1883)!!

!

!

!

!

!

When, three-quarters or so of the way through her eponymous novel, Emile Zola’s
Nana becomes the mistress of the Comte Moﬀat, she simultaneously becomes “une femme
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chic.” 101 Zola writes that “she at once became queen among the most expensive of her kind.
Her photographs were displayed in shop-windows...When she drove along the boulevards in
her carriage, people would turn around and tell one another who she was...She set the
fashion, and great ladies imitated her.”102 As an actress-prostitute born in poverty, raised on
the boulevards, and suddenly “rise[n] to gallant fame, in the garish light of lunatic
extravagance and the wasteful follies of beauty,” Nana exemplifies the radical, scandalous
motility of fashionability in Second Empire Paris; the blurring of sartorial, social, and moral
hierarchies that feeds Eliza Linton’s paranoid assessment of English girls and their fashion
idols.
In an essay on Paris's Hippodrome de Longchamp, a Second Empire construction
inaugurated by the Emperor and Empress in 1857, as a space of audacious sartorial display,
Heidi Brevik-Zender points to Zola’s description of the newly chic Nana’s visit to the race
track for the Grand Prix de Paris — an event whose spectacularity was as much about
competition between fashions as between horses. “In keeping with her reputation as a
Parisian trendsetter,” writes Brevik-Zender, “Nana chooses to unveil a remarkable cuttingedge look during the Grand Prix races.”103 Zola, with habitual exuberance of detail, describes
her fabulous entrance — in “a landau with silver fittings...drawn à la Daumont by four
splendid white horses,” which “people had rushed to see...as if a queen were passing” — and
the “toilette extraordinaire” in which she’s attired, composed in the blue-and-white colors of
her favorite stable, featuring a “little blue silk bodice and tunic that clung to the body, lifted
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at the back in an enormous pouf [un pouf énorme], which outlined the thighs in a very bold
manner for this era of ballooning skirts [ce qui dessinait les cuisses d'une façon hardie, par ces temps
de jupes ba#onnée].” 104 Most translations of this passage don’t take account of the fashionmagazine specificity of Zola’s language here: “pouf” being, as I’ve mentioned, one of the
several terms invented (or, from elsewhere in costume history, rehabilitated) in 1868-1870 to
name the incipient forms of what would cohere into the bustle.105 !
Brevik-Zender’s reading of this passage, which argues that Zola’s overzealous eﬀort to
portray Nana as a provocateur drives him to misrepresent fashion’s chronology, is in fact
itself the site of an error which is weirdly prevalent in writing about the period:
In this passage, Zola seems to be evoking a bustle, a style of skirt that features
a flat front and a large pad or cage that protrudes from the back. And yet,
during the Second Empire, the period in which Nana’s story is set, it was not
the bustle but rather the bell-shaped crinoline that dominated ladies’
fashions. Indeed, the crinoline has become something of an emblem of the
period...For its part, the bustle did not actually gain in popularity until the
early years of the Third Republic, several fashion seasons after Nana’s story
takes place.106
The crinoline, implanted with irresistible physicality in a number of ideological crosscurrents surrounding femininity and the body, commodification and extravagance, did
indeed become emblematically aﬃliated with Eugénie, a.k.a. “La Reine Crinoline,”107 and her
Second Empire society: “We took the crinoline to be the symbol of the Second Empire in
France — of its impudence, its hollow and purse-proud impudence,” wrote Frederich
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George Holden’s, from 1972, has “...bulged out enormously over the small of her back,” which may
capture the eﬀect, but does so in the wrong register.
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Vischer, shortly after the fact, as quoted by Benjamin in The Arcades Project.108 Later fashion
historians have echoed point: “The crinoline in fact,” writes James Laver, “having served as a
symbol of the Second Empire, collapsed with it like a pricked balloon.” 109 But the symbolic
pull of the correlation does not quite translate to factual accuracy. The crinoline’s “collapse”
was dramatically evident, as we’ve seen, by middle of 1868. The Second Empire, meanwhile,
did not collapse until the summer of 1870. And though political and social feeling, in
England at least, had been striving against the Empire for years (and by 1868 was foreseeing
its downfall solidly on the horizon110), fashion’s feeling was still fully attuned towards it: “All
feminine Europe,” we read in February 1869 (though by this point it was hardly news!) “turns
to the Empress Eugénie as the arbitress of toilettes, and the Palace of the Tuileries is the
Mecca of la mode.”111 As it was happening, the Tuileries in the season that would turn out to
be the Empire’s last stand — and also, we should note, that of Fanny and Stella’s final frolics
around London — seemed (as decadent scenes perhaps have a way of being) if anything
more glamorous and more wildly fashionable than ever.112
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Nana’s brief reign over the demi-monde is set precisely in the early moments of the

silhouette’s overhaul.113 When she appears at the Hippodrome in her “enormous pouf,” the
shock of its shape — of where it adheres to the body and of where, just as suggestively, it
swells outwards from it; of how “boldly” it departs from the “ballooning” lines of the past
decade — is not merely the sign of a single individual’s wanton self-promotion and/or trendsetting hyper-fashionability, but rather of a swiftly moving social wave of alteration visually
drastic and erotically audacious in its deviation from recent norms.The chronological
misstep that Brevik-Zender recapitulates is instructive. It shows us how fully — in the chaos
of over-determinations and mythologies surrounding the crinoline, the Second Empire, the
feminine body, and mid-nineteenth century sexualities — the textures of the transitional or
liminal zones of, and between, those phenomena have been lost or obscured. Moreover, the
argument that unfolds within the misstated chronology — that, essentially, the bustle’s
erogenous eﬀects are provocative enough to distort, rupture, or swerve outside of
teleological time; that the shape of skirts can both predict and defy the ends of empires —
shows us just how dramatically full of textural interest (materially, erotically, socially,
ideologically) the peculiar objects that aggregate within those transitional moments and
liminal spaces can be.
***
In his 1930 classic The Psychology of Clothes, J. C. Flugel claims that “perhaps the most
obvious and important of all the variations of fashion is that which concerns the part of the
body that is most accentuated. Fashion, in its more exuberant moments, is seldom content
with the silhouette that Nature has provided, but usually seeks to lay particular stress upon
George Holden’s introduction to his translation quotes Zola’s notebooks: “Nana. Born in 51. In 67
(end of the year, December) she is seventeen” (11).
113
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some single part of feature, which is then treated as a special centre of erotic charm.”114
Over the course of the nineteenth century, the Empire style’s showcasing of breasts
(1810s-20s) was followed by an “accentuation of the hips” (1830s-60s), which peaked “in the
later forms of the crinoline” and “gave place to that of the posterior parts, and in the
seventies and again in the eighties, women were wearing a creditable imitation of a tail.”115
More recently, Harold Koda describes “the collapse of the hoop skirt” as bringing with it “an
increased focus on the derriere...The exaggerated focus on the ever expanding bustle...gave
the buttocks unprecedented emphasis.” 116 Few Victorians could be so direct; yet a salacious
recognition of the awakening of a new erogenous zone is evident in certain bits of arch
critique of what the Pa# Ma# Gazette calls the “mode hottentote” 117 — referring to the
infamously exaggerated proportions with which the European imagination endowed the
buttocks of African women. 118 “A new fashion has been devised of a cushion or hump worn
prominently about eight inches below the waist, its position being indicated on the outside
of the dress behind a large bow of ribbon, to which the still more suggestive designation of a
‘pincez moi cela’ [pinch me here] has been given,” says a “Ladies’ Column” in June 1868,
typically resorting to French to simultaneously censure and propagate an object — and a
term — at which “many people will be terribly shocked."119
114

J. C. Flugel, The Psychology of Clothes (London: The Hogarth Press, 1971), 160.
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Ibid, 161.
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Harold Koda, Extreme Beauty, 130.
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“La Mode.—Spring Bonnets and Mantles,” Pa$ Ma$ Gazette, 28 April 1869.

As in the infamous case of Sara Baartman, the South African woman showcased as “the Hottentot
Venus” in London and Paris in the early 19th century. See Clifton Crais and Pamela Scully, Sara
Baartman and the Hottentot Venus: A Ghost Story and A Biography (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
2009).
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“The Ladies’ Column,” The Manchester Times, 27 June 1868. This item appears originally in the Pa$
Ma$ Gazette, a few days earlier.
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Doreen Yarwood, in her survey English Costume, traces the fashion juncture in which
I have been dwelling: “The skirt was indubitably the centre of attraction and the focus was
turned more and more to the back as time passed...Skirts became extremely complicated in
draping….with layers of fringe, lace, accordion pleating, ruching, and flounces decorating all
edges.” 120 Her language is indicative. The renovation of the fashionable silhouette, as we
have seen, encompassed the renewal of the body’s lower and rear hemispheres as sites of
structural and ornamental “complication”; almost inevitably, then, it motivated the
activation of skirts, of ornament, and of backsides as focal-points of anxiously fixated
“attraction,” attention, contention. The newly enhanced posterior emphasis of the emerging
bustle silhouette is vividly documented in the fashion plates through which its trajectory is
perhaps best understood: their figures begin here to more frequently turn backwards; to
draw the viewer's gaze attentively, arousingly, to the voluminously expanded and decorated
surface of the dresses' backsides and, beneath them ! simultaneously obscured and
hyperbolically outlined ! the body's. [Figure 7.]

Doreen Yarwood, English Costume: From the Second Century B.C. to 1967 (London: B.T. Batsford,
1967), 227.
120
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Figure 7: “Robe bouffante,” “gonflement,” or with “pouffs,” Le Follet, April 1869.

Caricatures of the period, recalling Flugel’s comparison of the bustle to an “imitation
of a tail,” reveal a preoccupation with the unnaturalness — the uncanny animality — of “the
last new thing in dress...a ‘puﬀ petticoat,’ which sticks out in a bunch, and causes the female
form divine to look rather like the Gnathodon or the Dodo.”121 Satirizing the crinoline,
Punch had relied on scenarios of revelation, whether of the (allegedly absurd) materiality of
the object itself or of the body concealed, precariously, beneath it. Describing a famous
cartoon from 1856, Julia Thomas writes that it “becomes a metaphor for the way that Punch
Daily Telegraph, 1868. Quoted Diana de Marly, Worth: Father of Haute Couture (New York: Holmes &
Meier, 1980), 91.
121
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as a whole attempts to lay the crinoline bare, to reveal its secrets...It panders to fantasy,
giving spectators the illusion that they are able to see through a woman’s clothes, even as she
takes a stroll through the park.” 122 [Figure 8.]

Figure 8: Punch, August 1856

A diﬀerent, possibly darker flavor of ridicule permeates Punch’s take on fashion in
the bustle period. In images like the two examples here, which depict the bustle shape as a
gigantic snail and beetle respectively, the garment isn’t a permeable screen but an
impermeable shell, and the body it conceals doesn’t seem open to the denuding gaze. [Figures
9 and 10.] Or desirable to it: the half-human, half-creature bodies here are not merely absurd
but grotesque; the ambiguously placed shells might be articles of clothing or they might be
parts of the body, implying a permanent metamorphosis of the fashionable female body into
some kind of monster.

122 Thomas,

Pictorial Victorians, 89-90.
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Figures 9 and 10: The Monstrous Bustle. Punch, 1870 and 1874

This view of the post-crinoline form as something repe#ant works on other levels
too. "For many years of late," writes a disgruntled critic in the Pa# Ma# Gazette in April
1868, "women surrounded their lower limbs with innumerable steel circlets of great strength
and vast dimensions.To sit near, or to walk close by the side of, the object of your aﬀections
was nearly impossible.” Recent developments held brief hope, and then squashed it:
It is true: those barriers are now discarded: but fashion has invented in their
stead a cunning system of earthworks.Trains are thrown out in every
direction, by which the ground is so undermined beneath men’s feet, and is
rendered so shifting, unstable, and dangerous that unoﬀending persons are at
any time...liable to be dragged along, overthrown, deprived of their just
standing...and overwhelmed with unmerited disgrace.123

123

"Fashion," Pa$ Ma$ Gazette 18 April 1868.
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Both the previous silhouette and the current one, according to this peculiarly but
compellingly literalized anecdote, are antithetical to heterosexual interaction: but where the
former works to block it — a blockage which inherently contains an acknowledgement —
the latter wipes it out altogether. Male viewers, more perplexed than ever by the vagaries of
the “garments in which the sex array themselves,” are not merely denied access to the female
body, but thrown out of the viewing area: deprived of erotic gratification and, the paranoid
punning on “their just standing” implies, of masculine privilege itself.
!

The crinoline silhouette was in no sense "natural,” but its unnaturalness was of a kind

whose lines – the skirt surging out in unilateral, ostentatiously demure circularity from a
correspondingly miniaturized waist – arguably emerged from and adhered to those of the
Victorian heterosexual imaginary. The bustle silhouette, on the other hand, does something
quite diﬀerent: bringing the dress closer to the body in some areas, it then de-naturalizes it
anew and more extremely than ever. Its scopic delineations are sent outwards and
backwards, accentuating hips and buttocks, but exaggerating them in a way that
disarticulates them from the confounded heterosexual gaze: through a piling-on of
ornament that is unappealing to a (masculinist) aesthetic that prizes “natural” or streamlined
design; but of exciting expressive potential for a queer eye moved by artifice and prosthesis,
by shine, by fleeting and lavish gestures of accretion.
***
!

There is compelling reason here to make a leap that a psychoanalysis of fashion

would seem to suggest, and that I will in conclusion gesture towards: a connection between
the bustle silhouette's sudden emphasis on the feminine posterior ! the backside's
extravagant emergence as the site of visual, structural, decorative, discursive, and highly
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ambivalent erotogenic interest ! and, delving beneath their ladies' bustles, the marking of
Fanny and Stella's eﬀeminate-homosexual anuses.
!

From the start of the juridical proceedings, the matters of dress and anality were

intertwined. Dr. James Paul, the police doctor whose brutally invasive examination on the
night of the arrest precipitated the sodomy charges and thus the whole saga, later admitted
that his recent readings of "foreign works" in the just-emergent field of sexology had
inspired the suspicion “that men so attired might commit unnatural oﬀences.”124 In the
weeks after their arrest, Boulton and Park were examined several more times, by doctors
whose testimony is hard to read both because of the horror we must imagine the prisoners
endured, and because of the simultaneously numbing and grotesque specificity it oﬀers.
John Gibson, Surgeon to the Gaol at Newgate, stated that he had examined Boulton and
found “an abrasion on the posterior part of the anal opening extending from the interior
backward; there were within the anal opening 4 or 5 small condylomatous spots--a sort of
warty spot.”125 As for Park, “the folds on the left side of the anus did not exist in [him], but
they did on the right side.” Gibson aﬃrmed that, to his knowledge, “dilation of the
sphincter, and the destruction or removal of the folds around the anus” would result from
“the commission of the crime.” 126 But Doctors Le Gros Clark and Henry James Johnston,
who testified for the defense, contested the findings as well as the interpretations of the
prosecutorial witnesses: “I took a very powerful magnifying glass,” the latter testified of his
“The Men in Petticoats — Horrible and Revolting Disclosures,” Reynolds’s 22 May 1870. This was
probably Ambrose Tardieu’s Étude Médico-Légale sur les Attentats aux Moeurs (Paris: J.B. Baillière, 1867).
124

Quoted in Ivan Crozier, “‘All the Appearances were Perfectly Natural’: The Anus of the Sodomite
in Nineteenth-Century Medical Discourse” in Body Parts: Critical Explorations in Corporeality, ed.
Christopher Forth and Ivan Crozier (Lanham: Lexington Books, 2005), 75. The full transcriptions
which Crozier cites are in the London Public Record Oﬃce, DPP4/6.
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examination of Boulton, “and a speculum of the rectum in order that the examination
should be as searching as possible. I discovered no sign of anything that might suggest
anything unnatural.”127
!

Ultimately, all of this exhaustive search for signification yielded only uncertainty.

Opinions diﬀered too drastically for revelation to stick: as William Cohen writes,
"apparently straightforward medical questions ! what was the condition of the defendants'
behinds and what did this condition signify ! issued in hopeless irresolution." 128 As with
the question of their “kind of dress,” resolution is hindered by the court’s epistemological
limitations when faced with a cultural field of emergent discourse and material
indeterminacy. As with the cataloguing and display of their wardrobes, the examination and
diagnosis of Boulton and Park’s bodies produces masses of insinuative stuﬀ — bizarre and
perplexing detail; manifold strange markings, openings, foldings — but no convincing
argument in which to contain it. There’s no way for us to know whether any of those spots
or dilations discovered by the doctors were really there and, if so, whether they bore any
connection to so-called “unnatural connexions”; no way to know if, in fact, Boulton and
Park’s bodies carried any signs of their sexual practices. We could imagine that they may
have — and, if so, we could attempt a transvaluation of those markers as signifiers of
pleasure rather than shame. (It is worth noting here that Dr. Paul told the court Boulton’s
"penis and scrotum were of an inordinate length"; and that Boulton is said to have smiled at
this.) But I want to conclude by claiming that their clothes, in ways vastly more materially
recoverable, did carry such signs. Worn by Fanny and Stella, and other queer men in
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“The Trial of Boulton and Park,” Reynolds’s, 14 May 1871.
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Cohen, Sex Scandal, 81.
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women’s clothing, the radically new dresses of the late 1860s supplemented, or stood in for,
whatever may have been visible or invisible underneath them. Drawing the eye to the
backside, where it shows oﬀ swelling contours and intricate geometries, bold colors and
lavish ornament, the sodomite’s bustle carries the thrill of gender-crossing; claims
membership in a feminine community of fashion’s knowledgeable acolytes; hints at a disdain
for the priorities of phallic heterosexuality; and divulges, or arouses, anal eroticism. In its
queer materiality, it bespeaks the “unspeakable” strains of identification and desire that
precipitate the emergence of Victorian homosexuality.
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CHAPTER TWO
CHARLES WORTH AND THE GAY HISTORY OF HAUTE COUTURE

“We have all been dreaming of that gown, without knowing it.
M. Worth, alone, has the art of creating a toilette as elusive as our own
thoughts.”
+

- Miss Satin (Stéphane Mallarmé), La Dernière Mode, November 1874

i. “A Wizard of Silks and Tu#e”: Fashion’s Queer History
!

In 1863, when Charles Frederick Worth had just begun to make a major name for

himself as dressmaker to the Empress Eugénie and her famously glamour-hungry Second
Empire court, a column on “Dress in Paris” appeared in the February issue of Charles
Dickens’ A# the Year Round. "But would you believe,” wrote its famous editor, “that, in the
latter half of the nineteenth century, there are bearded milliners--man-milliners, authentic
men...who, with their solid fingers, take the exact dimensions of the highest titled women in
Paris—robe them, unrobe them, and make them turn backward and forward before them,
like the waxed figures in hairdressers' shops?”1 He was far from the only one talking in this

1

“Dress in Paris,” A$ the Year Round, 28 February 1863.
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vein about Charles Worth: there is a veritable genre of such jaw-dropped accounts of this
“wizard of silks and tulle” 2 by eminent Victorian male writers and journalists, ranging in tone
from the jauntily incredulous to the outright scathing, but all underscoring the vexing
challenges that this British-born, Paris-based, male innovator (and, according to many,
“dictator”) of female fashions posed to the period's conventional codes of nation, of gender,
of class and value and taste — not to mention its dress codes. But if Worth undoubtedly
figured queerly to his contemporaries, his readability as a figure in queer history – and, more
specifically, fashion's queer history -- poses, for us, other kinds of diﬃculties. It is, however,
precisely through those diﬃculties that I want to position Charles Worth as the originary
point in a haute couture lineage dominated to an exceptionally intense, well-known, but
under-theorized and frequently dismissed degree by gay men.
!

Discussions of gay men’s involvement in fashion are almost invariably structured as

disavowals. Sometimes the disavowal takes the form of insistence that not all gay men are
interested in fashion; sometimes of insistence that not all men interested in fashion are gay.
There are other versions, as well: that the pre-eminence of gay men in the fashion industry
(especially in its more elite reaches) is a myth, a mere coincidence, or a strictly time-bound
phenomenon resulting from the exclusionary and stigmatizing impacts of twentieth-century

2

“The Great Man-Milliner,” A$ the Year Round 7 December 1867.
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homophobia.3 All of these statements are, as far as they go, true, yet they do not go far
enough: the fact that the association between gays and fashion design has been put to
harmful uses should not foreclose our ability to recognize and analyze it as a site of
substantial and varied psychic and cultural influence. This chapter, then, is in part an eﬀort
to re-conceptualize the history, the manifestations, and the meanings of this involvement.
!

Tracing the loaded rhetorics and gossipy anecdotes that accumulate around Worth

from his rise to influence in the 1860s until his death in 1895, I will identify the various
tenors of dissonance and excess that infuse his designs and energize both his critics and his
clients — whose divergent narratives reveal couture as a site upon which, respectively,
Victorian-masculine anxieties about fashion’s socio-sexual work are played out, and new
forms of queer cross-gender relationality are brought into being. In doing so, I delineate the
interactions — and the crucial, little-recognized distinctions — between two strains
prevalent in both fashion history and queer aesthetics: what I will call the pretension of the
couture persona and the opulence of the couture object. Turning, then, to a comparative
analysis of Worth’s atelier on the Rue de la Paix and his villa outside of Paris, I contrast the

Consider, for instance, fashion historian Shaun Cole’s introduction to his 2000 book Don We Now
Our Gay Apparel: Gay Men’s Dress in the Twentieth Century, which both outlines and exemplifies the
issue to which I am pointing:
3

The issue of ephemerality, and particularly the characterisation of an active interest in
clothing as feminine and frivolous, has been a prevalent, and an active, issue for debate in
studies of twentieth-century men’s clothing....The notion of a man’s interest in clothing,
acting as a signifier of his homosexuality, is mentioned in most works on twentieth-century
fashion, but usually in the form of a denial that all men interested in clothes and fashion
were or are homosexual….It would be incorrect to assume that all gay men have shown a
developed interest in what they wear and have made eﬀorts to define their dress choices
through, or as a marker of, their sexual orientation. However, there have been a considerable
number of gay men who have made conscious eﬀorts to utilise their clothing to express this
important facet of their identity… (2)
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decorative features and the social functions of these two spaces in order to map a dialectical
terrain for the convergence of haute couture and homosexuality.
***
!

Worth is an admittedly peculiar figure to put forth as a starting-point for this history,

not least because there is not any evidence of his having been gay, in practice or in desire. I
am not seeking to assert otherwise; my project here is not one of a retroactive “outing.” I
would, however, insist that to the same extent that we do not have evidence of Worth’s
homosexuality, we also do not have evidence of his heterosexuality. We know nothing more
of his sexual life, or lives, than that — like Oscar Wilde — he was married, and had two
sons. In fact, very little is known about his personal existence more generally: as Diana de
Marly says in the preface to her 1980 biography, “any biographer tackling the subject of
Worth faces a surprising dearth of original material. Worth himself did not keep a diary, nor
was he a great letter writer, so his only statements are those recorded by journalists or those
in other people’s memoirs.”4 Not being a biographer, I want to suggest that this paucity may
in fact, for the purposes of a queer analysis, function advantageously. As Lisa Cohen writes
of her study of modernist fashion editor Madge Garland, one also based in an “ephemeral
and scattered archive”: “Pursuing and reading this material has necessitated (and grown out
of) what have been called queer methods of reading.”5 A lack of biographical certainty opens
up a kaleidoscopic field of possibility, and it engenders a methodology that can — that must
— take very seriously the conventionally degraded archival sectors where the residues of

de Marly, Worth, xiii. De Marly also notes that, compounding the diﬃculty, “his couture house did
not keep an archive on its founder, and on several occasions in its history what records they did have
were lost or discarded.”
4

Lisa Cohen, “‘Velvet is Very Important’: Madge Garland and the Work of Fashion,” GLQ 11.3 (2005),
373.
5
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queer history, like those of fashion history, are frequently to be found: archives of gossip and
rumor, of pejorative hearsay, of unreliably filtered anecdote, of piecemeal records, of
fragmented and often decontextualized material and visual remnants. 6 These are materials
out of which, I argue, it is possible to extract even obscured libidinal energies and to
resuscitate them in relation to fashion: to find in them unifying currents of meaning which
are not about the sex practices of individuals but rather about a cultural constellation of
counter-normative aﬃliation and queer vision.
!

Given that we have essentially no evidence of his eroticism (homo- or otherwise), but

bountiful (and bountifully provocative) traces of his counter-normative social and aesthetic
practices, I argue that Worth’s standing as queer in the field of fashion can be historically and
theoretically construed within a paradigm of gay recognition that draws its definitional
contours less through sexual orientation towards men and male bodies than through social
and material relations with women and feminine objects. Worth signifies an important
variation on the types of counter-normative masculinity — the types of male queerness —
which have been recognized by previous Victorian scholarship. His queerness is based
neither on (evident) same-sex desire nor on trans-gender identity or performance — not, that

In his book Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity (New York: NYU Press, 2009), José
Esteban Muñoz is also interested in the “especially vexed” relation of queerness to conventional
definitions of “evidence.” He writes: “When the historian of queer experience attempts to document
a queer past, there is often a gatekeeper, representing a straight present, who will labor to invalidate
the historical fact of queer lives — present, past, and future.” He suggests that we “queer evidence”
by “suturing it to the concept of ephemera. Think of ephemera as a trace, the remains, the things
that are left, hanging in the air like a rumor” (65). I will do more with Muñoz in my fourth chapter.
Here, in addition to echoing my thoughts here about fragmentary evidence, his notion of the
“gatekeeper” points to why I think that it is important to leave open the possibility of Worth’s having
been, in fact, a man with same-sex desires. This is not, again, to say that he was gay: rather, it is to
insist that we have little reason to assume, especially given the kinds of “evidence” I will be exploring
in this chapter, that he wasn’t. For a fascinating take on the matter of gossip and queer history, see
Claire Bond Potter, “Queer Hoover: Sex, Lies, and Political History,” Journal of the History of Sexuality
15.1 (2006).
6
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is, on homosexuality or eﬀeminacy. Instead, he epitomizes a little-read category of queer
ascription which is located in a cross-gender sociality: a relation that is notably non-sexual, but
charged with energies of bodily intimacy, material fascination, power struggle, and aesthetic
rapture frequently associated with — yet, perhaps as frequently, blocked by — the flow of
heterosexual erotics. To this end, reading the accounts of Worth’s clients over and against
the protestations of his critics, I position him as the progenitor of a new species of
subversively cross-gendered, non-sexual relations between male high-fashion designers and
female clients — relations conducted around the crafting of queerly-contoured objects of
dress and decoration which, in turn, confound the upkeep of boundaries between material
categories and aesthetic ones; between, for instance, the production and recognition of Art,
and that of Fashion.
!

The nuances of this queer sociality, as I will show in what follows, reveal themselves

along several of the vectors of dissidence or controversy along which Worth is figured in
journalistic accounts, from Charles Dickens’s inaugural 1863 satirical anecdote in A# the Year
Round through the obituaries which flooded the national and international press in 1895. I’ll
detail the scandals of the radical mixing of the socio-economic and national types brought
together, and dressed together, in the cosmopolitan environs of Worth’s atelier; of his
intimate but programmatically non-sexual interactions with the bodies of his female clients;
in the temporal and relational breaches that become visible in accounts of his working
methods, professional persona, and relations with clients, which reveal or stress his refusal
to adhere to expected rhythms of the production and the classification of fashion. At stake
throughout is the violation of regimens of taste and comportment presented, contiguously,
by the material/aesthetic qualities of Worth’s dresses and the performative qualities of his
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self-presentation and social relations. All of these axes of queerness coalesce, I suggest, into
a singular character — a historical character and, as constituted through the textual collage
with which I am working, a representational character — who exacerbates Victorian
anxieties about the circulation and the gendering of fashion, and pre-figures modern ones.
!

To the extent that it exists at all, psychoanalytic discussion of queer men’s

involvement in fashion remains to a problematic degree stuck in citational indebtedness to
Edmund Bergler’s homophobic 1953 book Fashion and the Unconscious, which epitomizes the
worst tendencies of mid-century Freudianism, full of monstrous mothers and malignant
masochists. 7 As Michael Sherry paraphrases it, Bergler’s argument is that “the homosexual’s
‘unconscious hatred of women’ was ‘responsible for some of the dress absurdities of the last
half-century.’ The result was ‘the paradoxical fact that women are dressed by their bitterest
enemies.’ In fashion as in more serious arts, queers’ work was a sick joke inflicted on
unsuspecting women and an unsuspecting culture” by gay men.8 At the end of this chapter, I
want to suggest some of the ways in which a psychoanalytic vocabulary might be put to
much more productive use for theorizing homosexuality’s relations to fashion and
femininity. Ultimately, I want to gesture towards a reinvigorated framework for
comprehending gay men's involvement in women’s high fashion, beginning in the middle of
the nineteenth century and continuing into the present: a framework that rejects a
vocabulary of lack, distaste, and stereotype for one of plenitude, richly textured
identification, and the transformative crafting of glamour. Worth’s impact in a queer cultural
genealogy is that of instantiating a space for the practice of haute couture as a distinctively
7

Edmund Bergler, Fashion and the Unconscious (New York: Robert Brunner, 1953).

Michael S. Sherry, Gay Artists in America: An Imagined Conspiracy (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 2007), 53.
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(which is not to say exclusively or essentially) gay field; of establishing the couturier as a
lastingly gay-resonant role.

ii. The Shock of the Man-Mi#iner
!

Following his 1864 appointment as primary couturier to Empress Eugénie and her

Second Empire court, 9 Charles Worth — who came from unpromising origins as the son of
a dissolute Lincolnshire solicitor — rose unstoppably to become “as everyone knows, the
most fashionable dressmaker in Paris”10 or (more dramatically) “‘Dieu de la mode’—
autocratic, omnipotent.”11 From the early days of his fame until his death, the British press
regarded him with a perpetually high-strung fascination at the multifarious perplexities that
he posed to conventional sensibilities; a fascination toned in alternate, and inevitably
intersecting, parts by wonder and seething anxiety. “The career and position of this artist are
more bizarre and singular than those of any adventurer,” says London Society in 1875, in a
column making the case for Worth’s standing amongst “the most recherché persons in
Europe at this moment.”
Mark the quaint contradiction—an Englishman leading Paris, itself a mystery;
an Englishman teaching the French to dress, another and greater mystery....It
was the Empire that engendered this wonderful being, for whom, as I write, I
feel the profoundest admiration and respect—a feeling that, no doubt, would
be lessened were I brought into direct relation with him.12

Elizabeth Coleman specifies that, “Although Worth was never the Empress’s only supplier, he
ensared the majority of orders for grandes toilettes (state and evening wear, court dresses, elaborate
street clothes, and masquerade costumes).” (The Opulent Era: Fashions of Worth, Doucet, and Pingat
[New York: Thames and Hudson and The Brooklyn Museum, 1989], 14).
9
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“Paris Fashions,” The Graphic, 22 January 1870.
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“The Fashions,” The Ladies’ Treasury, February 1869.
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“West End Notes,” London Society, January 1875.
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Typical here is the oscillation between a tartly proﬀered admiration at Worth’s professional
achievements — his against-the-odds rise; his cultural power — and a thinly delayed distaste
at his personal mien.
!

Worth’s influence would far outlast the Second Empire, in whose socio-political

hothouse it had been born. But in December 1867, three and a half years before the collapse
of Napoléon III’s regime, an article in Charles Dickens’ A# the Year Round forecasts that
their declines will be mutual, and that they are inevitably on the approach: “The freaks of
the present French Empire will fill many a page in the bitter and picturesque history...of the
extravagances which led up to a revolution. The coming historian...will have to deal with the
name of a great man-milliner, a wizard of silks and tulle; and while he paints the gambling,
and the orgies...with other extraordinary incidents of the Empire, must give a chapter to
Worth, the Englishman milliner, who rules fashionable Paris at the moment.”13 The
proleptically diagnosed historical “freak” also presents a categorical disruption within the
present moment, for many of the same reasons of socio-cultural anomalousness that strike
the London Society author quoted above for their “contradiction,” “singularity,” their break
with expectation and convention and strategies of valuation — in other words, their
queerness: “We can conceive a Frenchman rising to this dizzy height in our country," writes
Dickens. “But for a Briton to rise to such eminence in the capital of the elegant world seems
astounding. Mr. Worth, it is said, was a humble tailor in some English provincial town...The
success of the man was astounding. He married a French woman. He has the best staﬀ of
assistants that money can procure--but he is the centre of all.” 14

13

“The Great Man-Milliner,” A$ the Year Round, 7 December 1867.
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!

This is the second extended treatment given to “the great man-milliner” by A# the

Year Round. Its famous editor has, in fact, occasionally been credited with actually inventing
the term “man-milliner”15; this is wrong — it had been around for at least a hundred years —
but still, the strength of the association is aptly evocative. Dickens had, it seems, something
of a running obsession with the trope: according to James Redding Ware’s 1909 slang
dictionary Passing English of the Victorian Era, his character Mantalini, from Nicholas Nickleby,
had served as its colloquial exemplar from Nickleby’s publication in 1838 until around 1860,
when “this name was superseded by that of Worth, the English man-milliner of the second
empire.” 16 As editor, Dickens put “man-milliner” into pungent circulation as synonymous
with Worth himself: in February 1863, the “Dress in Paris” article set a tone that would
dominate coverage, in fluctuating emphases, for a long time to come. We might describe
this tone as characterized by a veneer of shock, underscored by a whiﬀ of scandal, propelled
by a deep-set distaste, smoothed and animated by a satirical verve: “You surely know the
Rue de la Paix...There resides somewhere in it an Englishman who enjoys a [great]
popularity in the world of furbelows…He possesses the inspiration of handling the scissors,
and the genius of sloping out. He knows to a thread the exact point where the stuﬀ ought to
fit tight and where it ought to float loosely….Destiny sets him from all eternity to discover
the law of crinoline and the curve of the petticoat.”17
***

By, for instance, Desmond Seward in his biography Eugénie (London: Sutton Publishing, 2004),
103.
15

James Redding Ware, Passing English of the Victorian Era: A Heterodox Dictionary of English, Slang, and
Phrase (London: Routledge, 1909).
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“Dress in Paris,” A$ the Year Round, 28 February 1863.
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!

The term “man-milliner” — which the Oxford English Dictionary defines as “a male

milliner. Hence derogatory: a vain, trifling, or eﬀeminate man” — had carried a gendershaming aura since its coming into usage in the eighteenth century. In the 1788 play The Ton;
or, Fo#ies of Fashion, for instance, a character proclaims, “What a damn'd insignificant he-she
thing this man-milliner is!” And of the hyper-eﬀeminate character “Maiden” in Thomas
Baker's Tunbridge-Walks (1703), Laurence Senelick writes: “Maiden's middle-class status as
man-milliner, a relatively new profession, automatically makes him a comic overreacher,
aspiring to airs and graces beyond his birthright. It represents a debasement of fashion
through cultural seepage...There is an implicit belief that anyone so intimately connected
with women's fripperies will catch the contagion of womanishness, so man-milliner becomes
a standard euphemism for eﬀeminate sodomite.”18
!

The sense of covalent gender and class transgressions — both filtered through a

suspicious view of the man-milliner’s interaction with the materials of femininity — carries
through to Worth. Yet, the moniker is so ubiquitous in contemporary coverage of Worth
and his activities that in certain places it nearly loses its entrenchedly eﬀeminophobic
connotations, emptied of overt derogation and inflatable, even, with adulation: “He has a
manner of draping trains over dresses which is inimitable,” avers one American women’s
magazine, unabashedly enraptured, in January 1870. “Van Dyck himself never draped the
queens and princesses he painted more gracefully than does the famous English manmilliner of Paris.” 19 The argument here would be that the term comes to function as a
gender-specific vocational noun, coined in response to a problem more linguistic than
“Mollies or Men of Mode?: Sodomy and the Eighteenth Century London Stage,” Journal of the
History of Sexuality 1.1 (July 1990), 47.
18

19

“Fashions for January,” Arthur’s Home Magazine, January 1870.
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cultural: “The English had a problem in that they had no term to describe the phenomenon”
of a male dressmaker, writes de Marly. “The French could use the masculine form of
couturière, couturier, but in England dressmakers were called milliners, so Worth had to be
called a man-milliner.”20 Yet, frequently, the very same notes — the artistry of his method;
the rarity of his materials; the painterly analogies — are hit upon in a register spiked instead
with irony: “His strokes are as round and true as the O of Giotto,” says London Society,
looking very askance, in 1875, “and it seems an aﬀront to suppose that there could be failure.
Nor is the cost so extravagant, after all….The materials – specially made for him – are the
finest the world can furnish. The silks, not to be worn out! Such is Worth, the great manmilliner.” 21 In such accounts the term seems nearly loaded with the homophobic specificity
that it would accrue by the end of the nineteenth century, and assert into the early
twentieth.22
!

Indeed, the idea of the term’s possible value-neutrality is seriously challenged by the

tone of the entry for “couturier, ière” which appears in Larousse’s Grand Dictionnaire du
XIXieme siècle — a tone which the historian Philippe Perrot rightly calls “scandalized,” and
which also hits upon many of the anxious notes that are sounded in the accounts that treat

20

de Marly, Worth, 41.
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“West End Notes,” London Society, January 1875.

Along with almost every one of the spectacularly queer-resonant array of synonyms alongside
which it appears in Victorian editions of Roget’s Thesaurus, in the “Personal Aﬀectations” section:
“FOP, dandy, exquisite, coxcomb, beau, macaroni, blade, blood, buck, spark, swell, fast man, popinjay,
puppy, prig, petit maître, jackanapes, jack-a-dandy, man-milliner”; “AFFECTATION, mannerism,
pretension, airs, conceit, foppery, dandyism, man-millinery, aﬀectedness, charlatanism, quackery,
foppishness, pedantry...acting a part.” (Peter Mark Roget, Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases,
Classified and Arranged so as to Facilitate the Expression of Ideas and Assist in Literary Composition. [London:
Longman, Brown, Green, and Longman’s, 1853], 308).
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Worth himself more directly.23 Larousse first traces out, usefully, some of the backgrounding
to the mid-nineteenth century scene. The professional designation of “couturière” had been
oﬃcialized in 1675, when an edict issued by Louis XIV gave women the right to undertake
training and to go into business as makers of ladies’ garments: “‘considering,’ said the Royal
Edict, ‘that it was appropriate and becoming to the modesty of women and girls that they be
dressed by persons of their own sex.’” 24 Tailors — all men — who previously had enjoyed
primary access to this lucrative line of work initially protested, but over the ensuing decades
the design and construction of women’s dresses became, in Diana de Marly’s terms,
“virtually a female monopoly.”25 As social mores morphed alongside legal and economic
codes, the idea became firmly ensconced (and “expanded from France into neighbouring
countries”26) that it was only “natural” that women be dressed — have their garments cut,
stitched, fitted, and trimmed: all intimate activities, all ones practiced in inherently close
proximity to, even directly upon, the body — by other women.27 So, in the 1860s, when the
Philippe Perrot, Fashioning the Bourgeoisie: A History of Clothing in the Nineteenth Century (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1994), 186.
23

Pierre Larousse. Grand dictionnaire universel du XIXe siècle, %ançais, historique, géographique,
mythologique, bibliographique, littéraire, artistique, scientifique, etc. (Paris: 1866-1890), 417. Translation
mine.
24

Diana de Marly, The History of Haute Couture 1850-1950 (London: B.T. Batsford, 1980), 11. Though, as
de Marly points out, “tailors continued to make riding habits and many corset-makers would be
men.”
25
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de Marly, History of Haute Couture, 11.

Larousse, Grand dictionnaire, 417. This idea also became thoroughly associated with that of men’s
participation in these activities being, on a few levels, unnatural. Perrot quotes the Marquis de
Vilette in 1789: “These men concerned with fashion, toilettes, lace--everything that pertains to
sewing--should be condemned to general contempt, subjected to withering scorn, and punished by
fines. These occupations should be left to those that nature formed for the purpose” (quoted
Fashioning, 251).
The dressing/undressing of women by other women can, of course, be analyzed in its own very
queer light. For an acute unpacking of the lesbian erotics that pulsate through such arrangements,
see Sharon Marcus, Between Women: Friendship, Desire, and Marriage in Victorian England (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 2007).
27
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figure of the male dressmaker re-emerged on the Parisian scene, in the spectacularly
unexpected form of the English man-milliner, it was as a regression, an anomaly, and,
perhaps inevitably, an oﬀense: “And yet, under the Second Empire,” says Larousse, “we see
once again the unspeakable singularity of men – are they really men? – presiding over the
toilettes of...women of the highest society, creasing gauze over the bosoms of princesses,
placing ribbons and flowers on the bodices of duchesses. This is a trend which, we sincerely
hope, will not become the custom...Let us leave to feminine hands...the delicate cares of an
industry which requires, we know, fairy-like fingers, not the build of an athlete, to be
practiced properly and above all decently.”28
!

What is crucial to note here is a two-level charge of gender outrage: the couturier is

out of line with both his own gender and the opposite gender. He is hit, first, with the
unsurprising accusation of eﬀeminacy, which the succinct and biting parenthetical jab —
“sont-ce bien des hommes?” — speaks clearly, and points suggestively to the thinly-submerged
sodomitical implications which follow. This is especially provocative if we note the precise
rhetorical resonance between this question and that which appears in the same
encyclopedia’s entry for pederastie, lifted from Ambroise Tardieu’s dissection of the

28

Larousse, Grand dictionnaire, 417.
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“pederast...famously called ‘Reine d’Angleterre’”: “Est-ce bien un homme?”; “is he really a man?” 29
But, perhaps more emphatically, and more importantly for the purposes of my discussion,
simultaneously levied against him are accusations of improper relations to the sphere of
femininity: of impinging, brutishly even, upon the space, the concerns, the objects, and the
bodies of women: with “la carrure d’un athlete”; with what Dickens called “solid fingers” in
place of the “doigts de fée”; with a touch that is suspect and unseemly and too masculine.
!

Unlike the “la Reine d’Angleterre” or Boulton and Park — the exorbitantly eﬀeminate

(and indubitably practicing) homosexual men whose fashionability I analyzed in the
preceding chapter — Worth for the most part does not demonstrate the features which, as
critics have noted, “constituted a clear, fixed psychological and ontological marker of
pederasty” 30 for Tardieu and other Second Empire-era sexological/criminological
researchers: the “curled hair, rouged complexion, open collar, cinched waist...fingers and ears
and breast loaded with jewels” and other typifying accoutrements by which, says Tardieu,
the “character of pederasts” is “often paint[ed]...on their exteriors -- in their costume, in

Larousse, Grand dictionnaire, 492. The extended passage, which is somewhat abridged in Larousse,
reads as follows (Tardieu, Étude Médico-Légale sur les Attentats aux Moeurs [Paris: J.B. Baillière, 1867];
translation mine):
29

The most striking type which I have seen in this genre was the individual who
became famous under the sobriquet "la Reine d'Angleterre," a young man of twentyone, calling himself a parfumeur but having, in reality, no occupation other than
prostitution, in which he had achieved the highest degree of infamy. A legal journal
drew a very faithful portrait of him, when he appeared before a court: "Is this really a
man? his hair, parted in the middle of the head, falls in curls upon his cheeks like that
of a coquettish young girl. His neck is wrapped by a simple cravate à la Colin, and the
collar of his shirt falls wide open upon his shoulders; he has les yeux mourants, a heartshaped mouth, he wiggles his hips like a Spanish dancer, and when he was arrested,
he had in his pocket a jar of vermillion. He holds his hands in a hypocritical manner
and makes expressions that would be laughable if they were not revolting."
30 Vernon

A. Rosario, “Pointy Penises, Fashion Crimes, and Hysterical Mollies: The Pederasts’
Inversions” in Homosexuality in Modern France (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996), 151.
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their appearance and their tastes.”31 Eﬀeminacy, in other words, is not quite the issue at
stake here. Worth’s agitating challenge to mid-Victorian norms of heterosexual masculinity
operates not through any eﬀect of overt eﬀeminacy on his own part, but rather through a
more subtly transgressive interaction with the materials of femininity, characterized by the
outsized social and stylistic aﬀects that I will call, respectively, pretension and opulence.
/

Both of these are subsets of what Michael Moon calls “the extremely theatricalized,

densely materialist version of urban gay male social and artistic practice that has...been
recognized, studied, and theorized chiefly under [the] reductive rubric of ‘camp.’” 32 My
point here is not quite to assert, with Moon, that “camp” is necessarily a “reductive rubric”;
indeed I think that it remains a very useful one for both aesthetic and historicist queer
analyses, especially of the mid- to late-Victorian period to which, as I have shown in the
preceding chapter, the linguistic and thematic etymologies of camp in its proto-modern
form can be traced. But it is useful to delineate some more specific valences that co-exist,
and perhaps compete, within that rubric. In the case of Charles Worth — and, possibly, his
successors in the realm of “extremely theatricalized, densely materialist...gay male social and
artistic practice” called haute couture — an analysis that separates out some of the
convergent tropes that produce his readability as a gay/camp figure is what a#ows that
readability to be recognized in the first place. Then, it allows productive distinctions to be
drawn between the cultural work done by (and upon) the cultivation and performance of a
distinctive “couture persona,” and that done by (and upon) the design, production, and
circulation of couture objects.
31 Tardieu,

Étude, 153.

Michael Moon, A Sma$ Boy and Others: Imitation and Initiation in American Culture %om Henry James to
Andy Warhol (Durham: Duke University Press, 1998), 76.
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iii. “There are Queer People in Paris”: Queer Socialities

!

!

We were eating lunch at one of his neighborhood brasseries—Louboutin had
ordered blood sausage—and he was expounding on the sexes, and sex, and how
both of the former project ideas about the latter onto shoes. “I think I have a
part of myself which is a woman,” he said. “When girls are together, they speak
completely diﬀerently than when there is a guy around. But, with me, they don’t
see this masculine thing stopping them, and there is not this boundary.”
!
!
- Lauren Collins, “Christian Louboutin and the Psychology of Shoes,”
!
The New Yorker (2011)

“The serendipitous confluence of the commanding Charles Worth and the

compelling Eugénie set the sartorial tone for the glittering society of the Second Empire,”
writes fashion historian JoAnne Olian, speculating evocatively that “Frederich Nietzsche
may well have been thinking of the duo when he wrote, ‘Women believe in their
dressmakers as in their god.’”33 From practically the moment of her controversial 1853
marriage to Louis-Napoléon, the strikingly red-headed Comtesse de Montijo became one of
the top fashion icons of the mid-nineteenth century. She was “at the same time Empress and
‘mannequin de luxe’ for the industries of France” and with such a figurehead, Paris was reinstalled as the go-to capital for luxury goods of all kinds and for a glitzily sumptuous high
life that “flourished as it had not since the day Marie Antoinette’s head fell oﬀ.” 34 And
perhaps not even then: “The Court of the Tuileries,” wrote Francis Taylor in 1931,
“proclaimed a standard of elegance which the world had not known before; perhaps not as
brilliant and baroque as the Court of Versailles under the Bourbons, this new elegance was
more facile and lay within the reach of anyone who had either the price or the intelligence.

JoAnne Olian, Victorian and Edwardian Fashions %om “La Mode I$ustrée” (New York: Dover, 1998), iii.
The Nietszche quotation is from The Wi$ to Power (Volume II, Section 808).
33

Betty Kelen, The Mistresses: Domestic Scandals of Nineteenth-Century Monarchs (New York: Random
House, 1966), 97.
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An urban society grew out of it—le monde de Paris—from which today we still derive our
ideas of style.”35 Backed by Worth’s innovative intensity, Eugénie “founded a court so
brilliant that its costumes still seem the most lavish ever known,” and “the luxury of her
styles was distributed to a vast growing public by many mechanical improvements.” 36
!

As I described in the preceding chapter, the marked intensifications of feminine

fashion in this period — the rapid, contemporaneous upswings in both broad public interest
in fashion and in the decorative extravagances of women’s dress — produced a great deal of
angst in the British press.37 So did, more generally, did the Second Empire; in critiques of its
socio-political atmospherics, fashion is almost always brought to the forefront as
symptomatic or exemplary site of degenerative over-investment, exorbitant costliness, the
Francis Henry Taylor, “‘Dream of Fair Women’: A Confusion of Face and Fabric,” Parnassus 3.7
(1931), 2.
35

36 A.

Hyatt Mayor, “French Fashions,” The Metropolitan Museum of Art Bu$etin 36.2 (1941), 44.

37 Along

with the many examples of this discourse cited in my first chapter, consider this one, which
invokes Worth himself (interestingly, it initially figures him as responding to the demands of his
clients, rather than issuing his own); narrates the invention of the proto-bustle as an act of citational
and formal bravado by Worth and other “modistes”; and then compares the “bizarre,” hyperdecorated forms of Parisian fashion to those of Second Empire architecture, so that bodies and
boulevards converge as evidence of ill-judged excess:
Parisian modistes seem to be at their wits’ end to invent novelties with a rapidity
commensurate with the exigencies of their clients, who assail Worth...and other
arbiters of fashion over here with the pertinacity of the leech’s daughters, crying,
Give, give; new costumes for the promenade, new toilettes de visite, de diner, de
soirée, de reception, and new robes de bal...Our modistes, rendered reckless by
success, venture upon bolder flights. Under the pretext of reviving certain modes of
the last century they introduced the robe bouﬀante, raising the skirts of the upper
jupe to within a few inches of the waist, so as to form the required gonflement...The
costumes of the day remind one of the new boulevards— everything is sacrified to an
excess of ornamentaion. Just as the houses are carved all over, from the “rez-dechaussée” to the “cinquième,” so is the human edifice decorated all the way up, from
the bottom of the jupon to the top of the chapeau. And the worst of it is that it is
always the bizarre that has precedence of the beautiful. Every inch of skirt is covered
with flounces, ruches, coques, or rouleaux; corsages terminate in basques bordered
with ruches, lace, or fringe; and there are ruches at the neck, riches or bows at the
shoulders, and ruches or lace at the cuﬀs… (“La Mode--Spring Bonnets and Mantles,”
Pa$ Ma$ Gazette, 28 April 1869.)
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dangerous erosion of morals and social boundaries. “When the time shall have come for an
historical verdict to be passed on the reign of Napoleon the Third,” speculates the Pa# Ma#
Gazette, darkly, in 1865, the future investigator “will discover a series of rages succeeding each
other; and he will mark rapid changes of fashion – not only in dresses, but in the colour of
people’s hair and in the complexion of people’s morals.”38
!

In 1869, a British fashion correspondent reported on the “manners and customs of

the ‘fast set in Paris’” in these last years of the Second Empire: “Grandes dames of the present
age scorn the needles and scissors of dressmakers, and only consider their toilettes correct
when emanating from the ateliers...of a man milliner.” This “curious item” is presented under
an attention-grabbing heading whose connotations, though diﬀerent now than then, are
nonetheless rousing: “THERE ARE QUEER PEOPLE IN PARIS.”39 Worth’s atelier, like the
theaters and cafes of Second Empire Paris, is readily figured as a space of risqué sociality,
where duchesses mingle in exquisite scandal with demi-mondaines, brought into literal
proximity and held together in aesthetic thrall by the magic touch and invaluable
judgements of the “the first dressmaker in Paris...a man, and an Englishman...who robes the
highest personages in the realm, from the Empress down to all others who can pay his
exorbitant charges by which he has acquired immense riches.” 40 Worth’s maleness carries
the 0isson of unconventional cross-gender engagement, and it is headily exacerbated by the
reputation that his establishment develops for inter-class mixing fueled by unbounded
expenditures on all sides. In the context of the much-admonished social license of the
Second Empire, the coalescent violations of gendered labor roles (in the figure of the man38

“Society Under the Second Empire,” Pa$ Ma$ Gazette, 21 March 1865.
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milliner himself) and of the stratification of sexual and socio-economic types (in the figures
of his clientele) add up to Worth’s resonating for contemporary observers so strikingly, and
often so maddeningly, as “a sign of the times — a phase of society in his own by no means
insignificant person.” 41 In one of the British papers’ obituary notices, this designation of
Worth as both representative and perpetrator of modernity’s (and, specifically, French
modernity’s) decadent trends: “Like Monte Carlo, the Quartier Bréda, and the jewellery
shops of the Rue de la Paix, the deceased milliner doubtless met a want of the times, and to
that extent his career was justified; but it is impossible to deny that his influence on the
whole was a pernicious one, and that his extravagant fancy gave a new impulse to that ‘luxe
eﬀrené des femmes’ which is responsible for so many of the sins and so much of the
suﬀering of modern Lutetia and her imitators.” 42 But, as I’ve argued, the much-scorned
“extravagant fancy” of fashion and its world has its own values, and creates its own bonds.
Worth is figured as both product and producer of desires which, in their association with
femininity, artifice, and vice (gambling, prostitution), are both derided and — socially,
sexually — destabilizing.
!

What is “pernicious” to the moralizing journalist looks, from another perspective,

progressive. “At Worth’s,” wrote Joseph Primoli, a young nephew of the prominent society
hostess Princess Mathilde, in his diary in 1868, “the faubourg Saint Germain sits between
two kept women. Perhaps M. Worth does not even realize what he is doing, but he is
reconciling all political parties and mingling all social classes. An artistically rumpled bit of

41

Ibid.

“News of the Day,” Birmingham Daily Post, 12 March 1895. The “Quartier Bréda” refers to the
section of Paris inhabited by high-class prostitutes. “Lutetia” is the Roman name for what became
Paris.
42
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fabric has achieved what wit has been unable to contrive.”43 Primoli’s reach into the realm of
the political here is striking: exceeding its own quasi-satirical register, I would suggest that
his observation articulates the radical potential for the creation and localization of an
alternative social order that resides, perversely enough, in high fashion.
***
!

“What a shock it was to the mid-nineteenth century,” writes Diana de Marly,” that a

man should be making dresses on women, seeing them in a state of undress, touching their
bodies, and ordering them to parade before him. Moralists were appalled. They declared
that Maison Worth...must be a house of orgies. Poor Marie Worth” — Charles’ wife, whom
he had met in the late 1840s, when she was a demoise#e de magasin (a model of sorts) and he a
top salesman at the elite fabric firm Maison Gagelin — “was very distressed by such
criticism, but it did not last long, for the press came to realize that Worth was not a sex
fiend.” 44 Indeed, as this realization sinks in — though it is continually re-uploaded as a
surprise, a secret, a strangeness — the scandal of the man-milliner dislodges from a
suspicion of heterosexual licentiousness and attaches itself to, precisely, the lack thereof.
Consider this unusually explicit statement, from one of the 1895 obituaries, of the
association between a designer’s particularly pronounced material-aesthetic investments and
his particularly vacant (heterosexually) corporeal ones: “Worth's joy in touching the polished
surface...did not go beneath the silks and satins: one never heard of his models having
inspired any deeper aﬀection than that of professional pride.”45 Like that of other sexually
suspect nineteenth-century aesthetes and dandies, Worth’s queerness becomes readable in
43
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large part through a non-heterosexual — but fascinated and intimate — relationship to the
female body. In his relevant discussion of another such figure, the art collector Maurice de
Rothschild, Christopher Bedford argues that de Rothschild was “content to view the
Parisienne not as a sexual commodity but as...an aesthetic commodity”; within emerging
sexological discourses, and more broadly intimated social ones, “the concern...was that the
degenerate fascinations of clothing obsession led the male subject further away from the
flesh and the natural desire to procreate and towards a perverse aesthetic fetishism and a
desire to share vicariously in ‘commodified femininity.’” 46
!

Worth’s own observers, including Dickens, are perturbed by his suspiciously intense

form of cross-gender relation that is not, it turns out, in any perceptible way a sexual one:
When he tries a dress on one of the living dolls of the Chaussée d'Antin, it is
with profound attention that he touches, pricks, and sounds it, marking with
chalk the defective fold. From time to time he draws back in order to judge
better of his work from a distance; he looks through his hand, closed into the
shape of an eye-glass, and resumes with inspired finger the modeling of the
drapery on the person of the patient. Sometimes he plants a flower there, and
tries a bow of ribbon at its side, to test the general harmony of the toilette...47

Christopher Bedford, “Maurice de Rothschild’s ‘Rememberances of Things Past’” in The Places and
Spaces of Fashion, 1800-1927, ed. John Potvin (New York: Routledge, 2009), 78-79.
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Figure 11: A fitting at Maison Worth, as illustrated in George Sala’s Paris Herself Again.

The description of “living dolls of the Chaussée d’Antin” being “robe” and “unrobed,”
“pricked,” and “touched,” operates in a linguistic register which smolders, insinuative and
self-aware, with all the erotic intent that it thus marks as absent — peculiarly so — from the
scene it describes; its sexually euphemistic verbs pile up to point up just how uninvested
Worth is in the acts that they reference. The heterosexual-male author imagines that, if he
were within it, the scene inside the “veritable Temple of Fashion,” as George Sala calls it in
1878 — “the sanctum sanctorum of feminine frivolity, over...which the great Worth presides in
person”; other than his, “the masculine eye has no more chance of penetrating its arcana
than those of the worship of the Bona Dea”48 — would be energized by a lustily involved
(and critically acute) fascination. In place of this, the designer, dubious in both masculinity

48

George Augustus Sala, Paris Herself Again in 1878-9 (London: Vizetelly & Co., 1884), 510.
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and sexuality — “unheterosexual,” we might, following D.A. Miller, call him, so “remote”
does he seem “from the erotic interest in women that is courtship’s prerequisite”49 —
imparts an attitude of cerebral, myopic (literally: “he looks through his hand, closed into the
shape of an eye-glass”), aesthetically and materially overwrought, sexually and socially askew
preoccupation. [Figure 11.] His “profound attention” is attached to precisely the least
profound of sites: to the “drapery,” not the “person”; the contours of a dress or (worse) a
piece of trimming, not of the body allegedly serving merely as its display-form, unspecific
and interchangeable.
!

In his analysis of the strange appearance of Robert Ferrars in Austen’s Sense and

Sensibility — the foppish renegade whose unseemly obsession with picking out a toothpick
case, an object of “elegant, pointless intricacy,” at a jeweler’s shop signals him as “almost...a
gay man” — D. A. Miller suggests that Robert has “refused heterosexuality on the
grounds...of a certain style...Style, as the activist materialization of insignificance, one must
choose, pursue, perform.”50 This may be true, paradigmatically, of the fashion designer: his
performance of style is, with emphatic literality, an “activist materialization,” one whose
eﬀects upon the social and discursive worlds are much more overt and visible and
unignorable than Robert’s.
!

“Worse than Robert’s fussing,” writes Miller, “is the dilatoriness of that fussing.” A

“dilatoriness” much like Robert’s frequently comes into play in accounts of Worth, who was
infamous for his refusal to be hurried in his stylistic processing:
At last, when he has handled the taﬀety like clay, and arranged it according to
his beau ideal, he goes and takes his place, with his head thrown back, on a
49
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sofa at the further end of the room, whence he commands the manoeuvre
with a wand of oﬃce.
“To the right, madame!” The client performs a quarter of a revolution.
“To the left!” The patient turns in the opposite direction.
“In front!” Madame faces the artist.
“Behind!” She turns her back.
When all is over, he dismisses her with a lordly gesture: “That will do,
madame.” 51
Worth, like Robert, takes too long arranging and re-arranging, “fussing” over the most
apparently inconsequential details of a design project, lingering in the corners of knowledge
and concern most abjectly and resolutely coded as feminine. And, like Robert but more so,
“he does it with the cool, easy, altogether undisputed authority of a man who assumes--and
imposes on all around him—the full importance of this silly-feminine thing.” 52 To many of
his observers, the couturier is so striking an aﬀront, and so eminently deserving of scornful
satirization, for precisely this reason: his display of flagrantly — perhaps perversely —
obsessive interest in feminine things and concomitant dis-interest in female bodies,
executed with an attitude of total authority over those things and those bodies. His oﬀense
is more dramatic than Robert’s because, unlike that character, his “perform[ance] of the
feminine thing” with masculine self-import doesn’t take place merely in the vicinity of
women, it takes place directly on them: touching them, altering their shapes, ordering their
movements, decreeing what they will wear and how they will wear it — with, moreover, an
apparently thorough disregard for the tastes, preferences, and priority of heterosexual men
to whom those women are supposed to be attached.
!

“But what are we to think of his customers,” asks Dickens, “virtuous, but suﬃciently

forgetful of themselves and their husbands to discuss with a man-milliner, at night, the
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perilous problems of the height of a dress?”53 That “virtuous” — oddly placed — provokes
the suggestion that though these clients’ relations with Worth are in the strict sense of the
word utterly (and oddly) chaste, there is something suspect going on: the alliance of the
man-milliner and his lady-customers excludes both heterosexual interest itself and the
interests of heterosexual men — those forgotten husbands. It is an alliance that transgresses
acceptable forms of gendered interaction, and one that queers rubrics of seriousness and the
uses of space and of time: making a major (“perilous”) and disruptively intimate issue (“at
night”) of what should remain a minor and merely transactive one.
***
!

The notion of a rupture in the spatial and temporal rhythms of both domestic and

commercial life — which comes up in celebratory accounts of Worth as well as in
derogatory ones — is worth pausing upon. Valerie Feuillet, wife of the novelist Octave,
devotes a chapter of her memoir Quelques Années de ma Vie (1894) to the adventure of a
Worth fitting in the early 1860s, undertaken in a circumstance of great urgency. The
Feuillets had been invited to an imperial dinner at the Tuileries; Mme. Feuillet, greatly
excited, had well in advance “busied myself with my dress, my precious Court dress,”54 but
the gown produced for her by a Madame Barenne, current favorite dressmaker of the
Faubourg St. Germain, turns out to be all wrong: “I was terribly disappointed. On the eve of
the big day, at eleven at night, they brought me a dress which it was impossible to accept. It
was a sheath for a dowager...in which I would have been embarrassed to enter.” 55
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The next morning, so early that no one is out but the vegetable sellers and street-

cleaners, Mme. Feuillet sneaks silently out of her house and jumps into the first hansom cab
of the morning going into the city. She arrives at Worth’s Rue de la Paix establishment so
early that its proprietor is, as first his receptionist and then his children’s nursemaid inform
her, “encore couché,” “au lit.” 56 Urgency outweighs propriety, however, and Mme. Feuillet
refuses to be dissuaded. She has her card delivered to him with her predicament scrawled on
it, and “after fifteen minutes, a man appears, in the disarray of night, wrapped in an elegant
robe. It was M. Worth himself. I make my excuses; M. Worth asks me graciously to come
into the bedroom,” where Madame Worth — who is still in her four-poster bed, looking,
notes the author, “very pretty...buried in streams and knots of romantic lace” — joins in
their consultation.57 The Worths agree to take on the challenge; Mme. Feuillet recalls that
while she is occupied in apologizing for the intrusion and in expressing her eﬀusive thanks
to Madame Worth, “M. Worth had been leaning against the bedposts, dreaming up the
marvelous work which he was about to begin.”
He soon told us his plans and we fully approved. He suggested a dress of lilac
silk, covered in bouillonnées of tulle of the same shade, in which would be
buried little bouquets of lilies of the valley. A veil of white tulle, thrown like a
cloud over the bouillonnées and the flowers. Finally, a sash with flowing ends,
like the reins of Venus’s chariot. 58
Because the dress would require several fittings and her house is far enough from the city
center that traveling back and forth several times is impractical, Mme. Feuillet finds herself
“installed” at the couturier’s for the day: “I wrote to my husband to let him know what I was
doing, and asked him to send my maid. I added that he would have to come join me that
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evening by dinner-time.” Soon enough, the unconventionality of the day’s time-table bears
down upon the author: “Running to get lunch at Carême’s patisserie, near Worth’s, I was a
little ashamed of myself. Here I was, having abandoned my home, my husband, my children,
for such vain frivolities, losing hours of short life to such preoccupations.” 59
!

What I would emphasize here are the multiple instances of divergence from normal

spatial and temporal patterns aﬀorded by the event of the dress fitting. For Valérie Feuillet,
the last-minute gown from Worth represents a break with an outdated mode of dressing, a
move in the direction of the fashion of the future or at least of the moment: the
monochromatic, texturally ebullient confection of lilac silk and tulle presents a dramatic
swerve, away from the weighty and upholstered look that appeared fit only for a “dowager,”
and towards an idiom of modern lightness and structural play. But it also represents a break
— non-momentous and yet charged with great aﬀective energy — from the regimes of daily
life. The pre-dawn departure and the all-day absence from domestic duties; the replacement
of a familial meal with a pastry grabbed from a shop between fittings; the early-morning
entry into the bedroom of another couple, still in their nightclothes — all of these
moments, minor as each one seems, add up to a scene wherein the production and
acquisition of couture becomes the occasion for a rebellious excitement that is as much
about sociality as about style. And it is an excitement whose queer sense is compounded by
the shame to which it is attached: “My dear,” writes Valérie, between fittings, to her beloved
old servant Victoire, back home in the country: “I am going to the Court this evening. Are
you proud of your girl? Your girl is proud of herself, but she is also remorseful.” 60
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She finds that the pleasures which take up so much of life are guilty pleasures.
Imagine me having been up since four in the morning to have a new dress
made! The first one left something to be desired. I am writing to you from the
couturier’s — yes, it is a man now, who dresses the fashionable ladies….[W]ith
the money that I’ll drop here, I could house you for the rest of your life— see
what poisons my joy and glory, and all the rest of it!61
But, as the composition of the letter is “interrupted” by “the first fitting of my dress,”
Valérie’s sense of shame at her own excess (and, perhaps, at a betrayal of her unsophisticated
origins) is interrupted by a rush of new pleasures, and new concerns:

!

If you only knew how pretty this dress is! It's a bouquet! And then it has a
train that I see flowing behind me, making a delightful rustle. God willing, I'll
be able to walk in this train when greeting the Emperor! How terrible it
would be! Imagine, if I wrote to you that I forgot my curtsey!
M. Worth -- that's the name of the couturier -- reassures me and tells me
that I will pull it oﬀ very well. He's very nice, this Worth. You should know
that he gives me lots of compliments, that he is very happy to dress me,
because, he says, I have a lovely shape and am "chic." "Chic" is a word that you
may never have heard It means a personal elegance, an elegant appearance.

Her confidence bolstered by Worth’s approval, she delights in the material, visual glories of
the new dress and its textures; in the admiration of the dressmaker and the new language he
uses to express it62 ; and, finally, in the transformation of her own appearance and self-image
— so that in the end the distance between her past and present, between country and city,
between naïvety and urbanity, between simplicity and excess, is traversed not with shame
but with a joke: “I will explain it all to you when I come back to our Normandy, when I'll
walk on our prairie-grass, perfecting this extreme chic!” 63
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In Valérie Feuillet’s account, the issue of Worth’s gender is underscored as something

as something shocking in itself — “un couturier, car c’est un homme maintenant qui habi#e les
femmes à la mode” — but, at the same time, easily accommodated into a social order that is
new on many levels; it is enmeshed within a more nuanced network of tropes that place him
in an atypical relation to gendered dynamics: to the masculinity he queerly enacts; to the
femininity with which he queerly interacts; to the updated, enhanced version of femininity,
named as “chic,” which he enables Valérie, queerly (newly, quickly, nervously, playfully) to
inhabit; to the queer cross-gender relationality which he achieves. The scene of M. Worth,
“dans le désordre de la nuit, enveloppé d’une élégante robe de chambre,” leaning against the bedposts
dreaming up a silk-and-tulle masterwork that will come to fruition, and be worn to the
Court, within a mere twelve hours — while his new client, a total stranger, grasps the “main
charmante” of the night-gowned Madame Worth — is, as I read it, a queer tableau; not least
because it lets us into the generally cordoned-oﬀ space of the Victorian marital bedroom,
and reveals it being used for purposes entirely other than those of heterosexual relations
between husband and wife. And the vignette ends in another such tableau, this one queering
two marriages, and among them a joyous quadrilateral of relations:
Night fell...Someone lighted the chandeliers in Madame Worth's room and
superb dressers attended to my toilette. They wanted to make my shoulders
white, my cheeks red...When everything was finished, the supreme judge was
called in. Worth appeared and after he had straightened, by hand, a bow that
lacked grace, he declared himself satisfied. My husband arrived soon after and
he also approved. Embracing him in thanks for his compliments, I left a bit of
rouge on his mustache, which greatly amused us. We left joyfully, like
schoolchildren, showering blessings on the Worths.64
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iv. “An Artist in his way”: Queer Personalities
!

“Even of a famous marquise, perhaps his best customer, [Worth] will speak

slightingly,” remarks A# the Year Round in 1867.
“She is nothing...There is no foundation: I have to reconstruct her
altogether…” Such attenuated votaries the priest loads with finery — then
piles up the fashionable agony until something substantial has been reared. A
petticoat of rich thick white satin, then a skirt of amber satin, groaning under
heavy trimmings and festoons, over that a layer of tulle, stiﬀ and glistening
with golden flowers and arabesques...The result is, this lucky artist is making
an enormous fortune.65
Honed in upon here are two very common themes in reporting on Worth: the air of
egregious hauteur with which he, with shocking disregard for the claims of class and status,
treats his clientele — in other words, as one obituary will put it, the fact that “he was
rude...and did not hesitate to tell Royalty that he was the master in the realm of fashion”66
— and his tendency, discursively related to that hauteur and disregard, towards decorative
maximalism and utmost expense in his designs themselves. “It is not within our province to
enter on the vexed question of feminine modes,” says an especially striking obituary.
“Worth’s art...had a distinction of its own. It was, perhaps, too ornate to be thoroughly
artistic. But as it pleased his customers beyond measure, and made those who were not so
fortunate green with envy, it is absurd for a mere man to ‘hesitate dislike.’”67
!

Both characteristics — pretension and opulence — are compulsively irritating to the

cadre of journalists and observers within whose anecdotal inquiries we are encountering
him; both work together to cast Worth outside of the masculine norm, and to generate his
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position as a pivotal and iconic force within the Victorian socio-economic world and within
the history of fashion: as the originator of a “unique fashion system” — unprecedented,
radically new to the middle of the nineteenth century, and by its end firmly established —
“that validated the couturier...as an artist and established his or her ‘name’ as an
international authority for the design of luxurious, original clothing.”68
!

Furthermore, both characteristics figure within a topography of homosexual

signification which was gathering in this period the discursive force that it would retain for a
long time afterwards. Thus, they can be drawn out to place Worth within that topography,
and to articulate the ways in which his particular standing complicates and provides nuance
for our comprehensions of its historical development and its trans-historical lineage. For the
purposes of a discursive genealogy, it is important to note the persistency with which a few
quite specific tropes — pronouncedly present in the Victorian accounts of Worth — show
up throughout the twentieth century (and to some degree into the present) in phobic
disquisitions on the presence of gay men in fashion: “The narcissism, the emphasis on
decoration, the immaturity and hostility to natural femininity, the spiteful humor that
pervades fashion in the Sixties are typically homosexual,”69 writes journalist Marilyn Bender
in 1967.
!
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In his discussion of homosexual villainy in modernist theater, Laurence Senelick

traces the fin-de-siècle emergence of a “particular image of the homosexual dandy as feline,
neurasthenic, underhanded, and manipulative...producing an unreasoning adoration in
women and a somewhat more reasoning abhorrence in men.”70 Senelick argues that such
“evil aesthete” figures are recognizable as “early exponent[s] of a ‘homosexual
sensibility….These became signs easily read by theatre and cinema audiences: a fussy
boutonnière, an interest in bric-à –brac, a prissy elegance announced the sinister deviant
who casts a blight on the growth of normal loves.” On the other hand, these characters,
frequently expounding what Senelick describes as an “uplifting” Aesthetic-Hellenistic
“credo, combined with [a] dandaical way of life,” powerfully present “a defiant and amoral
attention to the trivial and the amusing that announces the advent of ‘camp.’” 71
!

Worth was not a sinister, “evil aesthete,” just a very dictatorial one: according to

Harper’s in 1895 a “most pronounced poseur” whose “aﬀectations were extravagant almost to
grotesqueness. At times he was arbitrary, brusque, and even brutally rude.” 72 But nearly each
of Senelick’s “signs,” from the material specifics of a “milieu filled with flowers and objets
d’art” to the general traits of a neurotic self-regard and a manipulative aestheticism
glommed onto by (straight) women and scorned by (straight) men, can be located in
representations of Worth and his persona, that of “an artist and a despot combined.”73 In

Laurence Senelick, Lovesick: Modernist Plays of Same-Sex Love, 1894-1925 (London: Routledge, 1999),
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fact, by the heights of his fame in the late 1860s, Worth had given up the attire of a “perfect
gentleman” that Dickens observed in 186374 and had taken to dressing himself up as an old
master, “modeled after Rembrandt, with a velvet beret which he wore all the time, a flowing
coat edged with fur at the neck, and a floppy silk scarf knotted at his throat instead of a
cravat.” 75
!

It was the combination of these poses — the melodrama of his artistry with the

condescension of his professional attitude — that really drove the masculine contingent of
observers crazy. In a vituperative sketch in his 1867 Notes on Paris, the critic Hippolyte Taine
figures Worth as “a little, dry, dark, nervous creature, who looks like a dwarf…[he] receives
[clients] in his loose velvet coat, proudly stretched out on his divan, a cigar in his mouth...It
is not they who choose, it is he...and to be served by himself a personal introduction is
necessary.”76 As if such aﬀectations were not enough, there is the dressmaker’s infamous
insistence on his own elevated status as an artist, rather than an artisan or merchant, two
categories into which the producers of womenswear had neatly and exclusively fit before the
emergence of Worth’s radical self-fashioning and equally radical business model: “To those
who express their surprise, he replies: ‘I am a great artist; I have Delacroix’s feeling for color,
and I compose. A toilette is worth a picture any day...Art is divine; the bourgeois are made to
take our orders.’”
“...always fresh shaved, always frizzled: black coat, white cravat, and batiste shirt-cuﬀs fastened at
the wrist with golden buttons; he oﬃciates with all the gravity of a diplomatist who holds the fate of
the world locked up in a drawer of his brain...” (“Dress in Paris,” A$ the Year Round 28 February 1863).
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The physical and verbal aﬀectations that Taine attributes to his version of Worth

point up his breaching of the boundaries within which both subjects and objects are classed:
without any recognizable or constant markers of his own origins or status, he condescends
to the elite, and outright disdains the middle-class on the grounds of being a “great artist,”
above the demands of etiquette and propriety. This reasoning worsens the oﬀense because it
rejects — in fact, with flagrant absurdity, overturns — the accepted hierarchies of valuation
by which a painting is deemed of incomparably more import than a “toilette,” and by which
a dressmaker is kept categorically segregated from a Delacroix. Worth’s pretensions towards
artistry, with all its angst and glamour, are rarely touched upon in a tone free from complaint
or condescension or mocking grandiloquence. Consider one of the more memorable entries
in the pack of testily undermining obituaries that appeared in dozens of newspapers upon
Worth's death in 1895:
Who has not heard of that renowned High Priest of the La Mode and Prime
Minister of the feminine toilette, before whom womankind has been wont to
prostrate itself with such touching awe and reverence ever since the days of
the Second Empire?...For Worth, it must be remembered, was no mere
dressmaker who contented himself with ‘fitting’ his fair and fastidious clients.
He was an artist in his way who aspired to create or originate ravishing
garments in novel and more or less becoming styles, calculated to heighten
the natural charms of the wearers.77
It is worth reading through the passive-aggressively aspersions on display here to recognize,
contained therein, a viable definition of haute couture. Among the boundaries crossed,
blurred, or queered by Worth — and by the couture tradition that would follow in his wake
— is that between the work of art and the work of fashion.
***
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While Worth’s critics find his pretension unendurable, his clients put up with it —

and more than that. In general, as Taine puts it, “they are only too happy” to submit
themselves to the inconveniences and the apparent indignities imposed by the couturier,
“saying: ‘Let him be rude as he likes, provided he dress me. After all, the tip-top go to
him.’—Some of these, his favourites, visit him for inspection before going to balls. He gives
little tea-parties at ten o’clock.” 78 As the Daily News writes in its obituary: “all the whims of
the artist...his waywardness, his abrupt changes of manner, his tumultuous outpourings of
new inspirations” were not only “endured” by his enraptured clientele but “indeed, they
formed part of the attraction of the setting.”79
!

It was, indeed, in large part through such a “setting” and its “attractions” that Worth

not only drew and kept these clients, but forged a systematic overhaul of fashion’s
production, consumption, and circulation, enacting the foundational instance of a mutually
promotional relationship of celebrated designer to celebrity clientele. Worth, writes fashion
historian Christopher Breward, “was concerned to ensure that his products were not
reduced to the level of mere commodities….Part of their value lay in the fact that their
design was associated with the aesthetic ideas and taste of one man alone, and with this in
mind Worth spent much eﬀort...in promoting his own identity as an arbiter of style.”80 Such
socially and economically forceful attractions, when set within the often-degraded field of
fashion, may contain aﬀective subtleties which are likely to be overturned or obscured in
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phobic readings of both commodity cultures and queer sensibilities. In light of this, we
should contrast accounts like Taine’s, Dickens’s, and others that speak from an alienated
position of what is at best annoyed amusement (and at worst quite revolted rage) with those
that come directly from the women “decried as slaves to this dictatorial monarch.” 81
!

One of these, the Comtesse de Mercy-Argenteau, in her 1916 memoir, recalls:
Worth was very amusing, and his vogue came quite as much from his
personality as from his talent as a dressmaker. When I wanted an important
toilette for a Court ball or some reception at the Tuileries, I had to call several
times. He would first look at me for a long time without speaking: then, in an
inspired and faraway voice: “Light gauze...pearl grey...roses and leaves...a trail
of lace...” and he would disappear. Then I had to go; the Master was building
his new masterpiece and would let me know when I could try it on. If he
decided that I was to wear blue or green I had to do as I was told. He was a
tyrant, but we all adored him.82

Many of the same notes are sounded here as we’ve heard already: Worth’s flamboyant and
fluttery working methods; his performative “inspirations” and dismissals; his unilaterally
decisive command over the fabrics, patterns, and colors in which each successive devotee
would be clad; his reverential, dexterous capacities for manipulating the flightiest of
materials (“light gauze...a trail of lace…”) into a “masterpiece.” But what we gain here is a
new aﬀective valence: a sense of the real pleasure — the amusement, the adoration — with
which the encounter between client and couturier can be charged.
!

The Comtesse de Mercy-Argenteau’s claim that Worth’s “vogue came quite as much

from his personality as from his talent as a dressmaker” is echoed in Christopher Breward’s
argument that the designer’s most noteworthy innovation was the system of self-promotion
through which he cultivated the “veneer of exclusivity and creativity which lent his name its
81
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resonance” and, thereby, “set a distinctive template for the myth of modern fashion.” 83
Drawing upon the aﬀective, anecdotal energies of the former in order to complicate the
historical-sociological analysis of the latter, I want to suggest that Worth might be seen as a
generative figurehead in not only the emergence of a new fashion system but also in that of
a new relational mode: the symbiotic relationship of inspiration and adoration, advice/
command, support and promotion, recognition and, in all of its complex vicissitudes,
identification, between a high-fashion designer and the women closely aﬃliated with him as
customers, models, muses. It has much in common with other relations between a creator
(of an image, scene, spectacle, object) and an avatar/consumer/performer — between, for
instance, director and star; artist and model — and, if it is by no means exclusively a queer
mode, it is one that bears significant weight in gay realms of cultural imagination and
production. As a central type of relational dynamic between gay men and (straight) women,
it is in some sense or in some cases the inverse of “diva worship,” but in others they are
closely related, even co-existent. If we can see Worth as diva-worshipper as well as fashiondictator, and see the women he dressed as collaborators and idols as well as devotees — and
if we can recognize that all of these dynamics can be, may in fact o1en be, aﬀectively
constituted by ambivalence; may coalesce around a potent varietal of love that does not
preclude prickly strains of rivalry, coercion, criticism, demand — then we can re-evaluate
Worth’s legacy, and read both the best-known and the strangest reaches of his archive, with
more subtlety and more impact.
!

In Brett Farmer’s passionate and theoretically sophisticated analysis of the

phenomenon of “gay diva worship,” the “adoration” that emanates from gay (and proto-gay)
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fans to their cherished female stars “function[s] as a process through which to resist and
transfigure the oppressive banalities of the heteronormative everyday.”84 Claiming it as a
“practice of resistant queer utopianism, or...queer sublimity,” he argues that “gay diva
worship’s blatant disorganization, if not dissolution, of orthodox subjective
boundaries...instates a rapturous jouissance in which the coherency of self is shattered, but
through that process it also enables the production of new modes of subjectivity that are
receptive of queer possibilities precisely because of their antinormative incoherency.” 85 If
indeed, as Farmer suggests, “gay diva worship is…a vital cultural forum for the enactment
of...processes of queer becoming,” how might the scenes of extravagant aﬀective and
material exchange native to haute couture expand or complicate this model? The couturier, I
would suggest, is both diva-worshipper and himself a diva: Charles Worth — imperious and
demanding, yet nonetheless thoroughly in devotional (as well as financial) thrall to the
aristocratic glamour which he clothes — is the prototype of the male fashion designer who
simultaneously gives and receives notably hyperbolic doses of attachment to and from
larger-than-life feminine figures. He revels in and, through his opulent labor, perpetuates the
auras of what Farmer calls “fabulous sublimity” surrounding his clients; simultaneously,
though, he also creates, through the cultivation and performance of the “pretentious”
persona, an aura of fabulous sublimity around himself — allowing us to see, at one of its
foundational moments, the additional charge brought to the scene of diva-worship by the
gay man who is simultaneously a fan and a manufacturer.
***
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Princess Pauline de Metternich, the wife of the Austrian ambassador to the Second

Empire court, was among Worth’s most prominent clients, and more than a client.
Stylistically adventurous and famously unbeautiful — she called herself “le singe à la
mode” (the “fashionable monkey”) — Metternich was the one who “discovered” Worth,
when he sent an album of dress designs for her perusal. Though her first reaction was one of
shock — “An Englishman who dares to design the dresses of Parisian women, what a strange
idea!...I want none of it!” — she was quickly swayed by page after page of “charming” and
“ravishing” ensembles. The Princess brought him to the attention of the Empress, wearing
to Court ball a white-and-silver Worth gown “so marvelously pretty in its simplicity and
elegance” that Eugénie was quickly convinced in turn to overcome her initial surprised
reluctance to be dressed by “un Anglais.” 86 Pauline de Metternich then spent much of the
ensuing decade working closely with the couturier to “launch” into the public eye of fashion
the more audacious of his innovations. She had, writes de Marly, “no inhibitions about
wearing anything that might be considered by others to be too daring. Indeed she took a
positive delight in being somewhat reckless and sensational.” 87
!

In her 1922 memoirs, the Princess recalls her relations with Worth, and her feelings

towards him, in a colorful language whose deep aﬀection leaves plenty of room for tinges of
frustration and mockery.
If he was expensive, horribly expensive, monstrously expensive, he was
grateful, and I can say to his credit that I have seen in very few people this
sentiment so well developed as in him. He didn't forget for a single day that
he owed his reputation to me, and he always showed me profound and sincere
devotion...These sentiments of gratitude and faithfulness always made me
Pauline de Metternich, Souvenirs de la Princess Pauline de Metternich (1859-1871) (Paris: Librarie Plon,
1922), 136-138. Translation mine.
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pass over the absurdities and slightly presumptuous manners of "ce bon M.
Worth," as we called him – especially when it was time for a new – a
sensationally new – dress! 88
The last sentence here is an especially clarifying instance of the separation between the
pretension of Worth’s persona (the “absurdities and slightly presumptuous manners”) and
the opulence — the “sensational” originality and beauty — of his productions. However, the
two strains interact with, inform, and complicate one another: the “monstrous”
expensiveness of his fashions arises out of the conjunction between social and material
elitisms; while the expense of the dresses and the arrogance of the man are simultaneously
oﬀset by his contravening aﬀective displays of “gratitude and faithfulness.” All of this, in
turn, is boosted by the extreme desirability of the fashions he creates. Perhaps the most
striking signal of intersubjective complexity, however, emerges at the end of Metternich’s
chapter on Worth:
...When, after a great ball that we had given during the Exposition of 1867, the
journals were all full of descriptions of the splendors of the party, the
tastefulness with which it had been carried oﬀ…I saw Worth, who
complimented me emphatically on my success, then regarding me with a
tender look, cried: “And to think that it is I who invented you!”
It was, perhaps, true.89
Worth’s dramatic assertion of authorial prerogative over the Princess’s appearance, her
social reputation, her very existence — “And to think that it is I who invented you!” — seems
to stand in direct opposition to the earlier statement of dependence, flowing as it did 0om
dressmaker to client: “He didn't forget for a single day that he owed his reputation to me,
and he aways showed me profound and sincere devotion.” In light of that contradiction, the
Princess’s final line — “C’est peut-être vrai” — might be taken as at least somewhat ironic, a
88
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slight yet definite dig at the dressmaker’s overwrought self-importance; but the irony is
modified and textured by the tenderness which circulates between them, surfacing in
Worth’s look (“me regardant d’un air attendri”) and, less directly but no less clearly, in the
Princess’s narrative voice. What emerges from these pages, I would suggest, is a pungently
sketched image of a professional (but by no means impersonal) relationship built on barbed
repartee and shared humor, mutual but fluctuating devotion and obligation, and, centrally,
mutually beneficial (indeed mutually co-dependent) collaborative energies that function in
the service of both self-creation and creative work.

v. “Tinsel and Glitter”: Re-reading Extravagance
!

At the beginning of September 1870, the Second Empire came to its end with

Napoléon III’s surrender to Prussia; in the middle of the month, the Siege of Paris began.
“The part played by Fashion was interrupted, and the source of caprice in dress completely
dried up,” recalls Augustin Challamel, with lots of drama, in his 1882 History of Fashion in
France. “The journals of Fashion that had formerly taught the whole world the latest
Parisian inventions in attire or hair-dressing were now silent! The love of dress, of jewels, of
brilliant finery, had vanished! How great was the change in a few months! From riches to
poverty, from thoughtless gaiety to universal mourning!”90 The Empress had fled to England,
and Worth’s maison de couture inevitably — though not, it would turn out, permanently —
shut its doors.

Augustin Challamel, The History of Fashion in France (trans. John Lillie, London: Samson, Low,
Marston, Searle & Rivington, 1882), 251.
90
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A British journalist, Henry Labouchere, trapped inadvertently in Paris when the

siege began and stuck there through its five-month duration, sent home dispatches
describing increasingly wretched conditions in the city that were published in The Daily
Mail (and later reprinted under the title Diary of the Besieged Resident in Paris). In a dispatch
dated January 4th, towards the end of the siege and the volume, he takes stock of the
doomed era just passed, when “to spend money was the readiest road to social
distinction....Cocodettes of the Court, cocottes of the Bois, wives of speculators, shoddy squaws
from New York...doubtful Italian Princesses, gushing Polish Countesses, and foolish
Englishwomen, merrily raced along the road to ruin.” 91 Amidst such recklessly cosmopolitan
hedonism, he says, “Good taste was lost in tinsel and glitter; what a thing cost was its only
standard of beauty.” Unsurprisingly, fashion comes into play as symptomatic of these larger
trends of cultural degeneracy; and Worth is recruited for censure not only as representative
and height of the fashion world, but also as a specifically noxious personality in his own
right: “Dresses by milliners in vogue gave a ready currency to their wearers. The Raphael of
his trade gave himself all the airs of a distinguished artist; he received his clients with vulgar
condescension, and they— no matter what their rank —- submitted to his insolence in the
hope he that he would enable them to outshine their rivals.” The passage is worth quoting at
length:
Ambassadors’ wives and Court ladies used to go take tea with the fellow, and
dispute the honour of filling his cup or putting sugar into it. I once went into
his shop— a sort of drawing-room hung round with dresses; I found him
lolling on a chair, his legs crossed before the fire. Around him were a bevy of
women, some pretty, some ugly, listening to his observations with the rapt
attention of the disciples of a sage. He called them up before him like schoolgirls, and, after inspecting them, praised or blamed their dresses. One, a
Henry Labouchere, Diary of the Besieged Resident in Paris: Reprinted %om "The Daily News", with
Several New Letters (London: Hurst and Blackett, 1871), 304.
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pretty young girl, found favour in his eyes, and he told her that he must dream
and meditate several days over her, in order to find the inspiration to make a
gown worthy of her. “Why do you wear these ugly gloves!” he said to another;
“never let me see you in gloves of that color again.” She was a very grand lady,
but she slipped oﬀ her gloves, and put them in her pocket with a guilty look...
A morning dress by this artist, worth in reality about four pounds, cost
thirty pounds; an evening dress, tawdry with flounces, ribbons, and bad lace,
could not be had under seventy pounds. There are about thirty shops in Paris
where, as at this man-milliner’s, the goods are not better than elsewhere, but
where they cost about ten times their value…92
!

In what is an astonishing coincidence of queer/fashion history, the Labouchere who

authored this rancorous screed is the very same man whose moderate celebrity as a
theatrical and journalistic impressario and Liberal politician in the 1860s and 70s would be
eclipsed by the monumental notoriety he gained as sponsor of the eponymous Amendment
to the Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1885. It was this piece of legislation, of course,
which rendered “any act of gross indecency” punishable by “imprison[ment] for any term
not exceeding two years, with or without hard labour” — thus, as William Cohen puts it,
“subsum[ing] the narrower injunction against sodomy...by virtually criminalizing gay male
style itself.” 93 Labouchere would come to function, therefore, as a singularly (if symbolically)
nameable agent in that epochal shift from sodomite as “a temporary aberration” to the
homosexual as “a species” 94; as the author, literally, of the long-fulminating shift’s swiftly
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finalizing thunderbolt: a “brief and simple clause tacked on to a piece of legislation directed
at an entirely diﬀerent target” by which, whatever its intentions, “we enter a new era.”95
!

Labouchere’s account is among the most emotionally worked-up that we have seen

and among the most vividly rendered; it also seems to me to be the most pungently
evocative of a character-type — constituted on the socially microscopic level of ways of
sitting, ways of speaking — that is emerging, around this moment, as a specifically
homosexual one. It is remarkable that so graphic — and so graphically vitriolic — a
figuration of one kind of “gay male style” comes directly from the imagination of the man
whose amendment would play so large a role in crystallizing (and criminalizing) that style as
gay. Perhaps the conjunction is “just” a coincidental one, a sort of historical fluke; but I
think that nonetheless we can extract meaning from it.
!

There is, I realize, something problematic in a critical move that draws upon this

mean-spirited but trivial (maybe apocryphal) encounter, set fifteen years before the Criminal
Law Amendment Act and twenty-five before the Wilde trials, and attempts to utilize the
traumatic definitional repercussions of Labouchere’s statute in order to read queer meaning,
indeed to insert the possibility of gay meaning, into the life and work of a man who was by
no account actively homosexual; and whose apparently happy (if little discussed) marriage
Nicholas Edsall, Toward Stonewa$: Homosexuality and Society in the Modern Western World
(Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2003): “There is some question whether Henry
Labouchere intended this..in proposing his amendment. He may have seen it as a wrecking
amendment, designed to weaken or even defeat the Criminal Law Amendment Act as a
whole...Hindsight is especially misleading with regard to the thinking of those who supported the
Labouchere amendment at the time of its passage. While we are aware of the anguish and suﬀering
it caused for nearly a century, not only could they not have foreseen its consequences, but they were
not given, nor did they take, time to consider the nature of the trap they were setting” (112). Wilde,
however — albeit with some dramatically sharpened hindsight — could: “I have no doubt we shall
win,” he wrote to George Ives in March 1898, “but the road is long, and red with monstrous
martyrdoms. Nothing but the repeal of the Criminal Law Amendment Act would do any good. That
is the essential. It is not so much public opinion as public oﬃcials that need educating” (Complete
Letters of Oscar Wilde, 1044).
95
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and magnificent (if constantly derided) career both flourished, unharassed by any such
prosecutorial measure, until his death in 1895. But scenes like Labouchere’s are drawn with a
precision that, though phobically-induced, make them recuperable for a gay archive. They
are redolent of the “camp glow” that Wayne Koestenbaum derives from reading anecdotes
of operatic “diva lore”: “experiencing the camp glow,” he says, “is a way of reversing one’s
abjection, and, by witnessing the depletion of cultural monuments, experiencing one’s own
power to fill degraded artifacts to the brim with meanings…[to make] a private airlift of lost
cultural matter, fragments held hostage by everyone else’s indiﬀerence.” 96 The scenes of
Worth’s atelier — sharing much of this with Koestenbaum’s diva scenes — are full of
moments of grandiosity, bitchiness (“reputed,” says Koestenbaum, “to be a gay mode” 97) and
rivalry, adoration and cultish devotion, overestimation, hyperbole, excess, lounging grandeur,
catty critiques, devotees and muses; of gowns conceived in dreams and hung on walls as the
works of art that, in fact, they are.
!

I want to suggest a few interpretive moves that might be made from Labouchere’s

description of the social and material operations of the man whom he calls, snidely, “the
Raphael of his trade.” First, I would re-evaluate the central image — of Worth “lolling”
amongst a group of “rapt” women over tea; alternately rhapsodizing on the beauties of one
and busily shaming the accessories of another — as a moment not of rankly manipulative
cruelty, or of sheer absurdity, but rather of the performative “pretension” that contains an
indubitably disagreeable aﬀect, a veneer of judginess and of bitchiness, yet also a good deal
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of camaraderie, shared investment, amusement, and fun. Alongside that, I would re-evaluate
the other central image — of the overpriced dresses, “tawdry with flounces, ribbons, and bad
lace” — as, more simply, wrong: a misrecognition, born of ignorance or of a steadfast
antipathy, of the quality of opulence. To put it diﬀerently: I propose to “airlift,” in
Koestenbaum’s terms, Labouchere’s description of the couture persona as it stands, and to
“savor” it precisely for its prickly but enticing negative aﬀects; and, on the other hand, to
invalidate his representation of the couture object and replace it with one that observes, and
grants legitimacy to, an aesthetic conceit and a material practice of skillfully-wrought luxury
eﬀects.
!

The Victorian heterosexual-masculine imagination — as represented by Labouchere,

Taine, Dickens, and the numerous anonymous journalistic voices who chime in to oﬀer their
intrigued but overridingly derogatory opinions — finds antithetical to its socio-political and
aesthetic standards both of the qualities I am outlining: the pretension of the couture
persona and the opulence of the couture object. An emergent queer imagination, however,
might render these qualities in a diﬀerent light: a light of probing recognition; of
subversively configured potentiality for the building of alternative modes of creating and
interacting with material objects; of encountering and interacting — largely through the
lambent appeals of those material objects — with other subjects.
***
!

In her analysis of Victorian fashion plates, Sharon Marcus unfolds the

homoerotically-charged dynamics of female identification and desire represented and
transmitted through their depictions of women, almost always without men, interacting
with and gazing at one another as they glide through spaces of leisure activity and opulent
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decoration. Marcus argues that the active pleasures encoded within, and enacted through,
these fashion plates explode the “still influential claims that men look and women are
looked at, that only male viewers enjoy corporeal spectacles of femininity, that voyeuristic
scopophilia is split from exhibitionistic fetishism, and that the beholder must choose
between desire or identification.” Fashion plates, she suggests, oﬀered phantasmatic
satisfaction to female viewers’ urge to “turn themselves into spectacles of femininity,” but at
the same time granted them the pleasure of regarding other women stylized fully into
desirable objects. “Far from creating a utopian reciprocity that bypassed objectification and
voyeurism,” writes Marcus, “fashion plates trained Victorian women to assume the
appearance of middle-class femininity by indulging their pleasure in looking at female
bodies, their longing to touch them, and their desire to control them. 98 Marcus’s insistence
on the complex workings of these pleasures underscores, among other things, the fact that
they contain what might be called negative impulses: “Victorian women as well as men,” she
says, “enjoyed objectifying women and entertained active, aggressive impulses towards
femininity. Victorian commodity culture incited an erotic appetite for femininity in
women...and prompted women’s fantasies about dominated a woman or submitting to
one.” 99
!

As drawn by both critics and fans, the scenes of spectacle and socializing set at

Worth’s shop — full of delight and of discipline — provide the opportunity for an
application and an expansion of this argument. Marcus argues that Victorian fashion, as
vividly illustrated in the plates and circulated in the magazines that contained them,
Sharon Marcus, Between Women: Friendship, Desire, and Marriage in Victorian England (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 2007), 135.
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“becomes a respectable version of promiscuity for women, a form of female cruising, in
which strangers who inspect each other in passing can establish an immediate intimacy
because they participate in a common public culture whose medium is clothing.” 100 This is
true also, and with additionally cogent literality, of the couture salon — a materially, rather
than only phantasmatically, inhabitable space of looking at fashions and the bodies in them.
One of Worth’s famous innovations, one of his major and lasting contributions to the
processes of elite fashion’s circulation, was the employment of models, who served as
embodied targets of a gaze simultaneously desirous and identificatory. “Lovely, bareheaded
girls walked to and fro...dressed in the day after tomorrow’s fashion” says an account
published in La Vie Parisienne in 1870. “They walked about the salons in model dresses, living
examples of the celebrated What’s-His-Name’s art. For his clients, this was a living
temptation, the materialization of what his scissors could do with the fabrics that were still
nothing but promises. By pointing to a skirt that undulated before her, a woman could
choose the style of her bustle, her bodice, or her belt, worn by a live model. It was
ingenious, convenient, and extraordinarily up to date.”101
!

But if it serves as a particularly exciting venue of the interchange of female-

homoerotic enjoyments, it adds to them another valence of complicated and oftenunrecognized pleasures: those provided by the central presence of the male designer. The
pleasures that Worth’s clients found in observing one another may have been compounded
by the pleasures they (and he) found in being observed by him, and in observing one another
being observed by him. The repertoire of queer aﬀects that we can recognize as mobilized
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by the images and objects of Victorian fashion could well be expanded to include those that
emerge from accounts of Worth’s salon; and that arguably emerge most saliently through
those accounts that are driven by, and soaked through with, bitterness and anxiety. These
might include the pleasures of catty summations upon other women’s dress as well as one’s
own; the pleasures of being disciplined out of wearing a certain pair of gloves. And they
might include the pleasures of inspiring and acquiring a dress of unreserved opulence and
expense; of being worked on — with attention and intimacy that are deep and embodied yet
that remain outside of heterosexuality — by a gay, or at any rate an unheterosexual, man.
!

Aggression and control, then, can also be seen as coloring the relation between the

couturier and his client, in addition to (as Marcus argues) that between female consumers of
fashionable dress and imagery. I would like to insist on their standing not as pathological
motive forces — as an outmoded yet still influential psychoanalytic critique of the gay
presence in fashion design insists — but rather as elements that interweave with adoration
and creativity in a queer aﬀective structure. Together, these strands constitute a sociosexually dissident relational structure that finds one of its definitive and most culturally
influential locales on the stage of haute couture, where persona and objects function
correlatively to produce the eﬀects — material and performative, contingent and
transmissible — of glamour.

vi. “Un Foui#is de Constructions”: Queer Spatialities
!

“Ridiculous the creations of M. Worth could be, with some heavy decorative

fantasies,” writes Alex Cain in the postscript to his 2004 edition of Mallarmé’s intricately
parodic 1874 fashion magazine La Dernière Mode, “the vital haute couture stamp of
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uniqueness ranging from the bizarre to the pointless, that element of ‘conspicuous outrage’
which has been seen as one of the pursuits of Veblen’s leisured classes.”102 Like the genre of
haute couture itself — definitionally comprised, as Cain suggests, of clothing that exceeds its
use-value as such — the fashions of the era dominated by Worth have an especially
indissoluble reputation for an excessive, oppressive ornateness that renders them as diﬃcult
for a modernist eye to appreciate as, we imagine, they must have been for a Victorian body
to actually wear.103 But although this viewpoint has continued to influence their reception,
Worth’s designs themselves often pose a gorgeous challenge to the idea of mid-nineteenth
century fashion’s histrionic retrogressiveness. If one frequent line of argument claims that
“when modernism was first arriving in art and technology, dress was heading in the opposite
direction...complexity overpowered simplicity, ornamentation thwarted functionalism and
sedentariness took precedence over mobility,” 104 other fashion historians posit a diﬀerent
trajectory of relation between these spheres: Harold Koda and Richard Martin, for example,
point to Worth as an innovator working in tune with — rather than against — the
movements of culture that would announce the genesis of modernism. !For them, “the
history of haute couture is, from its inception, closely aligned to the history of modern art,”
the modern metropolis, and modern subjectivity. They write:
The expressive opulence of nineteenth-century dress, familiar in paintings of
the period by such fashion-acute observers as Manet, Degas, and Seurat,
rendered the visual spectacle that captivated the modern movement in its
interest in urban life and the emotional life of individuals. The shapes that
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evolved from Worth’s original crinoline bubbles were perhaps always
structures seeking the eﬀortless lightness of modernity.105
This “lightness,” this alignment with the “modern movement,” can be hard to see: it is true
that, as Amy Fine Collins writes, to our contemporary eyes it is more or less inevitable (and
not without reason) that “the bountiful layers of fabric, disjunctive components, and
abundant trimmings that made up dresses during [this] time span seem stifling.” 106 But it is
worth looking for. The delineation of opulence and pretension provides an enlarged
vocabulary for interpreting (queerly) the histories of luxurious objects, and suggests a
distinction — though not a disconnect — between the material eﬀects of a thing and the
social aﬀects coloring the orbit of its production and reception. As such, it may help enable
us to re-view some of the garments conceived by Worth and worn by his clients: to see them
as innovative rather than stifling; as expertly wrought rather than overwrought. And it may,
when those garments are overwrought, enable us to draw out the recalcitrant, often
abjected strains of desire and relationality that can, as Elaine Freedgood has suggested,
reside in the “fringe” spaces of Victorian decoration.107
!

Here, though, I would like to turn not to Worth’s fashions themselves but to the

spaces of their production and display. As John Potvin notes, fashion and space are intimately
connected: “encounters with fashion happen within space at a given place,” and the contours
of such spatialities “do not simply function as backdrops but are pivotal to the meaning and
vitality that the experiences of fashion trace.” 108 Drawing on Walter Benjamin’s hugely
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influential topography of Parisian arcades, and the metropolitan eﬀects reaching out from
them spatially and symbolically to “accommodate the fantasies and desires of the modern
urbanite,” Potvin writes: “Architectural and spatial structures are transformed by fashionable
embodied agents who forever participate in the never-ending spectacle and performances of
modernity as both agents and spectators...Arcades were at once private and public, where
the spectacle was the commodity and where thresholds were always threatened by fashion’s
subjects and objects.”109 The language of transgressed boundaries and the socially-emplaced
performance of shifting identities and desires points towards the terrain of queer existence
— and queer analysis. Employing terms similar to Potvin’s, but adding an important queer
specificity to the discussion, Michael Hatt, speculating on the historically dense
“relationship between the Aesthetic interior and homosexuality” in late-Victorian London,
argues that “these interiors were not closets...spaces where a true homosexual self resided
apart from the world...but nor were they…‘performative’ spaces where a homosexual self
came into being. They were, rather, attempts to create spaces where private desire and
public self were integrated, where all one’s experience could be invoked and unified.”110
!

I want to read Charles Worth’s two major architectural locales — his atelier on the

Rue de la Paix, and his villa at Suresnes, on the outskirts of the capital — as, likewise, spaces
of the negotiation between public and private, profession and pleasure, desire and
decoration. Both, I want to suggest, are queer spaces: spaces with much to say about
fashion’s queerness and about queer self-fashioning. Both the atelier and the villa are spaces
devoted to the production, display, and consumption of luxurious objects, and thus to the
109
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production and negotiation of relations forged around and through those objects. However,
they also emerge as two very diﬀerent kinds of spaces for the dynamic interaction of
fashionability with relationality and identity: two divergent systems of usage, of decor, and
of social performance within space. We might read the atelier as a space of queer work and
the villa as a space of queer pleasure — and read, in the distinctions and interactions
between them, the unfolding of a queer figure and field. This, of course, is overly schematic,
but the schematization (and its ruptures) are useful: contrasting the decorative schema of
Worth’s atelier with that of his villa — the former characterized by a streamlined,
aesthetically focused, sensual but technically masterful species of luxury; the latter by an
unrestrained, aesthetically chaotic, ostentatious and (to many) unconvincing one — permits
us to visualize in a new way the spatialities of the nineteenth-century high-fashion scene,
and to speculate on how that scene interacts with the emergence of queer material
aﬃliations.
!

The Worth maison de couture on the Rue de la Paix — with its staircase “thickly

carpeted and lined with exotic flowers” 111; its plush velvet chairs (in which, later in the 1870s,
one would find “twin black spaniels” sitting); its “glass and gold-leaf curio cabinets revealing
enchanting bits of [Worth’s] private collection”112 — seems, in the perception of at least one
visitor, to have been provocatively redolent of Laurence Senelick’s homosexual-villain’s
prototypical “milieu, filled with flowers and objets d’art” that serve as “clues to his depraved
nature...a hothouse where selfish passions were bred.” 113 Joseph Primoli, after visiting the
establishment of “the great couturier in fashion!” with his mother in 1868, writes with some
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palpitant excitement of being struck, in particular, by the staﬀ of “young men [who] all look
like embassy attachées with their English accents, curled hair, pearl tie-pins, and turquoise
rings”; and by a sense that the whole place “exhaled some atmosphere of degraded
aristocracy, some heady fragrance of elegance, wealth and forbidden fruit.” 114
!

Other accounts, however, give a diﬀerently textured view: Worth’s obituary in

Harper’s Bazar, specifies that — notwithstanding the piquant detail of “carpets in imitation
of tiger-skins in gray and black, with scarlet bordering” covering the floors — “the rooms in
which customers are received in the Rue de la Paix establishment are quite plainly
furnished.”115 Consider the layout of the maison, in 1867, as reconstructed by the fashion
historian and curator Elizabeth Coleman in her 1989 book on The Opulent Era, which I want
to suggest tries — but oddly fails — to evoke the overripe sensuality privileged in Primoli’s
reminiscence:
[One] first entered a room where nothing was displayed but black and white
silks—as if to clear the palate in this palace of temptation...yards of austere
yet startling fabrics. Nestled in were excessively overstuﬀed chairs and
couches, and glass and gold-leaf curio cabinets...Next came the rainbow room,
with silks in all colors, almost liquid, from the looms of Lyon, except for some
imported Italian brocades that Worth fancied. The third room, like a padded
cell, contained the pile fabrics: velvets, plushes, and the like...Having
undergone the visual and tactile experiences oﬀered by these anteshowrooms, one was now prepared to enter another salon where actual
garments were displayed on wooden forms. A mirrored wall surround
immediately put the customer in the picture in an obvious attempt to
contrast the freshness of the model creations with the reflections of their own
fading fashions. Later, a “salon de lumière” was specially outfitted with

Quoted in Joanna Richardson, La Vie Parisienne, 240. On this, Diana de Marly comments,
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mirrors and gaslight to simulate an evening ambience, so that clients could see
the eﬀects of gowns worn in those hours.116
It seems to me that Coleman is trying, here, with her connotative asides about “temptation”
and “padded cells” and liquid silk and mirrors, to evoke an ambience of rococo entrapment.
Yet, it does not actually come across as so flagrantly overwrought: a progression of salons,
each assiduously thematized to the display of a class of fabric, a singular quality of color or
of texture, sounds in fact like a sleekly, almost understatedly, luxe decorative scheme.
Nineteenth-century descriptions of the “fourth salon,” where “a few of Worth’s newest
dresses were always on view,” also produce the impression of a surrounding austerity that
further pronounces the streamlining of visual attention on the material centerpieces: “The
dresses were placed in a row, well lighted, against a wall of mirrors, and clients would stand
gazing at them in respectful silence, for all the world as though they were in some art gallery,
although there were few pictures or statues, perhaps, that would have sent them into such a
state of entranced admiration.” 117 !
!

Drawing together these various impressions, we can construct an overall image of the

couture salon that complicates, if not fully contradicts, a discursively prominent idea of it as
a space of gaudy or louche decorative hyperbole. It was an opulent space; but, as Michael
Hatt says of Wilde’s house — which likewise befuddles expectations of “sheer excess” —
“there was a real clarity of surface.” 118 Like many of the dresses constructed and displayed
within it, then, the design of the atelier itself demands a re-definition of opulence that resists

Elizabeth Ann Coleman, The Opulent Era: Fashions of Worth, Doucet and Pingat (New York: Thames
and Hudson and the Brooklyn Museum, 1989), 16.
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the frequent opposition of that term to “taste,” to beauty, to stylistic — as well as moral or
psychological — integrity.
***
!

What happens when we compare the maison de couture to Worth’s other habitation,

the “curiously-constructed villa at Suresnes,” 119 some miles to the west of Paris? This
building was purchased in 1864, in his initial flush of prosperity, and exuberantly renovated
and expanded over the following years? The architecture, landscaping, and interior
decoration of the Suresnes estate were all entirely overseen by Charles himself, and all were
lavish exercises in conglomerative excess. “The villa at Suresnes, which he enlarged and
expanded, adding a wing here, a wing there, and pavilions and chalets, gave the eﬀect of a
jumble of buildings [un foui#is de constructions] crowded into much too small a space, all
clashing with each other,” wrote Pauline de Metternich.120 As additions piled up, the
structure swelled into “an exotic mixture of Gothic, Indian, English Tudor, and Moorish”121
motifs, and inside each of the many rooms was outfitted in a diﬀerent vein of ostentation:
“One room was wholly tiled, so to speak, with porcelain of price, let into the walls to form a
series of matchless genre pictures in the great styles of ceramic art,” says the Daily News in
1895, while “the boudoir was upholstered in real lace.”122 The “monumental white staircase
[was] adorned with two crouching lions,” 123 and the cabinet de toilette had a giant silver
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bathtub.124 Outside, there was a “vast greenhouse which seemed to cover an acre of surface,
amidst a forest of palm-leaves, tree-ferns, variegated verdures, and fantastic flowers.” 125
!

If the atelier might be viewed as a space contoured around material opulence and

social pretension, the villa looks on the other hand like a space contoured around
pretentious materiality and opulent sociability. Here — unlike on the Rue de la Paix — we
can deduce the kind of manic, overheated decorative excess so often coded as tasteless, as
lacking a center. Here Worth’s pretension finds a diﬀerent valence: rather than asserting his
cultural power and aesthetic authority through control over his clients’ dress, he asserted it
through total indulgence — collapsing, it seems, into un-control — in his own material
fantasies. It was here, as the Ladies’ Treasury put it in its 1895 obituary, where the “eccentric
tastes” of the deceased designer “came out”: “This building of brick and stone is full of
artistic objets, and has been described as an ‘Aladdin’s palace.’” 126
!

At Suresnes Worth housed the bulk of his vast collection of objets d’art, only a few

choice bits of which were on display at the Rue de la Paix. Like many of his contemporaries,
Worth had a mania for china, and he was wealthy and obsessive enough that, according to
Coleman, “his collection of ceramics was thought by family members to be one of the
largest, if not one of the most valuable, ever established.” 127 After a visit in 1882, Edmond de
Goncourt declared himself sickened by the extraordinary levels of decorative unrestraint:
“It is impossible,” he wrote, “to imagine the lunatic knick-knackery in that house.”
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The walls are covered with plates of every age and every county. Mme Worth
said that there were 25,000 of them. And everywhere, even on the backs of
the chairs, there are crystal drops. The place is a nightmare of broken china
and carafe stoppers. It is as if somebody were turning a kaleidoscope of
glittering pieces of glass in front of your eyes all the time, and you come away
from that house, with its crystal salad-bowls set in the window-panes, as
dazed as if you had been in a monstrous fairyland palace. 128
Goncourt’s harshness is not surprising: he joins our litany of male observers in whom
Charles Worth, with his queer excesses of self-presentation and object-relations, provokes
reactions of irritation and contempt. Even much more sympathetic observers, though,
found the decor at Suresnes to be thoroughly, disconcertingly, over-the-top. Pauline de
Metternich, who just a few pages earlier in her Souvenirs has passionately declared Worth’s
opinions to be “impeccable” not only in matters of fashion but of social observation as
well129, introduces her description of the villa with a caveat that is no less cutting for being
self-contradictory: “As much as Worth had taste for everything relating to dress, he lacked it,
in my opinion, for everything else...The apartments were furnished with great richness, and

Edmond and Jules de Goncourt, Pages %om the Concourt Journals (New York: New York Review
Books, 2007), 276. Goncourt’s account ends by stating that “the owner returns there every evening,
incapable of eating, incapable of enjoying his astonishing home, his head aching from the scents and
perfumes of the great ladies he has been dressing during the day.” This is backed up by Harper’s which
in an 1892 article on Worth notes: “One personal peculiarity of the great dressmaker deserves a
special mention, and that is his great dislike to perfumes of any kind. None of his female
subordinates are permitted to use scent...And when laces are brought to him, all odorous from a long
sojourn in perfumery sachets, he has them thoroughly aired before he will occupy himself with their
proper arrangement on the dress they are intended to adorn.” However, Pauline de Metternich
mentions a feature at Suresnes that would seem to call this scent-aversion (or at least its extent) into
question: there was, she says, in a secret little room, “a fountain that flowed continuously with eau de
Cologne!” (Souvenirs, 143). Without attempting to decide on the veracity of any or all of these
statements, I would say that the question itself — did Worth have such antipathy towards perfume
that it sent him into a state of neurotic fit? or, on the other hand, did he outfit his dressing-room
with a special, scent-spouting fountain? — is a very gay one, one reason being that it puts Worth in
the company of other late-Victorian queer scent-obsessives like Dorian Gray and Huysman’s Des
Esseintes.
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I swear that I would have preferred to live in a whitewashed room than in one of the salons
of which poor Worth was especially proud, dripping with gold, satins, velvets, brocades,
ornaments, furniture gilded on every edge.”130
!

This, like Goncourt’s dismay at the dizzying eﬀects of the “monstrous fairyland

palace,” is in keeping with Victorian suspicions about glamorous materiality. “Writings on
the interior in the 1880s,” notes Michael Hatt, “generally warned against ostentatious
eﬀects.” In home-decoration treatises, Robert Edis “railed against ‘glitter and shine’ and
[Walter] Hamilton too saw gaudy glitter as decadent and vulgar.”131 Hatt’s compelling
argument, centering here on Pater’s interiors, underscores the ideological implication of
such complaints, and points us towards the other — the queer — perspective, one that we
may be able to imagine Worth sharing as he hung “larmes de cristal” upon the backs of his
chairs: “Those vulgar surfaces that Aesthetic decorators so abhorred are exactly those in
which Pater delighted. His vocabulary is filled with words like gleam, glitter, gloss, shine,
sparkle, brightness…[Glitter] suggests a physical position for an embodied viewer, the visual
form of the world changing and flickering as he moves through space; it suggests an
overcoming of the tasteful dullness of convention in an intensified visual experience.”132
!

Pauline de Metternich strikes again a diﬀerent note when it comes to her

recollection of the social scene — rather than the aesthetic backdrop — at Suresnes: “When

Metternich, Souvenirs, 142-143.Translation mine. However, she appreciated other features of the
landscaping: “The garden of the villa was admirably tended, with flowers and fruits abounding. What
struck me was that in the flower beds you could see lilies, roses, irises, glads all growing, as I never
saw anywhere else. The sight of these flowers opening out onto thick greenery was charming.”
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you visited Suresnes, M. and Mme. Worth never failed to serve you a delicious snack, either
in the garden, or in the magnificent dining room. The tea service was ruby; the servants, in
breeches and silk stockings, looked like they came from a great house; in a word, all was
remarkably well done...The master of the house did the honors simply and without airs.” At
this “country-place,” says Harper’s in 1895 — supporting the Princess’s recollection of the
generosity of Worth’s manners, if not of their simplicity — the couturier “entertained his
friends with an Oriental lavishness; he threw oﬀ entirely the manner” of domineering, even
“bullying” command, “which he reserved for his establishment in Paris.”133 He changed his
costume, too: in 1869, a London magazine pictures him at his “Elysian baronial residence,
with its four tourettes and all complete,” greeting a week-end parade of “haute volée” guests
“attired as a Grand Veneur [Grand Huntsman], Louis XIV!...There stands the great tailor...a
company of resplendent flunkies in baronial liveries forms the guard of honour in his
vestibule.” 134
!

Posing not as a temporally free-floating “artist” figure, as he did in Paris with his

beret and scarf, but rather as a period-specific royal oﬃcial, Worth’s position in relation to
his aristocratic clientele also alters. At the atelier, (in)famously, he exerted his willful impact
— if not outright control — over the women whom he dressed, reigning as “Dieu de la
mode” over the sartorial choices, and thus the bodily composition, of the “suzeraine[s] of
society.” The 1869 column from which I am quoting, in fact, opens by tracing, mordantly,
over the ground of Worth’s socially insolent and (a)sexually scandalous attitude towards the
women he dresses: “All secrets are laid bare to him; to him, probably, women never lie…each
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one has the fashion of the raiment she is to wear assigned to her; and lo! she wears it. There
is no appeal. You are Worth’s, or you are not....It is true he looks upon you simply in the
poupée méchanique point of view...” 135 At his villa, though, in week-end socializing with those
same women, these dynamics are modified: here, it is Worth himself who is costumed, and
he becomes not only host but a sort of supplicant to the aristocratic visitors within whose
social milieu — and historical legacy — he stands liminally as both an integral component
and an inevitable outsider.
The Grand Veneur, in his gigantic boots, with his plumed hat under his arm,
bows his distinguished visitors to the salon. There tea is served, the Grand
Veneur directing the manoevres...The tea-drinkers recline in luxurious
fauteils, the cushions, &c., of which are trimmed with lace that made my
informant’s mouth water. You may imagine from this what the rest of the
upholstery is like.136
In this guise, at this tea party, Worth’s persona generates a camp eﬀect of a diﬀerent genre
than that which I observed in the scenes of the atelier; one does not imagine him here
shaming a guest for the color of her gloves.
!

In contradistinction to the atelier, thoroughly a part of the modern metropolis —

gaslights, cosmopolitan crowds, decorative aﬀects tuned to the functionalities of the design
and display of saleable objects — the villa is outside of the city, and to some degree outside
of modernity. Its spectacle is geared not to consumption but to collection; not to the
“The Fashions,” The Ladies’ Treasury, February 1869. The Treasury, a fashion and women’s-interest
journal, credits this as “extracted from a recent number of Echoes %om the Clubs.” Subtitled “A record of
political topics and social amenities,” this journal was published in London in 1867-68. In contrast to the
Treasury, this would have been targeted towards a readership on the masculine end of general. The
fact that they share this content reveals again the widespread, somewhat anarchic, circulation of
fashion news in the mid-Victorian period, which I have discussed in the preceding chapter.
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restless, self-overturning cycles of novelty on which fashion is said to depend but on longer
trends of renovation, addition, restoration, memorialization. At the Rue de la Paix, Worth
oversaw the conceptualization, production, and instigation of new shapes: new silhouettes,
new modalities of circulation, new relational structures. At Suresnes, he amassed, arranged,
and recreated old shapes, old types of both recreation and decoration.
!

Historical tropes — the patterns, textures, shapes of diﬀerent past periods —

brushed up against each other in Worth’s fashion designs as well as in the exterior and
interior arrangements of his villa, but it seems that the latter failed, rather spectacularly, to
incorporate them into a coherent whole. Styles clashed; textures collided. The couturier’s
villa becomes a space where fervid material desires, commodity fetishes, are welded to
historical aﬃliations: but welded, somehow, incompletely, or ineﬀectively; showing,
poignantly and provocatively, the cracks in the constructional processes — of personas,
objects, spaces, selves.
!

Among the most memorable details of the estate is this: “the extensive grounds

contained tiny chateaux appropriated to each of the sons, and the artificial ruins in the
garden had come straight from the Tuileries after the Commune. The great man had bought
them as a job lot in marble and wrought iron.”137 According to Worth’s 1955 biographer Edith
Saunders, this remarkable acquisition happened in the late 1870s, when the French
government decided to demolish, rather than restore, the charred remains of the Palais.
Collectors were invited to take what they wanted before the razing, and Worth jumped at
the chance to possess “a souvenir” of the vanished structure: “He took scores of great
Corinthian columns, as well as cornices, pediments, fine marble statues, busts, and carved
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fragments; he even took whole sections of the façade complete with windows and a balcony.
Worth gave much thought to the arrangement of his trophies,” and, as Saunders imagines it,
he “achieved a result which was delightful and impressive, although a little melancholy.” 138
Pauline de Metternich, however — although she was deeply moved by Worth’s lifelong,
unwavering devotion to the Empress — did not approve of this exercise in Imperial
nostalgia and historic preservation: “In the middle of this cluster of buildings,” she writes,
“the proprietor had built, with stones and sculptures acquired in the wreckage of the Palais
des Tuileries, a kind of ruin which...created a disastrous eﬀect because it overpowered the
rest.”139
!

It would be diﬃcult, perhaps impossible — and beside the point — to judge whether

the Princess de Metternich is “right” in her assessment of the monumental landscaping at
Suresnes as an aesthetic “disaster.” I want, though, to hold onto the possibility that it did
indeed look strange, disjunctive, somewhat oﬀ; that the pieces of ruined palace planted in
the garden, like the clamor of decorative sheens in the indoor spaces and like the clashing
conglomeration of structural features on the building itself, may have produced an eﬀect of
aesthetic failure — which, again, I am positing in opposition to the virtuosities of Worth’s
fashions. Within that failure can emerge ligaments of longing, obsession, sentimentality,
death; and huge outputs of relational and aﬀective intensities. As Benjamin writes of

Edith Saunders, The Age of Worth, 191-193. “A splendid colonnade of fluted Corinthian columns
adorned one part of the garden, and in another columns were arranged in a romantic grotto, with
vases, fragments of sculptural cornices and antique busts arranged among shrubs, rocks, and
trees….Curved paths swept gracefully about, flights of white stone steps joined the diﬀerent levels of
the undulating gardens, and in a grove of flowering bushes one came upon two marble lovers on a
pedestal, scantily clad in classical drapery and gazing in each other’s eyes as they had done ever since
the days of Louis XIV.”
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Baudelaire: “The things that have gone out of fashion have become inexhaustible containers
of memories.”140
***
!

Quoting an ecstatic 1882 description of Frederic Leighton’s House from the Victorian

decoration expert Mrs. Haweis — “where hall opens out of hall, reviving now antique, now
medieval, now Renascence Italy, from Florence to Rome, down through regal Naples, on to
Cairo itself; and yet it is not Rome, nor Sicily, nor Egypt, but a memory, a vision seen
through modern eyes” 141 — Michael Hatt writes: “the ascent to the studio was a journey
through space and through time. The visitor was not simply presented with a series of stage
sets, reconstructions of historical moments, but was permitted a phenomenological
engagement with those moments, experiencing the collapse of history, or, rather,
experiencing history as a spatial memory.”142 Brilliantly, Hatt notes the resonance between
this historical-visionary journey and the one swooningly experienced by Camille des Grieux
upon hearing René Teleny play for the first time — through Alhambra, Egypt, Sodom and
Gomorrah: a tour “of the monumental spaces of perverse desire.” In the journey of the gaypornographic narrator as well as that of the Aesthetic design critic, “the moving from space
to space...is also a moving through time, each historical vignette providing a diﬀerence
context for the self, fusing vision, memory, and desire...In Teleny, Mrs Haweis’ Aesthetic
swoon is supplanted by more than a hint of orgasm, and the memory, seen through modern
eyes, is the memory of homosexual desire.” 143 Bearing in mind these readings, Edith
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Saunders’s fanciful elaboration of the spatial and psychic routes that emanate from Worth’s
souvenir-ruins merits extended quotation:
On a warm summer night Worth liked to stroll about his garden among the
majestic remains of the Palace of the Tuileries. Nature had now adapted them
to their surroundings; ivy crept round the base of antique
pedestals...Fragments of fine carving, chiselled by forgotten craftsmen, lay
among banks of flowers, half hidden; and when he glanced at them Worth
might discern crowns and sceptres or the initials of Catherine de Medicis and
Henri II. Or on another occasion he might come upon some allegorical omen
of disaster, a broken mirror or an inverted plume, carved in secret by an artist
who feared and detested the Italian queen. And most evocative of the past
was the splendid section of the façade which had been set up, with its
columns and windows. Innumerable royal ladies had, in their time, flitted past
those windows in splendid attire; Marie Antoinette, the passionate lover of
fashion, in the outrageous creations of Madame Rose Bertin; the Empress
Josephine in the elegant masterpieces of Leroy...Queen Hortense, mother of
Louis Napoleon, Queen Marie-Amélie and Madame Adélaïde, and last of all
the Empress Eugénie, dressed by Worth, more beautiful than any of them…
[Her] youthful shade seemed to lean over the balcony, clad in muslin and silk
of pale colours as her favourite couturier had dressed her and Winterhalter
had painted her. 144
!

Wandering among the transplanted ruins of the Tuileries and visualizing episodes in

European imperial history — in fantasies aroused by, and intricately correlated to, the
decorative material features of buildings and dresses — Charles Worth is another traveler
through a spatially-determined stream of historical experience. His journey takes place in
between the physical realm of Mrs. Haweis’s tour and the phantasmatic one of des Grieux’s
— because ruins, while really there, are also inherently located on the edge of disappearance,
and because they require embellishment to retain meaning. For Worth, too, “space was
mnemonic, aﬀective, enabling desire”; and though that desire is not in any explicit way
homosexual, it is queer. It recalls — or anticipates — gay aﬀective relations to history, to
femininity and to women, to fashion. The ruins of the Tuileries, re-purposed into looming
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and melancholic landscape ornament, become for Worth iconic of a historicity both violent
and visionary, in which fashion signifies both loss and afterlife. Transformed from a national
monument to something much more idiosyncratic — their politics submerged by his
stylistics — the ruins become repositories of fashion’s history and transmitters of its allures:
they memorialize not only Worth’s own past and that of the Second Empire, but a
transhistorical genealogy of relations between queens and dressmakers; between designers
and the clients/muses with whom they are imbricated in passionate bonds of coercion and
identification — and, thus, between couture and queer relationality.
!

In his article on “The Concept of Fashion in The Arcades Project,” the art theorist

Peter Wollen parses Walter Benjamin’s constellation of vacillating attitudes towards fashion
and dress in that unfinished masterwork. 145 It is, in fact, as Wollen argues, “precisely in order
to make sense out of the paradox of fashion that Benjamin introduces his concept of the
‘dialectical image.’”146 Fashion, for Benjamin, is at once prototype of the commodity fetish
and a category of thing whose currencies of individual desire, multiplicitous form, and
historical memory allow it to circulate outside of bourgeois capital. and Intrigued by
fashion’s temporality and its eternal returns towards the “new” — positing it as “the mould
in which modernity is cast” — Benjamin on the other hand famously aﬃliates fashion with
death, writing that “fashion has opened the business of dialectical exchange between woman
and ware— between carnal pleasure and the corpse.”147 Thus, writes Wollen, “fashion
mediates, as Benjamin notes, between fetish commodity and individual wearer, as between
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inactive object and active subject. Fashion displays both an object lesson in commodity
culture and a possibility of messianic redemption.”148
!

In the commute between his two establishments, between the Rue de la Paix and

Suresnes — a commute which until late on his life he made daily on horseback 149 — Charles
Worth himself might be seen as negotiating these dialectics, as well as those between
modernity and history, innovation and anachronism, contained referentiality and anarchic
pastiche, authoritarian control and expansive sentimentality. All of these terms — in their
oppositions and their interactions — are definitionally resonant to both modern high
fashion and modern gay subcultural sensibility. What is laid here, then, is the groundwork of
haute couture as a cultural realm that is uniquely suited to — and propelled by — the
cultivation and the absorption of a particular gay strain of aesthetic authority: one that
emerges from and around the forging of intensely charged cross-gender bonds, and the
vacillation between a strictly curated opulence and its uncontained, boundlessly additive
variation.
!

For Benjamin, as Wollen points out, it is bespoke clothing — unique, custom-made

garments — that, more than any other category thereof, seems to hold latent grandeurs:
central to the “theory of dandyism” is Benjamin’s assertion that “the tailor’s is the last line of
business in which the customer is still catered to on an individual basis. Story of the twelve
frock coats. More and more, the person commissioning work plays a heroic role.” 150 The
dandy and his tailor, in this setup, are almost indisputably men’s roles. The interaction
between the male couturier and his female client — which likewise features individually
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commissioned, individually crafted items of clothing; eccentric in design and excessive in
quantity: replace those “twelve frock coats” with the “twenty dresses, eight day
costumes...seven ball dresses, five gowns for tea” that Lillie Moulton, a Worth client, was
“obliged” to pack for a week’s stay with the Emperor and Empress at Compiègne151 — might
be seen as similarly “heroic,” and more so. The symbiosis, as I have outlined, flows diﬀerently
in the latter: the tailor “catering to” the customer’s demands transmutes into the couturier
envisioning his own desires and melding them into those of the client. In a phobic account,
this is read as condescension and control; in my reparative analysis, it is recouped as a
pleasurably dominance-tinged collaboration. “Individuality,” then, is infused with the
energies of aﬃliation, of idiosyncratic personality and socially transgressive bonding: with
the queer energies — and specificities — that, notably, are lacking from Walter Benjamin’s
account of the fashion scenes of the nineteenth-century city.

vii. “The Love of His Life”: Psychoanalysis, Homosexuality, Fashion
“Fashion...I was mesmerized by what was shimmering on the horizon.”
!
!
- Simon Doonan (The New Yorker, 2009)

!
!

The idea that gay men’s prominence in the field of high fashion design is somehow

directly to blame for the imposition of oppressive beauty ideals on women has a surprisingly
persistent cultural currency. It’s everywhere to be found on internet discussion boards; it
pops up with some frequency in film criticism.152 In June 2009, the Dublin newspaper The
Irish Independent presented a stunningly vitriolic variation on the theme in a column by the
Lillie de Hegermann-Lindencrone, In the Courts of Memory, 1858-1875 (New York: Harper, 1911), 96.
Wollen notes that “the story of the twelve frock coats, sadly, remains untraced” (136).
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right-leaning provocateur-journalist Kevin Myers. Inventing his own category of sexual
(non)-orientation — “Cosmosexuals” — that encompasses both outright “homosexuals” and
“more ambiguous denizens of the Cosmosphere,” 153 Myers proclaims that the “fascist,
woman-hating” denizens of “gay designerdom” have “redesigned the female body to suit
their own demented needs….The Cosmosexual project is to create The New Woman – and
what do you know: she looks just like a teenage boy,” or, more nightmarishly, like “a waif, an
asexual, unbreasted, libido-free hermaphroditic elf.”
Whether this process is conscious or unconscious is really irrelevant. At its
heart have toiled a tiny minority of homosexual alpha-males for the past 40
years. And it is one of the perplexing but irrefutable truths about women that
they are drawn to, and captivated by, such men. Perhaps it is a combination of
an irresistible attraction for the male-authority icon, with the certainty that
he will not exploit it for sexual purposes…154
With its weirdly archaic turns of phrase (“the female sex”?) and its angrily alliterative
denominations — women are “enthralled by the personal magnetism of the barons of this
bogus world of haute couture” — this sounds, at moments, practically Victorian. It also
replicates thematically — and makes explicitly homophobic — a number of the strains of
distress about cross-gender relations, commodity desires, and cultural authority that, as I
have shown, run through accounts of Charles Worth: “Men who love women have been
excluded from the process of dressing them, while the high queens of Cosmosexual high
culture impose their terrible visions upon a strangely obedient female sex.”

In the first group he names Yves St Laurent, Christian Dior, and Gianni Versace; in the second
(“more ambiguous”), Jean-Paul Gaultier, Karl Lagerfeld, and Valentino. This is odd because, of those
named, the only one who is or was not in fact a self-identified, out, gay man is the closeted midcentury master Dior.
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The classic work on this subject, which continues decades after its 1953 publication

to earn citations (albeit negative ones) in works like Valerie Steele’s Fashion and Eroticism
(1985) and Gay Histories and Cultures: An Encyclopedia (2000)155, is Edmund Bergler’s Fashion
and the Unconscious. Bergler, a prominent mid-century Freudian who practiced in New York
after fleeing Austria in 1937, was most influential in his theorizations (and, allegedly, analytic
curing) of homosexuality. In his etiological account, homosexuality begins with an “overdose
of unsolved masochistic attachment” to the Oedipal mother, defended against through a
“rejection” of “not just [the] mother, but the whole species, woman” and a “flight to another
continent” — men. The feminine identification expressed by many gay men is a “superficial”
psychic cover or “alibi,” as is the “slightly deeper defense”of antipathy or “pseudoaggression.” 156 What is deep and “basic” is the homosexual’s “terror” of women: “In every
case I have encountered, analysis of homosexuals proved that a truly fantastic fear or
women lay behind the universal façade of ‘distaste’ or ‘indiﬀerence.’’’157
!

As he relates it in Fashion and the Unconscious, analytic conversations with his

numerous homosexual patients working in fashion design led Bergler to the hypothesis that
“the fashion field [is] the scene of an unconscious hoax perpetrated upon women” by gay
men whose “inner wish” is “to reduce women to absurdity.”
Many fashion features, each season, are so silly and even preposterous, so
nearly a caricature of clothing, so awkward or uncomfortable to wear, that
they invite speculation. It seems to me that inventions of this sort should be
credited to the homosexual’s hidden enmity against the female customer, a
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defensive enmity which originated in the unsolved homosexual conflict with
the infantile image of the Giantess of his individual nursery. 158
For Bergler, all innovation in women’s fashion — especially at the top, where “the big-wigs
of la haute couture” oppose any “styles which are easy and comfortable to wear” — is
motivated by gay male designers’ urge to either erase feminine characteristics (as in the
1920s flapper look, “undoubtedly an imitation of the familiar boy type so highly valued by
homosexuals”) or to punish them through exaggeration and distortion: the evidence of the
hobble skirt, the corset, the bustle.159
!

Would it be possible, I want to ask, to preserve any of the theoretically compelling

vocabulary of a psychoanalytic position like Bergler’s — the unconscious, identification,
aggression — while rejecting its poisonous framework? Would there be any point in doing
so? Bergler’s account of the psychogenesis of homosexuality owes much to a Freudian
version that finds especially direct expression in Leonardo da Vinci and a Memory of His
Childhood, Freud’s 1910 experiment in analytic biography. “All our male homosexual subjects,”
Freud asserts here, “had had an intense erotic attachment to a woman, usually the mother, in
their earliest childhood...an attachment that was evoked or intensified by excessive aﬀection
on the mother’s part and further reinforced by the withdrawal of the father during
childhood.”160 Attachment, “yield[ing] to repression,” transfigures into identification: “the
boy represses his love for his mother by putting himself in her place, identifying with her,
and taking his own person as the model whose likeness will determine his subsequent choice
of love-objects. In this way he becomes a homosexual,” desiring boys — “along the path of
158
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narcissism” — who function as “substitutive figures, new versions of the child he once was,
and he loves them just as his mother love him when he was a child.”
...Anyone who becomes a homosexual in this way remains unconsciously
fixated on the memory-image of his mother. By repressing his love for his
mother, he preserves it in his unconscious and henceforth remains faithful to
her. He may appear to be running after boys and acting as a lover, but he is in
fact running away from other women, who might cause him to be
unfaithful.161
But if Freud’s psychobiographical sketch contains the seeds of a pathologizing discourse
that, as seized upon by Bergler and his ilk, perpetuates the most phobic and virulently
normativizing strains of psychoanalysis, it also bears consideration as a foundational text of
the subversive, even radical, energies of psychoanalytic theory.
!

Leonardo’s queer psychosexual history generates, in Freud’s reading, a tense,

searching, and voluminously productive relation to erogenous, material, and aesthetic worlds
— to internal and external landscapes of desire — from which his transcendent artistic and
intellectual achievements flow, along with his eccentricities and blockages. Perhaps the most
suggestive theoretical insight of Freud’s essay is a hypothesis that a gay-specific aesthetic
practice can be formulated even, or especially, in the absence of gay sexual practice. Freud
calls this “ideal homosexuality,” and writes that “it is irrelevant whether the charge of
[unlawful homosexual practices] laid against [Leonardo] in his youth was justified or not; it
is not a person’s actual behaviour, but his emotional attitude, that determines whether we
describe him as subject to inversion.”162 I would posit that it might lead us to a theoretical
model that can locate and/or analyze elements of gay meaning in the works (and lives) of
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figures who for whatever reason of historical or psychosexual configuration cannot
themselves be recognized (to the extent that anyone can be recognized) as homosexual.
!

There are some compellingly specific correlations between Leonardo’s biography, as

told by Freud, and Charles Worth’s: a disrupted Oedipal scene involving an abandoned
mother and an absent father; an ambitious and strenuous work ethic interrupted by delays,
dilations, and doubts; a combination of visual and technical ingenuity; an alternately vibrant
and vexed pattern of social relations; a love of “beauty in the things that surrounded him”
and of “every refinement of living”163; an apparently near-total divestment from sexuality,
combined with an aesthetic involvement with the glamorous female figure.
!

Freud combs through Leonardo’s childhood (infantile) fantasies, and ventures some

analytic hypotheses about how those fantasies may have worked their way into — and,
correlatively, been worked out through — his artistic output. On the most famous, and most
famously perplexing, piece of that output, the Mona Lisa — the most “powerful” exemplar of
“the strange, fascinating, enigmatic smile that [Leonardo] conjured up on the lips of his
female figures”164 — Freud writes:
More than one of Leonardo’s biographers have felt that there must be a
deeper reason for the attraction of the Giocanda’s smile, which took hold of
the artist and never released its hold. Walter Pater...gives us another clue
when he says: ‘Besides, the picture is a portrait. From childhood we see this
image defining itself on the fabric of his dreams…”
...Maybe Leonardo was so captivated by Mona Lisa’s smile because it awoke
in him something that had long lain dormant in his mind, probably an old
memory, but one so significant that, once aroused, it did not release its hold
on him, so that he was repeatedly impelled to give it fresh expression. Pater’s
statement that we can see, how, from childhood on, a face like Mona Lisa’s
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mixed into the fabric of his dreams, seems credible and deserves to be
understood literally.165
In something of a twist on Freud’s methods, I turn now to a scene of Charles Worth’s
childhood (adolescent) fantasy, but one already externalized, already materialized, in a
painting, in order to consider how a primal scene of visual obsession “mixed into the fabric
of his dreams”; and into the fabric of his career as a dressmaker, as well as possibly —
submerged, like Leonardo’s (according to Freud), behind it, at least insofar as we are able to
access it — his desires as a man.
!

In his 1929 book A Century of Fashion, a biographical retrospective of the House of

Worth’s foundations and endeavors, Jean-Philippe Worth — Charles’ son and successor —
tells a story about the awakening of his father’s aesthetic sensibilities: co-extensive with the
awakening of his sartorial fascination and his nascent professional ambitions. As an
apprentice at the London fabric merchant Lewis & Allenby’s — where his mother,
impoverished after her alcoholic husband had absconded with the family’s money and
middle-class comfort, had managed to set him up after his “bored” rejection of the “dirty
work” at a printer’s166 — young Charles spent his scant free hours “in the museums and art
galleries, studying the great paintings. Those whose subjects flaunted elaborate costumes
fascinated him before all others.”
One in particular, that of Queen Elizabeth in her velvet gown embroidered
with the ears and eyes, signifying that she saw everything and heard
everything, was destined to become the love of his life. Young as he was, he
understood the meaning of the strange design and was so struck by its quaint
symbolism, so impressed by the luxuriousness of the painted velvet, that he
exclaimed, never dreaming that it would come to pass, “If I ever am rich
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enough, I shall have that copied. I’ll have that stuﬀ made like that with eyes
and ears.”167
This scene of a painting of an “elaborately” attired historical queen so ardently entrancing
the attentions of a young boy that it becomes — in the words of his son — “the love of his
life” is queer enough already; and, indeed, it opens out onto a statement that links up
Charles’s art-historical cathexis with an early onset of gender non-normativity: “Deprived of
the sports and joys that are the common heritage of boyhood,” says Jean-Philippe, “this
painted glory was the one glamorous experience of his childhood.” 168

!

Figure 12: “The Rainbow Portrait” of Elizabeth I, attributed to Isaac
Oliver or Marcus Gheeraerts the Younger, c. 1600-1603
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Yet this becomes even more fertile a scene when we note that this famous painting

[Figure 12] — the so-called “Rainbow Portrait,” named for the transparent, tubular, and, in
Joel Fineman’s terms strikingly “dildo-like rainbow clasped so imperially by the Virgin
Queen” 169 — possesses what Daniel Fischlin calls a “capacity to transfix with both an erotics
of ambiguity and an ambiguous erotics.”170 The “strange design” and “quaint symbolism”
which “so struck” Charles Worth have attracted a great deal of erotically-minded critical
interest: “Increasingly, the rainbow is interpreted not only as a royal scepter but as an
ambivalent image of phallic power (bent, not erect),” writes Valerie Traub, “while the open
mouths, ears, and eyes, along with the folds of the mantle itself, have been viewed as
disturbingly vaginal.”
Elizabeth's metaphorical embrace of the phallus, whether construed as an
assimilation and erasure of masculine power or a prosthetic supplement to her
own body, confirms her status as actively desiring, erotically commanding, and
self-pleasuring....Grasping the phallus and touching herself, Elizabeth would
seem to possess doubled access to pleasure.171
Young Charles’s scopophilic identification/desire — his dream of “hav[ing] stuﬀ made like
that with the eyes and ears” suggesting a drive towards simultaneously having and being the
Elizabethan figure — is, then, aroused or arrested by an image not of masculinity or
femininity but something deliriously in between; not of a body or a fetish-object but
something that, uncannily and gorgeously, shuttles between the categories. It inscribes body
parts (eyes, ears, mouths) onto fabric; it interweaves hair with pearls, lace with flesh nearly
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as translucent; and symbolically as well as visually it melds material surfaces with organic
ones: the folds of velvet both obscuring and evoking the genitals beneath them; the phallusrainbow whose “cylindrical shape descends into and merges with her anatomy.” 172 In one
image, too, the “Rainbow Portrait” amalgamates feminine/maternal attractions — the semibared breasts; the surveillant eyes — with phallic/homoerotic ones; it does, then, much the
same work as that which Freud unfolds within Leonardo’s fantasy-memory of a vulture
swooping down into his cradle and forcing its tail into his mouth: “Hidden behind this
fantasy is nothing but a reminiscence of sucking...at his mother’s breast….transformed by
Leonardo, a man, into a passive homosexual fantasy.” 173 But, in Worth’s case, the Elizabeth
portrait wraps up the psychosexual intrigue in a package of richly embroidered,
unforgettably colored, abundantly draped fabric — and it is that fabric itself that becomes, in
Freud’s words, “indelibly imprinted on his mind.”
!

Jean-Philippe Worth’s book returns, eighty pages later in its rambling but roughly

chronological narrative, to the scene, the dream, and its realization: “It is interesting to
record that, during his first success, with its attendant glory and notoriety, the first of the
materials especially made for Worth was the famous brocade with eyes and ears, worn by
Queen Elizabeth in the portrait that had fascinated my father, as a boy in London....It was
his way of paying tender tribute to the shrine of his boyhood.”174 Growing up to recreate,
materially, the sumptuous and multiply-gendered love-object of his markedly queer
childhood, Charles Worth correlates, again, with Freud’s Leonardo:
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From his obscure boyhood Leonardo emerges before us as an artist — a
painter and a sculptor — thanks to a specific gift that may have been
enhanced by the precocious awakening of the scopophilic drive in early
childhood. We should like to know how artistic activity derives from primal
psychical drives, but...we will content ourselves with stressing the fact —
which can scarcely be doubted any longer — that an artist’s creative work also
provides an outlet for his sexual desires, and with pointing, in Leonardo’s case,
to Vasari’s report that heads of smiling women and beautiful boys —
representations of his sexual objects, in other words — were notable among
his earliest artistic endeavors. 175
Endowed with his “specific gift” — framed through, or in some way flowing out from, his
“ideal homosexuality” — Leonardo produced what are among the world’s the most iconically
compelling images of women: generations of critics, Freud notes, have tried, with no
definitive success but much fruitful eﬀort, to interpret Mona Lisa’s smile, “find[ing] in the
facial expression of this Florentine beauty, the most perfect reflection of the contrasts that
dominate the erotic life of women: reserve and seduction, devoted tenderness and ruthlessly
demanding sensuality, which consumes men as if they were alien beings.” 176 The “enigmatic
smile” carries over, too, to paintings of young men, presaged in those early sculptural
“heads...of beautiful boys”: his Bacchus and John the Baptist, writes Freud, depict “handsome
youths, endowed with feminine delicacy and eﬀeminate forms; they do not lower their eyes,
but gaze at us in mysterious triumph, as if they knew of some great joyous achievement that
must not be spoken of; the familiar, entrancing smile suggests that it is a secret to do with
love. It may be that in these figures Leonardo denies the unhappiness of his erotic life and
has triumphed over it in his art, by showing how the desires of the boy who was once
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infatuated by his mother are fulfilled in this blissful union of the male and the female
nature.” 177
!

Can such sublimity, born out of a troubling yet richly recuperable theory of

homosexual origins, be transferred from the realm of the highest of high art into that of
haute couture, which has long been reputed to promote an oppressively de-naturalized and at
its base disdainful attitude towards the female form? The queer energies of Charles Worth’s
fixation on the “Rainbow Portrait” can be carried over, perhaps, to help us better articulate
those of his career spent dressing women as avatars of a vision of power processed through
the textures of glamour. I want to suggest that, like Leonardo’s in Freud’s essay, Worth’s
work emerges as the realization of an originary bi-sexual (in both senses) desire that fans
outwards into a passionately enamored yet non-sexual relation to women — one which is
not about the rejection of femininity or its violent erasure, but rather about its infinite
possibilities of aesthetic and prosthetic elaboration — and, on the other side, quite possibly,
a submerged (within, at least, the historical archive) yet erotically charged relation to men. I
am thinking here, about Leonardo’s habit of “[taking] on strikingly good-looking boys and
youths as pupils,” and dressing them richly in brocade and velvet — Freud calls this one of
the few and fleeting “vestiges” of Leonardo’s sexual desire, which “point us in one direction
and enable us to classify him as a homosexual”178 — and juxtaposing it with the reports of
Worth’s atelier staﬀed by handsome “young men...with their English accents, curled hair,
pearl tie-pins, and turquoise rings.”179
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And, finally, about the fate of that “famous brocade with eyes and ears” which

Charles Worth, when he was finally rich enough, had replicated: it did not, as far as we
know, clothe the Empress or an heiress or an opera singer. Rather, it turns up on JeanPhilippe Worth himself — who writes that “even in my babyhood, costumes, particularly
those fantastic ones to be worn at masquerades or in the theater, enthralled me”180 —
dressed up for a “fancy-dress ball” as the “Shah of Persia”: a piece of Orientalist/racial drag
that, in its undeniable quotation (in the textile, of course, but also in the lines) of the
Elizabeth gown, brushes up against gender drag. [Figure 13.]

Figure 13: “J.P. Worth as the Shah of Persia, employing the famous stuff
with eyes and ears.” (From Jean-Philippe Worth, A Century of Fashion.)
180 Worth,
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There he stands, a mustachioed late-Victorian gentleman, upright and stern; yet, in his gown
— citing, and embodying, his father’s primal scene — queering that very category, and
genealogically placing himself, through that opulent object and the words that, in his book,
surround its image, in another category altogether. “At ten years of age I was already
designing dresses,” he writes. “Is it any wonder, having known nothing from my birth but
crinolines and laces, velvets and tulle, dresses half-made and finished, ready to be worn by a
queen, frivolous dresses for famous courtesans and nun-like dresses for brides, that I became
a couturier?”181
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CHAPTER THREE
WILDE’S TRIALS AND ERRORS OF TRANSMISSION

Do you think there are listening devices?
That our letters are opened?
I don’t know if this hypothesis terrifies me or if I need it
!

- Jacques Derrida, The Post Card (1980)

i. “A Hyacinth on the Sofa”
!

Sometime in the spring of 1892, when what would become his “ill-fated and most

lamentable friendship” 1 with Lord Alfred Douglas was in its first delirious rush, Oscar Wilde
sent a little note to Robert Ross, his loyal friend, former lover, and future literary executor.
It is a note that evokes, with great immediacy and intimacy, that particular swoon of the
moment when a love aﬀair is posed between — and impassioned with both — newness and
familiarity. And it evokes some of the particular of allures that Bosie, at that moment, held
for Wilde: some of the particular strains of attraction — the arrangements of need and
Oscar Wilde, De Profundis/‘Epistola: In Carcere et Vinculis’ (The Complete Works of Oscar Wilde:
Volume 2., ed. Ian Small, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 37. Small’s edition, from which my
citations are taken, is based on the 1949 text edited by Vyvyan Holland, with collations from the
manuscript and one of the 1897 typescripts. Small titles this text by the epigraph given by Wilde to
his prison letter: “Epistola: In Carcere et Vinculis.” His volume also prints the 1905 version published
by Robert Ross, titled De Profundis. For the sake of clarity and consistency with most other criticism,
however, I refer to the 1897 text as De Profundis (abbreviated to DP in the footnotes that follow).
1
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desire, demand and response, giving and wanting and taking — that initiated, impassioned,
and sustained this love aﬀair.
My dearest Bobbie, Bosie has insisted on stopping here for sandwiches. He is
quite like a narcissus – so white and gold. I will come either Wednesday or
Thursday to your rooms. Send me a line. Bosie is so tired: he lies like a
hyacinth on the sofa, and I worship him. You dear boy. Ever yours OSCAR2
The eﬀect of these lines rests in their rapid, lovely moves between a casual ease and a
lambent eroticism: between sandwiches — so practical and yet eﬀete, so quotidian and yet
ornamental; so trivial yet, as conjured here under the “insistence” of Bosie’s petulant sex
appeal, so precipitously irresistible — and a white-and-gold narcissus; between a hyacinth
and a sofa. These juxtapositions of the furnishings of domestic modernity with the flora of
headily homoeroticized mythology, of the plainly descriptive with the profusely figurative,
are made at once surprising and fluent by the material specificity, the irreplaceable thingness,
that gives each side its own distinct impact but also places them side-by-side on the same
plane of adoration: “Bosie is so tired...he lies on the sofa”/ “like a hyacinth...and I worship
him.” And then, in the middle, there is: “I will come Wednesday or Thursday...Send me a
line." This line, seemingly at odds in style and subject with the rest of the note, is however
the direct reason for its being written, and in an important sense it — and the intimate
epistolary form that it signifies: “You dear boy...Ever Yours” — is what a#ows those
suggestive glimpses of demand and yield, display and gaze; that extraordinary conjoinment
of the eroticisms of everyday objects and extravagant ones.
***
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York: Henry Holt and Company, 2000), 526.
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The epically long letter that Wilde wrote to Alfred Douglas from his cell in Reading
Gaol five years later, over the first three months of 1897 — which was given the title De
Profundis by Robert Ross when he first published it, or rather a highly selective set of
passages excerpted from it, in 1905 — has from its origins been a source of multiplanar
diﬃculties. Writerly diﬃculties, of course — “Wilde’s prison manuscript,” notes its most
recent editor, Ian Small, with some understatement, “was composed under extremely (and
perhaps uniquely) diﬃcult conditions” 3 — but also readerly, editorial, and critical ones. The
pained, diﬃcult qualities that Wilde himself posits as indissolubly linked to the text, to its
“manner of writing,” 4 have also made it quite hostile to all manners of interpretation.
Leaving aside for the moment the convoluted lives and afterlives of its manuscript,
typescripts, excerpts, and variegated published editions — and the decades of often quite
vicious struggles between Ross, Douglas, and others over ownership and control of the
letter and its (along with its author's) legacy — De Profundis has long troubled even far less
invested readers with its repetitions and reversals, its narrative disjunctions and temporal
discontinuities, its generic liminalities; its aﬀectively and stylistically jarring swerves
between embittered personal narration and grandiloquent meditation, between overtly
public and unbreachably private gestures, between pathos and performativity, guilt and
blame, recrimination and reparation. And it has engendered a marked critical tendency
towards binary arguments that have further perpetuated the sense of work as one
intractably divided against itself and, often, against the rest of Wilde’s oeuvre — and that
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have thus refused, or eﬀectively reduced, the shattering multiplicities of the text and its
impacts.
As an intervention into this interpretive standstill, I want to home in upon those
multiplicitous impacts, as they as they can be traced out alongside the intricate narratives
and theorizations about object-transmission that unfold in all directions around and
throughout this trying text. Heeding its incandescent command to “Look at the history of
that letter!”, I want consider its own history and status as a letter, and to attend to its
multiply-told stories — horror stories, warning stories, love stories — about the routes and
returns, the pleasures and pains, of objects in motion: both material objects and, intractably
interwoven with them, libidinal objects, objects of desire. Overshadowing all other such
objects of desire and attention is, of course, Bosie. I will argue that a revitalized
comprehension of De Profundis, which reconciles some of its alleged tensions while allowing
others to emerge in the full force of their irreparability, necessitates accounting for the
unrelenting desirability of the boy whom, even at the peaks of its bitterness over the
damages he has wreaked, it is never rea#y able to get over.
In her 2007 book Feeling Backward: Loss and the Politics of Queer History, an influential
entry in the subgenre of queer theory interested in negativity and negative aﬀect, Heather
Love considers the ambivalent eﬀects produced by and around some of “the saddest texts
from the queer canon” — “tragic, tear-soaked accounts of same-sex desire” which, though
they often “compel readers in a way that brighter stories of liberation do not,” are “diﬃcult
to talk about...in critical contexts”5 that have for the most part been preoccupied forging a
progressive account of queer culture and history. “The premium on strategic response in
Heather Love, Feeling Backward: Loss and the Politics of Queer History (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 2007), 3.
5
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queer studies,” writes Love, “has meant that the painful and traumatic dimensions of these
texts (and of the experience of reading them) have been minimized or disavowed.”6 She
argues that though these texts “often end up being branded as internally homophobic,
retrograde, or too depressing to be of use,” they “do have a lot to tell us….they describe what
it is like to bear a ‘disqualified’ identity, which at times can simply mean living with injury –
not fixing it.” 7
Love does not address De Profundis, nor have any other critics writing in this vein,
but it is a very compelling, complicated example of the kind of text at stake here: it has,
throughout its history, been very hard to read and very hard to talk about, hard to fully
approach, for critics and for editors and for untold numbers of readers, beginning with its
first ones. It is, like the texts Love takes on, “diﬃcult to integrate into a queer literary
genealogy...It is hard to know what to do with texts that resist our advances.”8 For queer
readers and critics, this diﬃculty might run especially deep when the author at hand is
Wilde: a symbolic and historic figurehead of gay oppression and persecution, a muchmourned martyr; but not very often thought of as a figure of queer backwardness and
negativity. But the “backward feelings” that Love identifies — “such as nostalgia, regret,
shame, despair, ressentiment, passivity, escapism, self-hatred, withdrawal, bitterness,
defeatism, and loneliness”9 — are a# vividly entrenched in De Profundis. It is a text that
unfolds almost entirely on a plane of negative aﬀect, but one whose topography is so
complexly and conflictedly varied, so densely and darkly shaded, so treacherous to navigate,
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that its negativities, and its troubled/troubling desires, clash not only with external
structures but with internal ones, with each other.
For these very reasons, De Profundis merits consideration through the critical lens
that Love and others have established. In its insistently, even pathologically, focused
narrations of the preludes and aftermaths of Wilde’s conviction, De Profundis gives us searing
insight into a painful corner of “the experience of social exclusion and...the historical
‘impossibility’ of same-sex desire,” illustrating with searing clarity “what it is like,” in Love’s
words, “to bear a ‘disqualified’ identity.”10 It also, though, in its profound commitment to its
own task of redemption, theorizes the aesthetic and ethical insights singularly forged by and
through that suﬀering: a “revelation,” Wilde calls it, through which “one discerns things that
one never discerned before.” 11 When that part of its project is realigned with the text’s other
driving force — the conflictive urges directed towards Bosie, combining explosive
denouncement with perpetual longing in a melancholic refusal to ever appropriately “let go”
of an unwise or unhealthy love-object — De Profundis takes on a new aspect as one of the
foundational texts of queer negativity. The complexities of its aﬀective and textual terrains, I
will argue in what follows, can be mapped according to text’s thematization (and its
enactment) of the routes and risks entailed in the transmission of objects. A pattern of
ceaseless return to the literal and figural status of objects binds together its multiplicitous
moods and modes: characterizing its exhaustingly detailed narration, to Bosie, of the
reckless road to disaster on which their aﬀair (allegedly) led Wilde; and also characterizing,
as I will show, its allegedly de-materialized ruminations, aimed also in the end to Bosie, on
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the capacities of an radically queer idea of Christ to give new meaning to that disaster —
and to re-open the road.

ii. “Look at the history of that letter!”: The Risks of Transmission
Another letter to Bosie: this one sent in January of 1893, from Babbacombe Cliﬀ, the
seaside house in Torquay where the Wilde family was spending the season. Like the
“sandwich” note, it is memorable for its impassioned coalescence of the extravagant and the
everyday; or, as the matter would be forcibly delineated two years later in the courtroom, of
the registers of “beautiful phraseology” and “the actuality of correspondence.”12
My Own Boy, Your sonnet is quite lovely, and it is a marvel that those red
rose-leaf lips of yours should have been made no less for music of song than
for madness of kisses. Your slim gilt soul walks between passion and poetry. I
know Hyacinthus, whom Apollo loved so madly, was you in Greek days.
Why are you alone in London, and when do you go to Salisbury? Do go
there to cool your hands in the grey twilight of Gothic things, and come here
whenever you like. It is a lovely place - it only lacks you; but go to Salisbury
first.
!
Always, with undying love, yours OSCAR.13
There are a few important diﬀerences between this note and the previous one. This time,
Bosie — elevated now from lying “like a hyacinth” to being “Hyacinthus, whom Apollo loved
so madly” — is both subject and recipient. And the occasion that inspires the
correspondence, rather than the love object’s presence, is his absence: Bosie has not stopped
by — the note is partly a plea for just that arrival, the urgency of its desire sweetly restrained
by the apparent surety of its sooner-or-later fulfillment — and rather than demanding
sandwiches, he has been sending sonnets.
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!

The poem which Wilde acknowledges receiving, and praises as “quite lovely,” is called

“In Sarum Close”:
Tired of passion and the love that brings
Satiety’s unrest, and failing sands
Of life, I thought to cool my burning hands
In this calm twilight of grey Gothic things:
But love has laughed, and spreading swifter wings
Than my poor pinions, once again with bands
Of silken strength my fainting heart commands,
And once again he plays on passionate strings.
But thou, my love, my flower, my jewel, set
In a fair setting, help me, or I die,
To bear Love’s burden; for that load to share
Is sweet and pleasant, but if lonely I
Must love unloved, ‘tis pain; shine we, my fair,
Two neighbour jewels in Love’s coronet.14
Bosie posted this from London, but had written it in Salisbury, where his mother was
renting a house in the cathedral close — hence the poem’s title, and Wilde’s slightly
confused inquiries, in the second paragraph of his letter, about his friend’s whereabouts.15
Asking about travel plans — “Why are you alone in London, and when do you go to
Salisbury?” — Wilde incorporates poetry, responding not only to Bosie’s lines but with
them: “I thought to cool my burning hands” — an enamored amateur’s overwrought figuration
— becomes, in an infatuated artist’s charmed, indulgent, quite funny literalization, “Do go
there to cool your hands...” Considering, from start to finish, its citations of homoeroticallycharged Hellenic tropes, of the favorite romantic epithets of Wilde’s own writing, and of
Bosie’s missive as both piece of art and piece of correspondence, the note from Babbacombe
carries a sort of flirtatiously dashed-oﬀ elegance, which is also — like the “Love” whose
Douglas, “In Sarum Close” (1893). In Caspar Wintermans, Al%ed Douglas: A Poet’s Life and His Finest
Work (London: Peter Owen, 2007), 212.
14
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“burden” and “shine” are elaborated in the sonnet through the explicitly homo (and
suggestively testicular) figuration of “two neighbour jewels” — patently gay. “The letter is
like a passage from one of Shakespeare's sonnets, transposed to a minor key,” Wilde will
write of it later, in De Profundis, making only lightly veiled reference to a register marked
(thanks, in large part, to his own work) as homosexually resonant. “It can only be understood
by those who have read the Symposium of Plato, or caught the spirit of a certain grave mood
made beautiful for us in Greek marbles.” 16
!

Infamously, though, the letter ended up far outside of the aesthetically-bound

community which Wilde retrospectively draws up (“those who have read…”): Bosie left this
letter and some others in the pocket of a suit of clothes he handed down to Alfred Wood,
one of the lower-class boys with whom he and Wilde both had sex, and Wood — wanting
money for a trip to America — presented it to Wilde as a blackmail object. Wilde dismissed
the threat blithely — “saying that if Wood could...get £60 for one of the letters, he should
take advantage of this price, unusual for a piece of prose this length”17 — and, guiltily, Wood
would decide to return the stolen papers; but the damage had been done, a couple of more
sophisticated blackmailers having gotten involved and copies having been made. Two years
after its insouciant composition and negligent loss, the letter from Babbacombe — now
known under the sorts of snappily stigmatizing appellatives that scandal loves to bestow
upon its featured objects: “the Hyacinth Letter,” “the so-called ‘prose poem’”18 — surfaced as
a key piece of evidence, interrogated and pointed to over and over again, in the
prosecutorial case against its author.
16
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***
!

In her recent book Postal Pleasures: Sex, Scandal, and Victorian Letters, Kate Thomas

posits a late-nineteenth century “relationship between the postal system and homosexual
desire that was analogic, metaphoric, and instrumental. The crux of the matter was that
both looked like unfettered, undiﬀerentiating systems of exchange.” 19 The relationship was
thrown into high relief by the Cleveland Street Aﬀair of 1889, wherein a group of young
telegraph delivery boys were discovered to be working on the side for a brothel patronized
by a number of socially and politically prominent men. Their employment by the Post
Oﬃce was not coincidental: procurement and actual sex happened on Post Oﬃce property,
and often in Post Oﬃce uniform. “The telegraph boy was considered...a particular catch
because of his ‘smart new uniform’ and the oﬃcial status and civic position it signaled,” 20
writes Thomas; this is one of many pieces of evidence for her claim that “the telegraph
oﬃce produces...queer eﬀects.”21 Those “eﬀects” reverberated in homoerotic and
homophobic (as well as, according to Thomas, more broadly collective) imaginations. In the
wake of what was at that point a very recent scandal, an anonymous 1890 reviewer of The
Picture of Dorian Gray accused Wilde of “writing stuﬀ that were better unwritten,” suited for

Kate Thomas, Postal Pleasure: Sex, Scandal, and Victorian Letters (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2012), 42.
19
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“none but outlawed noblemen and perverted telegraph boys.”22
!

In the spring of 1895, the queer threats and possibilities of the mail system, and

posted objects, came into play in Oscar Wilde’s trials. As Thomas puts it with some
understatement, “courtroom tension surrounding Wilde’s letters to Lord Alfred Douglas ran
high.”23 At particular stake was, of course, that “letter of fantastic literary conceits” sent in
response to Bosie’s poem, stolen and circulated by blackmailers, preemptively published (to
shore up its defensibility as a literary object) in a French verse translation in The Ye#ow Book,
and brought into the courtroom first by Edward Carson, Queensberry’s lawyer, on the
second day of the libel trial. Making his ultimately devastating turn from the defensible
grounds of Wilde’s literature to the much thornier ones of his life via his letters — objects
that circulate with vulnerable liminality between the two realms — Carson displays the
thing itself, inquiring whether it was sent “as it is there, by itself in an envelope?” !
WILDE: Yes, in an envelope – not torn, of course.
CARSON: No, and perhaps not so soiled?
WILDE: And not so soiled.
CARSON: Is it an ordinary letter?
WILDE: Ordinary? I should think not…. 24
This is among the moments of the libel trial revealed in full transcription (as printed in
Merlin Holland’s 2003 Real Trial of Oscar Wilde) to have nuances that are missing from H.
Montgomery Hyde’s classic narrative account, which jumps directly to Wilde’s contention
that his letter, far from being “an ordinary letter,” is a piece of art, which “a man who was
not an artist could not have written.” 25 It’s worth dwelling, before that, upon the fact of the
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document’s appearance in the courtroom as a letter, its materiality — like that of Boulton
and Park’s dresses, displayed in a London courtroom twenty-five years earlier — made
embarrassingly over-apparent in the tear and dirt of the envelope. “Carson tries to reduce
this ‘beautiful letter’ to its grubby materiality,” writes Thomas, “inferring that a dirty
envelope contained shameful secrets.” 26
!

The dialogic form of Holland’s text also brings into focus the vicious repetition with

which Carson pulls apart the letter bit-by-bit, seeking to hold Wilde accountable — to,
other words, prove him guilty — for his claim of extra-ordinariness.
CARSON: ‘My own boy’...Was that ordinary?
WILDE: No, I say it is not ordinary.
CARSON: Just wait. I want to see what is extraordinary about it...
!
‘Your sonnet is quite lovely. It is a marvel that those red rose-leaf lips
of yours should be made no less for music of song than for madness of
kissing’...Do you mean to tell me, sir, that that was a natural and proper way
to address a young man?
WILDE: I am afraid you are criticizing a poem on the ground--...I think it was
a beautiful letter... It was a beautiful letter. It was not concerned with – the
letter was not written – with the object of writing propriety; it was written
with the object of making a beautiful thing.…
…..!
CARSON: ‘I know Hyacinthus, whom Apollo loved so madly, was you in Greek
!
days. Why are you alone in town?’ Is that a beautiful phrase?
WILDE: Well, that is the actuality of correspondence.
CARSON: ‘And when do you go to Salisbury?’
WILDE: That is an enquiry – nothing particular about that.
CARSON: There is nothing?
WILDE: No. I would not claim much for that.
CARSON: That is not the beauty of the letter?
WILDE: No, I would not rank it with my best work.
CARSON: ‘Do go there and cool your hands in the grey twilight of Gothic
things, and come here whenever you like. It is a lovely place and only lacks
you. But go to Salisbury first. Always with undying love.’ So that is a beautiful
phrase?

26 Thomas,
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WILDE: Beautiful when it is meant really as it was meant then – beautiful.27
The qualities that Carson is mocking through his contemptuous twisting of its lithe turnsof-phrase, the qualities Wilde is trying to salvage in his insistence on its contextual aesthetics
— its being “beautiful when it is meant rea#y as it was meant then” — are precisely those which
make the letter itself not only “beautiful” but “a beautiful thing.” It is beautiful because it is
not only a text but an object; not only written but “made,” addressed, enveloped, sent — in
response to the poem whose specifically reciprocated wording is now lost as referent — and
received. It is beautiful precisely because of the tonal swerves that Carson seizes upon as
proof against its author’s intentions: the languid intertwining of poetic artistry and the
prosaic “actuality of correspondence,” of Greece and Salisbury. And it is those same facets of
the epistolary object — its thinly-enveloped materiality, its topical specificity, its intimate
referentiality, its transient and transmissible elegance — which make it uniquely dangerous:
because it is susceptible to loss and theft and blackmail; and because — as a thing “made”
for one man by another — it can be brought into the courtroom, pointed to as evidence and
made to prove a point, framed “as a revolting and insidious attempt to corrupt Innocence”
much more directly and damningly than a book or a poem. Its envelope, intended for
privacy and protection, can be made public and thus both impotent and corruptive; it can
be pointed to as “torn” and “soiled,” and thus (re)constructed, with the worst conjoined
eﬀects of (material) literality and (sexual) insinuation working against it, as unspecifically yet
irrevocably obscene.
Yet, even when put to such disastrous uses, the letter also specifically and irrevocably
retains and transmits its potency as an object of love; a souvenir, specifically, of this love
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aﬀair, enduring despite — perhaps in fact because of; or at least inextricably, painfully,
passionately bound up with — all of its notorious damages. “I have often written to Lord
Alfred Douglas ‘My own Boy,’” Wilde says, defending the aﬀective tenor of the phrase even
as, in defending himself, he denies its homoerotic innuendo. “He is much younger than
myself. I write to him as ‘My own Boy’, and that I have expressed, and feel great and, I hope,
undying love for him as I say I do. He is the greatest friend I have.”28
***
!

About a fifth of the way through De Profundis is a passage in which Wilde, with brutal

economy, traces the errant transmission of the “Hyacinth note,” from its origins in Bosie’s
poem to its ending in the author’s imprisonment. Neil Bartlett calls the paragraph “one of
the most extraordinary pieces of literary criticism that the nineteenth century produced,
more fantastic and with even darker implications than Poe’s The Purloined Letter. It may
serve as a caution, reminding us that the meaning of any text depends on who is reading it
and where.”29 With this appropriately emphatic claim in mind, it deserves quotation at
length:
You send me a very nice poem, of the undergraduate school of verse, for my
approval: I reply by a letter of fantastic literary conceits: I compare you to
Hylas, or Hyacinth, Jonquil or Narcisse.....It was, let me say frankly, the sort of
letter I would, in a happy if wilful moment, have written to any graceful young
man of either University who had sent me a poem of his own making, certain
that he would have suﬃcient wit or culture to interpret rightly its fantastic
phrases. Look at the history of that letter! It passes from you into the hands
of a loathsome companion: from him to a gang of blackmailers: copies of it
are sent about London to my friends, and to the manager of the theatre where
my work is being performed: every construction but the right one is put on it:
Society is thrilled with the absurd rumours that I have had to pay a huge sum
of money for having written an infamous letter to you: this forms the basis of
28
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your father's worst attack: I produce the original letter myself in Court to
show what it really is: it is denounced by your father's Counsel as a revolting
and insidious attempt to corrupt Innocence: ultimately it forms part of a
criminal charge: the Crown takes it up: The Judge sums up on it with little
learning and much morality: I go to prison for it at last. That is the result of
writing you a charming letter.30
“The history of that letter”: the letter, in the first part of the paragraph, is paraphrased with a
hyperbolic floridity that inflates both what it says (inserting, where the original has just one,
a veritable parade of queer-Hellenic icons: “Hylas, or Hyacinth, Jonquil or Narcisse, or
someone whom the great god of Poetry favoured, and honoured with his love”) and how it
says it; while concurrently deflating the figure about whom it says all of this: the “lovely
sonnet” is stripped of its “music of song” and demoted to “a very nice poem, of the
undergraduate school of verse,” while Bosie himself is slapped down from the transcendent
glamour of “someone whom the great god of Poetry favoured” to the ungracefully modern,
snarky generality of "any graceful young man of either University.” And then a history whose
narration, in the second part of the paragraph, is striking for the atypical sparsity, the nearstaccato rhythm, with which it recounts or stages — the command is to “Look,” as if to view
— the letter’s own increasingly abject path of displacement from its gay inception to its
homophobic interpretation, from an artfully constructed private realm of transhistorical
communion through a series of public and escalatingly murderous contemporary ones.
!

Though it stands out for the scathing directness with which Wilde treats its

explosive trajectory, the “Hyacinth letter” is far from the only one whose history haunts De
Profundis. In fact, this passage is only one among a whole litany of such histories, of such
letters. Reviewing the newest edition of the text (published in 2005 as the second volume of
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Oxford’s Complete Works of Oscar Wilde), Peter Hollindale acutely calls De Profundis “a letter
about letters.”
[It] is repeatedly preoccupied with letters: letters received by Wilde from
Douglas before his imprisonment, and not received from him since; letters
once written by Douglas's odious father and more recently by his
mother...letters received in prison from friends; letters between Douglas and
Queensberry, and the reading or postulated reading of private letters in court;
the sale of Wilde's letters; the unsanctioned publication of them....Everything
in these recurrent sections...points to Wilde's anguished recognition of the
letter as both a private and a public object.31
Indeed, as diﬀuse and dissonant as De Profundis feels in both subject and style, nearly the
whole of this letter can in fact be read as a series of (his)stories of other letters. Over and
over again, as Wilde makes his way through “this letter in which I have to write of your life
and of mine, of the past and of the future, of sweet things changed into bitterness and of
bitter things that may be turned into joy,”32 he zooms in on letters and their movements
along the paths of transmission: the paths that wind their complex ways through, between,
and around the steps of writing, re-writing, addressing, sending, receiving, reading, saving,
sharing, copying, publishing, distributing, publicizing, etc. And each of these steps is
inevitably shadowed by an alternate, forming a whole set of what might be called the
negative possibilities of transmission: “That a letter always can also not arrive — can be
intercepted, purloined — is nothing less than the condition allowing it to reach its
destination,” writes Bernhard Siegert, citing Lacan. 33 A letter might go unsent or unreceived;
it might be misaddressed or misdelivered or simply, somewhere, lost in the mail. It might be
Peter Hollindale, Review of De Profundis/‘Epistola: In Carcere et Vinculis' (The Complete Works of
Oscar Wilde: Volume II), ed. Ian Small and The Picture of Dorian Gray (The Complete Works of Oscar
Wilde: Volume III), ed. Joseph Bristow. Review of English Studies 57 (2006), 132.
31
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smudged or torn, hidden or discarded or misplaced; it might — as the “Hyacinth letter” so
disastrously did — get into the wrong hands, be read by the wrong eyes, be wrongly
interpreted and wrongly used. It might be badly written or wrongly interpreted; it might go
unread; or it might — as will turn out, in a lament over Bosie’s non-communication which
feels countervalent to all of the earlier pleas for discretion, to be for Wilde the worst of all
possibilities — never be written. “A postal relation balance[s] between the seemingly
determinate coordinates of the sender and the address,” writes Kate Thomas, “but the
mediating stretch between the sender and the addressee render[s] that relation thoroughly
indeterminate”34
!

One of the things that De Profundis shows us, in its “anguished recognition of the

letter as both a private and a public object,” 35 is that all of these routes of the transmission
of texts between subjects, rife with dangers in their own right, become all the harder to
navigate without injury when they inevitably get caught up in the social and psychic systems
— networks of family and friendship, romance and sex, guilt and blame, art and scandal,
class and celebrity, love and hate, activism and phobia — that are as labyrinthine and as
treacherous as the more material ones. And when the transmitted texts originate within,
indirectly or directly express, or (especially) seek to arouse or perpetuate erotic dynamics
that defy the norm, the multi-level networks in which they are bound to circulate grow
exponentially more hazardous. A love letter is a risky thing, recording intimate aﬀect and
sending it out into a vast system of transmission that can, while promising both, guarantee
neither privacy nor delivery: “The standard to which all handwriting and intimacies are
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subjected is the distribution of printed matter,” writes Siegert. “Once there are stamps, the
very existence of which implies media of reproduction, it seems that sending love letters by
mail is possible only at the price of their misuse.” 36 For a gay love letter, “misuse” becomes a
more real, more likely, more dire threat, thanks to dangers ranging from one family member
seeing a letter meant for another to the nefariously widespread practices of blackmailers in
the nineteenth century. But, correlatively, for gay love, the letter — and the postal system
which, in both Siegert’s argument and Kate Thomas’s, defines it as a modern object —
might function more powerfully as a technology of conception, enunciation, transmission.
Oscar Wilde was a prodigious letter-writer, with letters figuring prominently in his
erotic life — throughout his life, numerous aﬀairs (or at least flirtations) with young men
seem to have been conducted primarily, if not exclusively, via the post. He was also, as many
recent critics have described, a thoroughly modernized artist, relentlessly self-promotional
and as actively concerned with the contemporary media cultures in which his works were
produced and received as he was with their aesthetic value.37 With this in mind, we might
ask whether he intuited something like Siegert’s claim about love letters “under the
historical a priori of technical replicability”; a possibility which puts another layer of
pressure upon the knot of aﬀective and ideological strains in which the status of letters in
De Profundis — as well as the status of De Profundis as a letter — is tangled.
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iii. Pieces of Work: Splitting De Profundis
I thought that beneath the beauty of the language I could detect a certain
striving after eﬀect, as though it were written for its literary style rather than as
the sincere reflections of a sorely stricken man. Two years later, when I met
Robert Ross and he showed me the whole letter, I began to appreciate it at its
true value and to understand what an amazing piece of work it is. I think it was a
mistake to publish the shortened version in 1905, instead of waiting until the
years had mellowed the story.
!

— Vyvyan Holland, Son of Oscar Wilde (1954)

Given its intense agenda of, as Wayne Koestenbaum elegantly phrases it, “warn[ing]
that tragedies come from misreading, miswriting, or mishandling letters,”38 and its
“anguished recognition” of the instability of genre and fragility of form that makes letters so
particularly susceptible to such misuse, it may be unsurprising that De Profundis remains, in
the words of Josephine Guy and Ian Small, “the most infamous, but the least analysed of
Wilde's works.” 39 Who, having read the letter and heard the warning, would want to risk
entanglement in the tragedy? The absence or near-absence of this text from many of the
most influential pieces of Wilde criticism is striking: the only mention it gets, for example,
in Sedgwick’s chapter on Wilde in Epistemology of the Closet is a passing one to “the squeaminducing power of texts like De Profundis and ‘Reading Gaol‘ — and I don't mean to suggest
that they are a bit the less powerful for often making the flesh crawl...”40 No less powerful;
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but, Sedgwick does seem to suggest, quite a bit less readable — especially for the purposes
of criticism.
It's hard to read, after all — and more so to read critica#y — if your flesh is crawling;
or if you're throwing the book against the wall; if you're too disturbed, too angry, too
moved, too disgusted, too turned on, or simply too sad to keep going: if, for whatever reason,
your own copy of the letter is in danger of looking nearly as “blotted in many places with
tears, in some with the signs of passion or pain” as Wilde says that his own manuscript is.41
The text’s shifty, perpetually overwrought emotionality intersects with its troubled material
history to present a “fearsome” task to any critic, as much as to any editor, who takes it on:
“the evolution of a work to which the very idea of self-evolution is so central will remain a
permanent enigma,” notes Hollindale, not only because of the still-open mysteries of its
preparation and distribution, but also “because its hidden and unknowable processes of
composition are inseparable from its status as one of the most absorbing exercises in selftherapy and self-realization ever written. Because it is (at least in part) a work of bitter
accusation and reproof...because it expresses with unforgettable generality the humiliation
of someone fooled and betrayed, and yet in spite of this is written...in the hope of
reconciliation with the loved betrayer, it refuses to stand still.” 42
All of this, then, may help explain why those critics and editors who do approach De
Profundis seem, as a group, so focused on back-and-forth binary arguments that in one way
or another reinforce the sense that there is something irreconcilable, contradictory, selfdivided, something ultimately unreadable, about the text as a whole. One line of debate
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revolves around the thematic and ideological qualities of the work, especially as they pertain
to Wilde’s queerness: should De Profundis be read as a gay manifesto, or as a Christian
confession? Does it ultimately speak as a tragic abandonment of Wilde’s aesthetic and
ethical principles or as a triumphant realization thereof? On the former side, Jonathan
Dollimore calls De Profundis “a conscious renunciation of [Wilde’s] transgressive aesthetic
and a reaﬃrmation of tradition as focused in the depth model of identity.” Against those
who “see De Profundis as Wilde’s most mature work, and equate maturity with renunciation
and expiation,” Dollimore casts it as “a containment, a tragic defeat of the kind which only
ideological coercion, reinforced by overt brutality, can eﬀect.” 43 In direct response to
Dollimore, however, Oliver Buckton argues that the text “powerfully demonstrates Wilde’s
resistance rather than capitulation to those coercive pressures of ideology with which he
was confronted” through a radical “deconstruct[ion of] the singularity of the
autobiographical subject.” 44 Michael Doylen is another queer-aﬃliated critic who falls on
the side of the prison letter’s radicality. Employing a late-Foucauldian lens, Doylen reads it
“not the end, but the elaboration in new directions of Wildean self-fashioning”; his
argument also directly counters Dollimore’s with the claim that the text represents “not ‘a
tame accommodation of self to Christian humility,’ as Dollimore argues, but a further
resistance to social norms.”45
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De Profundis “has shown itself to be curiously elusive,” writes Kevin Ohi, not least
because of its status as “an unclassifiable text — constituting a unique genre, it is, therefore,
of no genre, making visible the constitution and disappearance of genre itself as a principle
of reading.” 46 The matter of the text’s genre, though Ohi is correct in calling into question
its viability as a rubric, has been another site of critical vexation. Questions of generic status
intersect with questions about motivations, veracity, and reception. Within Wilde’s oeuvre,
should it be classified as a letter, a “partial autobiography,”47 or a literary work; should it be
considered as something intended for private (if for any) consumption, or for some kind of
public distribution? Richard Ellmann, Wilde’s authoritative biographer, influentially claims
that “the most important thing about De Profundis...that it is a love letter,” going on to assert
that “as an apologia [it] suﬀers from the adulteration of simplicity by eloquence, by an
arrogance lurking in its humility, and by its disjointed structure. But as a love letter it has all
the consistency it needs, and must rank...as one of the greatest, and longest, ever written” 48
Ian Small, in an essay co-authored with Josephine Guy, takes issue with those, most
prominently Ellmann, who have “appropriated [it] for biographical purpose.” 49 Based on a
careful unpacking of most of the evidence available about how, when, and where various
segments of the text were produced, edited, received, collated, and distributed, they propose
that De Profundis should be re-evaluated as “something more public and intended for fuller
publication” than a love letter or than, in fact, a letter at all. Insisting that it should be read a
“contrived document, parts of which were almost certainly conceived with publication in
46
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mind,”50 Guy and Small argue that it is therefore necessary to “confront head-on” the text’s
“problems of structure and tone. That is, it will no longer ‘do’ to explain away the repetitions
and stylistic inconsistencies as aspects of (or evidence for) Wilde’s volatile emotional state.”51
!

But Wilde knew what a strange document, full of “problems” and “inconsistencies,”

he had produced: “How far I am away from the true temper of soul,” he says in its last lines,
“this letter in its changing uncertain moods, its scorn and bitterness, its aspirations and its
failures to realise these aspirations, shows you quite clearly. But do not forget in what a
terrible school I am sitting at my task.”52 Debates like those I have outlined above inevitably
limit the multivalent, visceral, and generally hard-to-deal-with aﬀective impacts so
particularly prone to be produced by “the reading of this terrible letter — for such I know it
is.” 53 Moreover, although Ian Small elsewhere laments the lack of attention that has been
paid to “the material conditions of textual production” in criticism on Wilde,54 it seems to
me that, here, it is Small and Guy who fail to reckon fully with the “terrible school” in which
the text originated. To do so does not mean, as Guy and Small put it, “explaining away” or
glossing over its quandaries, but rather to delve into them, to account for the manifold ways
in which suﬀering imprints itself not only on authorial psychology but on textual form, both
material and stylistic. “Suﬀering is one very long moment. We cannot divide it by seasons.
We can only record its moods, and chronicle their return,” 55 writes Wilde, by way of
50
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deflecting his reader’s predicted impulse to seize upon the repetitions, the obsessive returns,
the minute fixations, of his narrations, and dismiss them as the ramblings of an insane man.
“Outside, the day may be blue and gold, but the light that creeps down through the thicklymuﬄed glass of the small iron-barred window beneath which one sits is grey and niggard. It
is always twilight in one’s cell, as it is always twilight in one’s heart.” This maddening,
monotonous, grey-scale sense of sensory and of temporal deprivation is, for the imprisoned
Wilde, so pervasive, so invasive, that it conditions the motive, the substance, and the style
— the “manner” — of the text, and thus determine the framework within which it must be
absorbed: “And in the sphere of thought, no less than in the sphere of time, motion is no
more. The thing that you personally have long ago forgotten, or can easily forget, is
happening to me know, and will happen to me again to-morrow. Remember this, and you
will be able to understand a little of why I am writing, and in this manner writing…”56
***
As Ian Small’s work helpfully outlines in great detail, the textual history of what we
know as De Profundis is tremendously complicated. That title was given by Robert Ross to
the short book he published in 1905, comprised of a carefully selected third of the 55,000word manuscript that Wilde carried with him, in “a large sealed envelope,” when he left
Reading Gaol on May 18, 1897 two days later, stepping oﬀ of the boat in Dieppe,
Switzerland, he handed it to Robert Ross, who records him saying, “‘This, my dear Bobbie,
is the great manuscript about which you know.’...The manuscript was of course De
Profundis.” 57 After this, the routes of its transmission become, as Small and other critics have
56
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described, nearly impossible to fully reconstruct, thanks to a “relative paucity of attested
facts” and the “contradictions and inconsistencies both within...and between” the accounts
(Wilde’s, Douglas’s, Ross’s) that do exist. 58 In Wilde’s letters from the spring and summer of
1897, there are a few isolated mentions of negotiations around the preparation of a
typescript, but nothing approaching the level of attention on display in the April 1 letter in
which Ross, as newly appointed “literary executor,” is instructed with famous precision and
wit to have the manuscript copied by a “type-writing girl” — the “only...thoroughly modern”
thing do to — “not on tissue paper but on good paper such as is used for plays, and a wide
rubricated margin should be left for corrections.”59 For some reason, whether at Wilde’s
behest or otherwise, the April letter’s instruction that “the original should be dispatched to
A.D.” was not followed. It remains unclear whether Alfred Douglas received one of the
copies, as does what (if he did receive one) he did with it.
!

Douglas later claimed, though in a characteristically self-contradictory account, that

all he saw of it was a series of “extracts of things [Wilde] had said or written against me in
prison,” packaged within a long letter from Ross, which he did not like and “tore...to pieces
in a rage and hurled the fragments into the River Marne by whose banks I was living at the
time.” When a book by Oscar Wilde, titled De Profundis, appeared posthumously in 1905, he
did not have “the slightest inkling that the MS...was a letter addressed to me by Wilde or
that there was any connection between the letter [Ross] sent [in 1897] and the book.”60 Ross
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and Vyvyan Holland, in his 1966 introduction to his father’s Compete Works, proclaims this an
outright lie, 61 and certainly Douglas in general merits some distrust. But the curious fact
that he himself reviewed the 1905 edition of De Profundis — “this interesting posthumous
book (it takes the form of a letter to an unnamed friend),” he calls it — for a magazine called
Motorist and Trave#er, in more or less favorable and tender terms, supports his claim that he
had never before encountered it.62
!

In any case, he could be forgiven for failing to see “that there was any connection”

between the 1897 letter, of which he saw bits at most, and the 1905 book, which contained
only pieces; and precisely not the ones that would have engaged, and enraged, Bosie’s
famously narcissistic attention. In the preface that he added to 1908 reprinting, Ross
sought, in response to some criticisms and rumors that were circulating regarding the
material and its origin, to clear a few things up “in justice to the author and myself ”: the
title, “against which some have caviled,” is his; but the text, which some have “suggest
[ed]...was an entire forgery by myself,” is entirely Wilde’s. Of the manuscript, he writes: “I

Holland writes: “A copy of De Profundis was made and sent to Alfred Douglas; but after reading the
first few pages he destroyed it, probably thinking, rather naïvely, that there was no other copy in
existence. Douglas strenuously denied ever having received the letter, and he could not go back on
this without contradicting himself. After my father’s death in 1900, [he] tried to get hold of the MS,
but [Ross] settled the matter by sealing it up and presenting it to the British Museum, with the
proviso that it should remain sealed for sixty years...at the end of which time it might safely be
presumed that everyone mentioned in it would be dead” (Introduction, The Complete Works of Oscar
Wilde, 14).
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need only say here that De Profundis is a manuscript of eighty close-written pages on twenty
folio sheets; that it is cast in the form of a letter to a friend not myself...There is no definite
scheme or plan in the work; as he proceeded the writer’s intention obviously and constantly
changed; it is desultory; a large portion of it is taken up with business and private matters of
no interest whatsoever.”63 Sentenced to deletion under Ross’s purposefully vague category of
“business and private matters” — vague and arguably misleading: rarely are “private matters”
concerning a recent and very public literary sex scandal of “no interest whatsoever” to the
reading public! — were all of the manuscript’s personal and interpersonal particularities: its
copiously staged references to and reflections upon the events and the people involved in
the scandal.
!

Excising the addressee — Bosie — and with it all of the rhetorical and psychic

complexities bound up in the act of address, Ross’s De Profundis, write Guy and Small, “edits
Wilde into a figure of suﬀering humanity,”64 and the text into a set of elevated and
generalized (if never entirely de-personalized) reflections on the themes of Suﬀering and
Sorrow, Society and Art, injustice and imagination, self-realization and redemption,
Shakespeare and Christ. W. H. Auden, reviewing Rupert Hart-Davis’s edition of Wilde’s
letters in The New Yorker in 1963 — in which appeared the first widely available printing of
the full text of the prison letter — is fierce in his critique of the truncated De Profundis,
calling it “a disservice” to Wilde:
The passages [Ross] selected are precisely those that are stylistically weakest
and of dubious emotional honesty. When I read the book as a boy, I was
revolted; it seemed awful to me that, under such terrible circumstances, a man
Ross, “A Prefatory Dedication” (De Profundis, 1908). Quoted in Small (ed.), The Complete Works of
Oscar Wilde: Volume 2 (Oxford, 2005). 315.
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could still write so stagily. Now...we have the whole definitive text, and it turns
out to be a very diﬀerent kind of document...Wilde on Jesus or redemption
through suﬀering [is] childish and boring... but Wilde on Bosie Douglas
displays the insight, honestly, and unself-conscious style of a great writer.
Their relationship is of the greatest psychological interest.65
Guy and Small, rooted in a book-historical methodology which yields meticulous textual
information yet often sacrifices aﬀective insight (and more or less rejects “psychological
interest”), take almost precisely the opposite stance. They go so far as to suggest that Ross’s
version of the text is in fact preferable: “Where Ross’s De Profundis is strikingly lyrical, the
manuscript rebukes; where Ross’s Wilde attempts to encompass the totality of human
suﬀering within a larger temporal scheme, the manuscript articulates a series of incidents
that demonstrate only the petty power politics between the older, famous writer and the
careless disciple and lover trading on that fame.”66
!

Rather than arguing for Auden’s preference against Guy and Small’s, I would like to

put pressure upon the very common, almost ubiquitous, assumption that, as Wayne
Koestenbaum puts it, “De Profundis separates into two tonalities. The first is manic and
particular. Wilde recites Bosie’s sins, and complies a minute, exacting history of various
letters — their transmission, receipt, and consequence...The second tonality is the blurred
realm of the aura. Wilde compares himself to Christ and forgives Bosie. The two lovers
hardly require letters because nothing separates them.”67 Read in this way, the letter
becomes in isolated places more parsable — yet an understanding of it as a totality remains
elusive. On their own, the “strikingly lyrical” portions do not in fact hold together; they
plainly lose much of their emotional heft and, less obviously, their logistical sense as well.
65 W.H.
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And while there are “two tonalities” — actually, a great many more; but the two
Koestenbaum names are certainly dominant — the letter does not, in fact, separate into
them nearly so thoroughly as these claims suggest. It seems to me more instructive to read
the letter’s alleged dualities — its tonalities, its sectionings, its concerns, its achievements,
its oddities, its flaws, its beauties, its failures — as radica#y integrated.

v. “What was Rea#y Exquisite”: Routes of Damage, Remains of Desire
!

“You must read this letter right through,” Wilde instructs his addressee, Bosie, in the

letter’s third paragraph, “though each word may become to you as the fire or knife of the
surgeon that makes the delicate flesh burn or bleed....The real fool…is he who does not
know himself. I was such a one too long. You have been such a one too long. Be so no more.
Do not be afraid.”68 Here is, early on, an instance of one of the text’s more vexing
characteristics: the destabilizing shifting of blame and of hurt from Oscar to Bosie back to
Oscar — in reference to another part of the letter, Regenia Gagnier calls this the “crazy
syntactical subordination of subject and object”69 — and concurrently the splicing of
gestures of repudiation with undercurrents of continued embrace. Almost as soon as Bosie is
ordered to submit to the letter’s burn, there is a transfer of that pain (back) onto the writer
— “Remember also that whatever is misery to you to read, is still greater misery for me to
set down” — so that the pain itself, and the knife-words that eﬀect it, become a visceral,
materialized link between the two, even as they are then immediately represented as cast,
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allegorically and actually, into radically separate spheres: “To you the Unseen Powers have
been very good…You yourself have walked free among the flowers. From me the beautiful
world of colour and motion has been taken away.”70
!

Through the whole of the multipartite and mercurial text that follows this opening,

De Profundis chronicles a course of errant relations to and movements of material objects
that is overwhelmingly entangled with an aberrant course of object-relations. Wilde’s
theorizations on such incorporeal things as Love and Imagination tend to shift their
rhetorical weight, quickly and bitingly, onto directly aimed and very corporeal enumerations
of Bosie’s abysmal failures. “Love is fed by the imagination, by which we become wiser than
we know, better than we feel...by which we can see life as a whole: by which and by which
alone we can understand others in their real as in their ideal relation. Only what is fine, and
finely conceived, can feed love,” swells outwards one typical passage, which can then only
complete its conceptual work through a turn to opposition — “...but anything will feed
hate” — and a dive back to specificity, to food and drink and money, to images whose “rich”
materiality engines and perhaps exceeds their moral intent: “There was not a glass of
champagne that you drank, not a rich dish that you ate of in all those years, that did not feed
your hate and make it fat. So to gratify it you gambled with my life, as you gambled with my
money, carelessly, recklessly, indiﬀerent to the consequence.” 71
!

The section quoted here comes after a series of devastatingly precise miniature

narratives, the “history of that letter” paragraph being the first of them, which illustrate
Wilde’s supposition of a kind of primordial, brutally networked “Doom” structuring his
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relationship with Bosie: “In every little circumstance in which the ways of our lives met...in
the small chances, the slight accidents that look, in their relation to life, to be no more than
the dust that dances in a beam, or the leaf that flutters from a tree, Ruin followed like the
echo of a bitter cry, or the shadow that hunts with the beast of prey.” 72 Eventually, we arrive
at the “Love” and the “Hate” that, though pitted in grand conceptual terms against one
another, first contain and must retain their specific content: Bosie’s love for Wilde on the
one hand; his hate for his father on the other. “Love” enters (or reappears) in one of the
letter’s passages of fierce emotional reckoning shot through with a tenderness that, coming
either too late or too early, seeps into the text’s veins and suﬀuses even the most
irreconcilable of its contents: “There is, I know, one answer to all that I have said to you,
and that is that you loved me: that all through those two and a half years during which the
fates were weaving into one scarlet pattern the threads of our divided lives you really loved
me. Yes, I know you did.” 73 Attributing a great deal of Bosie’s “love” to the material
attractions of life as the consort of an artist and celebrity — and, in the process, permitting
a brief, heartbreakingly hyperbolic reverie on “my money, the luxury in which I lived, the
thousand and one things that went to make up a life so charmingly and so wonderfully
improbable as mine was” — Wilde nonetheless concedes, or allows, or insists that that wasn’t
all it was: “Yet besides all this there was something more, some strange attraction for you:
you loved me far better than you loved anyone else.”74
!

But it wasn’t enough: the “terrible tragedy” of Bosie’s life, which precipitated or

became the tragedy of Wilde’s, was that “your hatred of your father was of such stature that
72
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it entirely outstripped, overthrew, and overshadowed your love of me.” 75 Hate, “fed” on
champagne and delicacies, won out: “Love can read the writing on the remotest star; but
hate so blinded you that you could see no further than the narrow, walled-in, and already
lust-withered garden of your common desires...Subtly, silently, and in secret, hate gnawed at
your nature...till you grew to see nothing but the most meagre interests and the most petty
aims. That faculty in you which love would have fostered, hate poisoned and paralysed.”76
Here, as in other passages of similar intensity, similar drive, and similar blending of
rhetorical modes and conceptual registers, moral or spiritual proclamation is garnished by
bodily metaphor, which then segues into detail-dense enumerations of very specific objectrelational events. Those events, then, as examples of Bosie’s defective desires and flawed
actions and their mutually twisted paths to disastrous consequences, do their illustrative
work through, or alongside, narratives of the more flagrantly literal, more materia#y
defective paths of transmission: the progressively disastrous transmission of material objects
— letters, telegrams, pistols, “missiles” — across treacherously demarcated social landscapes:
private and public spaces; houses, restaurants, theaters, oﬃces, streets.
/

“When your father first began to attack me it was as your private friend, and in a

private letter to you. As soon as I had read the letter, with its obscene threats...I saw at once
that there was a terrible danger looming on the horizon of my troubled days,” Wilde recalls;
but it was too late: “You would not be made to see this. Hate blinded you...You had already,
before you saw me on the subject, sent your father a foolish and vulgar telegram as your
answer...That telegram conditioned the whole of your subsequent relation with your father
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and, consequently, the whole of my life.”77 The postal system is, once again, a fatal one. Once
sent, the letters and telegrams and obscene postcards cannot be unsent: and they unleash a
nearly inexorable logic of threat and escalation: “From pert telegrams to priggish lawyers’
letters was a natural progress, and the result of your lawyers’ letters to your father was, of
course, to urge him on still further…So the next time he attacks me in public and as a public
man...” 78 At any of these points, Wilde insists, Bosie should have, could have, proclaimed a
ceasefire, stopped the gathering storm, “but it never even occurred to you...Hate blinded
you. All you could think of (besides, of course, writing to him insulting letters and telegrams)
was to buy a ridiculous pistol that goes oﬀ in the Berkeley under circumstances that create a
worse scandal than ever came to your ears.” 79
!

The propulsive movements of material objects through social landscapes — like a

pistol “going oﬀ ” in a restaurant, only feebly connected to any agentive human hand,
creating a cryptically circulated “scandal” 80 — are, then, inextricable from the movements
(and mishaps, failures, blockages thereof) of cathectic objects, objects of relation and of
desire, through the equally confounding psychic and libidinal topographies. For Wilde, at
this particular moment in the letter’s reasoning, it all comes down to the sick antipathy
between Bosie and Queensberry, the vitriol of which takes on a nearly incestuous intensity:
“Indeed the idea of your being the object of a terrible quarrel between your father and a
man of my position seemed to delight you.” 81 The insinuative force is furthered by the odd
77
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breakdown of Bosie into two conflictingly possessed objects, physical and spiritual, that
follows: “That your father might have had your body which did not interest me, and left me
your soul which did not interest him, would have been to you a distressing solution of the
question. You scented the chance of a public scandal and flew to it...” 82
!

What is at stake, throughout all of this, is both an aberrant course of relations to

and between objects in the material sense — including, and exemplified by, but not limited
to, all of those letters — and, in the psychic or psychoanalytic sense, an aberrant course of
object-relations. The (failed) attempts to put a stop to, or to put back in line, the violently
out-of-control aﬀairs of all of these things is narrated as inseparable from the (likewise failed)
attempts to end, or to gain control of, the turbulent on-and-oﬀ movements of the love aﬀair:
“I could not get rid of you out of my life. I tried it again and again. I had gone so far as actually
leaving England and going abroad in hope of escaping you. It had all been of no use.”83 The
errant, erratic movements of, and in relation to, the central Bad Object — Bosie: an Object
who is always behaving Badly; and also an Object whom it is a Bad Idea to be involved with
— are entirely, exhaustingly entangled with the errant, erratic movements of all sorts of
other bad objects: objects badly made, badly used, badly understood. “Drama it was, this
relationship,” says Frank McGuinness, with eloquent understatement. “The text repeatedly
documents the ecstasies and exploitations, the cruelties and deprivations of their courtship
and aﬀair.” Its most pungent note — the primary shape of its eroticism — is of “addictive
dependence,” which “is accounted for in the lists of financial recriminations, the presents
given and taken...Page after page records the screaming pitch of this melodrama, and acting
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as unifying motif through this ‘terrible letter’ are the many, many references to their
previous letters.” 84
!

Bosie, though he ceaselessly demands more and more of them, does not know what

to do with the beautiful objects that are in his possession. He does not know how to keep
them safe, to value them, to treat them with the love and care that they deserve. He is
constantly losing, breaking, misplacing, abusing, dirtying, and disregarding them. This is
true of the “special grapes” which Wilde orders from London when Bosie is ill in Brighton
(“as you did not care for those the hotel supplied”), reciprocated not in kind but with
abandonment, abuse, and another vicious letter: “an elaborate repetition of the two scenes
set cunningly and carefully down in black and white.”85 It is infuriatingly true of the
beautiful letters written to him, which “should have been to you things sacred and secret
beyond anything in the whole world” 86 but instead are “left...lying about for blackmailing
companions to steal, for hotel servants to pilfer, for housemaids to sell” 87; and then, when
their author is in prison, submitted for ill-advised publication in a French newspaper, “for
the jaded décadent to wonder at...for the little lions of the Quartier Latin to gape and mouth
at.” 88 It is true of the “more than £5,000 in actual money” which Wilde calculates having
spent on Bosie over the two and a half years of their romance, and of the overabundant,
under-appreciated pleasures purchased with those funds: “what made the extravagance to
me at any rate so monotonously uninteresting, as your persistent grasp on my life grew
Frank McGuiness, “The Spirit of Play in Oscar Wilde’s De Profundis” in Creativity and Its Contexts,
ed. Chris Morash (Dublin: Lilliput Press, 1995), 53-54.
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stronger and stronger, was that the money was really spent on little more than the pleasures
of eating, drinking, and the like. Now and then it is a joy to have one’s table red with wine
and roses, but you outstripped all taste and temperance.” 89 Accounting of the money that
should not have been spent merges with accounts of meals that should not have been eaten,
which then bleed directly into accusations of aﬀective shortcomings and laments of
misguided influence.
!

Material failings point to psychological ones, and financial errors index an erroneous

intersubjective tenor: each level of blunder or calamity makes the one before it worse, and
the one after it inevitable: “And my yielding to your demands was bad for you. You know
that now. It made you grasping often: at times not a little unscrupulous: ungracious
always.”90 Bosie wants things that are bad for him, and getting them makes him worse: a
worse person, and worse for Oscar; which in turn, via the strangely transitive and mutable
forms of guilt/blame that snake their way through the document, reflects badly back on
Oscar, making him worse — and worsening what is already a very bad situation: “Though it
may seem strange to you that one in the terrible position in which I am situated should find
a diﬀerence between one disgrace and another, still I frankly admit that the folly of
throwing away all this money on you, and letting you squander my fortune to your own hurt
as well as mine, gives...a note of common profligacy to my bankruptcy and makes me doubly
ashamed of it. I was made for better things.” 91
!

Yet in Wilde’s tortured, ecstatic working-through of the ill-starred pathways of

words, objects, emotions, actions, and inactions that kept him with Bosie and led him to
89
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prison, there is as much space for the description of gorgeous, injudicious luxuries as there is
for bitter diagnosis of their material and psychological consequences. Extravagant
purchases, unable to be refunded, are described with an exquisite precision which indicates
that they can also not be forgotten:
The dainty sleeve-links – four heart-shaped moonstones of silver mist, girdled
by alternate ruby and diamond for their setting — that I designed and had
made...as a special little present to you, to celebrate the success of my second
comedy — these even — though I believe you sold them for a song a few
months afterwards — have to be paid for. 92
Early on Wilde declares that “out of the reckless dinners with you nothing remains but the
memory that too much was eaten and too much was drunk,” 93 but later in the text that
blank of undiﬀerentiated excess is filled in: those same meals are recalled with an
extravagance of lushly textured specificity that inevitably brings delight and longing into
continual conflict with the intended eﬀects of shaming and scorn.
The Savoy dinners, the clear-turtle soup, the luscious ortolans wrapped in
their crinkled Sicilian vine-leaves, the heavy amber-coloured, indeed almost
amber-scented champagne – Tagonet 1880, I think, was your favourite wine? –
all have still to be paid for. The suppers at Willis’s, the special cuvée of PerrierJouet reserved always for us, the wonderful pates, procured directly from
Strasbourg, the marvelous fin champagne served always at the bottom of great
bell-shaped glasses that its bouques might be the better savoured by the true
epicures of what was really exquisite in life – these cannot be left unpaid....94
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DP 149. “Ortolans” were among the most prized and notorious of delicacies: the small birds were
caught, fattened, killed by drowning in armagnac, then roasted whole, wrapped in leaves, and eaten
in a mouthful — bones and all. A typical Victorian source says: “We have allotted this bird to the
epicure, because it is rarely heard of but in association with his luxurious table. Mr. [William]
Beckford describes the Ortolans among the delicacies which he saw in the kitchen of the monastery
of Batalha as ‘lumps of celestial fatness.’” (John Timbs, Eccentricities of the Animal Creation [London:
Seeley, Jackson, and Halliday: 1869], 172). The material fascinations of the dish — and the wealth of
discursive associations — suggest a rich “thing history” that could be unfolded from this reference,
and from the others that decorate these passages.
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Note, here, how this conflict functions both aﬀectively and grammatically. On the former
level, it emerges in the listing of favored delicacies that is amplified into reverie through
detail and adjectival intensity; on the latter, it speaks through the interruptive dashes that
frame a question phrased with as much tenderness as accusation — “Tagonet 1880, I think, was
your favourite wine?” — and permit the odd deferral of the statements of consequence, so
that the lesson of renunciation is undermined by traces of reluctance to comply: — a# have
sti# to be paid for; — these cannot be le1 unpaid.
!

In her 1986 book Idy#s of the Marketplace, Regenia Gagnier presents a compelling

reading of this passage: “With the remembrance of French, French food, and French style,
and the repetition of how things ‘always’ were ‘served’ and ‘reserved’ for him, the pre-prison
world is triumphantly reconstituted in the kind of timelessness that fixed the world of
imprisonment,” she writes. “And Wilde’s debts, romantically transformed, become the link
between his past and future.” 95 They serve as such a link on a few levels, beyond the literal
one (that they are debts incurred before prison, which will still be current afterwards). They
vivify the material pleasures of the past, making sharper by contrast the deprivations of the
present, but also, as Gagnier suggests, demonstrating a refusal or an overcoming of the
colorless prison-world, a weakening — enacted through writing — of its psychic grip.
Transfigured into metaphor — “And what is true of a bankrupt is true of every one else in
life. For every single thing that is done some one has to pay”96 — the debts propel Wilde out
of imprisoned isolation and into the wider streams of life: “The human situation as Wilde
describes it is to be in debt and to be able neither to repay nor to declare bankruptcy and
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nullify the debt,” writes Gagnier, “a situation not merely economic but social, at the basis of
human society, which he has imaginatively rejoined. It is also the condition of loving, which
he has successfully remembered.”97 This notion of universal indebtedness also lets Wilde
propel himself directly into Bosie’s mental space, to stir up his anemic sympathies, to set up
something like a permanent residence, as both victim and avenger, in his love-object’s
imagination or conscience: “Even you yourself...will have some day to reflect seriously on
what you have done, and try, however unavailingly, to make some attempt at atonement. The
fact that you will not be able really do to so will be part of your punishment.” 98 The
extravagant meals of the past, because they can neither be paid for nor “left unpaid,” cannot
be consigned fully to the past. Rather, they are perpetually relived, compulsorily but
ineﬀectually regretted, and then, in a perverse and powerful move of re-attachment, they are
scheduled to be repeated: “You can’t wash your hands of all responsibility,” says Wilde to his
errant lover, “and propose with a shrug or a smile, to pass on to a new friend and a freshly
spread feast.” No: instead, he implies, you must come back to feast, or as reparation to
abstain, with me.
***
!

Throughout the letter, Bosie’s own beauties, like those of the “luscious ortolans” and

champagne and ruby cuﬀ-links, are renounced as empty and false, de-gilded and rendered
delusional and even disgusting. But, again, the repudiations are fleeting, and almost always
they are accompanied by an aﬀective anguish, redounded by a syntactical one, that belies
even the fiercest incantations of vilification and severance. “But it is no gold image with clay
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feet that you have made of yourself. Out of the very dust of the common highway that the
hooves of horned things pash into mire you have moulded your perfect semblance for me to
look at,”99 Wilde writes with castigating clarity, near the letter’s halfway point, after
excoriating Bosie’s failure to write to his imprisoned lover. But in the remainder of the
sentence, that clarity is undermined by a twisty subjunctive construction that pushes
castigation right up against “desire,” and re-distributes “contempt and scorn” from addressee
to author himself: “...so that, whatever my secret desire might have been, it would be
impossible for me now to have for you any feeling other than that of contempt and scorn,
for myself any feeling other than contempt and scorn either.”100 Indeed, within just a few
pages of the searing metaphor that grasps at a reconstitution of Bosie’s beautiful body into a
monstrous thing of “dust” and “mire,” it is Wilde, rather than Bosie who is figured in dust.
And this dust, for all its shame and horror, is not so much a shield against “secret desire” but
the site of its consummation: “I allowed you to dominate me...I ended in horrible disgrace.
There is only one thing for me now, absolute Humility: just as there is only one thing for
you, absolute Humility also. You had better come down into the dust and learn it beside me.” 101
!

The version of De Profundis which Robbie Ross published in 1905 wants its Wilde to

eloquently preach those lessons of “absolute Humility” — but not to have Bosie lying in the
dust beside him. But what we see here — and what I shall continue to argue in my next
section, taking on the strange status of the figure of Christ in the text — is that the letter’s
ruminations of the transformative powers of Sorrow and Suﬀering never in fact detach
themselves (and cannot, if detached, retain their power) from the material and aﬀective
99
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entanglements of the love-and-letters saga; or from Bosie himself, at whose transformations
— from shallow to “realised,” from careless to thoughtful, from silent to expressive, and
from absent to present — both the narrations and moralizations are ultimately aimed. The
spiritual and the sexual are, in other words, ceaselessly (re)combined.102

v. “Through a Broken Heart”: Christ’s Erotic Mediations
“The wonder of the letter is that includes both the realism of Bosie and the romance
of Christ,” insists Regenia Gagnier, against those readers and critics who would toss out one
part or the other.103 She’s right; but what if the “wonder of the letter” goes beyond that — to
including, additionally, something like the romance of Bosie and the realism of Christ? By this I
mean, first, as I’ve been arguing, that Bosie, for all of the sordid acts of greed and lust and
selfishness of which he stands accused, is also perpetually endowed — most obviously at the
letter’s end; but, if we follow certain aﬀective paths, then perceptibly throughout — with
sheens of fascination and beauty that prevent his romance from fading; that even, via the
perverse impetus of desperation and (Wilde’s) self-flagellation, amplify its psychological and

In the image of the two men lying together in the dust, are echoes of what Wilde had presaged two
years before, in an impassioned love letter written to Bosie from Holloway Prison on the day of his
sentencing, in which his erotics of suﬀering are at their most masochistic and melodramatic:
102

My sweet rose, my delicate flower, my lily of lilies, it is perhaps in prison that I am
going to test the power of love. I am going to see if I cannot make the bitter waters
sweet by the intensity of the love I bear you ...Even covered with mud I shall praise
you, from the deepest abysses I shall cry to you...I am determined not to revolt but
to accept every outrage through devotion to love, to let my body be dishonoured so
long as my soul may always keep the image of you. From your silken hair to your
delicate feet you are perfection to me...O dearest of created things…
(Complete Letters, 651).
Gagnier, Idy$s of the Marketplace, 179-180. Gagnier names Auden, who “only liked the bits about
Bosie.”
103
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erotic values. And, second, that the version of Christ conjured through Wilde’s imaginative
work and transcribed into his idiosyncratic prose is a radically realist one. He is rooted, like
the text’s Bosie, in both the (ceaselessly experienced) material brutalities and banalities of
prison life and the (ceaselessly recalled) material abjections and glamours of the outside
world; a Christ rendered psychically relatable, empathically accessible, located in (queer)
genealogies of literary innovation and celebrity; a Christ concerned with the media, the
technology, of social — and aesthetic — justice.
“Identifying the precise figure of Christ is one of the key conflicts in the drama of
De Profundis,” writes Frank McGuinness. “If the voluble Oscar and the silent Bosie dominate
the text, then midway through the action a crucial other presence is felt, and that is Wilde’s
creation of the character of Christ.” 104 Taking issue with the claim that the letter’s Christfocused sections are “childish and boring,” he takes a valuable step towards an integrative
reading, by putting Wilde’s Christ into the middle of the erotic struggle between Wilde and
Bosie. Though the “Christ” of De Profundis is usually taken as as a figure of identification,
even a stand-in, for Wilde himself, McGuinness argues that he resonates more crucially as
Bosie’s antithesis and eventually his rival, exemplifying all of the intellectual and
psychological qualities which Bosie has been denounced as utterly lacking. “Under the guise
of spirituality,” writes McGuinness, “the sexual taunting is savage…Sympathy, imagination,
love – Christ is assuming the status of perfect partner. Made divine by that moral sympathy,
illuminated by that imaginative love, Christ obtains the ultimate accolade, ‘He is just like a
work of art himself.’” 105
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Perhaps the most salient contrast between the two “partners” is that which underlies,
and structures, all of the rest: Christ’s phenomenal, world-transforming responsiveness versus
Bosie’s unforgivable, devastating failure to respond. “The whole motif [of] letters” in De
Profundis is, in McGuinness’s terms, “underlined by one great roar of desire. Oscar wants
Bosie to write to him”; both “admonishing speech” and “recriminating sermon” are “tactics”
in the service of this desire.106 Despite its horror at the damages wrought by the
transmission of letters, what De Profundis finally wants is not to arrest the postal system but
to speed it up: what it demands, what it is written to produce, is a reply. The letter from
Bosie to Wilde — expected, awaited, demanded, begged, imagined, but never received —
equals the “Hyacinth letter” in the intensity with which it is treated; its devastating absence,
as opposed to uncontrollable presence, provokes a recriminatory refrain as bleakly and
bitterly wounded as “Look at the history of that letter,” but in the form of confounded plea
rather than spiteful command: “Why did you not write to me?” cries Wilde, spinning and
refuting a litany of possible excuses.
Why did you not write to me? Was it cowardice? Was it callousness? What
was it? The fact that I was outraged with you, and had expressed my sense of
outrage, was all the more reason for writing. If you thought my letter just, you
should have written. If you thought it in the smallest point unjust, you should
have written. I waited for a letter. I felt sure that at last you would see that, if
old aﬀection, much-protested love, the thousand acts of ill-requited kindness
I had showered on you, the thousand unpaid debts of gratitude you owed me that if all these were nothing to you, mere duty itself, most barren of all bonds
between man and man, should have made you write...107
Wayne Koestenbaum claims that “Wilde's entire miraculous De Profundis is an answer to an
unwritten letter, to a desired text's absence — as if here indirectly bemoaning the absence of
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a tradition of gay belle lettres to which he can respond. Wilde sends his epistle into the void
that precedes the invention of gay writing.” 108
!

As compelling as this is, I would like to counter it with two claims: first, that it

understates the specificity of the “desired text” whose absence is repeatedly and pressingly
and very directly “bemoaned” — that being, of course, Bosie’s unwritten letter — and,
second, that it overstates the “absence of a tradition of gay belle lettres.” In fact gay writing
(and gay letters) had been around for quite a long time before this. This is not a historicist
claim, though that could be made; rather, I am thinking of Wilde’s own construction,
throughout his body of work, of a trans-temporal lineage of homoerotic authorship,
stretching from ancient Greece through the Renaissance and into the nineteenth century. It
is a discursive community into which Wilde here enfolds Christ, powerfully imagined as a
sort of facilitator of subversive aﬃliation: “[Christ] pointed out that there was no diﬀerence
at all between the lives of others and one’s own life. By this means he gave to man an
extended...personality. Since his coming the history of each separate individual is, or can be
made, the history of the world.” 109
!

Wilde continues:
Of course, culture has intensified the personality of man. Art has made us myriadminded. Those who have the artistic temperament go into exile with Dante...they
catch for a moment the serenity and the calm of Goethe, and yet know but too well
why Baudelaire cried to God:
O Seigneur, donnez-moi la fore et le courage
De contempler mon corps et mon coeur sans dégoût.
Out of Shakespeare’s sonnets they draw, to their own hurt it may be, the
secret of his love and make it their own: they look with new eyes on modern
life because they have listened to one of Chopin’s nocturnes, or handled
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Greek things, or read the story of the passion of some dead man for some
dead woman whose hair was like threads of fine gold and whose mouth was as
a pomegranate. 110
Through a series of references and phrases whose homoerotic charges have been the source
and object of electric connotation throughout his career — Dante, Goethe, Baudelaire,
Shakespeare, Chopin, the Greeks; “the artistic temperament,” secrets of love, “looking with
new eyes,” “handling Greek things,” “stories of the passion of some dead man,” stories
replete with hair like gold and mouths like pomegranates — Wilde is invoking that historical
genealogy, and with it (or within it) a trans-historical community, of gay aesthetics and
responsiveness, authorship and readership. Here, that community is made co-extensive with
a shared repertoire of suﬀering, pain, shame, and exile — “Out of Shakespeare’s sonnets,
they draw, to their own hurt it may be, the secret of his love and make it their own” — which
is itself historically foundational: indeed, it is through the aﬀective intensities of
aestheticized hurt that history is made, or re-made.
!

But Wilde then insists upon the crucial, perhaps in fact constitutive, factor of

material, of media: what is at stake is the transmission of all of this “sympathy,” productive of
art and pain and art made from pain, and that transmission can only happen — has only
happened; will only keep happening — insofar as it is materialized, inasmuch as it is encoded
into transmissible things:
But the sympathy of the artistic temperament is necessarily with what has
found expression. In words or in colour, in music or in marble, behind the
painted masks of an Aeschylean play or through some Sicilian shepherd’s
pierced and jointed reeds the man and his message must have been revealed....
To the artist, expression is the only mode under which he can conceive life at
all. To him what is dumb is dead. 111
110
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This is the idea, which flows throughout Wilde’s body of work, that the aesthetic values and
social capacities (including, implicitly, homoerotic ones) of the work of art, indeed of the
idea of art itself, is implacably bound up in its materiality: in how and of what it is made;
where and by whom it is received. The passage then goes on to make a point that at first
seems countervalent to this credo: that “to Christ it was not so”; that Christ and his message
somehow exist outside of these material conditions of creation and communication. Yet it
ends up doing, as I read it, something quite unexpected, and quite wondrous: it envisions
Christ himself as not only the perfected prototype of the Artist, but as something like the
ultimate miracle in communication technology.
With a width and wonder of imagination...he took the entire world of the
inarticulate, the voiceless of world of pain, as his kingdom, and made of
himself its external mouthpiece. Those of whom I have spoken, who are
dumb under oppression...he chose as his brothers. He sought to become eyes
to the blind, ears to the deaf, and a cry in the lips of those whose tongues had
been tied. His desire was to be to the myriads who had found no utterance a
very trumpet through which they might call to heaven.
Christ as a perfectly (self-)produced, ceaselessly (re)productive aesthetic object and
cybernetic system. No more systematic oppressions, no more system outages; no more
broken hearts or voices, no more broken links. And yet, of course, such magnificently
restorative powers can only emerge – can only be felt and seen and heard, can only do their
work – through those broken things, those silenced spaces. As Wilde will translate this point
a year later, in “The Ballad of Reading Gaol,” into poetic meter:
Ah! Happy they whose hearts can break
And peace of pardon win!
How else may man make straight his plan
And cleanse his soul from Sin?
How else but through a broken heart
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May Lord Christ enter in?112
***
!

Wilde’s literary Christ is subversively exciting in not only his aesthetic perfection but

also his erotic appeal, his transmissive capacities, and his queer sympathies: as Ellis Hanson
writes, he “ironically,” and transgressively, “gives voice to a suﬀering that dare not speak its
name, the victimization of homophobia, a suﬀering that Christian authorities among a great
many others were wont to inflict with impunity.”113 His traﬃcking in suﬀering,
representation, and embodiment — “feeling, with the artistic nature of one to whom
suﬀering and sorrow were modes through which he could realise his conception of the
beautiful, that an idea is of no value till it becomes incarnate and is made an image, he made
himself the image of the Man of Sorrows…” 114 — submits a challenge to the separation of
“realism” and “romance” read into De Profundis by Gagnier and others. Wilde, several pages
later, goes further: “But it is when he deals with the sinner that Christ is most romantic, in
the sense of most real,” he writes, summoning up an unmissable conjunction of those two
realms. Reviving — against Jonathan Dollimore’s argument that they are surrendered in this
letter — the “transgressive aesthetics”115 which render crime, in texts like Dorian Gray,
“fascinating” and seductive, he imagines that “Christ, through some divine instinct in him,
seems to have always loved the sinner as being the nearest possible approach to the
perfection of man...To turn an interesting thief into an honest man was not his aim.” 116 This
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“very dangerous idea” does not preclude repentance or redemption; in fact, it requires them:
“Otherwise [the sinner] would be unable to realise what he had done. The moment of
repentance is the moment of initiation. More than that: it is the means by which one alters
one’s past,” which “Christ showed that the commonest sinner could do...that it was the one
thing he could do.” 117
!

The stage, then, is set, for the gestures of redemption, or reconciliation, which will

gather strength in the final sections of the text; the movements that bring Bosie back into
the sphere of romance, back towards glorified figuration as “a golden-haired boy with
Christ’s own heart in you”118 (as Wilde had called him two years earlier, awaiting conviction
in Holloway Prison), culminating in the finale’s call for precisely the “altering” of history
that Wilde’s Christ sanctions, as an engine for the queering of not only transmission but
temporality: “For yourself, I have but this last thing to say. Do not be afraid of the past. If
people tell you that it is irrevocable, do not believe them. The past, the present and the
future are but one moment in the sight of God...Time and space, succession and extension,
are merely accidental conditions of thought. The imagination can transcend them…” 119
!

But such movements are not unique to the letter’s concluding gestures: they have in

fact patterned Wilde’s whole tortured narration of the relationship’s follies; every
(unsuccessfully) attempted or considered break has been, necessarily, followed by a
rapprochement: “As far as I can make out I ended my friendship with you every three
months regularly. And each time that I did so you managed by means of entreaties,
telegrams, letters, the interposition of your friends, the interposition of mine, and the like
117
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to induce me to allow you back.”120 Occasionally the scenes of “forgiving,” of “allowing back”
the repudiated lover, are fully drawn, and they are foremost amongst the letter’s restive,
unsettling sites of unclamped desire for Bosie, whose perpetual presence as Object is, as I’ve
argued, manifested and mediated by the incidental interjections of transmissory objects. At
one point in the story the letter narrates, Bosie has been sent, on Oscar’s recommendation
to his concerned mother, to Egypt (to serve “as an honorary attaché, if that were possible, or
to learn modern languages”). While abroad, he “writ[es] by every post from Egypt,” then
from Greece; Oscar’s eﬀorts at resistance — “I took not the smallest notice of any of your
communications. I read them and tore them up…” 121 — are eventually foiled by the
“interpositions” of Bosie’s mother and Oscar’s own wife, to whom “you actually
telegraphed...begging her to use her influence with me to get me to write to you...I
remember the wording of my telegram quite well. I said that time healed every wound but
that for many months to come I would neither write to you nor see you.” 122 No use; Bosie,
having rushed to Paris and found that “brief letter,” responds with “a telegram of some ten
or eleven pages in length,” cajoling through apology, flattery, desperation, and threat:
“remind[ing] me that for the sake of seeing me even for one hour you had travelled six days
and nights across Europe without stopping once: you made what was, I must admit, a most
pathetic appeal and ended with what seemed to me a threat of suicide.”123
!

The reunion that follows, in Paris, is one of the “moments” that retains tenderness —

and revives it — through the recollection of pleasures (or pleasurable pains) as specific
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physically and spatially as they are aﬀectively:
When I arrived in Paris, your tears breaking out again and again all through
the evening, and falling over your cheeks like rain as we sat at dinner first at
Voisin’s, at supper at Paillard’s afterwards: the unfeigned joy you evinced at
seeing me, holding my hand whenever you could as though you were a gentle
and penitent child: your contrition, so simple and sincere at the moment:
made me consent to renew our friendship.124
Hard, critically, to countenance, yet impossible to dismiss, moments like this one sustain an
additional dimension of meaning when we see them in directly intersectional, not separable,
relation to the text’s later exegesis on Christ’s embrace of the penitent sinner: “Christ, had
he been asked, would have said — I feel quite certain about it — that the moment the
prodigal son fell on his knees and wept, he made his having wasted his substance with
harlots, his swineherding and hungering for the husks they ate, beautiful and holy moments
in his life.” 125
!

Wilde’s erotically realized Christ acts again like a “perfect partner,”126 taking back,

again and again if need be, his prodigal son-cum-lover. But more than this, the “initiation”
scenes of repentance-and-renewal renders “beautiful” anew the debasements that have
preceded them. The sinner is re-embraced, and his “sins” require no disavowal: they are, to
the contrary, aesthetically and spiritually — which is to say also erotically — enshrined.
Wilde’s Christ can no more than his creator resist the allure, the glamorous pain, of the
emotionally and materially extravagant scene: “Those whom he saved from their sins are
saved simply for the beautiful moments in their lives. Mary Magdalen, when she sees Christ,
breaks the rich vase of alabaster that one of her several lovers had given her, and spills the
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odorous spices over his tired dusty feet, and for that moment’s sake sits for ever...in the
tresses of the snow-white rose of Paradise.” 127
!

In Gagnier’s interpretation, De Profundis negotiates “between the desublimated social

world of artifacts with Douglas and the aestheticized, transcendent, mental world of
Christ.”128 But Wilde’s Christ, risking it all to see Mary Magdalen smash an expensive vase
and shower out spices on his feet, traﬃcs in artifacts and in sociality, in the objects that
serve as vectors of sex, stigma, and salvation. Meanwhile, if my reading is correct, Douglas
and the “artifacts” with which, in his sordid-but-scintillating materiality, he is constantly
enmeshed reassert their aesthetic pull — through, in part, the dramatic mediation provided
by the letter’s “Christ.” These things thus transcend the vicious blame and disavowal visited
upon them, emerging — in glimmers throughout and indissolubly at the end —
reconstituted as Object(s) of unyielding desire, desire all the more “beautiful” and viable for
the pain it has traversed: “In old days there was always a wide chasm between us, the chasm
of achieved art and acquired culture; there is still a wider chasm between us now, the chasm
of sorrow: but to humility there is nothing that is impossible, and to love all things are
easy.”129
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vi. Bad Romance
“I wish I knew how to quit you.”
- Brokeback Mountain (2005)

As, in its final pages, Wilde “speak[s]” to Bosie “with regard to the conditions,
circumstances, and place of our meeting when my term of imprisonment is over” 130 — and,
logistical concerns (we might call it the “actualities of correspondence”) once again crossing
with decorative fantasies, imagines an encounter “at the end of a month, when the June
roses are in all their wanton opulence...in some quiet foreign town like Bruges, where grey
houses and green canals and cool still ways had a charm for me years ago” 131 — it becomes
entirely clear that this is not, after all, a break-up letter. What De Profundis most saliently
adds up to, in the end, is not an eﬀort to work through or get over or even make sense of
bad feelings and misguided pleasures. It is not an eﬀort to finalize the loss of the love-object
— to recover from melancholia; to end at long last the pathologically extended of the
“extraordinarily painful” process of, in Freud’s terms, detaching the libido bit by bit from the
lost object — but, rather, to forestall that loss still further: not to get rid of Bosie but to get
him back. !

Towards the end of her book, Heather Love opens up an intriguing space for

inquiry: “What place pining, longing, and whining (or staying in bad relationships, for that
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matter) might have in radical activism is not clear.”132 The whole statement is relevant to a
discussion of the stylistic excesses and emotional aberrations that give De Profundis so much
of its stymieing power. But I want to attend in particular to Love’s parenthetical, which
points to one of the more perplexing questions insinuated, but rarely addressed, by the
queer study of negative aﬀect: what, if anything, can we say about the aesthetic and indeed
political productivity of one of the most frustrating, generally unproductive courses of
human social action — “staying in bad relationships”? What do we do with — or how do we
read — the distressing facts of Wilde’s bad romance: not only that he stayed with Bosie,
even as he came to intuit in what a terrible direction things were heading, which is his own
question in De Profundis; but also that, after all of the immense eﬀorts of blame and
repudiation on display in that text, he returned to him?
The problem speaks to what Kevin Ohi calls “the paradoxical pedagogy of De
Profundis,” which “suggests that a queer literary criticism might have the most to gain from
Wilde’s refusal to teach the right lessons, his refusal to be the exemplary gay writer we want
him to be.” 133 Ohi isn’t talking directly about the problem of the return to Bosie, but his
terms certainly enable the move. Wilde’s “gay exemplarity” is, indeed, hard to hold upright
in De Profundis. Arguments for its fully transgressive/triumphant (or fully oppressed/
defeated) eﬀects cave, as I have argued, under the text’s recalcitrant swerves; while an eﬀort
Love, Feeling Backward, 158. Love derives this question from the language used by the New York
Lesbian Avengers in their 1993 “Dyke Manifesto.” Her topic is the recognition of “the problem of
feeling bad” in the corners of the queer political movement which “broke with the progressive
utopian historical vision of some versions of gay liberation and second-wave feminism.” The
“Manifesto” epitomized the tension between these two modes of queer political feeling: “Written
over the entire poster in red are three words: POWER SEX ACTIVISM. Recalling the revolutionary
rhetoric of earlier movements, the Avengers’ manifesto also gives voice to negative and retrogressive
tendencies at odds with the utopian call to action. In small print, they write that Lesbian Avengers
‘ARE OLD FASHIONED: PINE, LONG, WHINE, STAY IN BAD RELATIONSHIPS.’”
132
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Kevin Ohi, “Erotic Baﬄement,” 327.
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to dwell within those swerves, to countenance the text as a whole, as I have tried to do,
yields an image of a Wilde who does not do much for gay pride: morose, melancholic, selfflagellating, self-serious, and erotically fixated on the most unworthy of objects.134
Suggesting the productivity of the challenge, Ohi continues:
Perhaps one way to phrase Oscar Wilde’s critical legacy is thus both to
underline his rigorous thwarting of our desire for him to teach the lessons we
want to learn — that is, to try to grasp what is most seductive, alluring, risky,
and troubling about his queerness and ours — and to consider our perpetual
failure to remain baﬄed, our inevitable move to recuperate as tendentious
insights the exquisite seductions of our baﬄement.135
At the risk, inevitably, of making just that move, I conclude with a suggestion of the
imperatives, both ethical and aesthetic, of attending to the unsettling dynamics of the text
and, especially, to those of the unsettling relationship — “seductive, alluring, risky, and
troubling” — which the brutally renders and then, through that very rendering, repairs.
In an essay on Paula Vogel’s dark play about incest, How I Learned to Drive, Ann
Pellegrini eloquently articulates a crucial point of connection between melancholic objectrelations, as theorized by Freud, and queer ones. She turns to the “excruciating final scene,”
in which the heroine, Li’l Bit, admits that the car, which is the place her uncle repeatedly
molested her, is also the place she feels the greatest freedom and even pleasure. Pellegrini
admits that this seems “counterintuitive. For wasn’t the car the scene of her trauma, the
place where Uncle Peck had unfettered access to her?” 136 That would be the conventional
psychological reasoning, but it is belied by the complexity of Li’l Bit’s ambivalent feelings
Ohi writes, “Wilde’s letter is often treated by queer critics...as something of an embarrassment, its
sentimental, vindictive, resentful, and even catty tones shaming the urbane linguistic play of the
queer 1890s sophisticate” (311).
134
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Pellegrini. “Staging Sexual Injury: How I Learned to Drive” in Critical Theory and Performance,,
ed. Janelle G. Reinelt and Joseph R. Roach Ann Arbor (The University of Michigan Press, 2007), 428.
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towards her “trauma and her secret,” which “are bound up in all that she has loved and lost
in Uncle Peck, a love and a loss whose high toll do not cancel out their value for Li’l Bit.” 137
Thus the consolation of driving, which symbolically reunites Li’l Bit with the object of her
perverse, persistent attachment.
For the length of the drive, she is not pressed to get over him or get over
herself. If the price tag for getting over the loss is letting go of an object and
an object-relation that the world tells you is not worth having in the first
place, then this melancholic refusal to get over it already is not destructive of
the self, but may even be constitutive of its ongoing life. 138
While taking note of the vast diﬀerences in content and context that separate the two
examples, I would suggest that this powerful reading resounds with the dilemma posed by
Wilde’s reunification with his own troubled and troubling love-object. Forcibly separated
from Bosie by the law, and endlessly enjoined to cut things oﬀ with Bosie by his friends,
Wilde himself spends much of the fraught text of De Profundis enforcing that break: but, as I
have suggested, that eﬀort is always undone by opposing aﬀective and rhetorical forces, so
that ultimately the letter enacts a “melancholic refusal to get over it already.”
!

The refusal, indeed, wins out. In the chapter that follows, I will look at the powerful

letters of protest that emerge from Wilde and Bosie’s post-prison reunion, in which Wilde
will articulate his own version of Pellegrini’s insight: insisting that his return to Bosie — who
has been perpetually regarded, from multiple perspectives, both then and now, as “not worth
having,” or not permissible to have, “in the first place” — is indeed “constitutive” of any
possibility of an “ongoing life” and (they can hardly be separated) ongoing art. We must,
then, reconceptualize the “abnormal,” “pathological” condition of melancholia — the refusal
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to concede the loss of an object, or the end of a relationship with it — when the objectrelation held onto excessively and even destructively is one that is condemned from the start,
from all sides, as abnormal, pathological, excessive, destructive, unacceptable, ill-advised or
illegal or both; and when the aﬀective pushes and pulls surrounding the object, negotiating
the relationship, are inextricably bound up with the production and the perpetuation of
transformative queer aesthetics.
!

A reconsideration of Bosie as something other than unilaterally villainous — and of

De Profundis as one incident, a major one but still just of one many, in a gay romance, rather
than as the final and forbiddingly absolute closing statement thereof — opens up new
approaches not only to the letter itself but to its little-discussed aftermaths, as well as to its
little-noted but potent strains of connection to the works that precede it. The pieces of
Wilde’s oeuvre with which it would seem to have the weakest links — the dazzling society
comedy of The Importance of Being Earnest — will turn out to share with De Profundis a highly
pressing, and uncannily prescient, concern with double lives and convoluted pasts, with
secrets precipitously kept and inevitably exploded; with the tensions, the hazards, and the
excitements (often exciting precisely because they are hazardous) that proliferate in the
shaping and transmission of objects and relations — the losses, the lapses, the reversals, and
the returns of things like letters, and cigarette cases, and lovers — along pathways that
deviate from those of the “normal.” Wilde, perhaps, could not write Earnest without having
Bosie; and we, I will assert, cannot fully access the one without approaching the other and
grasping the links between them: Such a reading enables us to approach some diﬃcult,
crucial questions about a set of correlations — central to my whole project — which, though
they have long seemed too painful or prickly to try to read, seem now too plangent and
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important not to: between bad boyfriends and brilliant drama; between sex and materiality;
between the gay aesthetics of high camp and deep melancholia; between artistic invention
and erotic compulsion, ingenious production and impertinent consumption; between the
state of clinging to painful objects and the act of forging of queer histories and futures.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING (WITH) BOSIE

I dreamed of him last night, I saw his face
All radiant and unshadowed of distress,
And as of old, in music measureless,
I heard his golden voice and marked him trace
Under the common thing the hidden grace,
And conjure wonder out of emptiness,
Till mean things put on beauty like a dress
And all the world was an enchanted place.
!

- Lord Alfred Douglas, “The Dead Poet” (1900)

i. “They Don’t Understand”
!

At the end of De Profundis, as renunciation gives way to reconciliation, Wilde hopes

— predicts? — that the “wide chasm” between himself and Bosie might be bridged by
“love,” to which “all things are easy.”1 For this to come to fruition wasn’t entirely easy, but it
also did not take too long. A visit was first planned in mid-June and then, under the obscure
threat of a “scene or scandal” from Bosie’s father (“or rather Q as I only know him and think
Oscar Wilde, De Profundis/‘Epistola: In Carcere et Vinculis’ (The Complete Works of Oscar Wilde:
Volume 2, ed. Ian Small, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 153.
1
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of him”), cancelled.2 In an aﬀective splitting which we’ll see running through Wilde’s
correspondence at this time, he tells Robbie Ross that, “harassed, and indeed frightened,”
he has “now put oﬀ Bosie indefinitely,” 3 while a diﬀerent version of feelings is relayed to
Bosie himself: it remains “impossible” to meet, so “simply we must write to each other:
about the things we love, about poetry and the coloured arts of our age, and that passage of
ideas into images that is the intellectual history of art. I think of you always, and love you
always, but chasms of moonless night divide us. We cannot cross it without hideous and
nameless peril.”4 That “chasm of moonless night” was, however, crossed by August 28
(almost exactly three months after Wilde’s release from prison, an uncanny perpetuation of
the temporal patterning by which their relationship is dissected in De Profundis 5), when he
and Bosie met in Rouen, France.!
!

A few days later, a note from Wilde (in response to a telegram from Bosie) makes it

apparent that the brief reunion has galvanized plans, or at least hopes, for a more permanent
one. Epistolary gestures, signaling aﬀective ones, that have been silent since before the trials
are now revived: its salutation — “My own Darling Boy” — is in the fully homoerotic mode
marked, through the courtroom proceedings, as criminal.

Oscar Wilde, The Complete Letters of Oscar Wilde (ed. Merlin Holland and Rupert Hart-Davis, New
York: Henry Holt and Company, 2000), 901.
2

3

Ibid., 903.

4

Ibid., 902.

5 The

prevalence of three (in units of hours, days, weeks, months, years) is one of the more striking
and perplexing characteristics of De Profundis. Regenia Gagnier’s explanation is compelling: she sees
it as evidence of Wilde’s recollections being inevitably “tainted with prison habits” (as, indeed, he
suggests that they are): “He meticulously describes their break-ups at three-month intervals— the
largest unit of measure operative in the oﬃcial prison regulations posted in his cell” (Idy$s of the
Marketplace, 188). This may well be correct, though I would like to leave space for a less literal, more
psychoanalytically enmeshed understanding as well — which is to say, a space for not quite
understanding.
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My own Darling Boy, I got your telegram half an hour ago, and just send a
line to say that I feel that my only hope of again doing beautiful work in art is
being with you. It was not so in the old days, but now it is diﬀerent, and you
can really recreate in me that energy and sense of joyous power on which art
depends. Everyone is furious with me for going back to you, but they don't
understand us. I feel that it is only with you that I can do anything at all. Do
remake my ruined life for me, and then our friendship and love will have a
diﬀerent meaning to the world.
I wish that when we met at Rouen we had not parted at all. There are such
wide abysses now of space and land between us. But we love each other.
Goodnight, dear. Ever yours, Oscar6
In view of the dominant tones of De Profundis — even, in fact, allowing for a good deal of
that text’s weirdness and emotional vacillation — it would seem very diﬃcult to reconcile
this note’s passionately resolved rhetoric of desire and dependence, of need that speaks
from intersection of erotics and aesthetics, with those eighty pages of agonized
recrimination and disavowal painstakingly composed several months earlier. Aware, it seems,
of the contradiction posed by so apparently abrupt and total an emotional turnaround,
Wilde posits a temporal shift that allows for the disjunction (“It was not so in the old days,
but now it is diﬀerent”); at the same time, he acknowledges the upset that this move is
bound to provoke throughout his social sphere: “Everyone is furious with me for going back to
you, but they don’t understand us.”
!

Indeed, no one, or hardly anyone — not his friends, then; not his readers, critics,

biographers, and fans throughout the past century and into the present — has “understood,”
let alone appreciated, Wilde’s relationship with perhaps the unworthiest and most
perturbing of boyfriends in gay literary history. “His abominable lover Alfred Douglas,” 7 “the

6 Wilde,

Complete Letters, 932.

Peter Hollindale, Review of De Profundis/‘Epistola: In Carcere et Vinculis' (The Complete Works of
Oscar Wilde: Volume II), ed. Ian Small and The Picture of Dorian Gray (The Complete Works of Oscar
Wilde: Volume III), ed. Joseph Bristow. Review of English Studies 57 (2006), 132.
7
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spoiled, feckless youngest son of the Marquess of Queensberry”8 two recent critics calls him,
typifying the sort of casually aggrieved perspective of many references to Douglas. Others
are more intentionally severe: in reference to photographs of the couple, Richard Allen Cave
concludes that “Bosie, despite the surface prettiness, has all the features of a spoilt brat,
with pouting mouth, slouched posture and lifeless eyes; what is projected is a figure heavily
obsessed with self.”9 W. H. Auden, in his 1963 review of Wilde’s Letters, is colorfully
unrestrained: “Lord Alfred Douglas...emerges from these letters as a vicious, gold-digging,
snobbish, anti-Semitic, untalented little horror for whom no good word can be said.” 10 In
fact, in areas other than biography,11 Wilde scholarship has had few words of any kind to say
about Douglas, beyond consternation at the “fatal attraction” aspect of the relationship.
But, as I have shown in the previous chapter, a fuller understanding of De Profundis, in its
“fragmented apparitions and chameleon nature,”12 can emerge through a more nuanced
recognition of Bosie’s perpetual hold as its central Object of desire. Now, I want to suggest
that the writings (as well as events) which came both before and after De Profundis, as they

8

James Eli Adams, A History of Victorian Literature (Oxford: Blackwell, 2011).

Richard Allen Cave, “Wilde’s Comedies” in A Companion to Modern British and Irish Drama, 1880-2005
(ed. Mary Luckhurst, Oxford: Blackwell, 2006), 213.
9

10 W.H.

Auden, “An Improbable Life,” The New Yorker (9 March 1963), 155.

Richard Ellmann’s classic Oscar Wilde (New York: Random House, 1984) takes a tenaciously
negative view of Bosie and his role in Wilde’s life. Older biographies, if less reliable in many ways, are
also often more nuanced in their sympathies: see especially Rupert Croft-Cooke’s exceptionally
vivacious works The Unrecorded Life of Oscar Wilde (New York: David McCay, 1972) and Bosie: Lord
Al%ed Douglas, His Friends and Enemies (New York: Bobbs-Merrill, 1963), as well as the several
contributions of H. Montgomery Hyde (Lord Al%ed Douglas [New York: Dodd, Mead & Company,
1985]; Oscar Wilde: A Biography [New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1975]). More recently, Douglas
Murray’s generally well-received biography Bosie: The Man, the Poet, the Lover of Oscar Wilde (New
York: Hyperion, 2000) has attempted to flesh out the historical record of Douglas as “a highly
complex, but in many ways still lovable figure who, against all odds, has found a place in the history
of letters and politics” (4).
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link up with the prison letter and with one another across Wilde’s body of work, also require
that we think more seriously and with more subtlety about the attractions — encompassing
but exceeding fatality — of Bosie: his outrageously compelling physical beauty; his “willful,
fascinating, irritating, destructive, delightful personality,” 13 as Wilde describes it in one of
several powerful letters that beg comprehension and support for their scandalous (and,
critically, rarely considered) post-prison reunion; his seductive, vexatious, inescapable
centrality not only in Wilde’s life (and afterlife) but in his work — his plots, his paradoxes,
his humor, his art.
!

From The Importance of Being Earnest’s sparklingly queer dramatization of indulgence

and intemperate consumption, the erotics of which are both renounced and revived in De
Profundis, through the very late letters’ trace documentations of a lived aesthetic of idleness,
Wilde’s texts, I will argue here, thematize a queer use (or mis-use) of time — from the
schedule of a day to the conception of an era — which works symbiotically with the mis-use
of objects. Objects which facilitate the formation or expression of homosexual identities and
bonds; but also objects which contain a potent capacity to draw in queer attractions, to
arouse queer imaginations, to connect them, and to allow them to persist in unexpected,
recalcitrant, sometimes unhappy, often redemptive strokes across thorny or even impossible
terrains of space and time.
!

Wilde himself vocalizes both the perversity and the promise of this inquiry. In a

February 1899 letter to Frank Harris, he speculates rather gloomily on the prospects of the
newly released print edition of The Importance of Being Earnest: “I do not fancy the play will
have anything like the success of The Ba#ad.” The reason for this:

13 Wilde,

Complete Letters, 961.
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It is so trivial, so irresponsible a comedy: and while the public like to hear of
my pain — curiosity and the autobiographical form being elements of interest
— I am not sure that they will welcome me again in an airy mood and spirit,
mocking at morals, and defiance of social rules. There is, or at least in their
eyes there should be, such a gap between the two Oscars. I believe they would
like me to edit prayers for those at sea, or to recant the gospel of the joy of
life in a penny tract. They do not see that only the utterly worthless can be
reformed. Permanence of temperament, the indomitable assertion of the soul
(and by soul I mean the unity of mind and body), such are the things of value
in anyone.14
In this final chapter, I want not so much to close that “gap between the two Oscars” as to
step into it, and see where it contains footholds, swerves, unmarked or unfinished pathways,
shaky but crossable bridges. I traverse Wilde’s archive, bringing literary texts (The
Importance of Being Earnest, “The Critic as Artist”) into contact with extra-literary ones,
showing how a# of these genres, alongside the others that have figured in this project, can
be read both queerly and literarily. Those objects that are not conventionally granted the
aesthetic stakes or imaginative potentials of literature — from dresses and rooms to letters
and magazines to gossip, rumor, and anecdote — unfurl new valences of meaning and
connectivity when they are viewed with attention to form, style, image, and textual/textural
eﬀect. Correlatively, all of these genres — including the literary, which is sometimes
segregated from historical and biographical evidence — can convene as archival objects,
containing traces, whether material or representational, of the complex trajectories and
multiplicitous echoes of desire and aﬀect.

14 Wilde,

Complete Letters, 1124.
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ii. “Ups and Downs in Bunburying”: Excessive Consumption, Comedic Production
I sit by his side and read him passages from his own life. They fill him
with surprise. Everyone should keep someone else’s diary; I sometimes
suspect you of keeping mine.
!

!

- Oscar Wilde to Ada Leverson, 5 October 1894

Wilde’s assessment in De Profundis of Bosie’s ruinous eﬀect on his artistic

productivity is unforgettably harsh: “I am not speaking in phrases of rhetorical exaggeration
but in terms of absolute truth to actual fact when I remind you that during the whole time
we were together I never wrote one single line.”15 But, like many of that text’s more
merciless accusations, this cannot quite be “absolute truth,” or at least not the only truth:
another version of “actual fact” reveals that the chronological coalescence of Wilde’s writerly
productivity and his romantic obsession is astonishing. “We cannot know what Wilde might
have written if he had never met Bosie or had fallen in love with someone else,” writes W.H.
Auden in his 1962 assessment of Wilde’s career and just-published Letters, “we can only note
that during the four years between his meeting with Bosie and his downfall Wilde wrote the
greater part of his literary work, including his one masterpiece,” 16 The Importance of Being
Earnest. Wilde’s dramatic career took oﬀ just as his aﬀair with Bosie did; and it achieved its
heights — with An Ideal Husband and Earnest both opening in the winter of 1894-95 — just
as that aﬀair was hurtling towards its calamitous climax. Auden’s vitriol — “Bosie was a
horror and responsible for Wilde’s ruin” — is balanced by a consideration of the unknowable
logics of both desire and inspiration:
If at the end of his life Wilde had been asked whether he regretted ever
15 Wilde,

De Profundis, 38-39.

16 Auden,

“Improbable” 168.
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having met him, he would probably have answered no, and it be
presumptuous of us to regret it either….[Despite] the endless rows, the timewasting and the expense, or even because of them, Bosie had served him as a
Muse.17
!

It is worth listening to Douglas’s own protest, in his 1940 memoir Oscar Wilde: A

Summing Up (the last and by far least aspersive of his several works on the subject), against
the “amazingly and fantastically untrue statement that I interfered with his writing and that
he never wrote anything while I was with him.”18 Douglas’s opposing claim is as extreme as
Wilde’s (neither of them was very good at moderation):
The four years during which my great friendship with Oscar Wilde endured,
till it was interrupted by his imprisonment, cover a period of his most brilliant
and copious literary activity...I must again put on record the fact, which is
susceptible of absolute proof, that from the time our close association began
till the day he died he never wrote anything at all except when I was with him
and often sitting in the same room with him while he wrote. He wrote the
whole of The Importance of Being Earnest at a house in Worthing where I stayed
with him, and most of it while I was sitting in the same room with him. He
wrote The Ideal Husband partly at a house at Goring where I stayed with him
and partly in rooms he took in St. James’s Place where I visited him regularly
every day...He wrote A Woman of No Importance in a house at Babbacombe…
where I stayed with him for about two months...19
While it doesn’t serve as “absolute proof ” of Bosie’s account, or of “the mental and
intellectual stimulus which I had on him,” we can trace, at least, the geographical
provenances he describes, through the place-names transposed directly into the plays: John
Worthing in Earnest, Lord Goring in Ideal Husband, and so on. In A Woman of No Importance,
Bosie himself registers textually: Peter Raby notices that the “almost silent figure of Lord
Alfred Ruﬀord, whose only occupations are his debts and the gold-tipped cigarettes he

17 Auden,
18 Alfred
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Douglas, Oscar Wilde: A Summing Up, 117.
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cannot aﬀord, provides an echo of Lord Alfred Douglas.” 20 Such details give depth to
Auden’s despite-or-because-of formulation: the things about Bosie that, in De Profundis, are
most vociferously denounced are the same ones which inspire, in A Woman of No Importance,
a character who has little function beyond an aﬀectionate, in-joking tribute. In The
Importance of Being Earnest, we see these flaws (the idleness, insouciance, luxurious tastes,
worldliness) in more action, and we can see them forged nearly inseparably with charisma,
charm, wit, glamour, and other facets of irrepressible attractiveness.

Figure 14: Oscar and Bosie in Oxford, 1894.

Peter Raby, “Wilde’s Comedies of Society” in The Cambridge Companion to Oscar Wilde, ed Peter
Raby (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 150.
20
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!

Algernon Moncrieﬀ, the delinquent and charming "Bunburyist” of The Importance of

Being Earnest — “reckless” in his “extravagance” and compulsive in his consumption of
everyone else’s food and drink and money and attention, who flirts his way through the play
getting away with everything, and getting every thing he wants — was originally also to be
named “Lord Alfred Ruﬀord.” 21 At center stage of De Profundis and Earnest, then, are Bosie
and Algy, two versions of “Lord Alfred,” two golden-curled bad boy0iends: boys who are
always behaving badly; boy with whom it is a bad idea to get involved; boys with whom,
nevertheless, one can hardly help falling in love — boys whose exorbitant, indiscreet
appetites are inextricably linked to their inordinate allures.
!

Wilde sent the first known sketch of the comedy that would become Earnest to his

producer, George Alexander, in July 1894; he claimed that he was unattached to particular
details of the plot but confident that “an amusing thing with lots of fun and wit might be
made” from it.22 The character called “Lord Alfred Ruﬀord” is already painted as an
insouciant troublemaker, who gets “arrested for debts” and “scold[ed] for profligacy.”
Certain scenes are almost fully imagined, and the tricky circulation of small objects — bills,
cigarette cases, names, handbags, diaries — that will propel the plot is anticipated in an
excited parenthetical:
(PS The disclosure of the guardian of his double life is occasioned by Lord
Alfred saying to him ‘You left your handkerchief here the last time you were
up’ (or cigarette case). The guardian takes it — the Lord A. says ‘but why, dear
George, is it marked Bertram, — who is Bertram Ashton?’ Guardian discloses
plot.) 23

21 Wilde,
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Figure 15: Allan Aynesworth (left) as Algernon and George Alexander (right) as
Jack in the original production of The Importance of Being Earnest, at the St.
James Theatre in London (February 14,1895).

The cigarette case will win out over the handkerchief to become the occasion for one of the
play’s most famous jokes, which is also a statement on the perils and pleasures of
unbounded textual transmission: “You have seen me with it a hundred times, and you have
no right whatsoever to read what is written inside. It is a very ungentlemanly thing to read a
private cigarette case,” contends Jack in the opening scene, while Algy objects that “[i]t is
absurd to have a hard and fast rule about what one should read and what one shouldn’t.
More than half of modern culture depends on what one shouldn’t read.”24 [Figure 15.]

Oscar Wilde, The Importance of Being Earnest in The Complete Works of Oscar Wilde, ed. J.B. Foreman,
(New York: HarperCollins, 1966), 324.
24
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!

This, then, precipitates the mutual revelation of Algy and Jack’s “Bunburyist”

tendencies, and the cigarette case itself thus becomes the most materially specific icon of
the multiple ways in which the play’s “gay gaming,” as Christopher Craft calls it, presages the
dire stakes to which, in the trials that swiftly follow its triumphant opening, the
transgressive circulation of objects and identities will be raised. “Cigarette cases, usually
silver ones purchased in Bond Street, were part...of Wilde’s payment to the male prostitutes
he frequented,” writes Craft, and “as the most durable material trace of Wilde’s illegal sexual
practice, these cigarette cases (replete with inscriptions such as ‘To X from O.W.’) would be
repeatedly introduced into evidence by the prosecution.”25 As objects occupying a queer
middle ground between the luxurious and the cheap or common, the mass-produced and the
personalized, the private and the shared, the open and the closed, these engraved cigarette
cases caught the public imagination: Craft quotes an article in the Evening News which takes
fascinated, aghast stock of “the long ordeal of terrible suggestions that occupied the whole
of yesterday when the cross-examination left the literary plane and penetrated the dim-lit
perfumed rooms where the poet of the beautiful joined with valets in the bond of silver
cigarette cases.”26
!

In The Importance of Being Earnest, “suggestions” do not become “ordeals”: “the

performative success of Earnest’s oral insouciance,” writes Craft, “lay in it capacity to tease
the limit of the proper without seeming to violate it seriously.” 27 The play is readable as
queer not only in the high-camp subversiveness of its style but also in the complex, shifting,
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unlikely, and dangerous — though gamely and generously resolved — play of “bonds,” or
social and aﬀective aﬃliations, that it dramatizes. In Oliver Buckton’s analysis, “the humor
of the play derives largely from our pleasure — and surprise — at witnessing Algy and Jack
narrowly escape the impending and potentially ruinous collisions with the social world” 28 —
as well as, I would add, with one another. “Your vanity is ridiculous, your conduct is an
outrage, and your presence in my garden utterly absurd,” fumes Jack, ordering his friend,
who is posing as his false brother, to leave his country estate, having just reluctantly saved
him from arrest by paying oﬀ the Savoy bills that have (like Oscar’s and Bosie’s) run up to
disastrous heights: “This Bunburying, as you call it, has not been a great success for you.”29
But of course the “Bunburying” is, in the end, a total success, and along the way it is a messy
delight; delightful not least because of the conflicts such schemes encounter — or engender
— along the way. “Oh! There are ups and downs in Bunburying, just as there are in
everything else,” says the unruﬄed Algy. “I’d be all right if you would let me have some
lunch. The main thing is that I have seen Cecily and she is a darling.” 30
!

In the aﬀectively unhinged shifts between the threat of jail, the demand for lunch

(his second one), and the onset of love, we see another plane of the play’s queer operation:
the counter-normative temporalities and trajectories of object-relations that pulsate
underneath what Eve Sedgwick calls the “glitteringly implausible cross-gender courtships” of
its plot.31 Think here of the long-lost babies and made-up brothers and belatedly-acquired
fathers, of the hyperbolically staged social engineering of Lady Bracknell — who in her
Oliver S. Buckton, Secret Selves: Confession and Same-Sex Desire in Victorian Autobiography (Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1998), 103.
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thwarting disapproval of everyone’s origins and aims, might be almost read as a blessedly
comedic trans-gendered revision of the diabolical Marquess of Queensberry — but also of
the disappearing cucumber sandwiches and muﬃns; the sublimely absurd speediness with
which romantic attachments are fantasized, sparked, formed, broken, re-formed,
threatened, restored; the blatant, uproarious performativity with which the characters
speak, write, and manipulate the language of love.
***
!

“Miss Cardew, ever since half-past twelve this afternoon, when I first looked upon

your wonderful and incomparable beauty,” swoons Algernon, “I have not merely been your
abject slave and servant, but, soaring upon the pinions of a possibly monstrous ambition, I
have dared to love you wildly, passionately, devotedly, hopelessly”: only to be begged to
“please say that all over again,” slowly, so that Miss Cardew can record it in her diary —
“simply a very young girl’s record of her own thoughts and impressions, and consequently
meant for publication. When it appears in volume form I hope you will order a copy.” 32 In
The Importance of Being Earnest, expressions of impulsive, overwrought, and self-confessedly
“abject” desire are sublimely funny, as are perversions of the motivations, temporality, and
distribution of private texts: the girls’ journals; the blue-ribboned box of love letters that
Cecily has written to herself from “Ernest,” “beautiful” compositions and “violent” ones,
documenting a romance as full of breaks and reconciliations, ups and downs, as Oscar and
Bosie’s.
!

Cecily’s love letters are inspired, or required, by a postal failure which is also a

relational one: “I grew tired of asking the postman every morning if he had a London letter

32 Wilde,
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for me. My health began to give way under the strain and anxiety. So I wrote your letters for
you, and had them posted to me in the village by my maid.”33 The scene of their revelation
contains, as Frank McGuiness notes, “a hint of prophecy...anticipat[ing] the composition of
De Profundis” 34: another love letter written to alleviate the “strain and anxiety” of “long and
fruitless waiting”35 for the mail. That’s not the only hint: Cecily also has a store of jewels,
“bought in your name,” which both “show that you are sadly extravagant” and that “still I
have long ago forgiven you for that”36 — sparkly souvenirs of the aﬀective negotiations by
which indictment and indulgence of a lover’s unscrupulous excesses convene to intensify
(rather than foreclose) romantic attachment. Recall those “dainty sleeve-links – four heartshaped moonstones of silver mist, girdled by alternate ruby and diamond for their setting”37
lamented, or melancholically relished, in Wilde’s tallying of debts in De Profundis: they are
echoed, perhaps too closely for coincidence, in the “little gold bangle with the turquoise and
diamond heart” with which the fictive “Ernest” convinced Cecily to un-break their
engagement. The “very pretty” object concretizes the pleasures of “taking back” an errant
lover; it also argues that an inclination towards imprudent opulence both signifies and
compensates for immoral tendencies — and that both, together, run alongside naughty,
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irresistible appeal. “You have wonderfully good taste, Ernest,” says Cecily. “It’s the excuse
I’ve always given for your leading such a bad life.”38
!

Oliver Buckton, in his analysis of “dissident confession” in Wilde’s oeuvre, has

provided a thorough, keen illumination of the surprising strains of correspondence between
texts as overtly dissimilar as De Profundis and Earnest. He points out that Wilde’s play, “so
often considered the culmination of [his] genius, his most perfect work...can be read in a
way that foregrounds confessional significance”39 and the crises of revelation: Earnest and
the other “so-called society comedies...demonstrate a deep exploration of the power of the
past to determine the present: in particular the destructive force of morally ambiguous or
corrupt actions that come back to haunt the protagonists is among the most persistent and
important features of Wilde’s dramatic writing.” 40 The two texts are also linked through
much more specific valences of reference and concern, including “the dangers of excessive
appetite” 41 — eating and drinking too much; taking pleasures too far; demanding more than
one’s share; acquiring more than one can aﬀord — that are “figured in the actions of the
selfish and irresponsible young men who are, in various ways, related to one another as
literary figures.”42
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!

Algernon’s habit of “incessantly eat[ing] food intended for other people,”43 which

welds gluttony to deceitfulness and selfishness, is a running joke throughout the play: it
begins with his eating all of the cucumber sandwiches laid out for his Aunt Augusta in the
opening scene, and then lying about it; and it culminates, as the finale’s spasms of familial
and heterosexual resolution approach, with Jack’s (hypocritically!) outraged refusal to
consent to the engagement between Algy and Cecily on grounds that his friend is
“untruthful”:
This afternoon during my temporary absence in London on an important
question of romance, he obtained admission to my house by means of the
false pretence of being my brother. Under an assumed name he drank, I’ve
just been informed by my butler, an entire pint bottle of my Perrier-Jouet,
Brut, '89; wine I was specially reserving for myself. Continuing his disgraceful
deception, he succeeded in the course of the afternoon in alienating the
aﬀections of my only ward. He subsequently stayed to tea, and devoured every
single muﬃn. 44
The listing — and the time-lining — of minute oﬀenses, adding up to major faults,
anticipates the styling of long sections of De Profundis:
The second week you returned and my work practically had to be given up. I
arrived at St James’s Place every morning at 11.30 in order to have the
opportunity of thinking and writing...But the attempt was vain. At 12 o’clock
you drove up and stayed smoking cigarettes and chattering till 1.30, when I
had to take you out to luncheon at the Café Royal or the Berkeley. Luncheon
with its liqueurs lasted usually till 3.30. For an hour you retired to White’s. At
tea-time you appeared again and stayed till it was time to dress for dinner. You
dined with me either at the Savoy or at Tite Street. We did not separate as a
rule till after midnight, as supper at Willis’s had to wind up the entrancing day.
That was my life for those three months, every single day...For one of my
nature and temperament it was a position at once grotesque and tragic. 45
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“There can be little good in any young man who eats so much, or so often,”46 says Miss
Prism, self-appointed moral arbiter, of Algernon; and the same might be said — indeed
Wilde basically says — of Bosie, whose failures of moderation in the realm of food and drink
and money and time become, as I argued in the previous chapter, lamentable both in their
own right and as symptoms (or omens) of deeper and wider problems: insuﬃciencies in
sympathy and consideration; misguided relational agendas; and disastrous inabilities to
judge when a thing has gone too far or in the wrong direction, or is heading for tragedy. In
the cases of both Algy and Bosie, writes Buckton, “appetite is derided as greed, and
uncontrolled consumption is portrayed as a vice that undermines the possibility of social
relationships between subjects.”47
!

I would posit, however, that excessive consumption, though it can block “social

relationships” can also create, or sustain, them. It clearly does so in Earnest: though Jack
rages against Algy’s “alienating the aﬀections” of his ward, Cecily, while posing as his madeup brother — “what makes his conduct all the more heartless is, that he was perfectly aware
from the first that I have no brother...and that I don’t intend to have a brother, not even of
any kind,” continues the speech I have quoted above 48 — he is, in the end, thoroughly
delighted to obtain a real one, along with a whole array of relations: deceased but named
parents, an aunt and cousin, a fiancée. In De Profundis, the productive capacities of
“uncontrolled consumption” are harder to see. From the perspective of the Wilde who wrote
the prison letter, trapped in the murderous monotony of a prison schedule, deprived not just
of luxuries but of comforts, it’s perhaps no wonder that a day like the one mapped out
46 Wilde,
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above, fully slated with a surfeit of pleasures and demands, would have come to seem so
alien that its memory festered and turned “grotesque and tragic”: silly, irresponsible, and
antithetical to — in fact, rendering impossible — the flowering of the imagination, the
production of artistic work, and the cultivation of real, substantive intimacy. Laying out the
“degradations” in which his friendship with Bosie resulted, Wilde lists as among the
consequences of Bosie’s improvident appetites the degradation (in Buckton’s term, the
undermining) not only of Wilde’s status and productivity but of friendship itself: “There was
on far too many occasions too little joy or privilege in being your host. You forgot...the grace
of sweet companionship, the charm of pleasant conversation...and all those gentle
humanities that make life lovely...” 49
!

But, as we know, this is only one of an array of relational textures: and the aﬀective

transmissions and social interactions between the two are, far from blocked, perpetually
kept aflame by the restive interplay of demand, denial, apology, yield. Moreover, the
disjunction between the still-glittering descriptions of “entrancing days” and intoxicating
nights with Bosie and the brutal adjectives attached to them provides an impetus for digging
beneath their designated aﬀective tenor. Wasn’t it, we are almost compelled to ask, fun at
the time?

iii. “As Usual in a Whirl”: Seeking Bosie’s A#ures
It is really absurd. I can’t live without you. You are so dear, so wonderful. I think of
you all day long, and miss your grace, your boyish beauty, the bright sword-play
of your wit, the delicate fancy of your genius, so surprising always in its sudden
swallow-flights towards north or south, towards sun or moon - and above all,
yourself...London is a desert without your dainty feet, and all the buttonholes
have turned to weeds.
49 Wilde,
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- Oscar Wilde to Alfred Douglas, July 1894

The accounts that we have from those days of champagne and cigarettes, appearing

in Wilde’s letters and elsewhere, conjure a “Bosie” as narcissistic and as intemperate as that
of De Profundis — but in whom the negative undersides of those qualities are outweighed,
even obscured, by an extraordinary charm. To read Bosie’s attractions as attractions rather
than as merely illusions or delusions, as I am proposing to do, requires the pushing aside of a
long tradition of Wilde’s critical and readerly reception (along with plenty of historical
evidence that sustains it). It also requires entrance into a particularly volatile set of archives:
not only the love letters (which might be seen as a repository of a particular moment’s
aﬀective energy, valid because of its obvious bias and inconsistency), but the anecdote and its
impromptu revelations of scenic, bodily, interpersonal, and gestural dynamics: its
preservation of what José Esteban Muñoz, writing of the contemporary gay nightlife
performer Kevin Aviance, calls “resonant poses, and the force of queer ephemera.” 50 Noting
the historically troubled relationship between queerness and conventionally recognized
forms of “evidence,” Muñoz argues that:
[T]he key to queering evidence, and by that I mean the ways in which we
prove queerness and read queerness, is by suturing it to the concept of
ephemera. Think of ephemera as trace, the remains, the things that are left,
hanging in the air like a rumor....Ephemera are the remains that are often
embedded in queer acts, in both stories we tell one another and
communicative physical gestures…51
Some of the most resonant traces of Bosie’s queer gestures are to be found in the anecdotes
(or “stories”) of Campbell Dodgson, who was hired as Bosie’s tutor in the winter of 1893,
José Esteban Muñoz, Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity (New York: NYU Press,
2009), 66.
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when the perpetually underperforming Oxford undergraduate was making a last-ditch
attempt to pass his exams. “We must also understand that after the gesture expires, its
materiality has transformed into ephemera that are utterly necessary,” 52 writes Muñoz:
Dodgson’s letters, or more specifically the anecdotes contained therein, are the “ephemera”
which contain the lost materiality of Bosie’s presence.
!

In correspondence with none other than Lionel Johnson, the poet who had

introduced Bosie and Oscar in the first place, Dodgson narrates a sequence of events that
we can place as, essentially, the other aftermath — another piece of the “history” ominously
mapped in De Profundis — of the “Hyacinth letter,” sent from Babbacombe Cliﬀ and urging
Bosie to “come here” but to “go to Salisbury first.”53 Sometime within the next few weeks, as
Dodgson tells, it, Bosie arrived, unannounced as usual, at his mother’s house in Salisbury
“with a flutter of telegrams about him, and disheveled locks” 54; the next morning he “read
Plato with zeal for one and a half hours” and then “quietly informed me at lunch that we
were going to Torquay that afternoon to stay with Oscar Wilde! I gasped, amazed...”
Our departure was dramatic; Bosie was as usual in a whirl; he had no book, no
money, no cigarettes, and had omitted to send many telegrams of the first
importance. Then, with a minimum of minutes in which to catch our train, we
were required to overload a small pony chaise with a vast amount of trunks
while I was charged with a fox terrier and a scarlet morocco dispatch-box, a
gorgeous and beautiful gift from Oscar...We started on a wild career, Bosie
driving. I expected to drag my shattered limbs to the Salisbury infirmary, but
we arrived whole at the station.55
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From Exeter, which is more than three-quarters of the way from Salisbury to Torquay, Bosie
sent “a vast telegram” to Oscar, whom he had forgotten to tell that they were coming. (We
know, from the famous letter, that the invitation was open — “Come here whenever you
like”; we can also imagine irritation at the unannounced visit, suppressed perhaps at the
time and then boiling over into bitterness, in view of a pattern and its aftermath, four years
later.) As examples of gestures which can “transmi[t] ephemeral knowledge of lost queer
histories and possibilities,” Muñoz lists “precise and specific physical acts such as the tilt of
an ankle in very high heels, the swish of a hand,” or “the cool look of a street cruise, a
lingering handshake between recent acquaintances, or the mannish strut of a particularly
confident woman.”56 Each of small but “dramatic” acts and movements recounted by
Dodgson — the tossing of “disheveled” golden curls, the “flutter” of telegrams, the
spontaneous departure, the reckless driving — can be said to function similarly, to
“transmit” the history of a certain kind of gay erotic appeal: the appeal of the beautiful
rogue, the epicene idol, the flighty devotee; modes of appeal that are generally frustrating,
possibly unsafe, not very respectable, but perpetually dazzling.
!

At the sea-side house — “a lovely house, full of surprises and curious rooms, with

suggestions of Rossetti at every turn” 57 — dinners were late and long, days were full of
fancies: “our life is lazy and luxurious, our moral principles are lax,” wrote Dodgson, who had
clearly never seen anything quite like this before. He was as beguiled as he was shocked:
We argue for hours in favour of diﬀerent interpretations of Platonism. Oscar
implores me, with outspread arms and tears in his eyes, to let my soul alone
and cultivate my body for six weeks. Bosie is beautiful and fascinating but
quite wicked. He is enchanted with Plato’s sketch of democratic man, and no
56
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arguments of mine will induce him to believe in any absolute standards of
ethics or of anything else. We do no logic, no history, but play with pigeons
and children and drive by the sea.58
With these glimpses into the sensual and intellectual play at Babbacombe, we can formulate
a concept of Wilde’s authorial practice that mediates between his own embittered assertion
that he never accomplished anything in Bosie’s company, and Bosie’s equally unbelievable
retort that everything sprung from his presence. “Oscar sits in the most artistic of all the
rooms called ‘Wonderland,’” Dodgson reports, “and meditates on his next play. I think him
perfectly delightful with the firmest conviction that his morals are detestable. He professes
to have discovered that mine are as bad.”59 To “meditate on” a play is not, exactly, to write it,
and in bitter retrospect such a “lazy and luxurious” mode of artistic labor may come to seem
totally unmoored from productivity. On the other hand, the subversive ethos and modes of
play that we see being cultivated at Babbacombe cannot be detached from Wilde’s dramas,
which they fill and fuel. Bosie — himself simultaneously manic and indolent — then figures
as the catalyst for both inspiration and distraction; productivity and its breakdown.
!

The interest of anecdotes like this one is not purely biographical, though it certainly

is that: they also serve to illuminate in a new way, to vivify, the aesthetic and conceptual
links between the frothy dramatics of Earnest and morose ones of De Profundis. Both texts,
from opposite sides of trauma, are obsessed with the antics of a “beautiful and fascinating
but quite wicked” boy who cannot be counted on, but also cannot be discounted: thanks to
the seductions of his “disheveled locks” and beautiful face; the erotically and imaginatively
58
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enticing sway of the disruption he poses to norms and routines of communication,
education, propriety, habitation. For my purposes, more specifically, stories like Dodgson’s
depict, again from a perspective opposing (yet sharing much with) that of De Profundis, the
forging of queer erotic-social bonds, and personae, around the use (and subversive misuse) of
objects: ordinary objects — telegrams, books, dogs, boxes and trunks, pigeons — which are
transmuted, in turn, into extraordinary ones through their incorporation into these scenes
of queer pleasure, desire, and play. As José Muñoz says of the “quotidian act” narrated in
Frank O’Hara’s poem “Having a Coke with You,” these are moments that “signif[y] a vast
lifeworld of queer relationality, an encrypted sociality, and a utopian potentiality,” while “the
fun of having a Coke” — of traveling with Bosie, of dining with Oscar — “is a mode of
exhilaration in which one views a restructured sociality.”60
!

Correlatively, Bosie’s seductive singularity comes into focus through the “whirl” of his

gestural interactions with these objects: the combination of “zeal” and “omissions” with
which he treats textbooks and telegrams; the drama with which his unhinged timing endows
the announcement and staging of a trip; the “wild” driving which endangers himself and his
baﬄed travel companion, following the careful delegation of responsibility for a little dog
and a “gorgeous and a beautiful” box; the refusal of his tutor’s scholarly agenda (history,
logic) in favor of one that is collaborative, obsessive, and ludic, with no allowance for
“absolute ethics” but hours devoted to “arguing in favour of diﬀerent interpretations of
Platonism,” punctuated with interludes of “playing with pigeons and children and driving by
the sea.” At “Babbacombe School,” as Wilde designates it in a few letters, we see queer
pedagogy and epistemology in enchanting action: “I am still conducting the establishment
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on the old lines,” he writes to Dodgson after the tutor had departed, “and really think I have
succeeded in combining the advantages of a public school with those of a private lunatic
asylum, which, as you know, was my aim. Bosie is very gilt-haired and I have bound Salomé”
— the original French edition of which had just arrived — “in purple to suit him.”61 Devoted
and irresponsible, flighty and clever, frustrating and impossibly alluring, Bosie presents a
vital, embodied argument for the intimate homoerotics of Wilde’s aesthetic practices and
productions. And for the centrality, to both the substance and style of his work, of a
particular mode of attraction, of erotic enticement, revolving around an Object whose
energies are spasmodic and whose appetites prodigious enough to galvanize desire, absorb it,
devour it, and reflect it back, refashioned: into comedy, tragedy, or some dazzling and
treacherous thing in between.
***
!

In Christopher Craft’s analysis of The Importance of Being Earnest, Algernon’s gluttony,

“by axiomatically transposing sexual and gustatory pleasures...operates as a screen metaphor
for otherwise unspeakable pleasures.”62 Buckton, whose agenda is partly to refute the
totalizing emphasis on homosexuality which he sees as a problem in Wilde criticism of the
1990s, takes issue with Craft’s hermeneutic of disclosure: “The idea that gluttony itself
might be a key to the play, not as a ‘screen’ for unrepresentable sexual acts, but as a central
instance of the exorbitant and selfish consumption that Wilde later attributed to ‘Bosie,’ has
not yet been advanced.”63 Taking note of how potently Algy’s incessant, inappropriate
eating, spending, and time-wasting prefigures “the fierce accusations made by Wilde against
61 Wilde,
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Douglas’s ‘appetite for luxurious living’” in De Profundis, Buckton “challenge[s]” the priority
of sexual interpretation “by foregrounding the promiscuous, greedy incorporation of
consumable objects” in the two texts.64 He contends that these literal practices of overconsumption are represented as problems in themselves, rather than as covers for (or jokes
about) more flammable modes of behavior.
!

But intemperate desires for or uses of objects — telegrams and letters, books, food

and drink, ornaments, gifts — do not have to be seen as “screen” or code or stand-in for
forbidden homosexual desires in order to be considered within the psychic and
representational spheres of queer erotics. The scenes of time being beautifully wasted and
space being mischievously occupied at Babbacombe Cliﬀ are, as Dodgson evokes them,
undeniably loaded with an eroticism that percolates among the men, and carries with it
more than a hint of the forbidden (as is tracked in the cautious but captivated but narrator’s
reactions: “I shall probably leave all that remains of my religions and my morals behind
me!”65). That is not to say that the scenes are “actually” about sex, that the accounts we have
are covering or compensating for a sexual secret (which is in turn not to say that we can or
should proclaim a definite absence of sex). Rather, it is to recognize a homoeroticism which,
while keeping its eye on the beautiful male body, is also inventive in its angles and diﬀuse in
its aims. The celebration or cultivation of a “promiscuous, greedy” relationship to nonbodily objects — intensifying pleasure past the point of normative allowability; recognizing
beauty where it is conventionally denied — is one of the ways in which queer desire, like
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many modes of gay aesthetics and artistic practice, interacts with, filters, and re-makes the
meanings of the material world.66
!

For Wilde, in De Profundis, these categories of consumption — sexual and otherwise

— stand in clear relation to one another: they are contiguous elements of “the froth and
folly” of his life with Bosie, which in retrospect is judged to have been “often very
wearisome,” but as it played out was evidently often very enticing as well:
It was only in the mire that we met: and fascinating, terribly fascinating
though the one topic round which your talk invariably centered was, still at
the end it became quite monotonous to me. I was often bored to death by it,
and accepted it, as I accepted your passion for going to music halls, or your
mania for absurd extravagances in eating and drinking, or any other of your to
me less attractive characteristics, as a thing, that is to say, that one simply had
to put up with, a part of the high price one had to pay for knowing you.67
Vying with its own (belatedly proclaimed) terribleness and monotony, the “fascination” of
Bosie’s erotic obsessions is at once given a limit and immediately allowed to exceed it.68 In
Wilde’s slippery monetary metaphor, one pays, reluctantly and perhaps knowing better, the
“high price” of indulging in “froth” and “mire” in order to purchase, to grant oneself, more of
it: more intimate company, more shared activity — a continued relationship — with the lover
who cannot be torn from his dissolute, magnetic “passions.”

66 The
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There is also the slippery, important fact — which, in a sense, underlies the whole of

my argument — that a queer relation to objects sometimes involves the eroticization of
those objects themselves, whether as targets of fetishistic desire or as instruments in
intersubjective sexual transaction. We know, from the trial records, how vital food and drink
were to Wilde’s sexual practices: specifically, the elaborate, expensive stagings of luxurious
meals to which lower-class boys were invited as preludes to sex. It appears that the
eroticization of indulgence and cross-class generosity colored his relationship with Bosie,
too, who wrote to Robbie Ross, in July 1896 (when Wilde was in prison): “I remember very
well the sweetness of asking Oscar for money. It was a sweet humiliation and exquisite
pleasure to both of us. Being kept was part of the pleasure of being loved.”69 As biased as
this account may be, it provides an illuminating counterweight to De Profundis, where the
remembrance of “the sums of money I had lavishly spent on you and how you had lived on
me for years” 70 is anything but “sweet.” Visualizing the sado-masochistic complex of
“exquisite pleasures” surrounding these currents of demand and dependence transforms De
Profundis (and, quite possibly, Earnest as well) into a text which reckons epically with the
pleasures and pains of financial fetishism, a particularly risky form of material desire.

iv. “No Renunciation”: Tragic Love, Beautiful Resistance
!

In Wilde’s letters from the months immediately following his release from Reading

Gaol, two separate tracks of representation of his feelings towards and plans regarding Bosie

Richard Ellmann, who quotes this, questions archly whether “Wilde’s pleasure in the arrangement
was perhaps a little less exquisite. Granted that he liked being abused a little, he could have forgone
being abused so much” (Oscar Wilde, 387).
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emerge. The first, developed in letters to Robbie Ross and other concerned friends,
continuously and sometimes violently abjures Douglas as, at worst, “an evil influence,”
“terrifying,” and at best “coarse,” “vulgar,” and infuriating.71 On May 28, 1897, he declares to
Robbie that he has “a real terror now of that unfortunate ungrateful young man with his
unimaginative selfishness and his entire lack of all sensitiveness...To be with him would be
to return to the hell from which I do think I have been released. I hope never to see him
again.” 72 But, over the same span of time, Wilde is re-establishing contact with Bosie, and
these letters, developing swiftly in tone from caution to energy to passion, suggest a very
diﬀerent emotional (and, eventually, actual) agenda. To Robbie, Wilde shivers at a “revolting
letter” 73 from Bosie that has left him unable to sleep; to Bosie, four days or so later, the
problems of his intemperate correspondence are demoted from a nightmare to a joke (albeit
an aggrieved one): “My dear Boy, If you wi# send me back beautiful letters, with bitter ones
of your own, of course you will never remember my address.”74 And by the fourth of June, in
lines that appear to be in response to an anxious query from Bosie, love, albeit stranded and
subdued, reinstates itself: “My dear Boy...Don’t think I don’t love you. Of course I love you
more than anyone else. But our lives are irreparably severed, as far as meeting goes. What is
left to us is the knowledge that we love each other, and every day I think of you, and I know
you are a poet, and that makes you doubly dear and wonderful.”75 This reads, in part, like a
plea for forbearance, an acknowledgement of love that is also a concession to its physical
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and perhaps discursive impossibility, where “knowledge” and poetry (or the thought of
poetry) must stand in for more direct modes of communication.
!

But Wilde promises at the end, “I will write to you” (again) “tonight.” The letter,

working its particular magic as, in Kate Thomas’s formulation, “a text that is detached from
the body that produced it, a text that travels and overcomes the distance between the
bodies of the writer and receiver,”76 is once again foregrounded as a technology of (homo)
erotic stimulation, or in this case re-stimulation. “Two more days and Oscar and Bosie were
almost as of old, in print at least,” 77 notes Neil McKenna of a letter, dated June 6, in which
any sense of relational moderation is outpaced by the exuberant mediation of the act of
letter-writing itself:
My dearest Boy, I must give up this absurd habit of writing to you every day. It
comes of course from the strange new joy of talking to you daily. But next
week I must make a resolution to write to you only every seven days, and then
on the question of the relations of the sonnet to modern life, and the
importance of your writing ballads...I am so glad you went to bed at seven
o’clock. Modern life is terrible to vibrating delicate frames like yours: a roseleaf in a storm of hard hail is not so fragile...Dear boy, I hope you are still
sweetly asleep: you are so absurdly sweet when you are asleep.” 78
This is a sumptuously flirtatious reawakening of the quintessential rhetorical vein of the
Wildean love letter, wherein elevated aesthetic concerns cross paths with the stuﬀ of
quotidian modernity: we are back in the territory of Bosie-as-Hyacinth lying on the sofa,
needy and sleepy and gorgeous, possessing an astonishing capacity to arouse and to receive
desire. Five years after that tableau, “modern life” having proved itself all too literally
terroristic — with added jolts of self-consciousness (Wilde enacts sensual deviations from
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high-minded artistic questions even as he performatively forswears them) and inevitable
irony (is it Bosie whose “delicate frame” has been battered by modernity?) — the
juxtapositional swerves are funnier, spikier, and perhaps sexier than they were in the more
simply idolatrous notes of 1892 and ’93.79
!

Another diﬀerence: Christ, carried over from the pages of De Profundis, enters the

referential repertoire. That text’s spiritual intensity is now cut with humor (irreverence, selfawareness), but that in itself underscores its radical argument of an intimately sympathetic,
queer-validating Christ whose symbolic allures (like Bosie’s) are most potently activated at
the aﬀective and material intersections of romance and reality, past and present, public and
private, boredom and delight, rejection and embrace. “I have been to Mass at ten o’clock
and to Vespers...I was a little bored by a sermon in the morning, but Benediction was
delightful. I am seated in the Choir! I suppose sinners should have the high places near
Christ’s altar? I know at any rate that Christ would not turn me out.” 80
***
!

Less than two months later came the brief, passionate reunion in Rouen with which I

began this chapter; and by the middle of September both Oscar and Bosie had made their
way to Naples, where they rented a villa together, wrote poetry (Wilde composed and edited
The Ba#ad of Reading Gaol, while Douglas produced sonnets), and defended themselves
against a barrage of gossip, threats, and “unkind and detestable letters” from friends and

McKenna, who takes the unpacking of potential double entendres as one of its central projects
(with results that are often ridiculous yet just as often illuminating), asserts that “a witty allusion to
Bosie’s predilection for buggering boys” is contained in the line, “With us who are modern it is the
scabbard which wears out the sword” (Secret Life, 437).
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enemies alike.81 In responding to their rage, Wilde produced what Ellis Hanson calls some of
“the most exquisitely painful [letters] he ever wrote,” 82 which are also some of the most
emotionally acute, and, for the purposes of queer criticism, most troublingly compelling and
provocative. “My going back to Bosie was psychologically inevitable,” he writes to Robbie
Ross on September 21, “and, setting aside the interior life of the soul with its passion for
self-realisation at all costs, the world forced it on me.”
I cannot live without the atmosphere of Love: I must love and be loved,
whatever price I pay for it...I was so lonely that I was on the brink of killing
myself. The world shuts its gateway to me, and the door of Love lies open.
When people speak against me for going back to Bosie, tell them that he
oﬀered me love, and that in my loneliness and disgrace I, after three months’
struggle against a hideous Philistine world, turned naturally to him. Of course
I shall often be unhappy, but still I love him: the mere fact that he wrecked
my life makes me love him. So do let people know that my only hope of life or
literary activity was in going back to the young man whom I loved before with
such tragic issue to my name.83
Many of the more vitriolic particulars of De Profundis are contradicted in letters like this
one. Bosie is no longer a hindrance to artistic production, but rather its only possible
stimulant. And he is no longer “coarse” and “unintellectual,” blind to aesthetic value, a poser
at best and a Philistine at worst: instead he is a refuge from “a hideous Philistine world,”
who “understands me and my art, and loves both,” and on top of that is himself “a most
delicate and exquisite poet, besides.” 84 But, on another level, the language of De Profundis —
its refrain, that “whatever is realised is right,” prefigures the assertion of the soul’s “passion
for self-realisation at all costs” — is carried over; and its most ecstatically developed tenets
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are not refuted here. More complexly, they are transfigured, or refined. Blame for Wilde’s
tragedy is still foisted upon Bosie, but now — because Love and Sorrow are still the most
compelling, most valuable, most nearly omnipotent forces of human existence — that is
precisely why he must be reclaimed: “I love him, and have always loved him,” Wilde writes
two days later to Reginald Turner. “He ruined my life, and for that very reason I seemed
forced to love him more: and I think that now I shall do lovely work.”85
!

Of this, Hanson says: “Here we collide immediately with his paradox, that a life

ruined might also be an artistic inspiration, a vita nuova...the beginning of a life newly
devoted to doing lovely work.” 86 It’s a paradox amply played upon, as we’ve seen, in the text
of De Profundis, where pain, art, and love are found to be profoundly intertwined with one
another. 87 Now, Bosie, as perpetual source of pain and object of love, is folded into that
conceptual triad, and he becomes the condition for its fruition:
So when people say how dreadful of me to return to Bosie, do say no — say
that I love him, that he is a poet, and that, after all, whatever my life may have
been ethically, it has always been romantic, and Bosie is my romance. My
romance is a tragedy, of course, but it is none the less a romance, and he loves
me very dearly, more than he loves or can love anyone else, and without him
my life was dreary. So stick up for us, Reggie, and be nice.88
Analyzing the spectacular reformulation of suﬀering via “splendid and edifying iconography”
that Wilde enacts through the pages of De Profundis, Hanson notes the utmost importance
of “authorial power”: te#ing “the story that is told of one’s own pain,” controlling “the
narrative context and significance it is given...The shift from sadism to masochism is an
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essential move from victim to author: the self-conscious serving up of one’s own soul for
sublime sacrifice.” 89 In prison, this can only be an aesthetic project and a psychological one,
carried out through the composition of De Profundis: narrating the events of the past,
interpreting their patterns and pitfalls, and recasting them through mythic and spiritual
metaphor. After prison, that “shift” is materialized, brought to bear upon the diﬃcult
realities of social life, as Wilde rekindles his tragic romance and sets up a partnership with
Bosie against all advice and injunctions: “It gives pain to most of my friends: but I cannot
help it: I must remake my maimed life on my own lines.” 90
!

“Authorial power in the hands of the victim can prove not only a political and moral

triumph but also an aesthetic one,” writes Hanson,91 and indeed the literalized seizing of
“authorial power” that Wilde enacts in Naples — “re-making,” or re-writing, his life “on his
own lines” — registers as all three. Aesthetically: it trades the “dreariness” and loneliness of
exile in “black and dreadful” Berneval (where, Wilde says, “the climate kills me” 92) for the
“charming” weather of Naples and “lovely villa over the sea,”93 decorated with the most
beautiful of objects: Bosie. In a letter to the publisher Leonard Smithers, which recalls the
old language of a “slim gilt soul walk[ing] between passion and poetry,” Bosie’s attractions of
body and character are extolled in aesthetic congruence with those of his poems: “He is a
most delicate and exquisite poet….You have got to publish his next volume; it is full of
lovely lyrics, flute-music and moon-music, and sonnets in ivory and gold. He is witty,
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graceful, lovely to look at, lovable to be with. He has also ruined my life, so I can’t help
loving him — it is the only thing to do.” 94 The last line, another formulation of the idea
dominant in these letters, conveys another, larger valence of “aesthetic triumph”: the dismal
aftermath of a tragedy which had been bemoaned in De Profundis as “hideous, mean,
repellant, lacking in style”95 is recast as the glorious, inevitable finale of a great romantic
tragedy. It fulfills the prototype of a drama about adultery and betrayal that Wilde had sent
to his producer George Alexander back in the summer of 1894 (just after the outline of The
Importance of Being Earnest):
I want the sheer passion of love to dominate everything. No morbid self-sacrifice.
No renunciation. A sheer flame of love between a man and a woman. That is
what the play is to rise to — from the social chatter of Act I, through the
theatrical eﬀectiveness of Act II, up to the psychology with its great
dénouement in Act III, till love dominates Act IV and accepts the death of the
husband as in a way its proper right, leaving love its tragedy, and so making it
a still greater passion.96
This presents diﬀerent version of what Michael Doylen calls the “ideological substratum
that unites [Wilde’s] pre- and post-prison writings, all of which document his continual
search for new modes of self-invention” and demonstrate a “commitment to the
transformative powers of imagination and art.”97 From a new angle — stretching beyond
De Profundis, which is where Doylen’s and almost all other analyses leave him — we see the
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erotic as well as aesthetic continuity of Wilde’s imagination, before, during, and after the
apparent break of his prison sentence.
/

“Political triumph,” meanwhile, speaks inevitably through the fact that this drama of

love’s elevation through tragedy is played out not “between a man and a woman,” as
(inevitably) it is imagined for performance, but between men. The refusal of “renunciation,”
in the face of multidirectional injunctions, becomes a political (and moral) act. Wilde insists
upon a chain of oppression connecting the Law and Society which jailed him and the
“people propos[ing] to exercise social tyranny over me” by endeavoring, first through
suggestion and then through coercion (the threat of his meager allowance being cut oﬀ), to
separate him from Bosie: “I lived in silence and solitude for two years in prison. I did not
think that on my release my wife, my trustees, the guardians of my children, my few friends,
such as they are, and my myriad enemies would combine to force me by starvation to live in
silence and solitude again.” 98
!

Once their combined forces has succeeded in bringing to an end, after several

months, the scandalous and troubled yet in its own way idyllic Naples cohabitation, Wilde
maintains with searing eloquence the larger significance of his decision to return to Bosie:
“It is very unfair of people being horrid to me about Bosie,” he writes to Robbie Ross, who
is implicitly among those so accused, in February 1898. “A patriot put in prison for loving his
country loves his country, and a poet in prison for loving boys loves boys. To have altered my
life would have been to have admitted that Uranian love is ignoble. I hold it to be noble –
more noble than other forms.” 99 This coalesces what all the textual activity of these letters
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has been gesturing towards, which is a response of sorts to Heather Love’s question about
the place “staying in bad relationships...might have in radical activism” 100: the refusal to cede
a much-protested romance becomes, ultimately, a perverse kind of political resistance.

v. “Finely-Carved Boys”: The Consolations of Transience
!

The letters that follow that memorable statement of something much like gay pride

avant la lettre, dating from Wilde’s departure from Naples early in 1898 until his death in the
fall of 1900, are for the most part, in Auden’s harsh but accurate assessment, “very sad
reading — the record of a desperately unhappy man, who is going downhill and knows it.”101
They are full of bitterness, worry, and pain. He laments the break with Bosie, repeating the
pattern of De Profundis by sending his blame back and forth between Bosie himself and the
vicious forces external to their dyad. He mourns the loss of a relationship with his sons, and
the premature death of his wife. More loquaciously, he mourns his “loss of social
position,” 102 and worries about money: endless pages are filled with his pleading for gifts and
loans, and accusing various friends, collaborators, and former friends of having cheated or
short-changed him. He is frequently disappointed, and often in distress. After the triumph
of The Ba#ad of Reading Gaol, artistic production is elusive. “You ask me what I am writing:
very little,” he sighs to a correspondent — one of the several young men with whom, in
these years, he enjoys epistolary romances — in November 1898. “I am always worried by
that mosquito, money; bothered about little things, such as hotel-bills, and the lack of
Heather Love, Feeling Backward: Loss and the Politics of Queer History (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 2007), 158.
100
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cigarettes and little silver 0ancs….My soul is made mean by sordid anxieties. It is a poor
ending, but I had been accustomed to purple and gold.”103
!

Yet these letters are also full of pleasures. On the very same day as that letter

consigning “purple and gold” to a lost past, next to which the present can look nothing but
“sordid,” he writes to a diﬀerent correspondent: “Paris is very purple, and starred with gilt
spangles.”104 The latter does not cancel out the former, nor does their contradiction reveal
either sentiment to be in some way false. Rather, the repetition suggests the complex
mixture of aﬀective stances which Wilde takes towards his past and present; and the
variance demonstrates the multivalent functions, in the negotiation of those stances, of his
long-cultivated, continually reawakened repertoire of stylistic tropes, aesthetic gestures.
!

Wilde’s letters from this period, writes Neil Bartlett, “now that he had nothing to

lose, blossom with boys, flowers, obscenities, wines, the small delights of European
travel.” 105 Instructively, Bartlett’s “small delights” echoes the terms of triviality flecking
Wilde’s quoted complaint above: “writing very little,” “bothered about little things,” “little
silver 0ancs,” “sordid anxieties,” “poor ending.” “Littleness” seems to define the material and
aﬀective planes, both positive and negative, of these letters. The rhetorical grandeur (not to
mention the sheer writerly stamina) on display in De Profundis is deflated, and for the most
part it is hard to find reprises of the emotional (and political) heft of the defensive letters
from Naples. But small and strange as they are, the letters merit attention as Wildean texts,
and as fragments of gay literary history. All of that triviality, as it does in The Importance of
Being Earnest (subtitled A Trivial Comedy for Serious People), adds up to something
103
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substantial. The letters represent something like the everyday eﬀorts of forging a gay
existence at the very end of the nineteenth century: its struggles intensified in the crucible
of Wilde’s exile and notoriety, but its pleasures likewise made luminous when filtered
through his unceasingly brilliant imagination. Both blocked and released in the aftermath of
scandal (with, as Bartlett says, “nothing to lose”), that imagination finds solace and beauty in
prickly humor and passing fancies and inexpedient luxuries, and it transforms unexpected
places and objects into queer things: objects around, against, or upon which queer desires
develop, emerge, play. “Yes: even at Napoule there is romance” he writes, presenting his own
surprise at the mutability of desire, the ubiquity of its objects: “it comes in boats and takes
the form of fisher-lads, who draw great nets, and are bare-limbed: they are strangely
perfect.”106
!

These texts frequently display a verve and a wit and an attunement to the peaks and

follies of desire and sociality akin to that The Importance of Being Earnest and the other
comedies, combined with the decadent mien and self-seducing aesthetic overload of Dorian
Gray: but with the added pleasures of a queer specificity, indeed a gay explicitness, that those
earlier writings preclude or obscure. Brief aﬀairs, or episodes of infatuation, are recounted
as, almost, the seeds of dramas. We hear of “a beautiful young actor, a Florentine, whom I
wildly loved. He has the strange name of Didaco. He had the look of Romeo, without
Romeo’s sadness: a face chiselled for high romance. We spent three days together.”107 And,
from the South of France, a response to Robbie Ross — one half of an inside joke? — evokes
the compelling counter-historical impression of a Wilde who, in a diﬀerent time or place,
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might have written a gay marriage comedy: “As regards my marrying again, I am quite sure
that you will want me to marry this time some sensible, practical, plain, middle-aged boy,
and I don’t like the idea at all. Besides I am practically engaged to a fisherman of
extraordinary beauty, age eighteen. So you see there are diﬃculties.” 108
***
!

“What can you want to lecture me about, except my past and my present, which you

expressly exclude?” 109 begins a December 1898 letter to Robbie Ross, in response to some
presumably disapproving inquiry from the friend who was now acting, from afar, as a kind of
guardian, doling out Wilde’s allowance and attempting to control his impulses — a
“combination of the University Extension Scheme and the Reformation” (though “always a
dear”), Wilde joked a few days earlier to Reggie Turner.110 “I have no future, my dear Robbie.
I don’t think I am equal to intellectual architecture of thought: I have moods and moments;
and Love, or Passion with the mask of Love, is my only consolation.” 111 In Naples, “Love”
had taken on the grand aspects of Fate and Tragedy, but it had also been, more simply, a lifeline, a condition for the possibility of living. In Paris, it is still a necessity, still a
“consolation” for all that has been lost, but its narrative is more diﬀuse: as the fabric of a
perpetual present, its aspect is melancholy, but also buoyant and pliable. “Passion that wears
the mask of Love” — infatuation, that is; and sex — is, if its “mask” is lovely enough,
sublimely worth having. Erotic obsessions are, in these texts, many and fleeting and intense;
they are the occasion for aesthetic reveries and rhetorical flights, as well as dirty jokes, and
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they are held in often slyly expressed opposition to “morality.” The letter above continues in
this vein, with a play upon Robbie’s own susceptibility (“when he knocks me down with the
Decalogue, I introduce Narcissus to him, as the only repartee” 112) to the allure of both
Wilde’s artistry and the beauty of boys, especially when they converge: “It is quite true that
when you talk morals to me, which you do quite beautifully, I always pipe on a reed and a
faun comes running out of the thicket. You at once say, ‘What a lovely faun!’ The rest is
silence...”113
!

As Wilde travels to the South of France, to Switzerland, and to Italy, his erotic and

aesthetic attractions are mapped onto the national landscapes of Europe. The continent is
re-written as a display-case for types of male beauty and the homoerotic responsiveness of
the traveler, both enamored and campily self-aware:
I was happy on the Riviera — lovely weather — and at Nice beautiful people
and beautiful flowers. As one nears Italy physical beauty comes running to
meet one. At Nice I knew three lads like bronzes, quite perfect in form.
English lads are chryselephantine. Swiss people are carved out of wood with a
rough knife, most of them; the others are carved out of turnips. 114
Simultaneously, as natural and human forms are conflated (“beautiful people and beautiful
flowers), bodies are transfigured into art objects. With the flamboyant technical term
“chryselephantine” (sculpture made of ivory and gold) taking over from more typical poeticerotic descriptors (like “gilt” and “white”), and with the luminous permanency of bronze
112
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sculpture bestowed on “three lads” briefly “known” in Naples, the history of art is re-written
as the fleeting present of desire.
!

Nowhere is this more apparent than in the letters Wilde sends en route to and from

Rome, in the late spring of 1900 (which turns out to be his last trip). In “lovely” Palermo,
what starts as a meditation on landscape — “the most beautifully situated town in the
world, it dreams away its life in the Conca d’Oro, the exquisite valley that lies between two
seas” — makes it way, via gardens, to art: more specifically, the (recent) history of art: “The
lemon-groves and the orange-gardens were so entirely perfect that I became again a PreRaphaelite, and loathed the ordinary Impressionists whose muddy souls and blurred
intelligences would have rendered but by mud and blur those ‘golden lamps hung in a green
night’ that filled me with such joy.”115 Eulogizing the “elaborate and exquisite detail of the
true Pre-Raphaelites,” Wilde aligns himself (“again”) with their outmoded mid-century
movement, and simultaneously, in a move of doubly displaced queer trans-temporal
identification, with their idealized historical prototypes. The tour meanders, then, in media
and (backwards) in time period, to the astonishments of medieval Norman church
architecture — “Nowhere...have I seen such mosaics. In the Cappella Palatina, which from
pavement to domed ceilings is all gold, one really feels as if one was sitting in the heart of a
great honeycomb looking at angels singing…” — and, from there, to Monreale “with its
cloisters and cathedral.”116 And here, in a move of deftly executed homoerotic play, the
angelic bodies of religious ornamentation come alive, in the antithetical form of Sicilian cabdrivers: “We often drove there, the cocchieri the most dainty finely-carved boys.” Existing
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vitally in the fugitive present, these boys are commemorated as objects of the past — “The
most favoured were Manuele, Francesco, and Salvatore. I loved them all, but only remember
Manuele” 117 — in terms, furthermore, which wittily destabilize a normative relational
hierarchy that generally assumes love to be scarcer than recollection.

vi. Re-writing: History as Flirtation
“Flirtation, if it can be sustained, is a way of cultivating wishes, of playing
for time. Deferral can make room.”
!

!

- Adam Phillips, On Flirtation (1995)

Next to the cocchieri, there is another briefly known and memorably inscribed boy,

Giuseppe, “a young Seminarist who lived in the Cathedral of Palermo,” whose introduction
allows Wilde to further his subversive crossing of the lineaments of history, art, and religion
with those of gay desire.
Every day he showed me all over the cathedral, and I really knelt before the
huge porphyry sarcophagus in which Frederick the Second lies. It is a sublime
bare monstrous thing, blood-coloured, and held by lions, who have caught
some of the rage of the great Emperor’s restless soul118
This is the moody Gothic mode of Dorian Gray, where the “pomp and decoration” of the
past (jewels, perfumes, tapestries, ecclesiastic vestments) are objects of fiery aesthetic
fascination, darkened always by the fanciful vocabularies of death; where the “luxury of the
dead” 119 carries “sublime” and “monstrous” powers of seduction and transmission; where
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“restless souls” are ensconced in materials and portraits, bearing across time, as Dorian feels
it, “some inheritance of sin and shame.” 120 Inspired by the site before which he is compelled
to “really kneel,”121 the tour guide becomes pupil: “At first, my young friend...gave me
information: but on the third day I gave information to him, and re-wrote History as usual,
and told him all about the Supreme King and his Court of Poets, and the terrible book he
never wrote.” 122
!

To “re-write History” is, for Wilde, to queer it: to vivify its stranger corners and

imagine its alternate paths; to bring the mysterious, tormented, seductive figures of the past
into homoerotic embrace with the aesthetic consciousness of the present. This is the work
of texts like The Portrait of Mr W.H., parts of Dorian Gray, and “The Critic as Artist,” in
which Wilde had proclaimed that “the one duty we owe to history is to re-write it”: all of
which authorial background animates, and slightly haunts, the tossed-oﬀ phrase “and rewrote History as usual.”123 Frederick the Second — the Holy Roman Emperor of the
thirteenth century renowned for his prodigious intellectual capacities and cosmopolitan
sympathies, notorious for his promiscuous bi-sexual appetites, accused of treason and
sodomy in the wake of suspicion about his anti-Christian writing (“the terrible book he
never wrote”), revered by Dante as a patron of poetry but consigned in his Divine Comedy to
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a place in Hell with the heretics124 — is just one of the relatively peripheral figures to make
late, walk-on appearances in the counter-history of the world which Wilde has for a long
time and compulsively (“as usual”) been forging: a hypnotically focused history of aesthetics,
which is also a shadow history of sodomy and its icons. But Frederick and his luminous red
tombstone — and the church itself — are not only entries in that registry: they are also, very
explicitly, tools of erotic pedagogy, flirtation devices.
!

“Information” — the topography of the Cathedral on one side, tantalizingly re-

colored historical anecdote on the other — is not all that is exchanged in this encounter.
Wilde gains the boy’s poignant (and sadly funny) biography: he has entered the priesthood
for a reason deemed “singularly medieval,” namely that his family is poor and he wanted to
give them “one mouth less to feed, for, though I am slim, I eat much: too much, alas! I
fear.” 125 In response, he bestows upon him a sliver of wisdom that would ring unbearably
condescending were it not so rooted in the painfully earned insight of De Profundis: “I told
him to be comforted, because God used poverty often as a means of bringing people to
Him, and used riches never, or but rarely.”126 The little narrative ends with a finale which
builds upon its own beguiled, seditious mood, leading up to a climax of shocking but sweetly
understated subversion:
I gave him a little book of devotion, very pretty, and with far more pictures
than prayers in it; so of great service to Guiseppe, whose eyes are beautiful. I
also gave him many lire, and prophesied for him a Cardinal’s hat, if he
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remained very good, and never forgot me. He said he never would: and indeed
I don’t think he will, for every day I kissed him behind the high altar.127
The admission of these sacrilegious daily kisses — alongside the subversive appraisal of what
makes a “little book of devotion” valuable — turns the temperature of the letter up from
coyly homoerotic to candidly homosexual. Wilde recognizes here his own epistolary
liberties, calling this letter (or one like it) “long, interesting, and of course seriously
compromising...Should it fall into the hands of the authorities you will be immortal” 128 — a
joke darkened and deepened by its obvious reference to the traumas of 1895, when precisely
that fate had befallen other letters. But “immortal” pushes the line between criminality and
celebrity, and the humor, in its blackness, is defiant: “a poet in prison for loving boys loves
boys,” as he’s said earlier, and — now that, the worst having happened, there is little or
nothing to hide — he will love many boys, and he will write it.
***
!

“Write,” however, is perhaps the wrong word for these acts of articulation: note that

it is the loving of boys, rather than the writing of poetry, that the imprisoned poet refuses to
give up. The work of writing, though longed for and occasionally planned, is consigned to
the impossible past: “I don’t think I shall ever write again: la joie de vivre is gone, and that,
with will-power, is the basis of art,” Wilde sighs in March 1898. Afterwards, writing happens
only in letters, which record plentiful revivals of “joie de vivre” but also display a persistent
deficiency in “will-power.” They bemoan (and, in a sense, are evidence of) the failure to
create art, to produce other kinds of writing (call it Writing): “I am in my usual state,
drifting along,” he sights to Frank Harris. “I wish I had your concentration of purpose, and
127
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controlled intellect.” 129 However, the letters, flight as they are, also defy that failure: they
themselves are, sometimes with diﬃculty, written, and they narrate other kinds of work. The
work of literary business, for one thing (Wilde expends ample energy negotiating details of
the publication of The Ba#ad of Reading Gaol and the reissue of Earnest, as well as on the
constant eﬀort to coerce more money out of his publisher); the work of protest, of which
two long letters to the Daily Chronicle on prison reform are the clearest example; and —
what interests me here — the work of travel and sight-seeing, conversation and flirtation,
boy-watching and furniture shopping, observation and absorption, narration and invention,
sentence-shaping and comic timing and image-making.
!

“My dear Robbie, I simply cannot write. It is too horrid, not of me, but to me. It is a

mode of paralysis — a cacoethes tacendi — the one form that malady takes in me,” 130 begins
the letter which I have discussed above, containing the encounters with mosaics and
Guiseppe in Palermo. The exact sense of this is unclear: does he mean that he is unable to
work, to Write; or does this function as an apology for a gap in correspondence — meaning,
in that case, that he been unable to write letters, to write at a#? How far does the “cacoethes
tacendi” (a “craving for silence,” in a pained twist on Juvenal’s “scribendi cacoethes,” or “itch for
writing”131) reach? In either case, the letter which flows beneath the declaration of
“paralysis” is poised between two longed-for but painful (im)possibilities, silence and
Writing, breaching the former but stopping short of the latter. In that liminal space, this
letter and others like it chronicle “moods and moments” which would at either end of the
spectrum — if the voice regained full authorial function, or succumbed to total blockage —
129
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slip outside of representation. They document the continuation of aesthetics after the end
of literary productivity, where they intersect in previously unwritable ways with erotic
energies that have also endured past the point of their expected expiration. The radical
potential of the “work” of such temporally unmoored eroticism, and of its representation, is
suggested by Adam Phillips’ claims about the serious possibilities of the most allegedly
unserious of erotic modes, flirtation: “If our descriptions of sexuality are tyrannized by
various stories of committed purpose — sex as reproduction, sex as heterosexual
intercourse, sex as intimacy — flirtation puts in disarray our sense of an ending. In flirtation
you never know whether the beginning of the story — the story of the relationship — will
be the end; flirtation, that is to say, exploits the idea of surprise.” 132

vii. “In Loneliness and Dreams”: The Aesthetics of Doing Nothing.
!

A kind of aesthetics — as mode of art and mode of life — born of “drifting along,” of

“earnestly idling,”133 of doing very little, is one that Wilde has previously theorized, in a few
diﬀerent veins. Before its excoriating treatment in De Profundis, idleness surfaces in the
willfully perverse verbal and moral play of his epigrams (“There is something tragic about
the enormous number of young men there are in England at the present moment who start
life with perfect profiles, and end by adopting some useful profession” 134); the languid
bachelors of his comedies (such as “Lord Goring, the idlest man in London” 135), all of them
132
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“prodigious time wasters” 136 of the Bosie type; and the sportive but intellectually
impassioned critical dialogue “The Critic as Artist,” the first part of which is subtitled “With
some remarks upon the importance of doing nothing.”
!

Before turning to that essay’s radical doctrine of non-productivity, which I see as

carried out nearly two decades later in these “drifting” letters and the object-relations they
describe, I turn to José Muñoz’s discussion of queer aesthetics as a “great refusal” of “the
performance principle,” a term used by Marcuse in Eros and Civilization (1955) to “describe
the conditions of alienated labor that modern man endures” within a social order that
demands (re)productivity and pre-ordains allowable forms of both labor and love.137 For
Muñoz, the performance principle equals “the way in which a repressive social order is set in
place by limiting the forms and quantity of pleasure that the human is allowed,” and
queerness, in the sense of “not just homosexuality but the rejection of normal love,” stands
against it.138 Certain queer artistic practices convey a resistance to the “coercive and
pragmatic” force of the performance principle, valuing instead the “ludic and lyrical” —
think here of the playful twists on education performed at Babbacombe Cliﬀ — as well as
the ornamental. “The desire to render the world as ornamented is the desire to see past the
limits of the performance principle,” 139 says Muñoz, and to undo or resist some part of its
repressive holds on pleasure and value. As an example, he turns to some early works by Andy
Warhol, in which “one grasps a gilded world of homoerotic desire that registers the

Christopher Castiglia and Christopher Reed say this of “the fops of Wilde’s essays and plays” in If
Memory Serves: Gay Men, AIDS, and the Promise of the Queer Past (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 2012), 19.
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unfolding of a line of utopian thought, a desire for a place and time that was not imaginable
for men who desired men.”140 Much the same could be said of Wilde, whose “gilded worlds”
were also created in an atmosphere which — especially in the paranoid surroundings of his
trials — proscribed the full expression of same-sex desire.
!

As Muñoz describes some of the visual tokens of Warhol’s utopian thought, the

intersections with Wilde’s — a homoeroticism stylized through a patent suggestiveness
which never quite crosses the line into explicit articulation; which conjoins eﬀusive
sociability and the worship of boys’ beauties, the proliferation of decorative details, a
performative self-adoration — continue to pile up:
The rich accentuation of hearts and gold-leaf paint render a world of
ornamentation. In one picture beautiful shoes abound, each of them named
after a friend, and the dedication on the bottom of the images reads, “to all
my friends.” A boy painted in gold leaf looks up provocatively...A self-portrait
of the artist’s face is adorned with stars, half-moons, and birds in flight. This
work, which was produced years before what is touted as gay liberation, is the
ornamented and gilded world of a daydreamer. 141
“Daydreaming” — like “drifting” or idling — is not, in a culture devoted to hard work and
productivity (which could describe the nineteenth century as well as the 1950s), a
respectable activity, and consequently those who indulge in it, and the ideas or images
engendered by it, are suspect. Balancing Muñoz’s queer speculations with their gayhistoricist intent, Christopher Castiglia and Christopher Reed trace a genealogy of sexual
suspicion around the wasting of time (encompassing such traits as “idleness, excessive
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appetite, self-indulgence, disputation, mobility across socially separated groups” 142) back to
the “libertines, seducers, wanton women” of eighteenth century literature (of, that is
“industrialism’s inception”). They then propose that “the ‘homosexual,’ as an identity
defined by unproductive expenditures of time as much as by unproductive sex acts, is the
embodiment of decades of...stereotype aimed at naturalizing and implanting the timedisciplines of the industrial West. As such, ‘homosexuality’ is also the name of a received
history of resistance to those disciplines of orderly and progressive time, perhaps of time
itself.”143
!

Recall here Charles Worth, another queer artist notorious for his performatively

dreamy methods and for the “ornamented and gilded” gowns which emerged from them:
“When this truly great man is composing,” wrote Felix Whitehurst, a British informant on
life in Second Empire France, “he reclines on a sofa, and one of the young ladies of the
establishment plays Verdi to him. He composes chiefly in the evenings, and says that the
rays of the setting sun gild his conceptions.” 144 In his case, as I argued in this project’s
second chapter, such languorous creative practices are queer in their marking as eﬀeminate
and sexually suspect, and they are queer in their capacity to subvert or circumvent both
social and sartorial norms and to engender new forms of relationality. They could also be
considered within Muñoz’s vocabulary of the performance principle and its queer resistance,
one form of which is “daydreaming”:
...a communicative and collective mode of transport that helps one think of
another place where our Eros is not conscripted in the fashion that
civilization demands. Daydreaming, like the ornament, represents a
142
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reactivation of the erotic imaginary that is not limited to sexual fantasies,
though it includes them, but is more nearly about a fuller capacity for love
and relationality, a capacity that is queer in its striking insistence on a great
refusal.145
While “refusing,” however, Warhol produced massive quantities of pictures, and Worth
massive quantities of dresses; many of which were, in both cases, sought-after and extremely
lucrative. Wilde, it seemed, was on the same path: overly contemplative and often
distracted, his style “ornamented and gilded” and suggestively awash with provocative boys
and golden birds, he nevertheless began writing extremely popular and profitable comedies.
This is not to say that successful work cannot be queer or utopian, nor is it to say that
resistance to the “performance principle” precludes productivity. It is, however, to suggest
that Muñoz’s concept of queer refusal could be pushed on harder, brought to bear on an
instance of absolute refusal: where aesthetic and erotic energies, having been brutally
shuttered by the “repressive social system,” are indeed “reactivated,” but in a way that
utterly evades the demands of literary pragmatism or romantic permanence.
!

After his reunion with Bosie — which was itself a refusal of all kinds of demands, and

entailed a utopian insistence on the possibility of a new life, elsewhere, enabled (and
ornamented) by the resuscitation of a damaged but exquisite love — Wilde’s production
halts: ideas and attractions proceed nowhere beyond their own inception. Yet what
inceptions they are: sparkling, eloquent, bitter, sexy, funny. Muñoz names “failure” and
“virtuosity” as two linked features of “a queer utopian aesthetic practice,”146 and both are
richly present in these letters, which write about what is not Written. Sent mostly to a small
and intimately linked circle of friends — their postal form bringing them into Muñoz’s
145
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“communicative and collective” vision of daydreaming; and making them graspable in their
very ephemerality147 — they document the insights and imagery and fantasies generated by
an aesthetic of virtuoso failure, an erotics of promiscuous but ardent attachment, an
expansive and sometimes bitchy sociality,148 an alternately profound and campy delight in
the forms of art and artifice, a sense of “exquisite melancholy” aroused by the monumental
objects of history, a transient cosmopolitanism, a fitful resistance to moral order. In other
words: a gay imaginary, fugitive from the nineteenth century, verging towards a queer
modernism. “Today I bade goodbye, with tears and one kiss, to the beautiful Greek boy
who was found in my garden — I mean in Nero’s garden. He is the nicest boy you ever
introduced to me” 149 he writes, to Robbie, on the last day in Rome; the city, he says, “has
quite absorbed me...it is the only city of the soul,” and its ancient resplendence calls him to
plan, poignantly, for a future — “I must winter here” — which he will not live to see. “In the
mortal sphere I have fallen in and out of love, and fluttered hawks and doves alike. How evil
it is to buy Love, and how evil to sell it! And yet what purple hours one can snatch from that
Kate Thomas’s arguments in Postal Pleasures, which I have discussed in the previous chapter, would
again be relevant here.
147
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serving-boy named Eolo, who later is called Mellor’s “slave, who like all slaves is most
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grey slowly-moving thing we call Time! My mouth is twisted with kissing, and I feed on
fevers. The Cloister or the Café — there is my future. I tried the hearth, but it was a
failure.”150

Coda: “Staining the Thoughts with its Bloom”
The experiences of the ego seem at first to be lost for inheritance; but, when
they have been repeated often enough and with suﬃcient strength in many
individuals in successive generations, they transform themselves, so to say, into
experiences of the id, the impressions of which are preserved by heredity. Thus
in the id, which is capable of being inherited, are harboured residues of countless
egos; and, when the ego forms its super-ego out the id, it may perhaps only be
reviving shapes of former egos and be bringing them to resurrection.
!

!

- Sigmund Freud, The Ego and the Id (1923)

!

“The Critic as Artist,” published first in the journal Nineteenth Century in 1890 and

then in the collection Intentions in 1891, is an extended piece of aesthetic criticism
presented, in genre-bending fashion, as a dialogue between two men, Ernest and Gilbert. It
opens in “the library of a house in Piccadilly, overlooking the Green Park,”151 with one of the
characters at the piano (as Algernon is in the opening tableau of The Importance of Being
Earnest). The conversation extends through the night, breaking for supper (they feast on
ortolans, that uber-luxurious delicacy so memorably recalled in De Profundis 152), and ending
only at dawn, when “a faint purple mist hangs over the Park” and Gilbert declares it “too
late to sleep,” inviting his friend to trade talking for more corporeal pleasures: “Let us go
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down to Covent Garden and look at the roses. Come! I am tired of thought.” 153 The dialogic
form, then, stages — and homoerotically frames — the queer (mis-)use of time, which
becomes one of the central thematics of the argument: that Criticism, far from being the
“irresponsible chatter” of the idle and mediocre, is not only an Art, but is in fact more
valuable, more subtle, and “in its way more creative than creation.” 154 In the course of
making his claims, Gilbert, who plays the provocative instructor to Ernest’s skeptical but
susceptible initiate, debunks the “gross popular error” that privileges action over thought:
“It is very much more diﬃcult to talk about a thing than to do it,”155 he says, and later takes
this further: “Let me say to you now that to do nothing at all is the most diﬃcult thing in
the world, the most diﬃcult and the most intellectual...It is to do nothing that the elect
exist. Action is limited and relative. Unlimited and absolute is the vision of him who sits at
ease and watches, who walks in loneliness and dreams.”156
!

That beautiful, lonely dreamer — “elect,” yet an exile; refusing “the sordid perils of

actual existence” in favor of “the exquisite sterile emotions that it is the function of Art to
awaken” 157 — stands in opposition to “that practical organisation of life that we call
society.” 158 In Wilde’s aesthetic-socialist vision, which predates and predicts theories like
Marcuse’s, society, “which is the beginning and basis of all morals, exists simply for the
concentration of human energy….it demands...of each of its citizens that he should
contribute some form of productive labour to the common weal, and toil and travail that the
153 Wilde,
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day’s work may be done.” 159 Those who “sit at ease and watch” are so antithetical to this
regime of relentless production, and “the beautiful sterile emotions that art excites in us”
are so irreconcilable with its obsessive drive towards action and reproduction, that while
“society often forgives the criminal, it never forgives the dreamer.....Some one should teach
[people] that while, in the opinion of society, Contemplation is the gravest sin of which any
citizen can be guilty, in the opinion of the highest culture it is the proper occupation of
man.” 160
!

Extolling beauty and elevating sterility, linked to both legal and religious/moral

discourses of prohibition (criminality and sin), the dreamer/contemplator cannot be far from
the homosexual. In fact, the opposition here — between Contemplation’s true, elite value
and the condemnation lobbed at it by a brutish, uncomprehending society — mirrors
strikingly that which Wilde will pose in his famous courtroom speech defending “the love
that dare not speak its name”: in the realms of “highest culture,” love between men is known
as a “deep, spiritual aﬀection that is as pure as it is perfect. It dictates and pervades great
works of art...it is the noblest form of aﬀection,” but “that it should be so the world does
not understand. The world mocks it and sometimes puts one in the pillory for it.” 161
Sublime and politically urgent, Wilde’s speech draws on the illustrious examples of history
— David and Jonathan, Plato, Michelangelo, Shakespeare — to cloister love between men
(more specifically “the great aﬀection of an elder for a younger man”) within a realm of
“pure” and “intellectual” relations between spirits and minds. For obvious reasons, the
speech quells any hint of a bodily dimension to “the love that dare not speak its name.”
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!

Linda Dowling, in her essential book He#enism and Homosexuality in Victorian Oxford,

calls “Wilde’s peroration on male love,” so eloquent and impassioned that it caused a brief
outbreak of applause in the grim gallery of the courtroom, a “moment of cultural
discontinuity or rupture.”162 It marks “the sudden emergence into the public sphere of a
modern discourse of male love formulated in the late Victorian Period by such writers as
Walter Pater, John Addington Symonds and Wilde himself, a new language of moral
legitimacy” which welds a “thoroughly modern notion of personal identity with the ideal of
male love surviving in the writings of ancient Greece.”163 This turn, at once idealizing and
individualizing, historicizing and modernizing, stakes its claim in Wilde’s speech against the
“legal language conceiving sodomy” in terms of “a forbidden range of merely genital
practices.”164 Dowling goes on, however, to complicate this version of the story, arguing that
to view it as a singular moment of discursive transformation “renders invisible...the complex
genealogy of Wilde’s language of nobility and purity in male love.”165 It also perpetuates the
invisibility which that language itself enacts: the invisibility of the body, materiality, sex.
Distinguishing itself from the genital definitions employed by the court, and distancing
itself from physicality more generally, Wilde’s language is drawing on a notion, widespread
within late-Victorian homosexual subcultures in Oxford and elsewhere, of “Greek” or
“Uranian” love as “a mode of spiritual and emotional attachment that was, at some ultimate
level innocent or asexual.”166 Dowling writes that “the degree of sexual innocence associated
Linda Dowling, He$enism and Homosexuality in Victorian Oxford (Ithaca: Cornell University Press.
1994), 2.
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by the Uranians with the vision of spiritual procreancy derived from Socrates and Plato can
scarcely be overestimated.” 167
!

Clearly, though, that vision does not cover the full spectrum of fin-de-siècle

homosexualities, in practice, ideology, or expression. Dowling outlines the committed
Uranians’ conflicts with insurgents like Symonds, who “beg[an] to regard the nongenital or
nonphysical eroticism of the Platonic doctrine of eros with a deepening mistrust,”168 and
with a younger group of activists — including Alfred Douglas, who later described his 1890s
self as “a complete and frank pagan” 169 and was described by others as the radical “leader” of
the homosexual “Cause” at Oxford 170 — who sought edgier and more explicit modes of gay
representation. Considering, however, that such divisions were far from absolute — and
that, as we know from the case of Wilde, the vocal defense of “pure” love did not preclude
prolific and multivalent sex lives — I want to consider a position which mediates between
ideality and corporeality, between spiritual bonds and sexual ones, via the expressive
materiality of things. In Wilde’s writings, as in Walter Pater’s before him, the heady
materiality of aesthetic objects, the things of the historical archive, serves as a counterpart to
the more removed inculcation of Hellenic ideals: and the moments where things enter the
critical text are moments of homoerotic pulsation. This is not because the description of
objects serves as a “cover” or code for the impermissible description of bodies, but because
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things themselves are endowed with a palpable, permeable eroticism to which enhanced
aesthetic responsiveness and counter-normative libidinal directions are drawn, and around
which transhistorical communities, fantasized or real, of queerly-desiring men can convene,
in contact — via the electric materiality of the object — with one another’s physical forms
as well.
***
!

For Pater, the highest form of art criticism, as well as of art appreciation, requires a

sort of intimate, visceral encounter with the work as a thing: as a material object endowed
with qualities of shape, form, structure, texture, spatiality, color, history — and capable of
producing a response, arousing a responsiveness, in the viewer that is deeply felt and, often,
erotically charged. The “aim of the true student of aesthetics,” he says in the first paragraph
of the Preface to The Renaissance, is “to define beauty, not in the most abstract terms but in
the most concrete terms possible…[I]n aesthetic criticism the first step towards seeing one’s
object as it really is, is to know one’s own impression as it really is, to discriminate it, to
realise it distinctly.” 171 The work of art-as-thing can produce “pleasurable sensations” of a
“peculiar or unique kind”172 and can thus be compared to other kinds of sensation-producing
things: like “a herb, a wine, a gem,” the object of aesthetic criticism is valuable, and
describable, “for the property [it] has of aﬀecting one with a special, unique, impression of
pleasure.” 173 The object has beauty and intrigue as a whole, but in order for that beauty to
become meaningful, it must be taken apart — “reduc[ed] to its elements,” “separate[d] from
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its adjuncts” 174 — and then intricately examined, piece by individual piece, in the way that
only a physically locatable, visible, graspable thing can be.
!

It is, of course, in his treatment of Greek statues (perhaps the most simultaneously

life-like and thing-like of visual art forms?) that Pater’s investment in the erotics of
materiality is most radiant. Sculpture, he writes, “has to do more exclusively than any other
art with the human form, itself one entire medium of spiritual expression, trembling,
blushing, melting into dew, with inward excitement.”175 Bodies and representations of bodies
become equally exciting in the material qualities that they share, which are the qualities of
form and shape and density, intensity of presence and potentiality of movement. Thus
Pater's celebration of Wincklemann's “native aﬃnity to the Hellenic spirit” can move
fleetingly from the passionate relation between critic and object to passionate relations
between men:
This enthusiasm, dependent as it is to a great degree on bodily temperament,
has a power of reinforcing the purer emotions of the intellect with an almost
physical excitement. That his aﬃnity with Hellenism was not merely
intellectual, that the subtler threads of temperament were inwoven in it, is
proved by his romantic, fervent friendships with young men...These
friendships, bringing him into contact with the pride of human form, and
staining the thoughts with its bloom, perfected his reconciliation to the spirit
of Greek sculpture.176 !
“Enthusiasm” for antique aesthetic objects is fluidly linked to “fervent” same-sex relations
— and acquires such fecundity as a vehicle for the transmission and articulation of gay
cultural investments as well as erotic “aﬃnities” — because of the powers of “almost
physical” impact attributed to Greek statues, in their designation not only as historical
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exemplars of transcendent formal achievement but as perpetually arousing sites of
encounter with the human form.
!

Pater’s interest lies in both the erotics and the specifics of art’s materiality: he is

entranced by Michaelangelo’s “love” for the “very rocks” which in his work “seem to have
life,” writing that “on the crown of the head of the David there still remains a morsel of
uncut stone, as if by one touch to maintain its connexion to the place from which it was
hewn” 177; and a stated part of his critical practice is to “dwell...emphatically upon the purely
sensuous aspects of early Greek art, on the beauty and charm of its mere material and
workmanship, the grace of hand in it, its chryselephantine character.” 178 Together, these two
strains of material investment might signal a sort of counterweight to the version of Pater
presented by Heather Love in Feeling Backward, which compellingly draws his queerness
around the perpetual recurrence of “failure and victimization” in his work, arguing that he
“cultivates a modernist aesthetics based not on violent transgression but rather on refusal
and passivity.” 179
!

Analyzing his tropes of “fascination with the disappearing subject,” 180 of

displacements both temporal and spatial, and of refusals (which leads Love, like Muñoz, to
an engagement with Marcuse’s theorizations of productivity and resistance), Love zooms in
on a moment in the “Winckelmann” essay which “explicitly describes the refusal of the
future as beautiful.”181 Pater writes:
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In the best Greek sculpture, the archaic immobility has been stirred, its forms
are in motion; but it is a motion ever kept in reserve, and very seldom
committed to any definite action. Endless as are the attitudes of Greek
sculpture, exquisite as is the intervention of the Greeks in this direction, the
actions or situations it permits are simple and few...The actions selected are
those which would be without significance, except in a divine person —
binding on a sandal, or preparing for a bath.182
If, as Love argues, this documents a “beauty...specifically tied for Pater to [a] lack of
expectancy” 183 and a refusal of achieved motion, it also constitutues a preservation of
motion’s possibilities. The incomplete, “minute gestures”184 of the Greek figures are encased
in a perpetually present tableau, into which a viewer — a past viewer, a present viewer; even,
perhaps queering back again the queer rejection of futurity, a future viewer — can enter; and
they render perpetually visible, graspable, the intricately “exquisite” forms of the body on
display, the body “ever kept in reserve”: meaning continually deferred, but also preserved for
all time. The “minute,” otherwise-insignificant stances become, then, for the fully engaged
aesthetic viewer, necessarily imbued with a certain kind of queer significance: a link is
suggested (even if the suggestion is not achieved) between the binding of a sandal and the
aura of the divine, as both the corporeality and spirituality of the historical object are
opened to transhistorical embrace.
***
!

To return, then, to “The Critic as Artist” (and to a moment which I addressed in the

introduction to this project): as soon as Gilbert has stated that “doing nothing” is the
“noblest form of energy,” the calling of “saints” and “the elect,” he qualifies the
endorsement. A life of absolutely removed contemplation is a thing of the mystic past: “We
182
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who are born at the close of this wonderful age are at once too critical, too intellectually
subtle and too curious of exquisite pleasures, to accept any speculations about life in
exchange for life itself…[R]eligious ecstasy is out of date...We cannot go back to the saint.
There is far more to be learned from the sinner?”185 The dreamer/contemplator, as a defector
from reproductive society, was previously case as a “sinner” himself, but now the word
begins to do now work: “sin,” loaded as ever in Wilde’s work with erotic content and
homosexual possibility, becomes one of the stands of connective aﬀect between the critic
and his objects, the present and the past.
!

The modern contemplator must balance the nobility of doing nothing with the drive

towards materialization, knowledge, pleasure. The result is an exquisite duality: the “critical
spirit” cultivates a detachment, a refusal of active engagement, “the rejection of energy,”186
but the same time, it incites a fully engaged yielding: “Each form of Art with which we come
into contact dominates us for the moment to the exclusion of every other form. We must
surrender ourselves absolutely to the work in question, whatever it may be, if we wish to
gain its secret.” 187 Contemplation, though it scorns activity, is activated: it transforms the
world, and fulfills the promise of “making us absolutely modern” by enabling contact with
the past: “To realise the nineteenth century, one must realise every century that has
preceded it and has contributed to its making. To know anything about oneself one must
know all about others. There must be no mood with which one cannot sympathise, no dead
mode of life that one cannot make alive. Is this impossible? I think not.”188 Eschewing any
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kind of normatively productive engagement with the “stress and turmoil of actual
existence,” 189 the contemplative individual comprehends modernity through cleaving, via the
unbounded capacities of “a temperament exquisitely susceptible to beauty, and to the
various impressions that beauty gives us”190 to the gorgeous and “curious” stuﬀ of history.
!

His stigmatized “sterility,” Wilde (via Gilbert) argues in a turn to a boldly queered

idea of Darwin, is now justified (which isn’t to say accepted) by scientific knowledge: “By
revealing to us the absolute mechanism of all action, and so freeing us from the self-imposed
and trammelling burden of moral responsibility, the scientific principle of Heredity has
become, as it were, the warrant for the contemplative life. It has shown us that we are never
less free than when we try to act.” 191 But “in the subjective sphere, where the soul is at
work,” the idea of Heredity has a diﬀerent eﬀect: “it comes to us, this terrible shadow, with
many gifts in its hands, gifts of strange temperaments and subtle susceptibilities, gifts of
wild ardours and chill moods of indiﬀerence…” 192 The conjunction of the simultaneous
stances of refusal — of action, of the banal and oppressive demands of society — and of
surrender — to the glorious secrets of aesthetic form and to the “complex multiform gifts”
of inherited imagination — chauﬀeurs the contemplator on a dark, glorious flight into the
past. Centuries and eras crash into one another, and the self enters into a kind of full-body
contact with the vital, violent dramas of history and literature:
And so it is not our own life that we live, but the lives of the dead, and the
soul that dwells within us is no single spiritual entity...It is something that has
dwelt in fearful places, and in ancient sepulchres has made its abode. It is sick
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with many maladies and has memories of curious sins...It fills us with
impossible desires, and makes us follow what we know we cannot gain...It can
help us to leave the age in which we were born, and to pass into other ages,
and find ourselves not exiled from their air.....Theocritus blows on his pipe,
and we laugh with the lips of nymph and shepherd. In the wolfskin of Pierre
Vidal we flee before the hounds, and in the armour of Lancelot we ride from
the bower of the Queen. We have whispered the secret of our love beneath
the cowl of Abelard, and in the stained raiment of Villon have put our shame
into song…193
The contact is imaginative, imagistic, but it is also physically conveyed: the soul, here, is a
bodily one; and its aﬀective identifications are conducted through material inhabitations.
Thus the modern age, the present moment — because it is “curious of exquisite pleasures”
and desires only the experience of that which is concrete and materially graspable; because
it understands heredity and has inherited the most — becomes the necessary, viable home of
“the critical spirit,” the mind who experiences everything, and does nothing: “Yes, Ernest: the
contemplative life, the life that has for its aim not doing but being, and not being merely, but
becoming – that is what the critical spirit can give us.”194 In the face of a “Philistine” society’s
scorn, its attack, its unceasing demands of work, production, reproduction, and
performance, the stance of detachment turns marginality into a position — like that of
Pater’s statue-figures, binding their shoes and bathing with that exquisitely “reserved”
stillness of design — both divine and preserved:
The gods live thus: either brooding over their own perfection…[or] watching
with the calm eyes of the spectator the tragi-comedy of the world that they
have made. We, too, might live like them...From the high-tower of Thought
we can look out at the world. Calm, and self-centered, and complete, the
aesthetic critic contemplates life, and no arrow drawn at a venture can pierce
between the joints of his harness. He at least is safe. He has discovered how
to live.195
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The critic “creates” nothing, yet his non-procreative endeavors are celebrated as the most
illustrious, most generative of stances: “Creation limits, while contemplation widens.”196 It
widens across time and across space, enabling trans-historical voyage and cosmopolitan
reach; it widens experience and observation; widens aesthetic horizons, and erotic positions;
the perfectible possibilities of “how to live.”
***
!

It would be wrong to suggest that the last three years of Wilde’s life entailed a

widening, exactly. The predominant theme, to the contrary, is a narrowing, a shrinking down:
of artistic abilities, of social relationships, of health, of money, of resources. And yet: in the
remarkable subset of his late letters which I’ve identified, he speaks from an exiled position
of extreme idleness, of “not doing but being,” which allows both melancholy and play, and
achieves the diﬃcult re-valuation of that “refusal” theorized by Marcuse, Muñoz, and Love
as a way of actua#y being in the world: “not only as an aesthetic mode,” as Heather Love puts
it (discussing Pater), “but also as a ‘mode of living’ — as an alternative form of political
subjectivity.”197 In these texts, in this mode, the long-cultivated thematics of queer-aesthetic
criticism — the dialectic of detachment and yielding, the reaches backwards across time,
the attunement to the living vibrations of aesthetic forms, the erotic vibrations of the
object-world — are still present and, while shrunk down in intensity and breadth, they are
also opened up to a fully expressed symbiosis with the physicality of same-sex desire; thus,
they begin to point towards a future which Wilde himself would not live to see.
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!

As I’ve discussed above, Wilde’s travels across Europe entail the expressive suturing

of art-objects, and even sacred ones, to the bodily charms of boys. In the context of the
Aesthetic tradition I’ve touched upon here, this looks all the more intriguing. Gay contact
has, since Pater, been suggestively enwrapped in — and, ideationally, enabled through — the
voluptuous appreciation of material form: now, it is physicalized, voiced. Boys and statues
convene, literally, in “a very handsome Roman boy, dark, and bronze-like, with splendidly
chiselled nose and mouth, and the tents of midnight are folded in his eyes; moons hide in
their curtains.”198 There’s even a joke to be made, aﬀectionately, at the circumlocutions of
the old style: “Armando...is so absurdly like the Apollo Belvedere that I feel always as if I was
Winckelmann when I am with him. His lips are the same, his hair, his somewhat vulgar,
because quite obvious, pride…”199 If Winckelmann’s “romantic friendships” with young men
infuse his appreciation of sculpture, then Wilde will reverse it: his knowledge of art history
— and the history of art history — will give him a vocabulary with which to praise his young
boyfriends.
!

Exiled from the century in which he lived, poised just on the verge of the century in

whose first year he would die, Wilde is vividly outside of time, athwart history: which adds
yet more urgency and poignancy to his late moves of “re-writing History as usual.” But the
nineteenth century, defamiliarized from itself, becomes now a kind of history: and its objects
enter the homoerotic lexicon. Boys are bronze and marble, but they’re also modern
machines: “How is my golden Maurice? I suppose he is wildly loved,” Wilde writes to Reggie
Turner of a boy who, over several months, jaunts back and forth between Wilde in Paris and
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Reggie and Robbie in London. “His upper lip is more like a rose-leaf than any rose-leaf I
ever saw. I fear he would not be a good secretary; his writing is not clear enough, and his
eyelashes are too long, but he would be a sweet theatrophone, and an entrancing
phonograph.”200 This is a joke, campy and self-deprecating, but it’s also adoring: and, in the
transfer of the powers of homoerotic transmission from the statues of antiquity to the
recording devices of the late nineteenth century Wilde seems to anticipate both their
obsolescence and the future onset of a technological object-world, full of new material
anxieties and enchantments. He observes it, playfully, cleverly, and with tossed-oﬀ
unrealized plans; whose persistent lack of fruition tinges them with melancholy, yet also
enlivens them with the exquisitely minute significance of preserved gesture: “The
automobile was delightful, but, of course, it broke down: they, like all machines, are more
wilful than animals — nervous, irritable, strange things: I am going to write an article on
‘nerves in the inorganic world.’”201
!

Objects of desire like Maurice, figured materially, also function as objects of

homoerotic transmission in a few other ways: shared between a group of friends and lovers,
they mediate aﬀect and radiate desire across emotional or (as in Maurice’s case) literal
distance. And, adding some punch to the metaphor of Maurice as unreliable secretary but
“sweet theatrophone” — the theatrophone, a popular novelty of the fin-de-siècle, being a
system which broadcast theatrical performances over telephone lines 202 — the boy also
200
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becomes himself a communication device, a supplement to the mail, a courier of news,
gossip, rumor, innuendo, and drama. “I understand from Maurice that you think I have boys
to tea every day, and shower gold on them,” Wilde writes to the ever-vigilant Ross,
subverting his own rebuttal with doleful, risqué wit: “My dear Robbie, I have not been
visited by a single boy since the day Edmond came — in the daytime I mean. Of course,
when the moon is full I often return with Léon, to smoke a cigarette or to weave words
about Life, but no one comes to see me. I am never in during the afternoon, except when I
am confined to the house by a sharp attack of penury.”203
!

As for Bosie: flitting in and out of Wilde’s daily life, he figures, in these letters,

alternately as a sweet friend and companion, a money-guzzling and extravagant onus or
possibly scapegoat (“Of course the diﬃculty is that Bosie when he asks me to dinner will
always insist on going to a very expensive place and ordering champagne…”204), an emotional
abuser, a brilliant poet, a furniture-shopping companion, and a character in the miniature
narratives of risky, raunchy, lyrical, collectively enjoyed gay adventure. In May 1898, Bosie “is
devoted to a dreadful little ruﬃan aged fourteen, whom he loves because at night, in the
scanty intervals he can steal from an arduous criminal profession, he sells bunches of purple
violets in front of the Café de la Paix. Also every time he goes home with Bosie, he tries to
rent him. This, of course, adds to his terrible fascination. We call him the ‘Florifer,’ a lovely
name. He keeps another boy, aged twelve! whom Bosie wishes to know, but the wise
‘Florifer’ declines.”205 Two weeks later: “Bosie has grown tired of the ‘Florifer,’ but intends
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using the word in a sonnet. All romances should end in a sonnet. I suppose all romances
do.” 206
!

Bosie, of course, would be the one to live into the next century — writing many

sonnets: some of them cruel, but some of them loving. And for all of the violent and stupid
things he would do and say over the four decades between Wilde’s death and his, he would
nonetheless carry with him, into that future, intermittently flashing traces — preserved,
even, in that astonishing beauty which he seems to have retained until remarkably late in life
— of the erotic allures of the past. “I happened to meet at dinner tonight Bosie Douglas —
hadn’t seen him for years — was amazed to find that he hadn’t changed one little bit,” wrote
Max Beerbohm, in an undated letter. “I gazed at him across the gulf that separates the 19th
from the 20th century, and plucked wonderingly at my long grey beard while he passed a
petulant hand through his rebellious golden curls: not curls really: the hair is straight
enough: but it looks curly across the gulf.”207
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